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 A Message ……. 

 It is with great pride that we present to you the second issue of The Mannar Scroll-  

A Multidisciplinary Peer Reviewed International Biannual Research Journal of Mannar 

Thirumalai Naicker College, Madurai. The Journal is an intellectual enterprise for the 

advancement of knowledge and application in the fields of humanities, science and 

technology, commerce and business administration.  

 
 The aim of this journal is to publish original research papers which contribute to “fresh 

glow of thought” in emerging areas of research in multidisciplinary mode. It is a small step 

towards that giant leap. There was an overwhelming response from scholars and teachers 

of colleges, universities in India and abroad. The referees had a tough time gleaning the 

best for the second issue. Finally we selected 45 papers from varied disciplines such as 

Tamil, English, Commerce, Business Administration, Mathematics, Physics and Physical 

Education. The editorial team will stretch “its arms towards perfection”.  

We appeal that the journal be read and reviewed and feedback given for furtherance.  

 
 We thank the Chief Editor, our Principal Dr. S. Nehru and the Managing Editor,  

R.Raja Govindasamy, Director (SF) whose love and persistence have paid well in bringing 

out this journal. We are also grateful to the College Management for their encouragement 

and financial support in the release of this second research journal in the annals of  

Mannar Thirumalai Naicker College.  
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“CONSUMMATE ART AS SEEN IN POETIC EXPRESSIONS OF KAMALA DAS: THE 

MOTHER OF MODERN INDIAN ENGLISH POETRY

 Consummate art as analyzed in the writings of Kamala Das reveals the completeness of 
details, perfection to the skills of writing and her steadfastness in the accomplishment of the 
highest degree in her poetic forms. This is the overall personification of the concept in this article 
to the audience. No doubt, in all her writings, Das consummately works on her poetic credentials 
and presents to the common man in her profound style of writing which is high Indian with English 
literary ethics. Consummate art expression came into form during the early 15
practically an adaptive feature by Das to make her writing well renowned in years to come.
 The world of art is the world of social emotions…of words and images, whic
a result of the life experience of all emotional associations, common to all and its elaboration of 
social life. [Christopher Caudwell, Illusion and Reality,
 These two epigraphs argue the point that an artist must execute 
medium. But in this execution, an artist is not completely free in the sense that he can do 
whatever he likes to do. Creative process is a rule
element is as much important as the effective element. The poetic spectrum of Das revolves 
around her creativity in art. Her theory of creativity is a kind of organic theory where all the 
factors are so interrelated that the meaning of one is not intelligible without reference to the 
other. These concepts bring out the uniqueness of Das and as initiated by Das reflects a sequence 
of events of the reality to the audience. As far as her writings are concerned, the expressions in 
her artistic works are the expression of ideas which forms the content
separate entity, which is externalized or expressed. It is in expression. It is in form. It is not a 
relation of form and content but form-content relation. Similarly, it is not the relation of art and 
society, or artist and observer but art-society and artist
originally related and through them other categories are also intrinsically connected with a work 
of art. The theory of creativity of Das is profound, comprehensive and perceptive. Her a
view is termed as an integral aesthetics. Creative process does not end only in bringing into 
existence some object which we call art-object, instead brings in a continued existence. That 
work is not a work of art, which remains confined within th
True art revolves not only the artist but also art
also communicate the ideas in the best of the expressions. Most works of expression of Das were 
and are ‘euphonic echoes’ of her experiences to the readers. There is ‘consummate art’ in form 
and order of her thoughts clustered with emotions of angst and agony. The apt point of view of 
Christopher Caudwell is worth mentioning here, “Art is the product of society as th
product of oyster” [Illusion and Reality, 1947, p.9]
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product of oyster” [Illusion and Reality, 1947, p.9] 
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 It ought to be stressed that the mind of Das belongs to a level far above the level of the 
common understanding and as her writings are the writings of a realized soul who has seen and 
experienced truth in and through the brilliant imagination and exquisite sensibility. It is a living 
aesthetic of flesh and blood and also of the spirit. The concepts like form, content, expression 
and communication are of quite different imports. The aesthetics of Das appears to be something 
like meta-aesthetics. The contention of Das has been that man lives in the universe. But he is not 
a mere passive spectator here. He has in him his inquisitive spirit that gives a creative impact to 
the reality of life. Das had a wide thought realization of such a theory of interpretative 
confessional outlook. She spontaneously took different interpretative roles depicting the 
experiences she faced in her life. 
 It can be rightly analyzed that artistic thoughts are not mere fancy, yet they are based on 
facts of reality. For Das, very evidentially all her poetic thoughts originate from world around her. 
By truth, Das means the reality of the art-object; the contents of the artistic creation are to be 
based on fact, that is, the real objects…object as they exist in nature. Truth has to depend on 
fact. Since expression is the aim of art, it is the business of art to give us the taste of that truth, 
which rests on fact. Das conceptualized all the thoughts, emotions and realities of life on such a 
creation. While creating something according to Das and in understanding of her writings, it can 
be deciphered and remembered: 
 Two essentialities of realism that our imagination cannot create things more artistic than 
nature and our aesthetic sense cannot go beyond the condition in which we are born. Novelty is 
the mark of original creation which is realized in all the works of Das presented to the readers 
with a great impact. There are many instances in her poems right from the poems “An 
introduction” to “The Summer in Calcutta”, with relevance to her experiences depicting tell-tale 
narratives, relay of sequences of her life adapting the feature of coming to the point of view but 
differently. This adaptive technique was unique of Das. Proportionately, Das means that there 
must be harmony among the elements of the symbolic structure. She believed that a writer would 
get the totality or completeness of an idea by bringing in the form and content in unity to the 
experience and emotion balanced in a fine syntactic rhythm. Art is never an exhibition but a 
revelation. The pride of exhibition lies in its unmeasured extravagance whereas glory of 
revelation consists in its complete unity. 
 Further, when it comes to the poetic understanding of the verses of Das, a research 
interpretation can be presented to the audience. Wassily Kandinsky, a Russian art theorist reads 
three factors governing the creative art products of Das and they are worth mentioning here 
[Documents of Modern Art, Vol.IV, 1955, p.51-55]: 

• Every artist, as a creator, has something in him, which demands expression. 

• Every artist, as the child of his time, is impelled to express the spirit of his age. 

• Every artist, as the servant of art, has to help the cause of art, is the quintessence of art, 
which is constant in all ages among all nationalities. 

Das in her poetic expressions had these three parameters and they served as a cloak. She through 
her verbal mastery, language manipulation, linguistic experimentation, innovative forms and 
innovative devices gets recognized as a creative artist. Her innovative ways and contextual 
excellence alon with structural finesses has enriched Indian writing in English and by extension, 
world literature. 
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Delighting in language, Das has used it as the means of the artist for creating the art world and 
preserving it against time. John O. Stark’s pointed observation is worth quoting here [The 
Literature of exhaustion, 1987, p.83]: 
 “In literature this bliss usually takes the form of wonder at the adroit use of man’s greatest 
invention, language and this wonder is most intense when the wonderer is the linguistic master”. 
 The poetic genius of Das lies in the fact that she had a dazzling verbal skill with astounding 
craftsmanship in her writing. She had great potentials in introducing word-pictures. She was an 
embodiment of poetic vision and clustered her mundane experiences into poetry. To put it 
differently, like Walt Whitman, the father figure of American literature, she is a great image-
maker. Yet again, she happily marries memory with imagination and creates a sense of a sunlit 
world, which is the hidden positive in her art products. In fact, the reader is led into a world in 
which only art and language preserve the reader from the horrifying passage of time. Das leads 
the readers into a passageway of delight and fascination with not only the possibilities of the 
imagination and language, but the staggering possibilities of the human dream of art as a vision of 
immortality. As a result reality assumes for the reader an elusive quality of circular timelessness. 
She is a form of style, beauty and quality. Unconditionally, a good work of art takes the reader 
into another area of experience, which is the real world of the imagination. 
 It ought to be stressed that many of the poems of Das have grace, lightness, freshness and 
clearness. Just a balanced imagination is able to see in the world something of, time and 
timelessness, space and non-space existence, motion and motionlessness which dominatingly 
exists in most poems of Das. On reading all the poems of Das, we are sure to understand the fact 
that Das’s commitment to writing as a career is remarkable. Incidentally she is identified as the 
outstanding Indian intellectual that India has ever witnessed. She gives expressions to her 
feelings, thoughts and experiences and gives vent to her anger, frustrations and disappointments 
in life in the confessional mode. She employs all the elements of poetry, autobiography and prose 
as enunciated by Robert Penn Warren and Cleanth Brooks in their renowned book, Appreciation of 
Literature and as explicated by Robert Dayan in his well-considered critical work entitled, 
Literature: Reading Fiction, Poetry and Drama. Das contends on the fact that all poetry is a 
fusion of technique and theme. However, she stresses the uniqueness of each poem, which results 
from the fact that in each work there is or should be a perfect blend between the subject matter 
and the manner of expression. She implicitly believes in the concept that every poem must have 
meaning and purpose. As a creative artist, she achieves this objective admirably and adequately 
through her poems. She maintains that there is no other way to specify poetry than the way in 
which it has been written. This is her individuality. Further, her poems reflect the truth that she 
has expressed. The wisdom it contains is eternally true. She emphasizes the natural spontaneous 
quality of the writing. Das strongly believes that the poet and the audience must share the 
excitement and surprise, on discovering the truth, which, if it is faithful to life. It should be the 
discovery and awareness of recognition which is important. Many a times, when I as a youngster 
had come across vehement criticism on the writings of Das, but, consciously on understanding her 
poems and other writings of her, I did feel there was a jam-packed expression of reality as 
experienced by any women in this macrocosm. No doubt, are able to feel the timelessness of her 
writings with scope to future to realize and overcome the challenges as it exists in this present 
era. Moreover, the poems of Das are replete with passages of cadences, tonal variations, 
rhetorical flourishes, descriptive beauties, narrative excellence, complexities, ambiguities, 
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technical finesse, in which the thought felt experiences surface to life. She is universally 
acknowledged as the most imaginative and resourceful poet. In fact, through her poems she has 
consolidated her hard won recognition. 
 On reading the poetic verses on different episodes of Das’s life, one is sure to express the fact 
that the life of the women in general is restricted, constricted, checked and full of puzzles. But 
they are constantly driven by contrary impulses towards freedom and conformity. The movement 
in all the poems of Das revolves around the discussion of the growth of consciousness of the 
women. Her poems recommend to the women to review their lives in acts of discovery and re-
discovery. As such, it is a perspective on the present that is developed through an understanding 
of women’s realities in the past and the vision of the future. The focus and concern of humanism 
has always been on the knowledge of man; in this knowledge man is the measure of humanity and 
women are a part of it. Evidentially, women are shadowy figures in the background from the 
ancient past. Feminism does not actually fight for this backwardness; instead it reflects on the 
light of women in angst and fights for the rights of equanimity and splendor of the creation of 
womanhood.  
 The poems of Das bring into sharp focus the male and the female, the one dominating over 
the other, and the other relegated to the dark background. Regaining consciousness of women’ 
interests are central to feminism and it is a major theme in her poems. The struggle at the heart 
of her liberation is not a struggle for privilege, but for equality and self-determination. Her poems 
define the concept that ‘Soul’ does not have a gender and it needs to be handled with care and 
concern. As women the embodiment of love and sacrifice need to be acknowledged for the virtues 
of life as created the mighty God. The main concept of liberation of woman self from torture, the 
voice of an Indian woman, the world can read and feel, thereby realizing the story of entire 
women in the world. 
 The diction of Das is lyrical and natural. Simplicity and lucidity are its hallmarks of her 
writings. It is wrapped up in philosophical broodings, mystical intricacies, identity for true love 
engrossed in depths of agony and fangs of disappointment. A few illustration of her lyrical 
implications fill a reader in awe are referred to bring forth the creative artistry of Das. She 
candidly lays bare her woman’s heart in the poem, “Composition” thus: 
 What I am able to give 
 Is only what your wife is qualified? 
 To give 
 We are all alike, 
 We women…… 
 The tone of womankind as a whole is exposed in the above quoted lines of utter sincerity and 
fidelity. Moreover, the diction of Das is marked also by a notable sweep and aped in its movement 
onward. The poem, “The child in the factory”, which is quoted argues to the point: 
 In the parlor 
 The girl-child, now grown clever, 
 Takes off her clothes 
 And turns shyly around, 
 I am she…..”  
 The device of repetitiveness for added emphasis and implications and for communicating the 
velocity of the emotions is constantly seen in her writings. Not only certain words and phrases 
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have been repeated, but a whole set of expression or a whole a clause is frequently resorted to. 
The significant, relevant and consequential lines from the poem “Substitute” argue to the point: 
 It will be all right when I learn 
 To paint my mouth like a clown’s 
 It will be all right if I put up my hair,  
 Stand near my husband to make a proud pair 
 It will be all right when I ….. 
 The phrase, “It will be all right” has been used here in this poem over and over again, even in 
contents which are juxtaposed. But what could be a better poetic tool than this for one who is 
highly sensitive and extremely emotional and one who has been leading a life of tension and 
restlessness? The repetitive application of words, phrases and expressions make her poetry truly 
musical and rhythmical. The poetry of Das accommodates figures of speech in a befitting manner. 
Her alliteration breathes fire and fury at many instances of her poetic expressions. Das makes use 
of metaphor in her verses in a noticeable manner. The short piece, “Annette” argues to the point: 
 Annette. 
 At the dresser 
 Pale fingers over mirror-fields 
 Reaping  
 That wheat brown hair  
 Mirror fields and wheat brown hair are touching metaphors. 
 The abundant use of imagery renders Das’ verses very pictorial and sensous. It produces 
auditory, tactile and sensory effects on the readr, and sometimes the reader wonders whether he 
is in the midst of John Keats’ poetry. The following lines bear witness to the concreteness and 
sensuousness that mark Das’ poem, “The Doubt”, which is filled with eroticism, a part of human 
living patterns. In fact, the crudity of the action is revealed in her poem. It would have been an 
expression of deprivation and frustration over the sensuous essentiality. The verses of the poem 
“The Doubt” is not an ordinary thought process, instead the vulgarity of life in the most 
unexpected depiction is the tone of this poem. She views the male body as an agent of corruption 
and as a symbol of corrosion. These verses would have been her view of the reality that she 
experienced as a very young woman in marriage. It is a subversive way in which highlights women-
centered issues. 
 Conclusively, it can be accepted that Das cultivated a poetic style, which was conversational, 
colloquial, fluent and graceful that fitted in the confessional mode of her poetry. Further the 
pronoun “I” in most poems brought in self-awareness, self-exploration and self-introspection for 
the reader as experienced by her. She brought in a relation of her private experiences with the 
incidents of the outer world. A mental state on differential concepts of life and reality is 
reflected in all the poetic, autobiographical and prose writings of Das. There is relevance to living 
and divine sustenance in later poems of Das. It was difficult for many a new reader to analyze and 
decipher the reality and inward meaning of her poems. There were many different frank 
expressions of human body mingled with agony of true love. We can in relevance to the 
consummate art of das can vividly explain and accept the fact that she had open minded writing 
clustered with resistance, liberation, disappointment and repression. The influence of British 
imperialism and patriarchal hegemony is experienced by the readers of her poems. Her poems 
mostly were a reconstructed thought process of her real experiences with contemporary world 
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life. This uniqueness of Das made her the most sought after poetess of the Indian English 
literature. One can explicitly accept the fact each of us can fill our lives with experiences than 
with materialistic things that would clutter our mind and thought. Evidently, Das is not as great 
an innovator in English as Hopkins or Cummings is. But she has emotions arrested in glowing words 
and phrases and expressions with the skill to turn out brilliant images and similes. These are 
enough to qualify her as a genuine poet in English. Thus, it is established that Das is an 
accomplished poet in Indian-English and her compositions are brilliant pieces of communicative, 
consummate art. 
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 A Fine Balance (1996), Rohinton Mistry’s second novel, is set in India of mid seventies and 
focusses especially on the period during Emergency and afterwards i.e. post
novel can be analysed in terms of history which will help one to see how it impinges o
and scope of his fictional style. “One further discovers that history
Mistry, is fascinating and culturally significant” (Dodiya 210).
human past, records the sum total of human activities in the past.
event rather than the events themselves. In the objective sense, as Harry Elmer Barnes puts it, 
history is “all we know about everything man has ever done or thought or hoped or felt” (3).
However, if subjectively contemplated, history may be regarded as “a record of all that has 
occurred within the realm of human consciousness” (19).
challenged the traditional concept of history as casual, closed and linear.
and Hayden White opines that since history, when made up by the historian, is necessarily a 
political act, “the empirical and objective narration of historical material should be discarded as 
‘real’ life can never be truthfully represented” (W
the other hand brings with him a notion of the ‘story’ that lies embedded in the “facts” given by 
the record. There are some infinite numbers of such stories which are different from one another. 
Mistry being a postcolonial writer, endeavours to postulate his own version of history, of his 
community and the people of India, and thereby rejects the traditional history.
Shah observes; “a novelist shares ‘emplotting strategies’ with a historian w
emphasizes or subordinates details of historical events” (qtd. in Dodiya 97).
colonial writer who has inherited the same emplotting strategies rejects the preceding stories 
about his people and weaves his own. The change th
narrator’s viewpoint. In A Fine Balance, Mistry achieves a fusion between fact and fiction by 
rejecting many existing narratives about post-independence historical happenings in India.
history as a material for this novel, he re-narrates and reconstructs post
India from a marginalized and a subaltern’s viewpoint, particularly from his stance as a voice of 
the oppressed and downtrodden class in India. 
 Subaltern studies, deriving its force from Marxism and Post Structuralism, has
of postcolonial criticism. Subaltern studies in Third World Countries like India has great relevance 
to the understanding and interpretation of contemporary society. “The term “subaltern” refers to 
an officer in a subordinate position; the term was used by the Italian Marxist Antonio Gramsci to 
refer to the working masses that needed to be organized by left
politically self-conscious force” (Habib 165). The term also underlines a
terms of class, gender, caste, race and culture. ‘Subaltern’ means the colonized/ oppressed 
subject whose voice has been silenced. It was popularized by Gayatri Spivak’s essay “Can the 
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In the objective sense, as Harry Elmer Barnes puts it, 

history is “all we know about everything man has ever done or thought or hoped or felt” (3). 
ubjectively contemplated, history may be regarded as “a record of all that has 

occurred within the realm of human consciousness” (19). However, recent historicists have 
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community and the people of India, and thereby rejects the traditional history. Hence, as Nila 
Shah observes; “a novelist shares ‘emplotting strategies’ with a historian who excludes, 
emphasizes or subordinates details of historical events” (qtd. in Dodiya 97). In her view, a post-
colonial writer who has inherited the same emplotting strategies rejects the preceding stories 

The change that matters comes in the post-colonial 
, Mistry achieves a fusion between fact and fiction by 

independence historical happenings in India. Using 
narrates and reconstructs post-independent history of 

India from a marginalized and a subaltern’s viewpoint, particularly from his stance as a voice of 
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Subaltern Speak?” The term as spivak uses it also insinuates the “Subaltern Studies Group” in 
India, a radical group which attempted to articulate and give voice to the struggles of the 
oppressed peasants of the Indian subcontinent. Spivak points out in her “critique of Postcolonial 
Reason” that “the Colonized subject is irretrievably heterogenous” (Habib 165). Hence she rejects 
any possibility of an outright opposition between colonizers and colonized, oppressor and victim. 
Even radical intellectuals, she explains, who would speak on behalf of the oppressed, effectively 
romanticize and essentialize the other: possibly she says, “the intellectual is complicit in the 
persistent constitution of the Other as the self’s shadow” (165). Spivak finds the Subaltern Studies 
Group in India as tainted by an essentialist agenda. Subaltern Studies Group in India was headed 
by Ranajit Guha who, in collaboration with eight scholars published forty- seven essays in 1990. 
Subaltern Studies became a hot topic in academic circles in several continents; “a weapon, 
magnet, target, lightning rod, hitching post, icon, goldmine, and fortress for scholars ranging 
across disciplines from history to political science, anthropology, sociology, literary criticism, and 
cultural studies” (Ludden 1-2). Gayatri Spivak speaks about the gendered subaltern and the plight 
of Hindu widows through her criticism of ‘sati’ in India. She feels that women are doubly 
oppressed both by Colonialism and Patriarchy. Besides, Subaltern Studies Group tries to re-narrate 
the history of the masses, the downtrodden by attempting to write ‘history from below’. Rohinton 
Mistry, in his ‘A Fine Balance’ has succeeded in re-narrating the history of India during Emergency 
and has realistically portrayed the sufferings of the Dalits through the Duki, Narayanan, Ishvar and 
Om who undergo a lot of sufferings in the hands of power-owning Caste-Hindus and Politicians. 
Mistry exposes the subalternity and marginality of these people whose life, identity and existence 
are determined by social and historical forces. They suffer due to their caste and from the 
hegemonic forces. Mistry has tried to make their voices heard in this novel.  
 In India caste is still, more than half a century after political independence, the dominant 
context of social interaction and an important factor in social hierarchy. The emerging Dalit 
writings from writers like Bama, make a powerful critique of postcolonial subalternization. Their 
literature becomes protest literature. Dr.Ambedkar argued that there could be no real 
‘independence’ for India if millions of ‘untouchables’ remained victims of the caste system in 
Hinduism. Dalit writing represents a subaltern viewpoint that has been ignored thus for writing by 
Badri Narayanan and A.R.Misra present a counter point to traditional histories of the country. 
Further, Dalit writers like Omprakash Valmiki, Bama, Laxman, Gaikwad and Laxman Mane reveal 
how caste prejudices, economic exploitation, and social injustices continue to oppress millions of 
so-called ‘independent’ Indians. Though not a Dalit, Rohinton Mistry, being a Parsi, makes a 
strong critique of caste system and political harassment on chamaars like Duki, Narayan, Ishvar 
and Om who resist and lose their family and even their lives because of being subalterns. Mistry in 
this novel brings to light the darker side of India during Emergency and voices for the subaltern 
class in India by re-narrating the history of India from the viewpoint of the oppressed masses. 
 Rohinton Mistry’s A Fine Balance is set in Bombay, which is unnamed in the novel for various 
reasons but it is very much the post-independent Bombay, during the administration of Indira 
Gandhi and the state of internal emergency. In many ways it is a historical novel that spans Indian 
history from partition to the horrors of Emergency in 1975 when its Prime Minister Indira Gandhi 
declared a state of emergency in an autocratic manner that resulted in the unleashing of 
systematic terror on political opponents and common man to the period after Indira Gandhi’s 
assassination up to after 1984. Mistry is authentic in his portrayal of India, and Bombay, in 
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particular, as he has distanced himself emigrating to Canada and produces the effect of insider as 
well as outsider in every detail that is engraved in his memory. The novel reflects the reality of 
India, the predatory politics of corruption, tyranny, exploitation, violence, and bloodshed. It also 
gives an insight into rural India focusing on the injustice, the cruelty, and the horror of 
deprivation and portrays the trauma of India along communal, religious and linguistic lines. 
 This is how the history of India forms the basis of his novel in A Fine Balance. The Emergency 
intrudes obtrusively into the lives of the four main characters - Dina, Maneck, Ishvar and Om - 
leading to their eventual loss and destruction. “The novel brilliantly presents a panoramic picture 
of the poor struggling for their “survival of the fittest” in the metropolitan city where ‘a roof to 
cover the head’ is a dream” (G. Kumar 76). Mistry succeeds in “merging the boundaries between 
the personal and the political” and in “interweaving national history with the personal lives of the 
protagonists” (Swathi 147). He unfolds the dark side of Emergency through the intertwined tales 
of four ordinary lives. The actions of the characters, major and minor are conditioned by the 
forces of socio-political events. Deconstructing Mistry’s A Fine Balance unfolds the predicament 
and the bleak reality of the socially ostracized. Interestingly, Rohinton Mistry has observed in his 
interview with Oprah Winfrey: “Perhaps my main intention in writing this novel was to look at 
history from the bottom up, from the point of views of people like Ishvar and Om, the 
dispossessed” (qtd. in Rebecca 110). As Mahasweta Devi puts it, “A responsible writer standing at 
a turning point of history has to take a stand in defense of the exploited” (110). In A Fine 
Balance, Mistry proves himself to be a committed writer moving away from his Parsi Baag of his 
earlier works to give voices to the voiceless and championing the cause of the exploited.  
 Unlike Such a Long Journey, the scope of A Fine Balance is broader. A Fine Balance transcends 
the narrow confines of the Parsi community and features Parsis, Hindus, Muslims as well as Sikhs. 
Here Mistry’s treatment of the subaltern status of the Dalits as the Other is made obvious.  
 In the history of India, a state of Emergency has been proclaimed three times since 
Independence (1947): the first time in 1962 during Chinese Aggression, the second time in 1971 
during the Bangladesh War and the third time from 1975 to 1977 to stem political opposition to 
Indira Gandhi. It is the last one that figures in A Fine Balance. In 1975, the Allahabad High Court 
declared Indira Gandhi guilty of election malpractices. Jayaprakash Narayan, who had broken 
away from the congress, announced a national agitation campaign to demand her resignation. On 
27 June 1975, Mrs. Gandhi declared a state of Emergency. This Emergency gave the President full 
powers to handle what was said to be a right-wing conspiracy that supposedly included calls to 
the military to revolt which aimed at preventing the democratically elected government from 
functioning. Top leaders were arrested, including Jayaprakash Narayan and a number of his 
supporters within the Congress Party. Censorship of the press was imposed and public meetings 
and demonstrations were banned in most places throughout the country - those attempting to 
organize such meetings in protest against Emergency were arrested. All fundamental rights were 
strictly limited on the mere proclamation of Emergency under article 352 of the Constitution. It is 
estimated that during the Emergency more than 1,00,000 persons were jailed without trial. The 
next phase of destruction came in the guise of City Beautification projects which led to massive 
demolition in certain cities. Thousands of people were displaced in the process. Another dark 
chapter of those days was the forceful drive to control India’s population by enforced 
sterilization. It is estimated that more than a million people were forcibly sterilized. The mass 
sterilization scheme was launched officially to keep a balance between the growth of the 
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population and the economic growth of the country. While Mrs. Gandhi apparently feared that 
“the Indian economy was outpaced by a population explosion, it was the poor of North India who 
suffered from violent sterilization against their will in particular” (Kulke and Rothermund 405). 
The Emergency meets undivided criticism and, for the first time, the opposition in Parliament 
speaks with one voice (406). The intellectuals are unanimously of the opinion that the country is 
“decaying from the top downwards”, (561) as Vasantrao Valmik has it in A Fine Balance. 
 In A Fine Balance, Mistry has attempted to articulate the silences of centuries of exploitation, 
domination and oppression of the poorest of the poor of India. However, this does not imply that 
Mistry’s characters are in any way able to change the power balance which in the first place made 
their marginalization and silencing possible. In fact they appear to maintain the titular ‘fine 
balance’ between the exploiter and the exploited. The two characters who fail to maintain this 
balance - Maneck Kohlah and his friend Avinash - either commit suicide or else are ‘murdered’. 
The victory of the rest against the forces who try to destroy them is that they survive, even if in 
much reduced forms. Gayatri Spivak is of the view that this is an “unrecognized contradiction 
within a position that valorizes the concrete experience of the oppressed, while being so 
uncritical about the historical role of the intellectual, is maintained by a verbal slippage” (144). 
So Mistry’s subaltern characters fail to speak but their silences are represented through the 
mediation of Mistry’s narrative. Nilufer Bharucha considers this idea of Spivak as dubbing the 
intellectual’s attempt to constitute the subalterns and marginalized as the ‘Other of the Self’s 
Shadow’ (Bharucha 144). It also seems that Spivak considers Mistry as a member of certain 
varieties of Indian elite [who] are “best native informants for first-world intellectuals interested 
in the voice of the other” (144). However, Mistry, being a representative writer of Indian 
Diaspora, has the right to voice, represent and articulate the silences of the subalterns and the 
marginalised of India in 1975. In fact, Mistry gives his own version and re-narrates the history of 
the subaltern class in India from his own viewpoint as a writer belonging to the minority 
community. 
 Rohinton Mistry’s epic novel A Fine Balance, set in mid 1970s India, beautifully narrates the 
story of four unlucky people whose lives come together during a time of political turmoil. Soon 
after the government declares a “State of Internal Emergency” through days of bleakness and 
hope, their circumstances - and their fates - become inextricably linked in ways no one could 
have foreseen. The four characters - Dina Dalal, Om and Ishvar Darji, and Maneck Kohlah - come 
together to live in the madness of Bombay. The narrative describes their backgrounds with their 
loads of woes and memories. In addition to presenting the tragic beauty of the city of Bombay, 
Mistry ventures out into the rural horrors of India’s oppressive caste-system through the lives of 
Ishvar and Om and their forefathers. Dina Shroff, a Parsi woman who lost her father when she was 
young, was raised by her strict brother Nusswan. She, rejecting her brother’s alliances, marries 
Rustom Dalal whom she met in a musical concert. He was working as a pharmaceutical chemist, 
“a bloody compounder” (A Fine Balance 35). On their third anniversary, however, Rustom dies in 
a bicycle accident leaving Dina alone. Refusing her brother’s wishes to get remarried, Dina learns 
sewing from Rustom’s aunt and wants to be independent. She pays her rent by being a tailor. 
However, when her eyesight begins to fail, she looks for two other tailors to continue her job and 
find another means of income. Her friend, Zenobia finds a boarder named Maneck, a Parsi college 
student, to rent out one of the rooms in Dina’s flat and also introduces Dina to Mrs. Gupta, a 
manufacturer and exporter of readymade garments. 
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 Dukhi Mochi, a Chamaar, who lives in a small village, has two sons Narayan and Ishvar who at 
the age of ten and twelve are sent by their father to Ashraf Chacha, a tailor, to be apprenticed as 
tailors. Throughout the village Dukhi’s daring attempt to change the job of his sons becomes the 
talk of the town. They say that Dukhi dares to break the timeless chain of caste, which high-caste 
people like Thakur Dharamsi would not like at all. Dukhi Mochi’s decision to turn to his sons into 
tailors who indeed courageous, considering that the prime of his own life had been spent in 
obedient compliance with the traditions of the caste system . Both Ashraf and his wife Mumtaz 
welcome those boys and they start learning tailoring well. Once they had finished their 
apprenticeship, Narayan returns to his village, marries and starts up a successful tailoring 
business. His wife gives birth to a son, Omprakash, and when he is of age, he is also sent to Ashraf 
to learn to be a tailor. When partition between India and Pakistan takes place, there are 
communal riots among the Hindus and the Muslims. Though the sign board of Ashraf’s shop – 
‘Muzaffar Tailoring Company’ is replaced by another signboard –‘Krishna Tailors’ to avoid the 
probable attack by the Hindus. A group of twenty men rushes to Ashraf’s shop receiving 
information from some reliable - sources that it is a Muslim shop. At this stage Ishvar and Narayan 
save the lives of Ashraf and Mumtaz saying that it is a Hindu shop. With doubt about their 
identity, the group asks them to drop their pyjamas to confirm that their foreskins are intact. 
Then they leave the place. Mumtaz touches their feet saying that she will remain grateful to them 
forever. On the other hand, Dukhi also appreciates the way Ashraf treats them irrespective of 
community differences. “Dukhi and Ashraf follow different religions and represent different 
communities but the common element of humanity creates a sort of never-failing emotional-tie 
between them” (Dodiya, The Novels of Rohinton Mistry 16). 
 At the time of the State Assembly election, Narayan, being of a lower caste, decides to assert 
his right to vote for a candidate of his choice rather than having the upper caste members vote 
for him. This attitude of Narayan makes the upper caste leader Thakur Dharamsi furious. Narayan 
and other two men, who are in his favour are taken to Thakur Dharamsi’s farm by his men. At the 
farm throughout the day, at intervals, they are flogged mercilessly as they are hanged naked by 
their ankles from the branches of a banyan tree. Thakur’s men urinate on the three inverted faces 
and after the election is over, burning coals are held up to the three men’s genitals, then stuffed 
into their mouths. Their painful screams are heard through the village until their lips and tongues 
melt away. Then their silent bodies are taken down from the tree. But the moment they begin to 
stir, Thakur’s men think they are still alive. So they transfer the ropes from their ankles to their 
necks. Finally they are hanged for no fault of their own and their dead bodies are displayed in the 
village-square so that others may learn a lesson. Thakur Dharamsi is revengeful for Dukhi Mochi 
whom he accuses of turning cobblers into tailors distorting the society’s timeless balance. Dukhi, 
Roopa, Radha and their daughter are also killed by Thakur and the dead bodies of all are 
dispersed into the river. Only Ishvar and Om survive because they were with Ashraf. When they go 
to the police-station with Ashraf to register an F.I.R. the police-inspector refuses to file it.  
 The conflict between the upper class and the untouchable is a sort of concrete reality in 
India. He, in fact, has re-narrated the history of India of the Emergency period and the subaltern 
life of the dalits in particular in this novel from the viewpoint of a Third world postcolonial 
intellectual imaging the other side of India and Indians to the world. The novel becomes a 
subaltern discourse about the Dalits rather than an ethnocentric discourse as his first novel is. 
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 James Baldwin as an African American writerBorn on 2
writer, Baldwin whose works are very noted by other critics, writers and readers, mostly 
portrayed of black suffering and with the theme of racism, love, romance in an apt way. African 
American literature differs from most post-colonial literature
minority community who reside within a nation of vast wealth and economic power. 
 He attempts the entire genre to express his thoughts to his audience or readers. His plays
Amen Corner (1968) and Blues for Mister Charlie (1964) explained the blues’ sufferings in and 
around the family and society clearly to his readers. His racial thoughts and its impacts totally 
exposed through these plays. His characters played their role perfectly and helped the audience 
to understand the situations exactly about the black and white society.The Amen Corner, the first 
dramatic play by the now much-celebrated African
James Baldwin, was written during the 1950s, first performed on the prof
and first published in 1968.The Amen Corner takes place mostly in a “corner” church in Harlem. 
 I become so unmanageable when people ask me to confirm their hope that there has been 
progress – what a word! – in white-black relation
to solve Sister Margaret’s dilemma: how to treat her husband and her son as men and at the same 
time to protect them from the bloody consequences of trying to be a man in this society (xvi)
 The Amen Corner addresses themes of the role of the church in the African
the complex relationship between religion and earthly love, and the effect of a poverty born of 
racial prejudice on the African-American community.It begins with a church service, le
Margaret Anderson, the pastor of a “corner” church. The singing of hymns, accompanied by 
Margaret’s eighteen-year-old son, David, on the piano, is an important element of the service. At 
one point, Mrs. Ida Jackson, a young woman, walks up to the pulp
asks Margaret what she should do to save her baby and Margaret advises her to leave her husband, 
but Mrs. Jackson asserts that she doesn’t want to leave her husband.
 Baldwin wrote The Amen corner in reaction to the reception 
Mountain (1962), which is a study of a Negro evangelist and his family. As his intended 
denunciation of Christianity did not come through rightly in the novel, he made a second attempt, 
in the form of this play, to make the message more explicit. Both play and novel are laden with 
black spirituals and biblical allusions. Both works attempt to create the compelling dynamics of 
black fundamentalist/Pentecostal congregational worship. Both feature black fundamentalist 
preachers whose zeal for God’s house has all but consumed any possibility of natural and healthy 
relationships in their own homes.  
 But The Amen cornermakes a stronger anti-
we find no sacrificial and compassionate figures like Deborah and Elizabeth. And rather than 
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colonial literature in that it is written by members of a 
minority community who reside within a nation of vast wealth and economic power.  
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exposed through these plays. His characters played their role perfectly and helped the audience 

rstand the situations exactly about the black and white society.The Amen Corner, the first 
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James Baldwin, was written during the 1950s, first performed on the professional stage in 1965, 
and first published in 1968.The Amen Corner takes place mostly in a “corner” church in Harlem.  

I become so unmanageable when people ask me to confirm their hope that there has been 
black relations. There has certainly not been enough progress 

to solve Sister Margaret’s dilemma: how to treat her husband and her son as men and at the same 
time to protect them from the bloody consequences of trying to be a man in this society (xvi) 
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asks Margaret what she should do to save her baby and Margaret advises her to leave her husband, 
but Mrs. Jackson asserts that she doesn’t want to leave her husband. 
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ending, as does Mountain, with a young man’s conversion to Christianity and incorporation into 
the ranks of the adult church, The Amen corner ends with a young man’s abandoning the church 
and the mother preacher’s excommunication. Yet professional criticism is split over what the play 
has to say about the church. CatltonMolette argues that the play is more of a black church ritual 
and audience is incorporated into the church that extends beyond its walls. The play is about 
love, he contends, about a love that finally transcends all the petty bickering, the jealousies, the 
family fights. In addition to family love, there is an extended family love that surrounds the 
congregation on the stage and in the auditorium (1981: 184). The Amen corner is a bit different. 
If Margaret’s speech still seems at odds with Baldwin’s critical message about black identity, both 
within and outside the play, David’s departure appears more important in understanding the 
author’s intent in writing this play, Enlightened and educated by the experience of his parents, 
David leaves the church, not to flee into music as a refuge but to seek in music a means of 
expressing his people and their needs. The blue people and their folk experience and thus have 
their continuum. And the blues music of the late fifties and sixties, according to LeRoi Jones, 
“placed itself outside any mainstream consideration” and was thus “always radical in the context 
of formal American culture” (1963: 235).  
 Baldwin’s second play Blues for Mister Charlie (1964), a tragedy in three acts. It was first 
produced and published in 1964. It is dedicated to the memory of Medgar Evers, and his widow 
and his children, and to the memory of the dead children of Birmingham. The play is loosely 
based on the Emmett Till murder that occurred in Money, Mississippi, before the Civil Rights 
Movement began. 
 The play opens up with Reverend Meridian Henry coaching the Negro students through their 
lines. They are interrupted by Parnell James who brings them the news that Lyle Britten will be 
arrested for the murder of Richard Henry. When he leaves to go tell Britten about his future 
arrest, the students talk amongst themselves about the struggles they face as Black people. The 
scene shifts to Lyle and his wife Jo Britten in their store. His wife brings up the death of Richard, 
fearful that her husband may go to jail because of a past transgression he had with another Black 
man who died as a result of the confrontation. Lyle defends himself by claiming self-defense. 
When Parnell James arrives, Lyle assures both of them not to worry.  
 The scene shifts into a flashback with Richard and his grandmother, Mother Henry. He 
confronts her about the death of his mother whom he believes was pushed down the stairs, 
though Mother Henry claims she fell down by accident. Richard swears that he will protect himself 
from the white man at all costs, showing her a gun. Before she leaves, his grandmother pleads 
with him to get rid of it. Soon after, the Negro students, Pete and Juanita, arrive to take Richard 
out to Pete D’s bar. While they’re dancing, Richard confides in Juanita about his time up North 
and how he became a junkie. Lyle arrives on the scene and bumps into Juanita, interrupting her 
dance with Richard. The two share words before Lyle leaves. Later Richard goes to talk to his 
father, the reverend, about taking the nonviolent route, handing over his gun. Here the flashback 
ends and the scene opens with Parnell returning to the church to reassure Reverend Meridian 
Henry that Lyle will be taken to court; however, he also makes sure to say that the storeowner 
will not be convicted. Parnell tells the reverend to just let the matter go. The scene ends as he 
departs. 
 The second storyline, told in the present tense, revolves around the event of the impending 
murder trial, where Lyle is accused of killing Richard. The trial is initiated by Meridian, a black 
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priest and Richard’s father, and Parnell James, the white liberal owner and editor of the local 
newspaper. Besides being a liberal supporter of black civil rights, Parnell is also a close friend of 
Lyle’s family. In the end of the trial, Lyle is acquitted after his wife Jo has given false testimony, 
accusing the victim of attempting to rape her, which Parnell, when testifying, cannot refute. The 
text is positioned at two watersheds of African-American political and cultural history in the 
1960s. First, it marks the transition in both black and white racial politics from integration to 
mutual separation and hostility. Baldwin aptly named the play a “blues”, a song sung for “Mister 
Charlie”, the symbolic representation of the “oppressive white boss” (Scott, 2009:165). The 
whites who have createdthe circumstances that constrain black life are also ailing, also poisoned. 
Despitethe shifting of space, place, and time, all of the action occurs in “Plaguetown U.S.A.,” and 
Baldwin insists, “the plague is race” (Blues, xv).The basics of the black performing arts, and thus 
also African-Americandrama, are epitomized in the blues tradition. The first artistic expression of 
theblack experience in America was the work song, which later developed into theblues. 
 In these two plays Baldwin expressed his thoughts very strongly. His experiences with race and 
sex that finds expression in his works assisted the positive growth of self understanding in others 
also. The bitter struggle of his early life, suffering the pain of being black and poor in America, 
supporting younger brothers and sisters in Harlem, experiencing religious conversion have yielded 
brilliant fruit in the passion and humanity of his works. He worked prodigiously during the forty 
years of his career to explore a broad spectrum of topics and themes in his fiction, his plays and 
essays. His search for better identity continued till the end of his life. As an artist he has 
constantly expressed the need to see humanity as a whole.Baldwin’s play depicts not only the 
discourse of racial conflict in the USAof the 1960s, but also that of the conflicts inside its opposite 
spheres, namelybetween the non-violent approach of the Civil Rights movement and black 
militantradicalismas well as white racismand liberalism.Baldwin recognized well the problems on 
both sides of the racial barrier.On the one side, there were both the reluctance and effort of 
white Americans in the USA of the 1960s to dismantle the racial power structure of laws, 
normsand etiquette constructed by the institutions of slavery and apartheid segregation. 
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EXHIBITING RECOGNITION THROUGH TRANSGRESSION A

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO MAHASWETA DEVI’S DRAUPADI

Assistant Professor of English, Mannar Thirumalai Naicker College, Madurai

 
 Seeking recognition has become universal ailment for the living being on the earth as only the 
recognition shows who you are and where you are in your life. This can be sought through good 
deeds, academic achievements, talents etc. To some it comes naturally, some they have to walk 
extra miles to get it, but have you ever seen someone exhibiting rec
and regression? Yes, there are a few (Weaker Sex, the Other) in the society where they have to 
fight to show their recognition. A few voice their unvoiced voices to get recognized. Some get 
through transgression and regression, they overstep the boundary and show it as defence 
mechanism in which they flee from reality to get recognized or to show their identity. Tribes in 
the world are not recognized properly. This is the condition with tribes in India also. Staging their 
needs, seeking and fighting for their rights is like a war for them. Such war and fight are qiuet 
often found in the works of Mahasweta Devi as she voices for the
northern part of West Bengal. In her short story 
regresses to show her and clan’s recognition to the so called recognized and well identified 
Senanayak in the society whom in reality has to be ashamed to stand infront of Dopdi. 
 The setting of Draupadi is the peasant rebellio
West Bengal in 1967. The tragedy of the exploitation of the landless peasants in India, and 
particularly West Bengal is an ageless one. So is the history of revolt, from the sanyasis and the 
indigo cultivators to the Naxalbari explosion. The people near Naxalbari in North Bengal are 
mostly tribals- the Medis, Lepchas, Bhutias, Santhals, Orangs. The zamindars extend the petty 
bait of paddy seeds, the oxen team, a handful of rice and negligible wages. In return,
lion’s share of the harvest, at the cost of the landless labourer’s back
Bengal famine of 1943, starving people died in front of well stocked food shops. A peasant differs 
from a landless labourer in terms of ownership 
migrants like Dopdi or her husband Dulna Majhi are forced to work for wages well below 
government fixation of minimum wages. They are not fighting for bigger academic issues. They 
are fighting for bare minimum needs to survive. The target of these movements was the long 
established oppression of the landless peasantry and itinerant farm workers, sustained through an 
unofficial government – landlord collision. The Indian government was able to crack down the 
rebellion with exceptional brutality on the Naxalites destroying the rebellious sections of the rural 
population, most significantly the tribal.  
 Dopdi Mejhan, twenty seven year old, is on the list of wanted. Dulna and Dopdi worked at 
harvests rotating between Birbhum, Burdwan and Bankura. In 1971, in the famous operation 
Bakuli, when three villages were cordoned off and gunned down , they too lay o
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Seeking recognition has become universal ailment for the living being on the earth as only the 
recognition shows who you are and where you are in your life. This can be sought through good 
deeds, academic achievements, talents etc. To some it comes naturally, some they have to walk 
extra miles to get it, but have you ever seen someone exhibiting recognition through transgression 
and regression? Yes, there are a few (Weaker Sex, the Other) in the society where they have to 
fight to show their recognition. A few voice their unvoiced voices to get recognized. Some get 

n, they overstep the boundary and show it as defence 
mechanism in which they flee from reality to get recognized or to show their identity. Tribes in 
the world are not recognized properly. This is the condition with tribes in India also. Staging their 

s, seeking and fighting for their rights is like a war for them. Such war and fight are qiuet 
often found in the works of Mahasweta Devi as she voices for the tribes and downtrodden of 
northern part of West Bengal. In her short story Draupadi , the tribe Dopdi rebels , transgresses, 
regresses to show her and clan’s recognition to the so called recognized and well identified 
Senanayak in the society whom in reality has to be ashamed to stand infront of Dopdi.  

is the peasant rebellion in the Naxalbari area of the northern part of 
West Bengal in 1967. The tragedy of the exploitation of the landless peasants in India, and 
particularly West Bengal is an ageless one. So is the history of revolt, from the sanyasis and the 

s to the Naxalbari explosion. The people near Naxalbari in North Bengal are 
the Medis, Lepchas, Bhutias, Santhals, Orangs. The zamindars extend the petty 

bait of paddy seeds, the oxen team, a handful of rice and negligible wages. In return, they reap a 
lion’s share of the harvest, at the cost of the landless labourer’s back-breaking toil. In great 
Bengal famine of 1943, starving people died in front of well stocked food shops. A peasant differs 
from a landless labourer in terms of ownership position since he cultivated his own land. The 
migrants like Dopdi or her husband Dulna Majhi are forced to work for wages well below 
government fixation of minimum wages. They are not fighting for bigger academic issues. They 

needs to survive. The target of these movements was the long 
established oppression of the landless peasantry and itinerant farm workers, sustained through an 
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faking dead, they went underground for a long time and they are on the list of wanted. They used 
the technique of guerilla warfare to compete with their enemy.  
 Guerilla warfare is supposed to be the most despicable and repulsive style of fighting with 
primitive weapons. Dopdi and Dulna are such fighters, for they too killed with hatchets and 
scythes, bows and arrows. Mr. Senanayak, who is sent to catch Dulna and Dopdi, is not to be 
trifled with. After escaping from Bakuli, Dopdi and Dulna have worked at the house of virtually 
every landowner; they can effectively inform the killers about their targets and announce proudly 
that they too are soldiers. As the consequence the forest of Jharkhani is surrounded by real 
soldiers; the army enters and splits the battlefield. In search of both once the army informant 
Dukhiram Gharai sees a young Santhal man lying on his stomach on a flat stone, dipping his face 
to drink water. The soldiers shoot him as he lays drinking water. They realized later that it was 
the redoubtable Dulna Majhi. Dopdi loved Dulna more than her blood. No doubt it is she who is 
saving the fugitives now. But the search for Dopdi continues. Dopdi knows, has heard by hearing 
so often and so long, how can one come to terms with torture.  
 Dopdi’s existence in the forest as a militant in the Naxalite movement, among strange men, 
bereft of the protection of her husband Dulna, is transgressive because earlier she talked about 
her forefathers and not foremothers “who stood guard over their women’s blood in black 
armour”. She is of vital importance to the movement. It is Dopdi who goes in to the village in 
search of food. And to spy on the activities of the police. She is a strong resilient female 
character, transgressing the gender and cultural norms of her society; she does not appear to be 
an agent as yet. She and Dulna initially join the movement because circumstance force them to 
so. Dopdi is not in a position to exert power and authority. Her actions are governed by the 
instructions she receives from Arijit. Dopdi remains faithful to codes of conduct of Santhal tribe 
“crow would eat crow’s flesh before a Santhal would betray Santhal’. Unfortunately, it is these 
loyalties that enable Senanayak to predict her behaviour and in the end apprehend her and rape 
her.  
 “Draupadi” is not written as a proof of male power. She loves her husband and keeps political 
faith as an act of faith toward him. She adores her forefathers because they protected their 
woman’s honour. She emerges as the most powerful subject who still using the language of sexual 
humour can derisively call herself the object of your search whom the author can describe as a 
terrifying super object-“an unarmed target”. In the final scene, she is in a place where she will 
finally act for herself in not “acting” in challenging the man to encounter her.  
 The name Draupadi is an obvious reference to the heroine of the Indian epic one of the 
Kauravas, attempts to strip her. Draupadi however prays to Lord Krishna, who works a miracle: 
the more the saree is pulled, the more it grows and thus Draupadi is a symbol of women’s 
humiliation, harassment and violence. But in Mahasweta Devi’s short story Draupadi, Dopdi is 
hunted down caught and arrested by the police because of her Naxalite involvement. She is then 
tortured, gang-raped and stripped in front of the policemen. Mother Nature seems to be close to 
Draupadi during the terrible moments of violence and rape. 
 The description of Dopdi in the last scene is very similar to traditional depictions of Kali. 
Draupadi is actually dismembered. However her black body-ravaged and tortured becomes a 
weapon Draupadi uses against Senanayak, who questions her after the gang-rape. Draupadi 
refuses to cover herself and her humiliated and mangled body hits the conscience of Senanayak. 
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In this way, the beaten Draupadi, a tribal woman, is able to humiliate and terrify Senanayak, a 
symbol of male force and institutionalised authority: 
 Draupadi’s black body comes even closer.Draupadi wipes the 
 blood on her palm and says in a voice that is as terrifying, sky  
 splitting, and sharp as her ululation, What’s the use of clothes?  
 You can strip me, but how can you clothe me again? Are you a man?  
 …There isn’t a man here that I should be ashamed. I will not let  
 you put my cloth on me. What more can you do? Come on, counter  
 me – come on, counter me-?” 402 
 Draupadi has only her body to fight these “fake” men who are capable of using their guns and 
their brute force, but not their brain and their heart. She is naked, she is not ashamed. She is 
only a tribal surrounded by the hunters who caught her. Thus through transgression and regression 
she exhibits her and her clan’s recognition.  
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Abstract 
 Time is precious. Time flows copiously. When an opportunity knocks at one’s door, one should make the 
best use of it. The only thing which cannot be changed by man is 
The ability to schedule time to complete the task is known as time management. Time management is an 
important aspect for the success of a person. It means managing one’s time effectively so that one can 
accomplish more without stress. We cannot waste our time when we allow ourselves to be ruled by 
technology, modern smart phones, machines, etc. It is a wonder that Thiruvalluvar, an ancient saint in 
Tamil Literature has dealt this concept in his Thirukkural 2017 ye
present how the concept time management is dealt by Thiruvalluvar, the popular Tamil poet in his 
Thirukkural and Allen Curnow, a familiar New Zealand poet, in his “Time”.

  
 Tamil Literature is one of the foremost and oldest literatures in the world.
and ancient literary tradition. It belongs even to the early period of evolution.
not origin from bare land. Closely associated with society and for the betterment of society, 
literature matures itself according to the ages. 
the hallmark of it and has left the mark shining on all the guiding principles of society.
 There are three holy works by which the Tamil language has been universa
immortalized. They are Thirukkural, Thiruvachakam, and Thirumandiram. Thirukkural is the life, 
Thiruvachakam the heart and Thirumandiram the soul of Tamil Culture.
celebrated Tamil poet and philosopher whose contribution to T
work on ethics. Thiruvalluvar is thought to have lived sometime between the 2nd century BC and 
the 8th century AD. He was a sage and a statesman who lived with his chaste wife Vasuki.
Thirukkural is the eternal lamp of his life. It is a wonder that Thiruvalluvar lived what he wrote.
Thiruvalluvar’s Thirukkural is the only book for all times and a world that lives by its teachings 
shall enjoy eternal peace, harmony, health, wealth, power, grace and bliss.
Bharathi has translated the works of Thiruvalluvar into English as 
Couplets. 
 New Zealand literature is produced by New Zealand
present, as dealing with New Zealand themes or places, but some literature written by New 
Zealanders is occupied with broadminded themes and places.
is influenced by time and place and has been through a number of changes.
developed a strong local voice from the 1950s, and has now become “polyphony” of tradition
marginalized voices.  
 Allen Curnow (1911-2001) was one of the defining voices of the 20th Century New Zealand 
literature. His career spanned six decades and there was
for his writings. His work has been recognized as among the finest produced in New Zealand, and 
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best use of it. The only thing which cannot be changed by man is time. Nothing can be substituted for time. 
The ability to schedule time to complete the task is known as time management. Time management is an 
important aspect for the success of a person. It means managing one’s time effectively so that one can 

h more without stress. We cannot waste our time when we allow ourselves to be ruled by 
technology, modern smart phones, machines, etc. It is a wonder that Thiruvalluvar, an ancient saint in 
Tamil Literature has dealt this concept in his Thirukkural 2017 years ago. In this paper it is attempted to 
present how the concept time management is dealt by Thiruvalluvar, the popular Tamil poet in his 
Thirukkural and Allen Curnow, a familiar New Zealand poet, in his “Time”. 
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They are Thirukkural, Thiruvachakam, and Thirumandiram. Thirukkural is the life, 
Thiruvachakam the heart and Thirumandiram the soul of Tamil Culture. Thiruvalluvar, was a 
celebrated Tamil poet and philosopher whose contribution to Tamil literature is the Thirukkural, a 
work on ethics. Thiruvalluvar is thought to have lived sometime between the 2nd century BC and 

He was a sage and a statesman who lived with his chaste wife Vasuki. 
It is a wonder that Thiruvalluvar lived what he wrote. 

Thiruvalluvar’s Thirukkural is the only book for all times and a world that lives by its teachings 
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has received critical acclaim both at home and internationally. He was awarded the New Zealand 
Book Award for Poetry, the Commonwealth Poetry Prize and the Queen’s Gold Medal for Poetry. 
His poems are marked by a meditative quality. 
 Time management is an important aspect for the success of a person. It means managing 
one’s time effectively so that one can accomplish more without stress. We cannot waste our time 
when we allow ourselves to be ruled by technology, modern smart phones, machines, etc. Henry 
Van Dyke has portrayed Time in For Katrina’s Sun-Dial in Her Garden of Yaddo as: 
 Time is Too Slow for those who Wait, 
 Too Swift for those who Fear, 
 Too Long for those who Grieve, 
 Too Short for those who Rejoice; 
 But for those who Love, 
 Time is not. 
 It is a wonder that Thiruvalluvar, the ancient saint has dealt about the concept of time in his 
Thirukkural 2017 years ago. Time is precious. Time flows copiously. When an opportunity knocks 
at one’s door, one should make the best use of it. The only thing which cannot be changed by 
man is time. Nothing can be substituted for time. The ability to schedule time to complete the 
task is known as time management. Thiruvalluvar has devoted a chapter on “Knowing Proper 
Time” in which he insists that when a rare opportunity comes one should accomplish tasks swiftly 
without hesitation which are otherwise impossible: 
 When comes the season ripe and rare 
 Dare and do hard things then and there.   (Kural 489) 
 In the words of Curnow, time is uncontrollable as the north-west wind swaying pine trees. 
Time is both fast and slow to the extent of being imperceptible: 
 I am the nor’west air nosing among the pines 
 I am water-race and the rust on railway lines (Time) 
 Time is full of unpredictable turns and twists. It is associated with the north-west wind, 
swaying pines. The pines stand for human beings. Though pines are strong and upright, they are 
swayed and can even be uprooted by heavy blow of wind. Time can and time does often do such 
damage to human beings. It is not enough if one is clear about what he should do and what he 
should do it at the proper time. That will bring him prosperity. Thiruvalluvar firmly says that a 
person can bind himself to prosperity by timely actions. He articulates: 
 Well-ordered seasoned act is cord 
 That fortune binds in bon accord.    (Kural 482) 
 According to Curnow, time is also shown to be regular as well as irregular. This point is 
conveyed through certain images. The cow milked at fixed intervals and the magpie screeching 
whimsically as and when it likes – these two stand for the regularity and irregularity of time 
respectively. He remarks: “I am cows called to milking and the magpie’s screech.” (Time) 
 According to Thiruvalluvar, one has to wait like a stork till he is sure about his strength and 
confident of proper time and then strike like stork’s peck when the suitable comes. He 
pronounces: 
 In waiting time feign peace like stork 
 In fighting time strike like its peck.    (Kural 491) 
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 Thiruvalluvar uses another image also. Owl is alert at night. But this owl can be defeated 
easily by a crow in the day time. In the same way one has to be aware of the suitable time to 
accomplish the task. Proper place and time are essential for the successful completion of the 
mission. A King’s victory may be easy on land but not at sea: 
 By day the crow defeats owl 
 Kings need right time their foes to quell.   (Kural 481) 
 In Curnow’s Time, some more images towards this end are given in the third stanza. The 
office opening at 9 a.m. exactly, the office-goer dressing up tip-top and leaving for office, the 
well lubricated machines in factories working according to schedule – all these images of the 
regularity of time. The irregularity of human passion is mentioned in the last line of the third 
stanza. The park remains forever but the lovers who frequented it are not seen any more. The 
fickleness of love images the irregularity of time.  
 The manager of a company should be humble to greet his competitive companies when the 
time is not favourable. When the time turns favourable to him he can defeat the opponent 
companies. Thiruvalluvar, the prophet discusses the importance of patience for the king to bear 
with his enemy and attacks him in favourable time: 
 Bear with hostiles when you meet them 
 Fell down their head in fateful time.   (Kural 488) 
 In the same way wise man should not let out his anger immediately. He will patiently wait for 
an appropriate time to burst out. If the manager always irritates his subordinate by showing his 
anger he cannot achieve the work in time. The manager can fire at the subordinate at the proper 
time so that the work can be completed as per schedule. Thiruvalluvar simply puts this in the 
following manner: 
 The wise jut not their vital fire 
 They watch their time with hidden ire.   (Kural 487) 
 Time is equated to God. In Hindu mythology, God is represented as a creator, preserver and 
destroyer. Allen Curnow attributes three-fold functions to time. In his opinion, “time calls down, 
condenses and shapes” (Time) he calls down in the sense that it helps one to recall what 
happened in the dim past. The past is not lost but keeps influencing the present. Secondly, time 
compresses vast epochs, leaving out whatever is inessential and irrelevant to the present 
moment. Thus, time imposes a shape and order on chaotic happenings. In this respect, time works 
much more effectively than the intellect which is a conscious carrier. The implication is that the 
selection and elimination which are done by time are an unconscious process. In the Old 
Testament of the Holy Bible, the period of time is beautifully delineated as the following:  
 To everything there is a season, and a time to every purpose under the heaven: A time to be 
born, and a time to die; a time to plant, and a time to pluck up that which is planted; A time to 
kill, and a time to heal; a time to break down, and a time to build up; A time to weep, and a time 
to laugh; a time to mourn, and a time to dance; A time to cast away stones, and a time to gather 
stones together; a time to embrace, and a time to refrain from embracing; A time to get, and a 
time to lose; a time to keep, and a time to cast away; A time to rend, and a time to sew; a time 
to keep silence, and a time to speak; A time to love, and a time to hate; a time of war, and a 
time of peace. 

 (The Bible, Ecclesiastes 3:1-8) 
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 The supreme importance that Curnow attaches to time is attached by all ancient religions to 
God, who is believed to have pre-dated the creation and post-dated the destruction of all life. 
The Upanishad describes God as a person without beginning and end. The images used by Curnow 
are multifaceted. They are connected not only with agrarian phenomena such as milking of cows 
and the growths of lupins but also with such industrial features as cars, machines, offices, etc. 
What is special about Curnow’s poem Time is that time is represented as speaking about itself. 
 The duality of time is stressed repeatedly in the course of the poems. Slowness and fastness, 
regularity and irregularity, construction and destruction, permanence and impermanence, 
remembering and forgetting, culture and anarchy, the beginning and the end – these are some of 
the antithetical matters touched upon in these two poems of Thiruvalluvar, a celebrated Tamil 
poet and philosopher and Curnow, a central figure in the emergence of an authentic New Zealand 
literature. 
 Time is sometimes welcome and sometimes unwelcome. Time existed before life was created 
and will exist even after all life is destroyed. Thiruvalluvar depicts the significance of time and 
the inevitability of Time Management. Time and timelessness or eternity are philosophical 
concepts. Instead of examining them abstractly as a philosopher would, Thiruvalluvar and Curnow 
use images connected with day-to-day life to illustrate philosophical subtleties.  
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 Edward Bond, one of the political playwrights in 1960
epic theatre. The intention of epic theatre 
character is developed according to the habits that the readers acclaim as useful and true to life. 
Similarly Edward Bond’s women characters prove their importance in repres
contemporary society. Edward Bond, in his plays, has no heroine who can get sympathy from the 
audience. Edward Bond, through his characters, doe not aim for small success but for larger 
achievement. He opines: “Giving way always to that immediate gesture of sympathy is not 
necessarily what is valuable for society. It is necessary to remove the causes of evil
deal with any particular evil that crops up” (Theatre Papers from Bond, 270). In some of his plays, 
like STONE, NARROE ROAD TO THE DEEP NORTH, Bond does not give much importance to the 
women characters. In contrast, he gives more importance
like LEAR, THE SWING, etc. He has his heroines from the level of working class to that of princess. 
 In the play THE SEA, Mrs. Rafi, an aged middle class lady is introduced. She is presented as 
the virtual dictator of the village. She is of highly self
a bully and only the weak ones like being bullied. The town’s full of her cripples” (58). Mrs. Rafi 
gives importance even for the gloves. She believes that the people are ju
She acts as a spokes woman of a social system where non
deprivation and frustration. In the same play, there is a young heroine, Rose who has less 
importance than Louis Rafi. Both the ladies are tota
on herself and lives her life as she wishes, whereas, Rose is always of melancholy because of the 
death of her fiancé. She laments as if her whole world as of Colin. “... My life is meaningless and
  empty. I don’t know what shall I do...” (43). At the end, she moves towards Willie as advised 
by Rafi. There is no real relationship between them except their bond with Colin. Hence, Bond 
suggests people to get rid of their sensitivity to lead their life.
 Another woman character, Greta in the play THE SWING represents the life of Americans and 
their unjust society. Americans think their psychological problems as personal and not social. 
From the beginning, Greta has some imagination. But her imagery shows that she 
She has no economic power and this makes her vulnerable. Even it can be comprehended that she 
has less social activity to disguise her madness. She has little chance of accepting ordinary, 
normal things. From the beginning, she is vulnerable 
of madness when her unjust society produces catastrophe. There is no clear record whether she is 
raped in the yard or not, even she herself does not realize the fact but one can understand that 
the honest, good, decent, ordinary White citizens of her town destroyed her mind. From the 
beginning, she has some grace for her watch and for her breast. In the state of madness too, she 
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Edward Bond, one of the political playwrights in 1960- 70s, is influenced by Bertolt Brecht’s 
 is to awaken spectators’ intellectual faculties. A 

character is developed according to the habits that the readers acclaim as useful and true to life. 
Similarly Edward Bond’s women characters prove their importance in representing the 
contemporary society. Edward Bond, in his plays, has no heroine who can get sympathy from the 

Edward Bond, through his characters, doe not aim for small success but for larger 
achievement. He opines: “Giving way always to that immediate gesture of sympathy is not 
necessarily what is valuable for society. It is necessary to remove the causes of evil rather than to 
deal with any particular evil that crops up” (Theatre Papers from Bond, 270). In some of his plays, 
like STONE, NARROE ROAD TO THE DEEP NORTH, Bond does not give much importance to the 
women characters. In contrast, he gives more importance to his women than his men in the plays 
like LEAR, THE SWING, etc. He has his heroines from the level of working class to that of princess.  

In the play THE SEA, Mrs. Rafi, an aged middle class lady is introduced. She is presented as 
of the village. She is of highly self- assured. Her niece, Rose opines her, “She’s 

a bully and only the weak ones like being bullied. The town’s full of her cripples” (58). Mrs. Rafi 
gives importance even for the gloves. She believes that the people are judged by their materials. 
She acts as a spokes woman of a social system where non- realistic conflicts arise from 
deprivation and frustration. In the same play, there is a young heroine, Rose who has less 
importance than Louis Rafi. Both the ladies are totally different in their nature. Rafi feels proud 
on herself and lives her life as she wishes, whereas, Rose is always of melancholy because of the 
death of her fiancé. She laments as if her whole world as of Colin. “... My life is meaningless and

don’t know what shall I do...” (43). At the end, she moves towards Willie as advised 
by Rafi. There is no real relationship between them except their bond with Colin. Hence, Bond 
suggests people to get rid of their sensitivity to lead their life. 

woman character, Greta in the play THE SWING represents the life of Americans and 
their unjust society. Americans think their psychological problems as personal and not social. 
From the beginning, Greta has some imagination. But her imagery shows that she may be a mad. 
She has no economic power and this makes her vulnerable. Even it can be comprehended that she 
has less social activity to disguise her madness. She has little chance of accepting ordinary, 
normal things. From the beginning, she is vulnerable and insecure and goes to the extreme level 
of madness when her unjust society produces catastrophe. There is no clear record whether she is 
raped in the yard or not, even she herself does not realize the fact but one can understand that 

ecent, ordinary White citizens of her town destroyed her mind. From the 
beginning, she has some grace for her watch and for her breast. In the state of madness too, she 
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can remember these two things. Through Greta, Bond suggests if people want to destroy such 
terrible things, they must change their routine lives and their society. 
 In the play SAVED, Bond deals with the working class woman in South London named, Pam. 
She fails to understand the worth of her life and her surroundings. Her relationship with Len 
begins with a completely casual pick- up. In the first scene, she brings Len to her home and 
accepts as a lodger and her bed- mate. To her, sex is either being nice or bothering someone, 
and, its not a thing which she respects. Moreover, she does not have motherly attitude or 
kindness towards her child. She is of uninterested in taking care of the crying baby. She always 
describes her child as ‘it’. She feels the baby as a nuisance and as an inconvenient object. Her 
attitude towards the baby is not due to apathy or viciousness. She always concentrates her mind 
towards her economic situation, her interest with Fred and the way to make Len far off from the 
house.  
 Pam has no more affection for her parents too. She lives with her parents who for no clear 
reason have not spoken to each other for years. Pam does not know or try to know the reason for 
their present status. She responds casually, “Never arst ... never listen” (20). Sometimes she 
behaves childishly. When Len wonders whether he has made her pregnant, she criticizes him as he 
has got a ‘dirty mind’. But after sometime, she herself moves towards Fred and rejects Len. All 
this foolishness happens because of her lack of intelligence. At the end of the play, she curses 
Len: “Why can’t’ e go away! ... “E’s killed me baby. Taken me friends. Broken me ’ome” (112). 
She comments Len as the sole reason for all her worries. But her action proves her inability to ask 
the youngsters, who actually her friends, cause the death of her baby and her failure to move 
towards Fred causes some sort of aggressiveness in her. But she cannot explicit it on anyone than 
Len. It proves her inability to face realism.  
 Among such women characters, Bond presents a typical heroine named Rose in the play 
RESTORATION. Bond portrays her character with all the qualities that a society needs like 
reasoning skill, courage, conscience and sympathy towards others. In contrast, her husband is 
totally opposite to her. Bob proves his foolishness when he accepts to get the punishment for the 
crime committed by his Lord. All the other characters except Rose appreciate his foolishness. 
Though Rose is the only black lady in the play, she is ready to fight against the injustice of the 
white authority. Even her husband being a white in the white society does not have any courage 
or positive approach to lead his life. Rose, vainly tries to arouse her husband’s conscience in many 
a times: “Bob the door is open. The window’s open. Step through it. If it was shut yer could kick 
it down. Yer could push the wall down. You’re strong. You’re a giant...” (78). Her valid 
arguements become failure. At the end, she hardly gets success in changing the attitude of her 
husband’s foolishness. But, at any cast, she does not get any frustration in her life, even after her 
husband’s hang. 
 Lear’s two daughters, Bodice and Fontanelle and Cordelia, the wife of gravedigger’s son in 
the play LEAR have played significant role than the other heroines of Bond. At the beginning of 
the play, Bodice and Fontanelle prove their escapism as they don’t want to involve themselves in 
the killing of a worker. Even Lear remarks that they are too good for their world. But when they 
start conspiring against their father, they prove themselves more than a match to their father in 
their violence and inhumanity. Their revolt casts for their upbringing. They never have love and 
kindness towards their father. From the beginning, they have grown to fear not to love their 
father. Their world is filled with violence and selfishness. Their marriage with the Dukes too 
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proves their cunning plan to attain power. Both of them want to have power at any cast. They are 
even ready to kill one another to attain power. Their violent nature and selfishness is staged when 
they torture Warrington. Both of them without the conscious of one another allures him to betray 
Lear, to assassinate the Dukes and to seize their power. They even suggest him to become a 
consort to the victorious Princess if he does these things. When Warrington refuses, they have cut 
his tongue and tortured by the soldiers. They may inherit their inhumanity from their father. 
Bodice engages herself in knitting and pokes the needles into the ears of Warrington and thus 
renders him deaf, whereas, Fontanelle acts like a girl in her teenage excitement. She jumps on 
his hand and screams: “Kill his hands! Kill his feet! Jump on it- all of it! He can’t hit us now. Look 
at his hands like boiling crabs! Kill it! Kill all of it! Kill him inside! Make him dead! Father! Father! 
I want to sit on his lungs” (14).  
 Shakespeare has presented Cordelia as one of Lear’s daughters, but in Bond’s play she is 
presented as the wife of gravedigger’s son. First, she is introduced by Bond as an innocent and 
afraid girl. She undergoes the pain of looking at her husband being killed and herself being raped, 
resulting in miscarriage. Then she changes herself as a rebellion to take revenge upon Lear’s 
daughters for her husband’s death. She wages a war against the regime of Lear’s daughters whose 
power starts collapsing. During the fight, she orders to execute a captured soldier while one of 
her own men lies dying from a stomach wound. She declares to other soldiers, “When we have 
power these things won’t be necessary” (45). But she does not stop her violence with the killing 
of the murderer. After that too she wants to have the country on her control. When she assumes 
power, she uses violence to make her enemies silent. Both Bodice and Fontanelle are executed; 
Lear is made blinded to render him impotent politically. She orders to rebuild the wall which is 
started by Lear. Her attempts to change the political system of Lear prove futile. This act of 
Cordelia represents the works of politicians in the real world. 
 These women characters prove their violence, inhumanity, selfishness, cruel humour and lust 
for power as equal to that of men. These women characters attract attention rather than 
appreciation. Bond fills an almost bare stage with whole society from which and against which his 
heroines arise. 
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RUSKIN BOND'S UNDERSTANDING OF THE CHILD AND GROWING UP'S 

PSYCHOLOGY WITH REFERENCE TO CHACHI’S FUNERAL

 

 
 Ruskin Bond was born on 19 May 1934 and he is an Indian author of British descent. He lives 
with his family in Landour, in Mussorie. The Indian Council for Child Education has recognized his 
role in the growth of children's literature in India. He got the 
for Our Trees Still Grow in Dehra, for his published work in English. He was awarded the
Shri in 1999 and Padma Bhushan in 2014 for his life time contribution to Indian literature in 
English. He has been writing for the last fifty years in different genres of literature. Ruskin Bond is 
a well known Indian Writer in English. He has written more than hundred short
three collections of verse and over thirty books for children.
 Ruskin Bond is considered as a master of short story writing technique. His stories reflect the 
same world as we live in. He does not romanticize the stories or characters.
from the day -to- day life. It has taken the better half of fifty years for Ruskin Bond, one of India's 
most prolific writers in English for adults and children, to receive the critical attention that he 
deserves. Quietly, Bond has been writing novels, poems, essays, and countless short stories for his 
mostly Indian fans since the 1950s, yet critics have tended to pay more attention to expatriate 
Indians rather than the indigenous, especially those known mostly for writing children's 
This paper aims to analyze a short story of Ruskin Bond reflecting different aspects of the growing 
ups like innocence, bravery, feeling of love, romance, honesty and many other.
 Ruskin Bond likes children because they are more frank, open min
 “Many people ask me why I write so much about children which 
 I started doing in my 40s. Before that I was writing more or less 
 about adults. I had a pretty lonely childhood and it helps me 
 to understand a child better,” (SFWL) 
 According to Ruskin Bond two children can become good friends merely by exchanging a piece 
of marble, a coin, a doll and bangles. Children do not like the restraints put on them by their 
elders. Ruskin Bond loves children because they are not deceptive. Al
jumping in pools, climbing on trees, and are always curios to know about their surroundings so 
Ruskin Bond is more close to children of the world.
 Ruskin Bond's stories highlight the life of the valleys of Uttrakand, the Himalayan
They show life as it is without exaggerating it. “Chachi's Funeral”
which indicate Bond's understanding of the child and growing up's psychology in effective manner.
 His child and growing up characters behave in th
temporary and love is permanent, is the central idea of this story. It deals with three main 
characters, Sunil, a boy of ten, his cousin Madhu, a dark slim girl of twelve and their relative 
Chachi who is chachi for Sunil and 'Mammi' for Madhu. The story begins with the very interesting 
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born on 19 May 1934 and he is an Indian author of British descent. He lives 
. The Indian Council for Child Education has recognized his 

role in the growth of children's literature in India. He got the Sahitya Academy Award in 1992 
, for his published work in English. He was awarded the Padma 
in 2014 for his life time contribution to Indian literature in 

English. He has been writing for the last fifty years in different genres of literature. Ruskin Bond is 
a well known Indian Writer in English. He has written more than hundred short-stories, six novels, 
three collections of verse and over thirty books for children. 

Ruskin Bond is considered as a master of short story writing technique. His stories reflect the 
same world as we live in. He does not romanticize the stories or characters. Rather his scenes are 

It has taken the better half of fifty years for Ruskin Bond, one of India's 
most prolific writers in English for adults and children, to receive the critical attention that he 

een writing novels, poems, essays, and countless short stories for his 
mostly Indian fans since the 1950s, yet critics have tended to pay more attention to expatriate 
Indians rather than the indigenous, especially those known mostly for writing children's literature. 
This paper aims to analyze a short story of Ruskin Bond reflecting different aspects of the growing 
ups like innocence, bravery, feeling of love, romance, honesty and many other. 

Ruskin Bond likes children because they are more frank, open minded and emotional.  
“Many people ask me why I write so much about children which  
I started doing in my 40s. Before that I was writing more or less  
about adults. I had a pretty lonely childhood and it helps me  

According to Ruskin Bond two children can become good friends merely by exchanging a piece 
of marble, a coin, a doll and bangles. Children do not like the restraints put on them by their 
elders. Ruskin Bond loves children because they are not deceptive. All children love freedom, 
jumping in pools, climbing on trees, and are always curios to know about their surroundings so 
Ruskin Bond is more close to children of the world. 

Ruskin Bond's stories highlight the life of the valleys of Uttrakand, the Himalayan foothills. 
They show life as it is without exaggerating it. “Chachi's Funeral” is one of the best specimens 
which indicate Bond's understanding of the child and growing up's psychology in effective manner. 

His child and growing up characters behave in the same way as everywhere. Anger is 
temporary and love is permanent, is the central idea of this story. It deals with three main 
characters, Sunil, a boy of ten, his cousin Madhu, a dark slim girl of twelve and their relative 
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declaration that Chachi died at 6 pm on 5th April and came to life again exactly twenty minutes 
later. The entire story narrates how it happens. This statement invites the readers to go through 
the story and see how the children react in particular situation. A ten year Sunil is a mischievous 
boy like most of the boys of his age. His parents do job in office and the boy is left with his 
Chachi. She is fairly tolerant and easy going person. She manages the house hold responsibilities 
well including bringing up her own small sons, daughters, nephews, nieces. She is a simple woman 
and cannot understand the growing boy Sunil. He is an additional burden for her. She has also to 
cook for him while his parents go to office. 
 Moreover Sunil troubles her more. He does mischievous things to annoy her. An accident 
creates strong sense of hatred in Sunil's heart for his Chachi. One day, he feels intensely feels 
hungry. He fails to anything in the kitchen to satisfy his hunger. He ultimately traces honey on the 
top of the shelf. He tries his best to reach the honey bottle. But, by chance the bottle falls on the 
ground with a crash. The angry Chachi deals him with three or four blows across his head and 
shoulders. She begins to weep after this incident while the boy's proud is hurt. 
 This is a kind of routine incident. But the reaction of the young boy Sunil is shocking. He steps to 
the roof and goes to his secret place where he hides his treasure in the form of marbles kites, 
kite-string, tops and the clasp- knife. He collects the knife and whispers fiercely:  
 'I will kill her! I will kill her! I will kill her!’ (Ruskin, “Chachi's Funeral”) 
 As soon as he whispers, his cousin Madhu listens to this remark. Madhu is just two years elder 
than Sunil but she is very mature enough to tackle. She enquires everything behind his hostile 
feeling for Chachi. She handles the situation as if she were an adult and experienced human 
being. The conversation between Sunil and Madhu indicates some unexpected reaction of the 
young. Sunil has decided to kill his chachi on not a very serious reason. Chachi, as a reaction of 
crashing the jar of honey in her kitchen, beats the mischievous boy. But the boy's determination 
to kill her with his clasp knife is unpredictable. Moreover, Madhu's knowledge about law at the 
age of twelve is also surprising. She informs the boy that he will not be hanged but sent to 
boarding school because he is a young boy. Bond astonishes the readers here by such knowledge 
about law of a mere twelve year girl. Bond also satirizes here on the institute of the  
 Boarding-school when the boy is ready to be hanged but fears to go to the boarding-school for 
killing his Chachi. The last part of their conversation shows this ill-feeling of the boy: ‘I don’t 
want to go to a boarding-school.’ 
 Madhu is a wise girl who finds out an excellent idea to calm the boy’s fury. She makes a rough 
drawing of Chachi with the help of pencil and paper. She sketches a big heart in region of 
Chachi’s stomach on the paper. Then, she asks the boy to stab the Chachi to death. The boy’s 
eyes shines with excitement. He finds a great new game. He plunges his knife three times into 
Chachi’s chest. Madhu declares that he has killed her. The next action shows how younger imitate 
the adult’s world minutely. They decide to cremate her dead body. They set fire to the paper. In 
a few minutes all that remains of Chachi are a few ashes. The girl here lets out the rage from the 
boy’s heart using her intelligence. She says that poor Chachi is dead now. The story doesn’t end 
here. They talk to put her sacred ashes in the river, but decide to put it in the drain. Madhu 
collects the ashes and throws the ashes downward from the balcony. Some the ashes settle on the 
tree and a few reach the drain and are carried away by a sudden rush of the kitchen-water. 
 For most of the reader the story is over here. But, Bond produces a moving scene at the 
climax of the story. When the ashes are thrown, Madhu turns to Sunil. What she finds is like the 
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anti-climax of the story. She sees big tears on the boy’s cheeks. Bond narrates very touching 
picture in world: 
 “What are you crying for, Chachi?  
 I didn’t hate her so much. Then why did you want to kill her? 
 Oh, that was different. Come on, let’s go down. I have to do my home work.” (Ruskin, 
“Chachi’s Funeral”) 
 As they come down the steps from the roof, Chachi emerges from the Kitchen. Sunil rushes to 
her and tries to get her arms around her waist. He tells her that he loves her so much and 
requests her not to leave them. She observes a genuine affection in his eyes. She kindly takes him 
back to kitchen. 
 The story presents the innocent world of the Children. Bond indicates how temporary the 
young boy’s anger may be. Sunil stabs his Chachi but soon repents for his act. This sense of guilt is 
the strength of the adolescents. Sunil is too sensitive here while Madhu’s presence of mind wins 
readers’ admiration. She tackles the situation like a wise person and controls it. Their decision to 
cremate to the dead body after murder of Chachi and to put the sacred ashes in to river 
demonstrates how the children observe the world, traditions, customs, rituals and many more 
things and their wish to behave like the elders. This story highlights how the twelve year boy, 
Sunil feels so sorry and sad after his temporary anger for his aunt subsided. 
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 Amit Chaudhuri once again focuses on the middle
novel, Freedom Song. He captures the mood of pessimism in this novel while dealing with human 
problems in a metropolis. India by and large, at the turn of the twentieth century, is still religious 
and fatalistic with only a small portion of the urban elite being scientific a
forms the basic theme of Freedom Song. Besides, the adjective ‘freedom’ is ironically used by the 
writer throughout the novel because the characters in this novel are caught into situations from 
which they could not and at the same time do not want to escape from it. They are perhaps, the 
prisoners to circumstances and could not escape from the traditional middle
state can be compared to a state of ‘Trishanku’ which means neither here nor there and neither 
tradition nor modern. 
 The title Freedom Song is as difficult to explain as the title of Amit Chaudhuri’s
Sublime Address. The title, Freedom Song gives an impression to the readers that the novel may 
either celebrates freedom of Indian from the British rule or freedom of some other kind. 
However, the progression of the novel tells the readers that the theme of the novel is essentially 
the absence of social, economical and individual freedom. The title is both suggestive and 
ironical. In fact, irony is one of the important strands of postmodern fictions that weaves the 
narrative. Thus, social freedom is subtly, powerfully, and indirectly negated by t
communalism in an apparently secular culture of India. Economic freedom too appears to be 
declining with the ever-increasing intervention of multinational companies, and the forces of 
privatization and globalization. Individual freedom appears to
between the tradition and modernity in the minds of individuals. 
 The title, Freedom Song hence sings not the freedom of the country but ironically sings the 
search of the lost freedom in the mire of modernization. 
of India or the narration of freedom struggle of Indian patriots but tells the life of a part of India 
namely Bengal or to be precise part of Bengal, namely Kolkata which is at the threshold of 
globalization and modernization. It is a song with no hangover of colonization or Rushdian magic 
realism. Amit Chaudhuri is a realist who views the happenings of day
traditionalist point of view. Defining his Indian realism he observes in 
Indian Literature: 
 Realism – the relationship that modes of representation have to the seasons human life and 
the universe – has been a fundamental and unquestioned component of Indian art, from classical 
dance to the epics of Valmiki and Vyas, the court poetry of Kalidas, and the modern lyrics of 
Tagore (xxx) 
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Amit Chaudhuri once again focuses on the middle-class Bengali community of 1990s in his 
. He captures the mood of pessimism in this novel while dealing with human 

problems in a metropolis. India by and large, at the turn of the twentieth century, is still religious 
and fatalistic with only a small portion of the urban elite being scientific and rational. This idea 
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writer throughout the novel because the characters in this novel are caught into situations from 
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prisoners to circumstances and could not escape from the traditional middle-class life style. Their 
state can be compared to a state of ‘Trishanku’ which means neither here nor there and neither 
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privatization and globalization. Individual freedom appears to be at stake because of the conflict 
between the tradition and modernity in the minds of individuals.  
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namely Bengal or to be precise part of Bengal, namely Kolkata which is at the threshold of 

ation. It is a song with no hangover of colonization or Rushdian magic 
realism. Amit Chaudhuri is a realist who views the happenings of day-to-day affairs from a 
traditionalist point of view. Defining his Indian realism he observes in The Picador Book of Modern 

the relationship that modes of representation have to the seasons human life and 
has been a fundamental and unquestioned component of Indian art, from classical 

court poetry of Kalidas, and the modern lyrics of 
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 Like all the other novels of Amit Chaudhuri his Freedom Song is also rooted in telling the 
Bengali way of life and Kolkata comes alive to the readers who do not have their roots in Kolkata. 
The descriptions of lanes, streets, roads, and landmarks of many important malls and shops 
certainly give a topographical sketch of Kolkata. He often switches back to Kolkata even when he 
is writing about Oxford or Mumbai. Like Jane Austen and Faulkner he seldom steps out of the 
range of his creative imagination and saves himself from straying in uncharted spaces of dream 
lands or imaginary cross-over. The novelist celebrates the tradition of Bengali culture and Kolkata 
in this novel, and thereby establishes himself in the line of postmodernists who try to preserve 
the tradition faithfully in their works. Bruce king who praises the realism found in Amit 
Chaudhuri’s Freedom Song, states: 
 Amit Chaudhuri’s third novel, Freedom Song is a finely wrought, sympathetic, at times ironic 
portrait of two carefully written novel in which little happens slowly, a bit like watching a tree 
grows, a delicate and even deliquescent realism, the opposite of the magic realism which, in the 
wake of Rushdie’s success, for a time dominated Indian writing. A better comparison might be 
with Vikram Seth’s novel, A Suitable Boy for both works use a family’s quest to find a spouse for 
an arranged marriage as a way to examine a society and its history. In both, the domestic 
becomes representative of the culture, and both concern the culture of northern India, especially 
Calcutta, although in the case of Chaudhuri it is specifically the Bengali Middle Class…. (391) 
 The novel is a chronicle of two families Shib and Khuku and Bhola and Abha. The two families 
are related to each other. The narrative of Freedom Song is a mere story as it recollects what 
happened in the lives of these families and what happens to them in the present and therefore no 
beginning or middle or end in this novel. The novel, at the same time has no climax or anticlimax. 
True to the postmodern narrative the novel tells the readers how the children are brought up in 
large families and how they are looked after when the father or head of the family died. It also 
tells how their schooling is done without any sense of seriousness.  
 It depicts the causal life led by the characters. Khuku had “a strange, an impossible 
childhood” (128), looked after by her mother when the father died and then by her brother when 
the mother died and then by another brother and sister when death went on striking them one 
after another. A very insecure and yet a childish childhood has been made alive in just two 
paragraphs and the expression, “three tyrants – and Borda” (128). As the writer describes the 
childhood of Mini never fails to give a description of Khuku’s childhood succinctly. Elsewhere, too 
the writer suggests what the girls can be at that age: 
 She was a judge’s daughter in Sylhet, Khuku whose father had died early, and who was the 
second youngest of seven undisciplined children, used to spend afternoon sucking pickles, and 
chattering on the porch of Mini’s house: they were both given to bouts of frivolous laughter. (41) 
 Khuku’s friend Mini too lost her father when she was sixteen and was brought up by her elder 
brother. The elder brother, “Dadamoni had looked after them as if they were his children” (142). 
It is possible only in India that an elder brother assumes the role of a father in taking care of his 
younger brothers and sisters when the father dies. Besides this, there is no reference about the 
adolescent life of Khuku and Mini in this novel. Yet both the friends, Khuku and Mini share a 
common fate in their lives. However, both of them opted for different vocation when they 
become adults. Khuku who once hated boys married a man and became a typical housewife. Mini 
who once hated the life of working-woman became a teacher, “Khuku hated boys; Mini went 
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sewing class without needle. And Khuku – Khuku had gone to become a mother, and Mini had 
become a school teacher…” (41). 
 Married-life has a great influence in the middle-class people of India. The writer analyzes a 
few typical aspects and details of married-life in this novel which can be considered for the 
understanding Indian middle-class life. The portrayal of married-life Khuku and Shib and Bhola 
and Abha are quite interesting, perceptive, suggestive, and representation is without any 
mediation by gender or feminist issues. Shib is the best friend of Khuku’s brother, Pulu. Shib 
proposes Khuku in an indirect and roundabout way and ironically enough Khuku in the same vigour 
rejects him by saying that he is very much like her brother. She imagines a hero-like man in her 
mind as her husband. However, her hesitation for Shib finally faded away and she agrees to marry 
him. The condition of their mind is vividly portrayed by Amit Chaudhuri in just a few sentences:  
 Their marriage thus a marriage of childhood acquaintances, of two people who had known 
each other when they had hardly mattered to one another and who had grown one day into their 
shared life without hardly being aware of it; only slightly embarrassed when that awareness 
came. (194) 
 There are few other suggestive insights into their married life, when Amit Chaudhuri writes 
about the way of life they lead. The very middle-class Indian housewife is evoked by Chaudhuri 
when he depicts the character of Khuku. Once, it is too cold. So Khuku asks her husband to wear a 
pullover and like a typical Indian husband he asks, “where is it?” and she responds him by saying 
“can’t you find anything?” and at the same vein she relates the same to Mini by saying, “he really 
can’t do anything for himself, and God forbid if I die before he does… (23). This remark perhaps, 
is a typical Indian housewife’s remark. There is another and a more revealing vision into how 
married couples behave in their sixties. Khuku feels lonely after Bablu, her son had gone abroad 
and her husband who spends most of his time in the office. She wishes that she must be alone 
with her husband, Shib. This dream of hers comes true when there is a curfew. However, her 
dream goes into a lost vision when she and her husband live like strangers in the same house 
during the days of curfew.  
 Lack of communication between husband and wife is one of the greatest problems what the 
postmodern couple face. In fact, spending the days of curfew “less like a couple than a pair of 
lodgers” (110) made Khuku worried about her husband’s lack of communication to her. During the 
dayd of curfew Shib does not move out of the house but after the curfew he goes to market and 
buys oranges like any other Indian husbands who are at the age of sixties. At the same time, 
Khuku’s reaction on seeing the oranges is also typically of Indian housewives who are at their 
sixties. On seeing the oranges Khuku remarks that they are ‘kinoos’ and not oranges. Hearing this, 
Shib angrily shouts ‘what’. Khuku answers him, “but I told him I wanted oranges?” In fact kinoos 
could not be changed hearing the quarrel of Khuku and Shib.  
 Another couple or a ‘pair of lodgers’ depicted in this novel is Bhola and his wife Abha. Typical 
Indianness is seen when Abha is addressed as Bhasker’s mother and not as Abha. In India a lady is 
given a special kind of respect when she becomes a mother of a child and she is not addressed by 
her name but by the name of her ‘first child and ‘mother’ as suffix. The specifics of their married 
existence may vary but they bear a family likeness to Khuku and Shib. Bhola and Abha’s marriage 
is an arranged one like many marriages of Indian sub-continent. Though Abha comes from a rich 
family, she lacks a pedigree and so their “family were secretly disappointed” (140).  
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 Moreover, Bhola was twenty nine and Abha was nineteen when they got married. The age 
difference between them fails to bring temperamental compatibility between the two. However, 
in the case of Shib and Khuku no consideration is given to temperamental compatibility. Bhola, an 
impractical man, is full of opinions, about what is and what is not, about politics, about acting, 
and about music. Abha, on the other hand has an innate business sense. She is practical and 
spiritual. She is also a fan of Uttam Kumar whom Bhola does not like. She thinks music is just 
music and nothing else. During the first two years of their marriage, they often quarreled because 
of their misunderstanding for each other. However, Abha finds that ‘a secret affection grow for 
him that was inseparable from the exasperation she felt” (78). Life turns into another episode 
when their children grew up. Abha like many other Indian housewives allows Bhola to do 
whatever, “he wanted of their life” (79). It takes many years for them to understand each other 
and by the time as has been narrated, “one part of life was finished” (79).  
 Amit Chaudhuri underlines the blend of “hard-headed sensibilities” (76) with “shades of 
spiritualism of irreducible faiths” (76) in Abha and adds that no one could plumb the spiritual side 
of hers and it is here, “where also lay, not in a rational way, her hopes and fears for Bhaskar, 
Manik, Piyu, Bhola and herself in that order” (76). The very image of a married Indian woman is 
imaginatively evoked by the writer, when he writes about the character of Abha. As a typical 
Indian housewife, Abha is first worried about her children and then about her husband and 
‘herself’ come to her concern only in the last order.  
 India is a country which is addressed as a country of unity in diversity. Though the people 
speak different languages, worship various gods, wear different kinds of dresses, some of the 
rituals are common in India. One such ritual or formality is searching or finding bride or groom for 
their daughters or sons by the parents or by the family members. In this novel, Freedom Song the 
author picturesquely describes how Sandhya, the bride is found for Bhaskar, the groom. Though 
marriage is considered as ‘samskar’, Bhaskar’s mother, Abha considers it differently. She wants to 
fill up the silence in her life with the bustle of her grandchildren. This quest for bride is also 
interestingly depicted by the author by portraying Bhaskar, a man who actively involves himself in 
Communist Party. Bhola, Abha and many of the family members think that Bhaskar may not get 
any bride as he involves himself in Communist Party. They think that “which father give away his 
daughter to a boy who has Party connections” (22). And yet the search begins earnestly but 
“surreptitiously almost, neither advertising in newspapers nor telling relatives” (104).  
 Like other arranged-married couples, the newly wedded couple, Bhaskar and Sandhya are also 
caught in the mire of sweet and confused environment when they are forced to keep themselves 
in the nuptial chamber. In India where arranged marriages are preferred, the married couples 
though slowly adjust themselves with each other, they get the security and support of parents and 
relatives to face any adverse situation if comes in their lives. When marriage is arranged marriage 
then it is termed as traditional marriage. Like many Indians, Amit Chaudhuri celebrates 
traditional way of marriage in this novel and ultimately hits the cord of security which is caught in 
arranged marriages in order to establish the fact that he is a traditionalist. The feeling of newly 
married couple in arranged marriage is beautifully brought by Chaudhuri in this novel, thus: 
 They were at a loss as to what to do now; they had the puzzled air of people who’d just 
knocked on a door and were on the verge of turning round without having heard a reply from 
within. (172) 
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 Amit Chaudhuri is keen in depicting the minute details of the very life of Indian, especially 
the Bengalis. He touches the intricate features of the life of Bhaskar’s home which are not known 
to the west and perhaps to the people of Asian countries. The tradition of India is unique. 
Chaudhuri who is particular in portraying the tradition of India, depicts the traditional way of 
making marriage alliance through the episode of Bhaskar’s marriage alliance from a postmodernist 
point of view. These include hunting for brides with great pomp, Abha’s converting of old jewelry 
into new one, writing names of friends and relatives on the wedding envelope with a ritual, 
symbolically depicting the nuptial relationship between Bhaskar and Sandhya, leaving the bed 
early in the morning by Sandhya before her husband gets up, asking her mother-in-law where to 
keep the gold chain gifted to her on the weeding, and hanging the photographs of family members 
on the walls. Sundeep Sen rightly comments Chaudhuri’s story telling talent thus: 
 The story involves a fairly homogenous cast of characters. Middle-class discussion about 
contemporary politics contrast with the beliefs of the young paunchy protagonist Bhaskar, whose 
Communist leanings and interest in street theater does not find stage-space. Arranged marriage, 
arcs of ageing, friendship, couched love, Calcutta – all occupy the novel’s primary narratives. But 
the book is equally about patterning of words – its spun pink white winter smoke, the internal 
architecture of language itself. In this novel, the narrative is more open-ended with its strands 
united to allow the reader to fill the unresolved spaces. (32) 
 The elaborate rituals of a Bengali marriage is described with its quaint charm and numerous 
rituals and customs of painting the bride’s face with a clove dipped in white clay. The narrator 
comments that “The first days of their marriage was a time of trust in the unproven and of 
unspoken longing” (187). This old fashioned belief in the growth of love of the passion after 
marriage is very Indian and an integral part of the custom of arranged marriages. Bhaskar also 
behaves so to say a blueprint for the Bengali man who wishes to stay on in India and do his own 
thing. The other cousins and nephews go abroad to study and earn for their living. Khuku’s son is 
in California doing a Ph.D. in Economics, Mohit goes abroad and Manik too goes to Germany. As he 
himself, Bhaskar confesses, “Once he understood what a wonderful thing it was to be a Bengali, 
and that he was a Bengali himself, he went around the house chanting, ‘We are Bengalis! We are 
Bengalis! And this echo predictably, was taken up by Manik, who had no inkling of what it meant” 
(6). The irony of slogans and their impact may be heard and not felt or understood, as is the case 
of Manik who has not much attachment and so goes off to Germany to study and work. Amit 
Chaudhuri observes that it is difficult to relate a happy story and it is the sad strains that hold the 
tale together. The plot traces the friendship of Khuku and Mini. Khuku is childish, naughty, second 
youngest of seven undisciplined children while Mini, a few months younger, the daughter of a 
judge in Sylhet, is calmer and more matured Amit Chaudhuri rightly analyses the effect of 
globalization from a postmodernist view in this novel. He portrays the adverse effect of 
globalization namely opening the gate of India to other countries ultimately that has resulted in 
closing of many Swadeshi (native) companies. The selfish politicians are also ascending high in 
their position without bothering the welfare either the nation or the people. Hence Chaudhuri 
brings out the episode of how Shib tries his best to run the confectionary company back on its 
wheel. The author painfully tells the readers how the local gets affected in the globalized 
context. However, he is positive telling that like Shib if efforts are taken the Indian companies 
can compete in the global market. 
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Abstract 
 Diaspora has emerged as the most interesting and fertile area of study.
significant position between cultures and countries.
need to establish one’s roots Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni’s
dream connecting the wakefulness and subconscious.
conflicts and identity crisis experienced by Indian immigrants.
the effects of the new political crisis. There is a profound ha
due to the racial riots in the aftermath of 9/11. 
together in her novel as repercussions of the racial 
cultural crisis and racial riots bring Rakhi’s broken family together.
new faith in their Indian values and inspired them to search for their past
forces of cross-cultural conflict in an adopted country thus contribute to Rakhi’s growth and evolution as a 
more mature and confident individual and she emerged as a stronger and happier person at the end of the 
novel.  

 
 Diaspora has emerged as the most interesting and fertile area 
remarkable growth in recent years. Diasporic writing occupies a significant position between 
cultures and countries. There is a need to realize the significance of the cultural encounter which 
takes place in diasporic writing, the bi-cultural pulls on the creation of a new culture which 
finally emerges. Most discourses of the transcultural writers reveal the need to establish one’s 
roots. The immigrant writers Who straddle between physical and Psychological borders of two 
different cultures fall a victim to the tensions of binary polarities such as, “dislocation vs 
relocation, domicile vs diasporic consciousness,
and exile vs involvement” (Vijayashree 221).The lived experiences of 
reflect the existential realities of geographical displacement,
is the external quest of man to seek, to put down roots somewhere,
space to which he can relate emotionally or psychologically”(kirpal 45)
 Chitrabanerjee’s Queen of Dreams exhales the aura and feel of dream connecting the 
wakefulness and subconscious. The author has spun an enchanting story of a second generation 
immigrant trying to divine her identity, with her dream
mystery and magic. The picture of ancient India and contemporary America is simultaneously 
projected through the mother, who migrated from India with her husband,
young artist and divorced mother living in Berkley,
which is alarmingly in the process of transition,
 Queen Of Dreams is Divakaruni’s sixth novel which deals with the cross cultural crisis,
trauma and violence precipitated by the events of 9/11.In this novel Divakaruni chronicles the 
lives of an Indian immigrant family whose members struggle to find their identity in mainstream 
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Diaspora has emerged as the most interesting and fertile area of study. Diasporic writing occupies a 
significant position between cultures and countries. Most discourse of the transcultural writers reveal the 

Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni’s Queen of Dreams exhales the aura and feel of 
g the wakefulness and subconscious. The novel investigates the theme of cross cultural 

conflicts and identity crisis experienced by Indian immigrants. The Diaspora community in America suffers 
There is a profound hatred and fear mixed with a sense of insecurity 

 Divakaruni brings in the theme of survival and coming 
together in her novel as repercussions of the racial violence experienced by Rakhi’s family. Thus, the cross 
cultural crisis and racial riots bring Rakhi’s broken family together. It also sparks in the Indian immigrants a 
new faith in their Indian values and inspired them to search for their past and for their roots. The negative 

lict in an adopted country thus contribute to Rakhi’s growth and evolution as a 
more mature and confident individual and she emerged as a stronger and happier person at the end of the 
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cultural pulls on the creation of a new culture which 

Most discourses of the transcultural writers reveal the need to establish one’s 
roots. The immigrant writers Who straddle between physical and Psychological borders of two 

cultures fall a victim to the tensions of binary polarities such as, “dislocation vs 
diasporic consciousness, dispossession vs integration, heritage vs hybridity 

and exile vs involvement” (Vijayashree 221).The lived experiences of these immigrant writers 
reflect the existential realities of geographical displacement, since “For modern or traditional, it 
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America without losing connection with their Indian roots. Divakaruni’s Queen of Dreams which 
investigates the theme of cross cultural conflicts and identity crisis experienced by Indian 
immigrants. Like so many living abroad, Rakhi, the protagonist of divakaruni’s novel re-examines 
the meaning of being a divorce. Rakhi, born in America, is the daughter of the Indian immigrant 
Mrs. Gupta. As a California-based painter, owner of a small business, and having the status of a 
single mother, Rakhi has already experienced both the advantages. 
 The daughter of a dream-teller, and an artist and the owner of a tea shop in her own right, 
Rakhi realize for the first time in life, the difficulties of living alone, and tries to come to terms 
with the emotional lacuna in her life. In the aftermath of the 9/11 attack, She gets a jolt about 
her roots and questions her belonging. According to Edward Saidan exile is tender in the 
beginning, becomes stronger in the process and then becomes perfect. He says “The person who 
finds his homeland sweet is still tender beginner he to whom every soil is as his native one is 
already strong but he is perfect to whom the entire world is foreign place” (Edward said 407) 
 Mrs.Gupta remains tender, accepting most of the changes revolutionizing America and 
adapting to it, not so much affected by it. She creates an identity for herself which revolves 
around her dream world which none dares enter, not even her husband or daughter. Her 
unfathomable past and her clandestine working of the present are brought to light through her 
dream journals posthumously. Her dream journals are only her nostalgic reminiscence of her past 
life in the caves with the elders which actually establishes her cultural identity 

Socially and culturally positioning herself as an immigrant Indian Mrs. Gupta neither 
acculturates nor assimilates but just adapts or adjust with life around her, without changing or 
transforming herself. Her adaptation and her will take an authentic Indian surfaces when Rakhi’s 
chai shop was at the point of crumbling and Mrs.Gupta’s valuable suggestions were called for. The 
novel explores not only the question of identity of the diaspora but also racial issues. Rakhi, Mrs. 
Gupta’s daughter frequently encounters the crisis of identity, which is tied to her inability to 
reconcile her parent’s Indian identity with her American identity. She is born with a hyphenated 
existence-Asian American. During this time, Rakhi undergoes another crisis. She is the owner of 
the Kurma House, which sells Indian food adapted to American taste. Rakhi gets fond of her 
Kurma House with the increasing number of Indian visitors there due to its Indian ambience. 
 The Diaspora community in America suffers the effects of the new political crisis. There is an 
aura of hatred and fear mixed with a sense of insecurity due to the racial riots in the aftermath of 
9/11.Although it is not open violence to non-Americans, but to a large extent a concealed distrust 
for the diaspora, and Rakhi observes how she has suddenly become an outsider in a land that she 
was born and brought up in. After this harrowing experience Rakhi feels that all the people who 
lose their loved ones in such racial struggle lose their sense of belonging in a foreign country. 
 Divakaruni brings in the theme of survival and coming together in her novel as the 
repercussions of the racial violence experienced by Rakhi family. It proves way to a cultural 
awakening in another sense. Mrs.Gupta, Rakhi’s mother is an interpreter of dreams, who struggles 
all her life along with Rakhi in order to find their identity in a new world which is torn by violence 
and horror. The picture of ancient Indian and contemporary America is simultaneously projected 
in Rakhi’s mind through the dream-interpreting talent of her Indian mother and her present home 
America. The diaspora are affected by memory, Rakhi too is affected by her mother’s narration of 
Indians method of worship, festival, customs and rituals. 
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 Mrs. Gupta, the ‘queen of dreams’ never lets off her Indianness. She possesses a huge store of 
memories that she carries with her from her native land, India. The power she had acquired in 
India, the power of interpreting dreams, She prefers to retain even at the cost of her nuptial life, 
which otherwise would desert her. As a consequence, she leads the life of a wife without being a 
wife. To her “a dream is a telegraph from the hidden world” that she would always cherish (34). 
 Mrs. Gupta also abandons Rakhi to look deep into her life and explore her dream-telling 
powers. Gradually Rakhi considers herself as an abandoned child when she cannot follow her 
mother to the realm of dreams. She is haunted by the feeling that her mother’s priorities lie 
outside rather than with her own family. This distance from her husband and daughter creates a 
gap in the family of Mrs. Gupta in which the daughter vainly strives for her mother’s attention and 
the fathers confines himself to drinking. Rakhithus is undergoing an emotional conflict before the 
9/11attacks. 
 Rakhi’s relationship with her father is also superficial. She does not converse much with him 
throughout her childhood. In the sameway she is not allowed to read the dream journals of her 
mother. Mrs.Gupta weaves her unfathomable past and unique gift of interpreting other’s dreams 
into her dream journals secretly. These dream journals bear the reminiscences of her past life in 
the caves with the elder who taught her the skills of interpreting dreams. 
 It is when Mrs. Gupta dies in the mysterious car accident and Rakhi throws her mother’s ashes 
in the valleys that she realizes that her mother had wished her family to understand her through 
the journal after her death by telling them the truth about her in the journals. Her mother would 
want her remains to become a part of the land where she grew up. Fortunately, Rakhi’s father 
comes forward to translate the Bengali journals in to English for Rakhi, and she explores inch by 
inch her mother’s journals through his help, this brings her closer to him as she sees his hidden 
talents unfurl and dismisses her doubts about him for being responsible for her mother’s death. 
 Thus, the cross-cultural crisis and racial riots bring Rakhi’s broken family together. The family 
moves towards success and stability in life, through Rakhi’s character Divakaruni tries to portray 
the struggle she had to meet with during her stay in the country where it was not very easy for 
the settlers to live as freely as they were doing before the 9/11 event. Rakhi starts questioning 
her belonging to India or the place where she has been born and brought up. Divakaruni brings out 
this dilemma in Rakhi’s subconscious mind exquisitely well. 
 Thus, while the terrorist attack for all Americans is a revelation of the destructive power of 
hatred, it also sparks in the Indian immigrants a new faith in their Indian values and inspires them 
to search for their past and, for their roots. As Rakhi goes through her mother’s dream journals 
after the latter has died in a road accident, she discovers her mother’s long-kept secrets and 
sacrifices, and her past in India. This enables Rakhi to confront her fears and to develop a new 
bond with her ex-husband sonny and her father with the help of her daughter jonaki. The negative 
forces of cross- cultural conflict in an adopted country thus contribute to Rakhi’s growth and 
evolution as a more mature and confident individual who construct her identity in an alien land 
and she emerges as a stronger and happier person at the end of the novel. 
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Abstract 
 The philosophy of teaching is to make students understand and learn. But when teaching English 
grammar, it’s a difficult task or challenging to make students understand and thus sometimes the teacher 
fails or could not satisfy the philosophy or theory of teach
to teach English grammar through technology or activities or games. Hence the main objective or intention 
of this paper is to bring out the importance of grammar games in an English classroom.
Keywords: English Grammar, Games, importance, rule

 
We are teaching a new generation of students, which requires unconventional teaching 
strategies be put into practice in the classroom. And when schools use the game, the students 
benefits speak for themselves a greater desire to learn and higher test scores. 

     
 It’s a complex phenomenon to teach or learn English grammar, as most individual feel 
difficult to master it or even to learn the basic level of grammar. Any range of students, be it 
school or college, feel difficult both in spoken and written. Pupils though are little familiar with 
rules, yet confused of usage, so they make more grammatical errors. As “Chalk and talk” of 
traditional method made the students dull and interest, this met
the students. Hence teachers take more effort and challenge and thus focus to teach grammar, in 
order to make students understood. 
 Today the technology development has stepped in the field of education and made the 
teaching and learning process in an easy way. At the same time the technology has created a huge 
space in the classroom as cost of the technology tools are high. So today, teachers felt that 
teaching innovative grammar games will be very interesting and useful fo
which will help them, to develop or master their grammatical competence. Though few linguistics 
critics comment that grammar games are only meant for fun, whereas more critics talks in favour 
and say that learning language through grammar games can be learnt with enjoyment. However 
the ultimate goal and important of grammar games of a teacher is not only to make students 
understand, but also to take him away from rote memorization and make him more practical, 
active and intellect. 
 There are many kinds of games for different sets or level of students on variety of topics. So 
games can be selected to the right age and be used appropriately, to get benefit. As each game 
provides a skill in particular, hence teacher must carefully selec
lesson and the learners. Teachers can also use games as a diagnostic tool to remove the 
difficulties of learning grammar and take a necessary remedial action, for the students.
 Games, though it is a fun activity, it also has ce
teaching. When students are in prior informed about the rule, they stick to it, as it’s a fun 
activity. When the teacher say a rule, even demonstration can be done, which help students to 
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philosophy of teaching is to make students understand and learn. But when teaching English 
grammar, it’s a difficult task or challenging to make students understand and thus sometimes the teacher 
fails or could not satisfy the philosophy or theory of teaching. So it’s a crucial time in this advanced world 
to teach English grammar through technology or activities or games. Hence the main objective or intention 
of this paper is to bring out the importance of grammar games in an English classroom. 

English Grammar, Games, importance, rule 

We are teaching a new generation of students, which requires unconventional teaching 
strategies be put into practice in the classroom. And when schools use the game, the students 

ater desire to learn and higher test scores.  
    (Riedel, 2008) 

It’s a complex phenomenon to teach or learn English grammar, as most individual feel 
difficult to master it or even to learn the basic level of grammar. Any range of students, be it 
school or college, feel difficult both in spoken and written. Pupils though are little familiar with 
rules, yet confused of usage, so they make more grammatical errors. As “Chalk and talk” of 
traditional method made the students dull and interest, this methodology was not much helpful to 
the students. Hence teachers take more effort and challenge and thus focus to teach grammar, in 

Today the technology development has stepped in the field of education and made the 
g and learning process in an easy way. At the same time the technology has created a huge 

space in the classroom as cost of the technology tools are high. So today, teachers felt that 
teaching innovative grammar games will be very interesting and useful for all group of students, 
which will help them, to develop or master their grammatical competence. Though few linguistics 
critics comment that grammar games are only meant for fun, whereas more critics talks in favour 

grammar games can be learnt with enjoyment. However 
the ultimate goal and important of grammar games of a teacher is not only to make students 
understand, but also to take him away from rote memorization and make him more practical, 

There are many kinds of games for different sets or level of students on variety of topics. So 
games can be selected to the right age and be used appropriately, to get benefit. As each game 
provides a skill in particular, hence teacher must carefully select the game according to the 
lesson and the learners. Teachers can also use games as a diagnostic tool to remove the 
difficulties of learning grammar and take a necessary remedial action, for the students. 

Games, though it is a fun activity, it also has certain norms that have to be adhered while 
teaching. When students are in prior informed about the rule, they stick to it, as it’s a fun 
activity. When the teacher say a rule, even demonstration can be done, which help students to 
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pick or grasp more quickly. To this context Haldfield states as, “A game is an activity with rules, a 
goal and element of fun…games should be regarded as an integral part of the language syllabus, 
not as an amusing activity for Friday afternoon pr for the end of the term”. 
 Teacher plays an important role in conducting a game in the class. Teacher should not take 
the game as time fillers, so have to prepare carefully and be a strong organizer. Planning, time 
management, tools, students circle, purpose of the game and proper game etc must be utilized 
perfectly. If needed any materials or objects can be taken to the class. As repeated game and 
lengthy game will make the learners bore, the teacher should handle the game in a simple 
process. The teacher also should demonstrate in a simple way and get adapted to the game. Even 
if the teacher is involved, students would get more enthusiastic, proud and honoured. Thus the 
teacher should take entire responsible to create a smooth or conducive environment in the 
classroom. 
 
Benefits of Grammar Games 
 There are various benefits of teaching and learning grammar games in a classroom and few 
are thus follows; 
1. All the students of dull and bright equally get involved, so each and every individual get equal 

chance to participate and learn. 
2. As students play either as pair work or in a team, team spirit is developed. 
3. Students are motivated and stimulated hence they participate with eager and enthusiasm. 
4. Healthy competitions make the students more involve and fun. 
5. As liveliness is created, a practical classroom is maintained. 
6. Simple games make the students to grasp quickly and so they being not aware of the rule, 

naturally rules get instilled and stores in their memory. 
7. More number of skills or Multi-skills is developed at a time through grammar game. For an 

example, if any confusions or doubts, it is cleared out by raising questions. Thus here, 
questioning skill gets developed. As students play in a team, skill of disagreeing politely, 
asking for help, healthy discussions, interactions, communication skill, etc is developed. 

8. The grammar game also makes students to think innovatively and thus new ideas, new games 
etc is formed or explored. 

9. Various psychological barriers of students are also removed. For an example, reduces fear, 
shy, stress, forget worries or anxiety etc and thus students self-confidence is improved. 

10. Healthy relationship between student to students, teacher and student like friendship, 
respect etc is formed. 

 In short, to windup, boring grammar class is converted or changed into a challenging class 
through grammar games that has created an exercise, to both mental and physical strength. 
“Learn while you play” is the main motive of the grammar games, in a classroom. Thus it’s the 
most important aspect that helps to develop both the student’s knowledge and the educational 
standards. 
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 Canadian literature is a mass body of written works produced by Canadians, 
Country’s dual origin and its official bilingualism. The literature of Canada can be split into two 
major divisions namely English and French. As a result, Canadian literature has come to acquire 
the advantage of ‘plurality of voices’ clamou
Precisely in its holistic grandiosity and “Paradoxical centrality of marginality” (Scott 3), Canadian 
literature attempts to project the total cultural renewal, standing in perfect unison with Frye’s 
‘theory of cultural revolution’ and advances steadily toward transcultural, global pre
 The Canadian literature- its cultural and literary ambience and the quality of its major 
literary works unfold how both Canada not its literature developed as indep
their consistent inner reserves and their dispassionate entities with their predicaments. It reveals 
the curious fact that Canada, owing to its complex inheritance, enters from the Victorian era 
straight into post-modern age. The meeting of time and space here is a unique as is the inter
relatedness between the landscape and its people. Any attempt to understand the process of the 
making of Canada, therefore, invariably leads to the genuine appreciation of its literature.
 The twentieth century has seen Canada’s plenty in fiction writing. Sinclair Ross, Ethel Wilson, 
Margaret Laurence, Margaret Atwood, Margaret Clarke, Hugh MacLenan, Mordecai Richler, Alice 
Munro, M.G.Vassanji, Marian Engel, Gabriella Roy, Anne Herbert, Adle Wiseman, Ari
Sheila Watson, Jeanette Armstong, John Blagdon Hugh Hood and Rudy Wiebe are the major fiction 
writers who in their works portray the multi-culturalism and multi
mosaic culture, heterogeneity, minority culture a
alternative to the goal of seeking a homogeneous national identity are some of the salient 
features of the Canadian literature produced in the twentieth century.
 One can witnesses the flourishing of Canadi
War. In the centennial year of confederation 1967, three significant plays were produce. They are 
John Herbert’s Torture and Men’s Eyes, James Reaney’s 
The Ecstasy of Rita Joe and are considered as the best plays of all times in Canada. In the 
seventies more than two hundred new plays were written and staged. In 1982 Playwrights Canada 
published a directory listing about 500 plays by its 150 members. Some of the outstandi
playwrights in the present period in Canada are Robertson Davies, Gwen Pharis Ringwood, James 
Reaney, Gratien Gelenais, John Herbert, Michael Cook, Carol Bolt, David French, David Freeman, 
George Ryga, Michael Tremblay, George Walker and Tomson.
 Hugh John Blagdon Hood was a famous novelist during twentieth century. His novels portray 
Christian faith. He was born of mixed ethnic ancestry in Toronto on 30 April 1928. He has strong 
historical connections to Quebec, eastern Ontario, Nova Scotia, and more r
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Canadian literature is a mass body of written works produced by Canadians, reflecting the 
Country’s dual origin and its official bilingualism. The literature of Canada can be split into two 
major divisions namely English and French. As a result, Canadian literature has come to acquire 
the advantage of ‘plurality of voices’ clamouring to be free from the moribund conventions. 
Precisely in its holistic grandiosity and “Paradoxical centrality of marginality” (Scott 3), Canadian 
literature attempts to project the total cultural renewal, standing in perfect unison with Frye’s 

f cultural revolution’ and advances steadily toward transcultural, global pre-occupations. 
its cultural and literary ambience and the quality of its major 

literary works unfold how both Canada not its literature developed as independent entities with 
their consistent inner reserves and their dispassionate entities with their predicaments. It reveals 
the curious fact that Canada, owing to its complex inheritance, enters from the Victorian era 

ng of time and space here is a unique as is the inter-
relatedness between the landscape and its people. Any attempt to understand the process of the 
making of Canada, therefore, invariably leads to the genuine appreciation of its literature. 

century has seen Canada’s plenty in fiction writing. Sinclair Ross, Ethel Wilson, 
, Margaret Clarke, Hugh MacLenan, Mordecai Richler, Alice 

Munro, M.G.Vassanji, Marian Engel, Gabriella Roy, Anne Herbert, Adle Wiseman, Aritha Van Herk, 
Sheila Watson, Jeanette Armstong, John Blagdon Hugh Hood and Rudy Wiebe are the major fiction 

culturalism and multi-ethnicity of Canada. Pluralism, 
mosaic culture, heterogeneity, minority culture and attempts to look for regional identities as an 
alternative to the goal of seeking a homogeneous national identity are some of the salient 
features of the Canadian literature produced in the twentieth century. 

One can witnesses the flourishing of Canadian drama and theatre even after the Second World 
War. In the centennial year of confederation 1967, three significant plays were produce. They are 

, James Reaney’s Colours in the Dark and George Ryga’s 
and are considered as the best plays of all times in Canada. In the 

seventies more than two hundred new plays were written and staged. In 1982 Playwrights Canada 
published a directory listing about 500 plays by its 150 members. Some of the outstanding 
playwrights in the present period in Canada are Robertson Davies, Gwen Pharis Ringwood, James 
Reaney, Gratien Gelenais, John Herbert, Michael Cook, Carol Bolt, David French, David Freeman, 
George Ryga, Michael Tremblay, George Walker and Tomson.  

John Blagdon Hood was a famous novelist during twentieth century. His novels portray 
Christian faith. He was born of mixed ethnic ancestry in Toronto on 30 April 1928. He has strong 
historical connections to Quebec, eastern Ontario, Nova Scotia, and more remotely to Britain. 
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Hugh Hood received all his formal education in English, attending Catholic parish and in his high 
schools at where he received his grounding in Catholic doctrine and liturgy and in Scripture. His 
doctoral thesis on “Theories of Imagination in English thinkers 1650-1790”got him Ph.D degree 
from the University of Toronto in 1955. After teaching in Hartford, Conhectiant, for six years, in 
1961, he settled in Montreal and taught English literature ever since in the French milieu of the 
university of Montreal. He is fluently bilingual, and several of his books create a bicultural 
ambiance that bears witness to his perception of Canada as a dual nation in which minority French 
culture still possesses a strong sense of itself. 
 Hugh Hood is proud of Canadian biculturalism. In a letter to Naim Kattan in Le Devoir in 1964, 
following the publication of his first novel he articulated his aim to unite the whole of Canadian 
bilingual culture in his work. He was not material for sensationalism. He lived with his wife, 
Noreen Mallory who is an artist and their two sons and two daughters in Notre Dame de Grace, a 
quiet aging section of Montreal. 
 Even though Hugh Hood tried his pen at novels in the beginning of his career, he found himself 
unsuccessful in it. Later he started writing numerous short fictions which earn popularity to him. 
Then he started producing novels also. His collection of short fiction, Flying a Red Kite, published 
in 1962 brought him an award of two hundred dollars from the Toronto Women’s Canada Club in 
1963. His short fiction continued to appear in numerous journals such as Esquire, The Tamarack 
Review, The Canadian Forum, Prism, The Fiddlehead, Queen’s Quarterly, The Montrealer and 
Saturday Night, while he was exercising his scope and style in the 1960s with novels such as White 
Figure, White Ground (1964), The Camera Always Lies (1965), and an urban pastoral, Around the 
Mountain: Scenes from Montreal Life (1967). 
 Great Realizations seems a science fiction there is an undercurrent religious faith that 
permeates throughout the novel. In order to establish this realism, the author brings together the 
two incidents namely Mars travel and preserving the major work of art- the last Titian. Mars travel 
is fictions and it takes many years to venture into it. Preserving the beauty of art leads one to 
achieve a Spiritual revelation. The allegorical form in this novel illuminates the facts through 
images that glint from a single, showy rotating crystal ball. Hood is by inheritance, choice and 
intellectual conviction a Roman Catholic Christian writer. To understand his works, it is necessary 
to understand his Catholicism.  
 As the scientists of the world tried to explore the other planets of the solar family, Hood 
imaginatively has brought out the picture space travel in his Great Realizations. At one level the 
book tells the fictional story of how the astronauts make a space travel to the red planet, Mars 
and at another level how Matthew Goderich, Hood’s protagonist takes efforet to preserve the 
everlasting art. In between these two events, the author has strongly established his Gothic 
Christian faith and announced the world that the two events were possible only because of God’s 
wishes and blessings.  
 In another hand Great Realizations is a science fiction in which the author has used his 
metaphysical perception while telling an imaginative story of a great venture made in the history 
of man, when the scientists united and works for the sake of human welfare. Hood’s scientific 
knowledge and his metaphysical imagination soar beyond ordinary human perception. The basic 
theme of Great Realizations is built on the trinity view of Hugh Hood. There are creations of 
three great things that take place in this novel. The first is man’s greatest venture into the 
neighbouring planet called Mars. The second is bringing the everlasting value of art back to its 
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glorious condition. The third is the birth of a baby that makes John Goderich, the son of Matthew 
Goderich the first space father. In fact, these new ventures of man can be considered as tthe 
miracle that God had done at the time of creation.  
 Hood mentions then there about the family of Goderich and their contribution to the country 
to do good. Though he discusses about the science and family, he has a strong belief on God. This 
is revealed by him through his characters in his Great Realizations, especially through Goderich. 
As the Mars walk finds out the secret of Mars which was created by God in it to hold a myth to 
mankind. The eternal secret of God’s presence is felt in the great Titian painting. Both the 
scientific venture of man and his artistic creation share a common view that there is something 
hidden beyond every creation of God. 
 Great Realizations must be regarded as Hood’s book of Revelation. Such a mode would be 
appropriate to a subject matter that also depends, as the text insists on imagination and vision. 
This when the future prophecies do not materialize in the form imagined, they will nonetheless 
remain as vision of what have been and what could be, intriguing images of possibility Great 
Realizations still waiting to be realized. Man’s possibility is the replica of God’s or nature’s action 
and man has achieved only a one thousandth part of what God has done. Hood wonders at the 
creation of God and glorifies that God had not only created the universe and living beings on the 
earth but also created order in the universe and found satisfied with His work: “And God saw 
everything that he had made, and behold, it was very good. And there was evening and there was 
morning, the sixth day” (Genesis 1:31). The nuances in God’s creation have many more wonders 
and man could find only a small fraction out of the whole. 
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Abstract  
 Mahasweta Devi’s stories deal with the lower stratum of life in Bengal the most prominent being tribal 
and dalitwomen. Her stories bear the mark of her acute 
historical sense is essential for Literature. Literature, according to her, should not be judged on the basis 
of its linguistic and formal qualities but by contextualizing it within the ambit of history which
solidarity. Her famous story “Draupadi” manifests the oppression on the tribal Santali community through 
the persona of Dopdi Mejhen, who resembles the Draupadi of Mahabharata bearing the brunt of oppression 
of men around her. This story portraits about how the female character Dopdi was sexually abuse and 
torture by policemen and land owners. Draupadi emerges as empowered, one who can challenge her 
assailants even when unarmed in the final section of the story. 
Keywords: Empowerment, Dalitwoman, Naxalite,  

  
 Mahasveta Devi is one of the greatest contemporary Indian female writers. With many short 
stories, novels to her credit, she has emerged as a major force to reckon with in the realms of 
social-political activism and literature. There are 
authenticity and commitment. There are few writers in the world who want to be sure of their 
information and art. To be more authentic in her information she personally visits places, and 
gathers information. The content, coherence and narrative style perfectly coalesce in her 
writings. Mahasveta Devi has a spirited and abled personality. There are six million Adivasis. She 
has done extensive field work and research in tribal areas of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa an
transformed her field work into novels, stories and journalistic writings. Her writings and her 
activism, have particular appeal to activists intellectuals, writers, and people with sensitivity and 
commitment. Every time she writes, her voice and th
One does not know whether a tribal of India is writing a big novel or Mahasweta Devi is writing a 
novel or a story about the tribals. Mahasweta Devi says,
 “I see my countrymen without food, water and land, and re
 and bonded labour. An anger, luminous and burning like the sun, directed 
 against a system that cannot free my people from these inhuman constraints
 is the only source of inspiration for all my writing”.
 Mahasveta Devi’s well researched and expounded facts are considered dangerously authentic 
and real, as the documented inhuman miseries make the readers awestruck. In her short story 
“Draupadi”, the story is set in a realistically delineated forest background somewhere at a sylvan 
setting in Southern Bengal. Dopdi Mejhen, age twenty seven,
the rights of the Santali people in the forest area. Along with her husband Dulna Majhi, Dopdi led 
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Mahasweta Devi’s stories deal with the lower stratum of life in Bengal the most prominent being tribal 
and dalitwomen. Her stories bear the mark of her acute sensibility to history because she feels that a 
historical sense is essential for Literature. Literature, according to her, should not be judged on the basis 
of its linguistic and formal qualities but by contextualizing it within the ambit of history which gives it 
solidarity. Her famous story “Draupadi” manifests the oppression on the tribal Santali community through 
the persona of Dopdi Mejhen, who resembles the Draupadi of Mahabharata bearing the brunt of oppression 

s about how the female character Dopdi was sexually abuse and 
torture by policemen and land owners. Draupadi emerges as empowered, one who can challenge her 

in the final section of the story.  

Mahasveta Devi is one of the greatest contemporary Indian female writers. With many short 
stories, novels to her credit, she has emerged as a major force to reckon with in the realms of 

political activism and literature. There are very few writers in India who write with more 
authenticity and commitment. There are few writers in the world who want to be sure of their 
information and art. To be more authentic in her information she personally visits places, and 

he content, coherence and narrative style perfectly coalesce in her 
writings. Mahasveta Devi has a spirited and abled personality. There are six million Adivasis. She 
has done extensive field work and research in tribal areas of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa and then 
transformed her field work into novels, stories and journalistic writings. Her writings and her 
activism, have particular appeal to activists intellectuals, writers, and people with sensitivity and 
commitment. Every time she writes, her voice and the voice of the tribals become inseparable. 
One does not know whether a tribal of India is writing a big novel or Mahasweta Devi is writing a 
novel or a story about the tribals. Mahasweta Devi says, 

“I see my countrymen without food, water and land, and reeling under debts  
labour. An anger, luminous and burning like the sun, directed  

against a system that cannot free my people from these inhuman constraints 
is the only source of inspiration for all my writing”. 

hed and expounded facts are considered dangerously authentic 
and real, as the documented inhuman miseries make the readers awestruck. In her short story 
“Draupadi”, the story is set in a realistically delineated forest background somewhere at a sylvan 

in Southern Bengal. Dopdi Mejhen, age twenty seven, who is a tribal guerilla fighting for 
the rights of the Santali people in the forest area. Along with her husband Dulna Majhi, Dopdi led 
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an angry tribal mob against the oppression of an exploitative landlord who makes them almost 
poorly-paid slaves. They are fighting for their rights on land and forest, and not driven by some 
pointless vendetta. The landlords are, however, always successful in gaining the confidence of 
State-power in their scheme of exploiting the tribals. Dopdi, along with her husband and other 
people of their community, killed the oppressive landlord Surjya Sau – who denied to give the 
poor people even a drop of water during draught – and fell on the wrath of the State’s police 
force which are famous for “knauter”, that is, fake encounter.  
 Dopdi and Dulna have escaped from her dwelling and takes the course of the forest. As she 
walks, she thinks of her fate if she is caught, the betrayal of two Santalis who were the cause of 
attack on the rebellious Santalis and the killing of Dopdi’s husband. Dopdi is traced within the 
forest, and she is bought to the nearby police station “apprehended” where almost all the 
constables gang-rape her throughout the night. Yet Dopdi is not a woman to surrender to the 
satanic torture but stands to the cause of rebellion of the Santals for their land and minimum 
human rights. When she is called by the “Senānāyak” (Army Officer) in the morning, Dopdi refuses 
to wear a sari by howling: “You asked them to make me up, won’t you see how they made me?” . 
She shouts at him to “knauter” her because the police are not man enough – they can only torture 
and kill the tribals in fake encounter. This audacity of Dopdi perplexes the Senānāyak whose sense 
of pride is challenged by the simple but brave tribal woman. He is frightened out of the 
unexpected behavior of Dopdi who shows him the numerous signs of oppression all over her body. 
The gang-raped, mutilated body of the tribal lady is the mirror in which the Senānāyak sees the 
reflection of his own filthy nature, and as Dopdi comes close to him, the sight becomes too 
horrible for him to tolerate. 
 Ironically, Senanayak and his subjects appear to have surpassed their counterparts in the 
epic, Draupadi symbolizes Jagruthi (awareness) in Nara’s (man’s) journey of self conquest. 
Besides, she represents the nucleus of energy. In the epic, the enemy’s attempt to strip Draupadi 
is rendered useless by the miracles of incarnate Krishna. In the life of contemporary Draupadi no 
intervention of any such gracious and divine comrade is awaited. And it is situation where the 
comparison between the characters in both the epic and the present story ceases to be relevant. 
Sending radio messages to his superiors about the successful trap of Dopdi, Senanayak orders her 
to be brought in for further interrogation. But, suddenly there is trouble. She behaves as if she 
has gone crazy. She pours the water meant for her washing down on the ground. She tears her 
piece of cloth “with an indomitable laughter.” Seeing such strange behaviour, the guard runs for 
further orders. Senanayak walks out surpraised and sees her “naked walking towards him in the 
bright sunlight with her head high.” 
 The spontaneity with which Draupadi reacts is in fact one of the essential elements of the 
revolutionary project that Mahasweta Devi conceives. What a woman considers sacred and 
important in her life is plundered. So there is nothing more that she is sacred about. Decided to 
be naked at her own insistence, Dopdi says: “There isn’t a man here that I should be ashamed. I 
will not let you put my cloth on me. What more can you do? Come on Kounter me – Come on 
Kounter me?” 
 In defiance of the violent torture inflicted on her, Draupadi pushes Senanayak with her two 
mangled breasts and the “fully officer is for the first time terribly afraid to stand before an 
unarmed target” Draupadi makes her mangled body a powerful weapon of resistance. Her defiant 
attitude overwhelms and frightens Senanayak. Senanayak, an expert in tracking down insurgents 
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and capturing them, is confronted with an adversary he can neither comprehend nor destroy. 
Mahasweta Devi namesher protagonist after the classical character but makes this illiterate, tribal 
woman, poor more powerful than her counterpart from the epic. In the final part of the story, 
Draupadi emerges as empowerd, one who can challenge her assailants even when unarmed. 
 Mahasweta Devi’s Draupadi woman is merely representative of millions of other women who 
are fighting for their rights against heavy odds across the globe. In her interview with Gabrielle 
Collu, Mahasweta Devi said, “Draupadi was an extremely courageous Naxalite woman fighter. 
Tribal women have terrible resilience, terrible courage.” 
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Abstract 
 In the present universe, the entire mankind is related to the nature. Mankind
its abundant resources. Women are always equated to the
exploited by the cruel dominant patriarchal society. Their exploitation and oppression are compared to the 
destruction of natural forces like water, air, soil, etc.
Walker’s two novels The Color Purple and Third Life of Grange Copeland is done.
Keywords: Male domination, Ecological consciousne
mistreatment and Degradation of earth. 

  
 The earth- body and the womb- body run on the cosmological sphere. The entire universe is 
enriched with plenty of natural resources and its wealth should be appreciated by mankind. Eco 
criticism is the study of the relationship between literature and the physical environm
stated by Cheryll Glotfelty. She is the co-editor with Harold Fromm of
Landmarks in Literary Ecology (University of Georgia press, 1996). EcoFeminism is coined in 1974 
by French feminist Francoise d’ Eaubonne. Ecofeminism or
movement that asserts that the environment is a feminist issue and that feminism is an 
environmental issue. 
 Eco Feminism is the study of the relation between nature and its environment with the 
women in the earth. Women are equated to all the living organisms in the earth in order to 
explore their real values for everyone in the society. Even though women are empowered in many 
fields nowadays, they are still oppressed and suppressed by the authoritative male patriarchal 
society. Women are cruelly and vehemently exploited by men for their personal benefit and they 
are not allowed to expose their views publicly. As mankind exploits nature and its resources for 
their personal use, women are being exploited by the men folk for s
exploitation is seen in many places like their own house or even in work places. Their subjugation 
is equated with the degeneration of nature. Modern Ecofeminism focuses more on intersectional 
questions such as how the nature- culture split enables the oppression of female and nonhuman 
bodies. It is also an activist and academic movement that see the critical connections between 
the exploitation of nature and the domination over women since both are caused by men. 
Ecofeminism describes movements and philosophies that link feminism with ecology. This 
movement seeks to eradicate all forms of social injustice not just the injustice against women and 
the environment. From arguments that there are particular and significant connections between
women and nature, Ecofeminism relates the oppression and domination on all subordinate groups 
(women, people of color, children, the poor) to the oppression and domination on nature 
(animals, land, water, air, etc). All of these subordinate groups have be
domination, exploitation and colonization from the western patriarchal society that emphasizes 
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and values men. Several feminists make the distinction that it is not because women are women 
or feminine that they relate to nature, but because of the similar states of oppression by the 
same male- dominant force. 
 Alice walker is born on February 9, 1944 in the small farming community of Eatonton, GA to 
Willie Lee and Minnie Grant who later turned as the most prolific, controversial and respected 
African American novelists of the later half of the twentieth century. She is one of the most 
famous and renowned writers of contemporary era and this is largely due to her novel The Color 
Purple. She is the daughter of sharecroppers. She is especially affected by the brutality of her 
father. Walker is fascinated by female writers like Flannery O’ Connor but eventually feels 
frustrated by the lack of black women writers in the curriculum of colleges. Also she discovers the 
works of Zora Neale Hurston, a writer in the mid twentieth century whose political work is 
shunned in the favour of authors like Wright. Hurston becomes the greatest influence in the 
literary career and life of Alice Walker. Walker has been fiercely political; she has been a 
prominent lesbian and feminist, and her political views have been made the focus of her novels. 
Her early novels, The Third Life of Grange Copeland and Meridian deal with the violence towards 
black women by black men. The Color Purple also shares many of these themes. Possessing the 
Secret of Joy is a novel by her which deals with female circumcision which is practiced in some 
African rituals. Critics of Walker have stated that she has portrayed black men as cruel and 
violent in her works, which has sustained stereotypes of black male violence. Alice walker is 
committed to write the ‘authentic’ lives of real black women, therefore she states in her 
collection of essays, In Search of Our Mother’s Gardens:  
 I am pre occupied with the spiritual survival, the whole of my people… I am committed to 
exploring the oppressions, the insanities the loyalties, the triumphs of the black women…for me 
black women are the most fascinating creations (Walker 10). 
 This paper is about the Ecofeministic reading on Alice Walker’s The Color Purple and Third 
Life of Grange Copeland. Walker’s writings include novels, stories, essays and poems. They mainly 
focus on the struggles of African Americans, particularly women, and their struggles in the racist, 
sexist and violent society. Her writings focus on the role of women of colour in culture and 
history. She is openly bisexual, and sympathetic of people of all sexualities, ethnicities and races. 
The distinctive voice in Walker’s works is the voice of a woman deeply immersed in her blackness 
and her southerness. As a writer, activist and womanist, Walker directs her energies to expose 
both the richness and the desolation in the black community, particularly in relation to its 
women. She highlights the pain and severe agonies of the black people. She also explores the 
African part of her cultural heritage, particularly in rural southern black life. The Color Purple, 
Walker’s third novel, written in 1982, received Pulitzer Prize for literature and an American Book 
Award. Alice Walker is active in the social events of her time, speaking out boldly against the 
injustice against women during the civil rights demonstrations in 1960s. Her feminism and 
activism in women’s issues reflect the novels of Zora Neale Hurston, a writer in 1930s. Walker sets 
The Color Purple during the same period as Hurston’s novel, Their Eyes Were Watching God. It is 
impossible to understand the ideas and plots of Alice Walker without reading the works of 
Hurston, particularly Their Eyes were Watching God and her autobiography, Dust Tracks on a 
Road. Walker touches upon the issues related to social and religious theme like presence of God 
within nature. This theme is effectively used in The Color Purple. Walker perhaps focuses more 
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upon the relationships between men and women, rather than white and black which has caused 
her to be the target for the critics of her day. 
 Her novels The Color Purple and Third Life of Grange Copeland are taken for EcoFeministic 
reading here. These two novels are concerned about the emancipation of women and their 
struggle for attaining the ‘Self’ within their black community. The Color Purple novel is about a 
young black girl Celie who is abused sexually by her own stepfather and ill treated within her 
family surroundings. She is deprived of education and also she is given hard labour in the family. 
She is not even called by her name in the family. Instead she is called as ‘ugly’ by black men folk. 
She is very much attached towards her sister Nettie who is entirely different from Celie by being 
an independent thinker. Nettie rebels to get her education and decides to live independently 
without the support of her family. At one stage she escapes from her cruel and abusive father and 
goes to live with Celie and her husband Mr.----, but there also she cannot tolerate the sexual 
advances of Celie’s husband and finally she escapes from there too and joins with African 
missionaries Samuel and Corraine. The sufferings and torments that Celie undergoes in this novel 
can be equated to the exploitation of the nature. Celie’s body is physically destroyed gradually by 
both her stepfather and her abusive husband. Her stepfather instead of being an ideal father, he 
rapes her vehemently without any sympathy and uses her body for deriving sexual pleasure. He 
just considers her as a machine to evolve sexual pleasure whenever he needs it. Thus Celie’s body 
initially can be compared to the non – polluted, fertile land which appears to be very clean and 
healthy. When her step father imposes his authority by controlling her body sexually, her body 
degenerates and she becomes weak finally. Likewise the fertile soil is exploited by the pollutants 
and fertilizers by the man, the state of the soil collapses completely and gradually becomes 
destroyed. Generally women are compared to nature. So their exploitation is commonly compared 
to the destruction of nature. Men are seen as dominating women and they always try to impose 
their authority on women in order to show that they are men. Men want to control women 
physically and mentally in order to retard their growth like the growth of the fertile land is 
retarded by the persistent use of chemical fertilizers. 
 In the same novel the theme of domestic violence is also seen. Celie is married to a widower 
with five children. She has to take care of his uncouth children and also she is used to derive 
sexual pleasure whenever he wants to have it. For Celie the sexual act with her husband is just a 
mechanical one, since there is no love in it. She never feels the sexual pleasure out of him. Mr--- 
considers her only as a sexual slave and simply treats her as his obedient servant who has to obey 
his orders without any opposition. From the beginning of the novel itself Celie is projected as a 
loyal woman who accepts her ill treatment from her stepfather as her fate and for her it is the 
only choice for her survival. This immature attitude of Celie leads her to follow the orders of Mr---
- without any refusal. Like a caged bird or an animal in the zoo which are used only for its labour 
and proper humanistic treatment is denied for them. Celie is ill-treated even within her family 
and her hard labour is utilized by everyone in Mr’s family and her step father Alphonso also 
seduces her physically and has not shown any sympathy for her. Thus Celie is here treated like 
animal by the men folk.  
 The role of Shug Avery is very much important in the novel as well as in Celie’s life, because 
she is totally responsible for the drastic change that occurs in Celie’s personality. Shug is 
financially independent and she is not under the control of any man like Celie. She educates Celie 
in all the matters including sex, philosophy, religion and God. Shug enumerates about the 
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grandeur of God and she emphasizes Celie to love herself first and then to appreciate the beauty 
of nature. With the help and moral support provided by Shug, Celie gradually emerges into a new 
woman who learns to live by herself at last. Celie’s sexual abuse is depicted from her vagina 
which is described as purple in colour. Because it is misused heavily by her father and husband. 
And the cruel sexual encounter with them is compared with the destructive process of extracting 
methane gas from the deep underground soil. Like the metallic rod is propagated deep into the 
soil, the phallus of the men is inserted to the innocent vulva of the pure women which destroys 
them completely. When the methane gas is extracted from the soil, the state of the underground 
soil collapses and the water content gets reduced totally which leads to the infertility of the soil.  
 When the road is constructed in the Olinka village by the British Empire, huge number of 
fertile lands are destroyed and the poor Olinkan people have to migrate to the nearby villages for 
their sake. When the heavy storm attacks Olinka village, people of Olinka have to search for the 
root leafs for their huts. Thus the colonization and the natural disaster both have the worst 
consequences in the Olinka village. The novel, The Color Purple by Alice walker not only explores 
the themes of lesbian- feminism, racial and cultural issues but also Ecofeministic aspects are 
studied with due importance.  
 The next novel Third Life of Grange Copeland deals with the issues and injustices that 
surround women. Walker tries to implement the voices of the poor and innocent third world 
women in all her works. These third world women are equated with the nature in order to explore 
their issues publicly. In this novel Third Life of Grange Copeland, the female characters are 
tortured to the extreme level by their own community men. Margaret and Mem are suppressed 
and oppressed by the male authoritative society. Their husbands’ ill treatment towards them is to 
impose their control on them. Because of the white man’s control over them, black men always 
show their anger towards their wives in order to explore their authority. So they become very 
aggressive and cruel and their violence is seen in beating their wives mercilessly. Like a slave and 
an animal, they are ill treated and harshly beaten by their husbands in order to keep them in 
their control. Grange Copeland, the abusive man always mistreats his wife Margaret and not even 
considers her as a human being and for him, she is just a sexual slave. When domestic animal is 
badly treated, there are some organizations to question the concerned person but here, there is 
no one to question about domestic violence given to Margaret. Like a parasite, men are sucking 
the blood of women for their personal satisfaction and do not seem to worry about their emotions 
and feelings. This paves the way to the destruction of women’s personality. Even within their 
family, women are not allowed to expose their feelings. So their feelings and desires are always 
hidden behind them. For men, women should not be the decision makers in the family as they 
should not take any profound decisions regarding the welfare of their children. For them, women 
should not be the initiators in every matters of life. This attitude of men is revealed in the novel 
through the character Brownfield who rejects his wife Mem’s opinions and ideas for the sake of 
the family. When Mem tries to provide a healthy environment to her children by moving to the 
apartment, Brownfield opposes her idea and tries to dominate her. After moving to that 
apartment, Brownfield’s cruel mind starts to work very cleverly. He indirectly oppresses Mem by 
exploiting her physically by violently imposing two unwanted pregnancies on her and displays her 
as a weak woman to everyone. Thus the womb of Mem is compared to the fertile land. The 
fertility of the soil is exploited by the chemical explosives and fertilizers. Man- made products are 
integrated along with the soil and the production is nullified by it. Likewise, Mem’s fertility is 
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targeted here and her body is completely destroyed, when Brownfield sexually assaults her. Thus 
the emancipation of Mem is purposely destroyed by brutal instincts of her husband Brownfield. 
The growth of Mem is retarded by him and eventually she dies as a victim in his hands. Instead of 
worshipping the nature, mankind misuses it. The same is happening for women that the treatment 
given to them is very inhuman. In the patriarchal construct, women are considered as objects and 
they are not even considered as human beings because they are exploited to that extreme. So 
proper initiatives should be taken by the government and many organizations should be developed 
in order to eradicate the power of men over women in the society. 
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Abstract 
 Dalits are low caste people, who are suppressed by the upper caste 
rungs of the society and they always treated as doormats by the upper caste. Mahasweta Devi is one of 
India’s foremost literary personalities, a prolific author in Bengali of pathbreaking short fiction and novels. 
She is a deeply committed social activist and political who works among with and
Poverty, hunger, corruption and oppression in the society move her to action and writing. This paper is 
mainly focuses on marginalized woman’s birth, adulthood a
Mahasweta Devi’s“The Glory Of Sri Sri Ganesh”. 
Keywords: Mahasweta Devi, Marginalized woman, The Glory Of Sri Sri Ganesh, Dalits.

 
 Mahashweta Devi (1956- 2016) a celebrated Indian writer and tireless activist, a 
activism started in the post-colonial India. Born in Dhaka, British India; she took up the cause of 
the subaltern tribal women and brought to the forefront a new woman who was fiery, revolting 
and struggled to find new tools of survival in a ha
Mahasweta Devi have given Indian literature a novel life and has worked relentlessly to bring 
consciousness and responsiveness in Indian women. Mahasweta Devi in her novel “
Sri Ganesh” unveils the neocolonial problems and adversity of the lower caste women in the 
hands of the high caste virile Rajputs. 
 Women are supposed to be confined to the four wall of the house and are with out any 
freedom in the society. They are marginalized in terms of gender
often treated as commodity or show pieces with no identify. Dalit woman
at first in terms of gender and second with caste. Women of India are the worst victims of male 
virulence. They are set aside for to inferior place as far as culture and religion are concerned. A 
woman is seen in terms of the male counterpart. She is gentle, submissive, passive and 
dependent. The birth of girl child is considered to be an economic burden and she has an inferior 
status. Hence infanticide arose as a suitable way of getting rid of the burden.
 “If she survives, the girl cannot assume she’ll get a fair share of the
 family’s education budget. But she can be reasonably sure she
 will be molested- by the teacher, by a trusted relative, by a stranger.”

  Mahasweta Devi (1926-2016), the committed Indian English Writer does not belong to 
marginalized community; yet she speaks up for the underdogs. This novel also reflects child 
marriages and tortures of mother-in-law. Chho
delivered a baby boy and his two wives, Bhadki and Majli sat like vultures outside the birthing 
room. Bhadki and Majli have daughters and they feel that, the youngest wife who has given birth 
to a son, is evil for them. Immediately, after the dlivery the mother asks midwife anxiously, “Boy 
or girl”. So the male child considered as the boon and heir of the family. A woman, who gives 
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birth to female child is ill-treated. Medininaryanan married twice, and both the wives gave birth 
to only daughters.  

  Chhotki, the youngest wife has been chosen by him for the son-line on her palm. She ha two 
daughters, which caused Medininaryanan a whole lot of heart burn. She performed many pujas 
and she has drunk the waters of the three holy tirthas to get a boy child. Thus a strong woman, 
Chhotki, after giving birth to three children, is wiped out. Medininaryanan singh hates the wives 
who gave birth to only girl children and he is attracted to Lachhima, his keep. Feeling that he has 
every right to neglect his wives, he harassed them without any reason. He tells to his wives, 
“What do you have to offer? All that food and care, does it show? Look at Lachhima? Now that’s a 
real woman”. The five daughters send Medininaryanan into anger, and so they keep out of sight of 
the father. The two wives, Bhadki and Majli cast a spell on Ganesh, the son of Chhotki, the third 
wife of Medininaryanan.  

   Barkandaj Singh, a Rajput says, “My paternal aunt sliced her co-wife’s son in two on a festival 
day”. Thus women are psychologically affected, as they do not bear male children and are forced 
to kill their co-wives’ children. In India, the birth of a baby girl is considered as, “a harbinger of 
curse”(Paul 99). The curse follows her till the end of life and the hardships that she faces are 
numerous. To Aruna Gnanadason, women in modern India face… 

   “Dowri deaths, rape…. (particularly as a political weapon teach a lesson 
   to a rebellious peasant, worker or tribal) domestic violence, enforced 
   sterilization; the test amniocentesis to discern the sex of an unborn  
   foetus - so as to abort female children; sexual exploitation of helpless  
   working women – are some of the forms of violence women face”. 
   In The Glory Of Sri Sri Ganesh, Mahasweta Devi shows that a woman is unsafe and in secure in 

the city like Mumbai or in a village similar yo Barha. She is always controlled and by man. The 
social workers are treated like whores and for Ganesh, “women were only commodities for their 
use”(89). Pallavi Shah, a twenty-three year old pampered daughter of Tejlal Shah, a rich 
businessman of Mumbai, visits Barha. Even she is upper caste, she is cheated by men. In Mumbai, 
a flagerant humanist fleeced pallavi and has filled her with impossible dreams and made off with 
a large sum of money. So she is forced to run away from Mumbai and came to Barha in Gandhi 
mission to serve the Bhangis. While in Barha, Ganesh is attracted by the aggressively nubile 
Pallavi Shah. Ganesh and his ilk are ignorant of the Harijan Sangh and Gandhi Mission.  

   They believed that only fallen women would do the kind of work. At the of independence, a 
unit from the Mission came to Barha village to do drought relief work. Gajomoti, a Rajput from 
Barha, abducted one of the girls, raped and let her go and none recorded the complaint of the 
girl. For Ganesh, the very thought of having a low caste mistress, made him feel sick. He burned 
with insatiated desire for Pallavi Shah, the Gandhi Misssion worker and wanted her to stay in his 
house. “You will come to my place this evening ….or else we’ll come and carry you off”(90). The 
Bangis are terrified and scared and Mangalal, a Bhangis warns Pallavi, “If you don’t go they’ll 
carry you off. They are animals. They molest low caste women ” The Rajputs, treated Pallavi, the 
Gandhi Mission worker as a whore. Due to his lust for Pallavi, Ganesh burnt the Bhangi 
toil,(settlement). Then Pallavi escaped to Mumbai, her father and elder brother chided her for 
bemoaning the humiliation she has caused by “consorting with the flotsam and scum of 
society”(95). She was removed to a nursing home for psychiatric treatment, as she suffered from 
nervous breakdown.  
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   Thus women are psychologically, emotionally and physically tormented and tortured by men. 
Mahasweta Devi portrays the sufferings of the Indian doubly marginalized women or Dalit women 
and thereby stirs the minds of the readers that the oppressed are in no way inferior and shoud be 
treated equally regardless of class, caste or gender discrimination. 
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Abstract 
 This paper has been necessitated to analyse exclusively about the mothers of Akhila and Marikolanthu 
as vulnerable factor that does have significant role in defining the personal destiny of daughters having 
letting them to be self-sacrificing creature, thereby, the phenomenon of catastrophe executed in the 
crystal clear stream of their lives. 
Keywords: Identity, Emergence, Education, Marriage, Con

 
 The cultural narratives of traditional India portray woman as daughter, wife and mother who 
is expected to be very submissive, unconditionally self
self-identity as an individual. Whichever may be the period, whether pre
independent era, or even the twenty first century, the plight has been predefined for woman that 
she has to face the contemporary limitations imposed by tradition bound patriarchal culture.
 Today, women take part in almost all internal and external activities; a
in all the male-dominated arenas. Yet, an incompatible pervasiveness we could perceive within 
her which since because of the binding with Family, marriage and other ineffective social norms.
 Even amidst such conflicting contexts, the 
ascertain their self-survival; and accomplish by being self
into the female psyche, thereby, have created an awareness of different sorts and structures of 
female experience. Anita Nair is such a writer who is more passionate and serious about women’s 
emancipation and portrays authentic female characters in her works corresponding well with the 
contemporary scenario of women’s effort to seek their independence and self
been the current amendment over the globe. 
 Anita Nair’s second novel Ladies Coupe as the title has very well signified, is a profound 
discourse of womanism, furthermore, a story of women’s search for liberty and strength who have 
been experiencing the domestic oppression by having been caught up in the clutching hands of 
respective family members and try to discover their internal dynamism and innovative abundance. 
The chief factors such as predestined life, family members and the ambienc
into consideration for having performed considerable roles as impediments for these six female to 
achieve their selfness.  
 Among the six, one of the most vulnerable victims is the prime protagonist Akila @ 
Akilandeswari since she is unexpectedly subjected to an absolute impact of her mother and other 
family members’ selfishness as significant factor in defining the catastrophe of her life.
 According to Akhila’s mother, marriage is considered as a traditional role of woman in Indian 
society; furthermore, the mother’s formula of a successful marriage is in subordination of woman. 
In view of that, she brings up Akhila in a very conventional manner yet Akhila is not compatible 
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This paper has been necessitated to analyse exclusively about the mothers of Akhila and Marikolanthu 
as vulnerable factor that does have significant role in defining the personal destiny of daughters having 

sacrificing creature, thereby, the phenomenon of catastrophe executed in the 

Identity, Emergence, Education, Marriage, Conventions, Tradition, Modernity, Independence 

India portray woman as daughter, wife and mother who 
is expected to be very submissive, unconditionally self-sacrificing and nurturance, but never with 

identity as an individual. Whichever may be the period, whether pre-independent era or post-
dent era, or even the twenty first century, the plight has been predefined for woman that 

she has to face the contemporary limitations imposed by tradition bound patriarchal culture. 
Today, women take part in almost all internal and external activities; and perform, perhaps, 

dominated arenas. Yet, an incompatible pervasiveness we could perceive within 
her which since because of the binding with Family, marriage and other ineffective social norms. 

Even amidst such conflicting contexts, the women of Anita Nair do attest their self-identity; 
survival; and accomplish by being self-empowered. Anita Nair has probed deep 

into the female psyche, thereby, have created an awareness of different sorts and structures of 
rience. Anita Nair is such a writer who is more passionate and serious about women’s 

emancipation and portrays authentic female characters in her works corresponding well with the 
contemporary scenario of women’s effort to seek their independence and self-identity that has 

as the title has very well signified, is a profound 
discourse of womanism, furthermore, a story of women’s search for liberty and strength who have 

periencing the domestic oppression by having been caught up in the clutching hands of 
respective family members and try to discover their internal dynamism and innovative abundance. 
The chief factors such as predestined life, family members and the ambience have been taken 
into consideration for having performed considerable roles as impediments for these six female to 
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unexpectedly subjected to an absolute impact of her mother and other 

family members’ selfishness as significant factor in defining the catastrophe of her life. 
According to Akhila’s mother, marriage is considered as a traditional role of woman in Indian 

ociety; furthermore, the mother’s formula of a successful marriage is in subordination of woman. 
In view of that, she brings up Akhila in a very conventional manner yet Akhila is not compatible 
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with this notion. Akhila’s pre-university degree is considered as the highest qualification that 
should be an end of girl’s education. When Akhila suggests her mother to take music classes, she 
considers woman’s self-earning as an unchastened activity. But, all such perceptions of mother, 
all of a sudden become topsy-turvy with the unexpected death of her husband; promptly she turns 
out to be so selfish; very consciously violates all the conventional norms, lets Akhila who is merely 
still in her teenage to bear entire family burdens and responsibilities and ‘Akhila became man of 
her family.’ 
 Consequently, Akhila’s marriage has now become an insignificant stuff to her mother; the 
scenario of woman’s self-empowering has become not at all unethical if circumstances do 
necessitate; a woman can become the head of the family; and above all, yet Akhila enacts the 
role of family head by fulfilling everybody’s needs and demands, she shouldn’t take decisions on 
her own since has two male brothers even though younger.  
 “….her siblings grow up, graduate, marry. Akhila felt the iron bands around her chest begin to 
loosen: dare I breathe again? Dare I dream again? Now that the boys are men, can I start feeling 
like a woman again?” (LC 83) 
 Akhila though has been a satiated woman in respect to the aspect of self-empowerment, 
analyzing about her self-identity is still a catechizing constituent. Whereas being has been born as 
male her younger brothers never have a tinch of hesitation to utter and execute their desires and 
decisions. In fact, Akhila’s brothers have never been the devoted men to their family who have 
neither dedicated themselves nor have been committed with any responsibility by Akhila. This 
pure altruistic outlook of Akhila is taken as an advantage by the family members, and very much 
to their conscious trademark her to be the woman who has been born to sacrifice her life, 
feelings, emotions and all her outlets for the sake of family. The much agonizing plight of Akhila 
is, yet an earning woman, she is expected to take permission from men of the family for her each 
move. Thus, the family itself has been a major obstacle for Akhila does let her neither to get 
married nor to emancipate to prove her self-identity. 
 ‘She painfully remembers how her mother so easily loaded her with the burdens of the 
family.’ 
 “Amma has Akhila to replace her husband as the head or the household. Amma had her –
Akhila. Akhilandeswari. Mistress of all worlds. Master of none.” (LC 84) 
 The ambience of Indian social context has also been a major deterrent for Akhila’s desires to 
be manifested. Hence with the fear of poking words from the society, she gets rid of her one and 
only interest of living with Hari since he is younger than her. If probed deeply, it is well 
comprehended that the stance of the family members towards Akhila is also because of their 
anxiety of preserving their family prestige amidst the polemics of monitoring society where they 
do survive.  
 Altogether, because of such weird responses from her family let her to choose an atypical 
choice of staying with a stranger which she believes her self-emancipation. With an utter 
determination of not informing to any of her family members where she is going, Akhila leaves 
from home to Kanyakumari with an intention of establishing her self-identity. At the same time, 
having a slight wavering of leading the remaining life all alone surviving on her own without 
depending on her family members, she travels in the ladies coupe. But, this respective dilemma 
also resolved on conversing with other female who travel in the ladies coupe those happened to 
be her instantaneous friends during overnight train journey. 
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 “Here her familial responsibilities are clearly articulated as deeply confining, and her decision 
to board a train, to “leave…run away…pull out” (1) is the catalyst that allows her to break from 
the constrictive iron bands of her social identity, just as her experience in the coupé leads her to 
question social scripts and ultimately reject the role patriarchy has assigned her.”(4) 
 During her stay at Kanyakumari, she feels a thorough emancipation after having spent a night 
with stranger, perhaps seems to be immoral according to the patriarchal designed female norms 
of Indian context. Regardless of, the incident could be considered as her daring attempt of 
pursuing towards self-survival where she firmly decides absolutely not to depend on her family 
members at any cost. It is comprehended from this incident that Akhila who has lived her life 
entirely and genuinely for the sole sake of her mother and siblings, now realizes nobody of them 
is ready to accept the fact she too is a woman of subjective instincts; she satisfies herself with 
the self-sacrifice done to the family members and determines to begin a life to live for her own; 
she does completely prepare herself to confront the polemics of family and society fearlessly; 
thus, at the end of story, she tries a telephone call to Hari comfortably without any hesitation. 
 Nevertheless an avenue of her own is chosen by Akhila, there is still an inquisition of her 
remaining life amidst this male-dominated Indian social context – with the notion of doing 
whatever that she does like, whether she could lead the life by tackling the conflicts that erect 
against on her path. In fact, such unsustainable decision by Akhila is because of her family yet 
focusing on independent life. 
 In ladies coupe, the very much pathetic character who travels is Marikolandhu who is a 
pitiable victim of social oppression on the weaker section of society. Furthermore, by being a 
woman that let her indeed smacked with the cruelty of not only the male crew but also with 
women of hegemonic class. On par with the destiny of Akhila, Marikolandhu’s too is diverged 
towards the pessimistic facet because of her selfless sacrificing for her family. 
 On in-depth probing, it is apprehended that the stories of Akhila and Marikolandhu are exactly 
the same, but the only dissimilarity is they are the victims of two different territories of Indian 
social class which can be justified by juxtaposing the similarities between these female plot lines 
– Akhila loses her father in her teenage, likewise, Marikolandhu‘s father departs from the 
mundane life in her childhood itself; similar to Akhila, Marikolandhu too is sent to earn for the 
family consists of two younger brothers; after certain stage, both Akhila and Marikolandhu do 
realise that their respective family members are not considerate over them; at the end of concern 
stories, like Akhila, Marikolandhu does also attempts to empower herself, thereby, determines for 
self-survival. 
 Alike Akhila, to Marikolandhu also unsupportive attitude of her family is the significant factor 
of her catastrophe. 
 The unfortunate damn-in-need of earning plight of Marikolandhu’s family is ably subjugated 
by the Chettiar Kottai people, by that means, the tasting buds of imperial crew have been 
enjoying the culinary skills of Marikolandhu’s mother. Not only that, Marikolandhu too has been 
engaged as a hand-maid of Sujatha, the deluxe daughter-in-law of Chettiar family, to take care of 
her new born baby-boy while Marikolanthu’s brothers have been engaged in their studies. 
Marikolanthu is easily convinced with the glittering exterior of those Kottai people and the 
ambience. 
 Since the earning of Marikolanthu is much significant to their family, it has been absolutely 
sure to the Chettiar family that she and her mother are highly dependent on them. Such 
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helplessness situation of them has easily enabled the men and even the women of Chettiar family 
to exploit Marikolanthu without any discomfort or culpability. 
 “‘As you wish, Amma. It’s my duty to do everything for you and my brothers,’ I said, parroting 
the film heroines and enjoying the sensation of being able to mouth a film dialogue.” (LC 215) 
 Because of natural evolution being a woman, the first circumstance encountered by 
Marikolanthu is the preying eyes of Sujatha’s husband; to avoid Sridhar’s temptation towards 
Marikolanthu, Sujatha sends her to Missies where she becomes aware of the lesbian relationship 
between the Missies. Again for the sake of her mother, she comes back to Chettiar Kottai, falls 
into the marauding hands of Murugesan and gets molested. Thus Marikolanthu has been swayed to 
and fro between Pondicherry and Palur for selfish indulgence of her family members; all such self-
centered attitudes of others are embraced as instruments by Marikolanthu’s destiny which derives 
an unexpected irreversible life path to her, of course, she becomes an unmarried mother of a 
boy. Consequently, along with the existing vulnerable factors such as weaker section of society, 
needy on others for earning, this factor too to be an add-on as to strengthen the destiny’s 
strategy. While the society already marginalizing her for the former factors, now for her family 
the latter factor has been much enough to keep Marikolanthu remotely from them. 
 “Her mother is least bothered about her feeling but worries that no one will marry her….For 
her mother and Sujatha, a woman’s life and protection lies in her husband, as Sujatha says, ‘But 
if she has a job, that will replace a husband’s protection.’ But Marikolanthu is able to raise the 
question within her about the so called ‘Husband’s Protection.”(3) 
 Still the worst scenario of Marikolanthu is, she is caught hold of the rigid hands of Sujatha who 
has been in extreme mental depression and she abuses Marikolanthu as an outlet of her despair. 
Sujatha, a sort of woman who doesn’t have any guilt of her relationship with Marikolanthu turns 
out to be anxious when she does perceive about the bed-sharing of Marikolanthu and her husband, 
she too throws away Marikolanthu. 
 Even after this, Marikolanthu’s destiny and social circumstances do not let her to progress the 
life easily; with the sense of taking revenge on Murugesan she mortgages her son at Murugesan’s 
firm itself for money; later realizes that she has been losing her individuality gradually by having 
entrapped into the web of destiny designed by her family; and accepts her son wholeheartedly. 
Thus inevitably, she determines herself to be a woman characterized by self-survival, thus 
resolves to attest her self-identity. 
 While the storylines of Akhila and Marikolanthu do seem to be similar, on some aspects we 
could interpret the dissimilarities, like, the mothers of them; the education; the social status; 
and other advantageous and disadvantageous features at the end of respective stories. 
 First and foremost characters to be discussed about are the mothers of Akhila and 
Marikolanthu, who, the key factors of their lives to be diverged from normal routine. Being a 
mother Marikolanthu’s mother is a better trait rather than Akhila’s - Marikolanthu’s mother, in 
fact, she takes merely extra support from her daughter along with her own earning. Moreover, she 
never expects her daughter to entirely sacrifice her life for the welfare of other family members. 
The only mistake committed by mother in the life of Marikolanthu is, by bringing her back from 
Pondicherry to Chettiar Kottai when she has fracture and not in a health condition of performing 
her culinary duties at Chettair Kottai; but harmlessly does this, with the fear if Chettiar Kottai 
kitchen is occupied by someone else, their family survival will be affected, thereby, either herself 
or her daughter has to ever engage the designation of being a cook at Chettiar Kottai. However, 
destiny takes its chance let Marikolanthu to pursue her remaining life in utterly a weird path. So, 
Marikolanthu’s mother can be forgiven with certain extent of justification. 
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 Akhila mother’s slant on Akhila is wholly based on selfish intention. The mother does never 
think of Akhila’s marriage even after the sons’ marriage; doesn’t anxious about her remaining 
lonely life, but very cautious to keep Akhila with her to lead the remaining life in a lavish manner. 
Hence, Akhila mother has a predominant role rather than the fate in destining the deviated life-
track of Akhila. While benchmarking Akhila’s mother with Marikolanthu’s, she couldn’t be forgiven 
on the basis of any aspect, and she has been the sole spoiler of Akhila’s shaping years of youth 
life. 
 While they both become self-emerged women at the end with the notion of proving their self-
identity with independent life, they have to prepare themselves mentally, physically, spiritually 
and morally to face the social denunciations till they accomplish their strategized task. However, 
this sort of intricate survival that ensued to them because of respective family members’ self-
centered nature valuing neither Akhila’s nor Marikolanthu’s devotion to others. 
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LOVE & RACE IN BALDWIN’S IF BEALE STREET COULD TALK

 
 Baldwin as a multitalented writer, he touched all the genres effectively and gives his ideas to 
his readers with full emotion. In common, the emotions played an important role in and around 
the world. As we know the emotions can be classified into many cat
anger, joy, sorrow, revenge, etc., So Baldwin takes the most important emotion as his 
mainstream to his novel If Beale Street Could Talk
the greatest light, the brightest torch, and w
Here Baldwin shows this in his novel in an apt manner through his characters of black and white 
men and women.  
 Tish and Fonny are the main characters in the novel. It is totally a love story mainly concer
with this two characters. But love played in all the angles towards Tish and Fonny. Love and care 
from all the family members to Tish, a nineteen year old girl. 
to be many things at the same time. It is poetically const
kind of allegory, which refuses conventional outbursts of violence, preferring to stress the 
provisional, tentative nature of our lives. A 22
booked for a crime, rape of a Puerto Rican woman, which he did not commit. The only black man 
in a police line-up, he is "identified" by the distraught, confused woman, whose testimony is 
partly shaped by a white policeman. Fonny, the sculptor, is innocent, yet it is up to the accus
and his family to prove "and to pay for proving" this simple fact. 
 The novel constructed in two parts, one was ‘Troubled about my soul’ and second was ‘Zion'. 
The novel's story set in Harlem, an area in New York which mostly inhabited by poor Negroes.
and Fonny had been childhood friends. Fonny family was not very good. His mother was overly 
religious, and his sisters are also not very good. Fonny's father Frank was a very good man, nut he 
becomes an alcoholic person.  
 Race played a main role in this novel through Mr. Bell, a police man, towards a black man, 
Fonny. Mr. Bell was a racist and a liar. Once a Puerto Rican woman, Mrs. Rogers was raped. Mr. 
Bell asked her to recognize the person out the line of people. In that line, Fonny was the only 
black man. The woman demonstrated Fonny was the rapist. She was mistaken and without any 
mistake Fonny stayed in prison. Tish was very upset. 
 Eventually, she finds out that she was pregnant. She met him in prison and told about the 
pregnancy. Fonny becomes very happy and wants to be out of prison for the baby's birth. Both are 
loved each other a lot and tried to overcome out of this difficulty. Tish, her parents, and Fonny's 
father, are tried to release Fonny. They worked very hard, did extra jobs and tryi
money to pay the lawyer. Their love struggled against the racism. Tish's mother meets Mrs. Rogers 
for rethinking on this incident but she was not ready to do this. 
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Baldwin as a multitalented writer, he touched all the genres effectively and gives his ideas to 
his readers with full emotion. In common, the emotions played an important role in and around 
the world. As we know the emotions can be classified into many categories like love, hatred, 
anger, joy, sorrow, revenge, etc., So Baldwin takes the most important emotion as his 

If Beale Street Could Talk. There is a quote by Jennifer Beals: “Love is 
the greatest light, the brightest torch, and will always be the greatest instrument of change”. 
Here Baldwin shows this in his novel in an apt manner through his characters of black and white 

Tish and Fonny are the main characters in the novel. It is totally a love story mainly concern 
with this two characters. But love played in all the angles towards Tish and Fonny. Love and care 
from all the family members to Tish, a nineteen year old girl. If Beale Street Could Talk manages 
to be many things at the same time. It is poetically constructed, and may certainly be read as a 
kind of allegory, which refuses conventional outbursts of violence, preferring to stress the 
provisional, tentative nature of our lives. A 22-year old black man, a sculptor, is arrested and 

a Puerto Rican woman, which he did not commit. The only black man 
up, he is "identified" by the distraught, confused woman, whose testimony is 

partly shaped by a white policeman. Fonny, the sculptor, is innocent, yet it is up to the accused 
and his family to prove "and to pay for proving" this simple fact.  

The novel constructed in two parts, one was ‘Troubled about my soul’ and second was ‘Zion'. 
The novel's story set in Harlem, an area in New York which mostly inhabited by poor Negroes. Tish 
and Fonny had been childhood friends. Fonny family was not very good. His mother was overly 
religious, and his sisters are also not very good. Fonny's father Frank was a very good man, nut he 

this novel through Mr. Bell, a police man, towards a black man, 
Fonny. Mr. Bell was a racist and a liar. Once a Puerto Rican woman, Mrs. Rogers was raped. Mr. 
Bell asked her to recognize the person out the line of people. In that line, Fonny was the only 
lack man. The woman demonstrated Fonny was the rapist. She was mistaken and without any 

mistake Fonny stayed in prison. Tish was very upset.  
Eventually, she finds out that she was pregnant. She met him in prison and told about the 

s very happy and wants to be out of prison for the baby's birth. Both are 
loved each other a lot and tried to overcome out of this difficulty. Tish, her parents, and Fonny's 
father, are tried to release Fonny. They worked very hard, did extra jobs and trying to earn extra 
money to pay the lawyer. Their love struggled against the racism. Tish's mother meets Mrs. Rogers 
for rethinking on this incident but she was not ready to do this.  
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 After so many struggles Fonny released on bail. The money collected after a lot of efforts. At 
the same day, Fonny's father found dead in his car. He has committed suicide after losing his job 
because he stole some money. He killed himself in shame and despair over his failure to free his 
son. At the end of the story, Tish's baby was about to be born but they did not win the trial.  
 It described a strong family love through how they stuck together until the end of everything. 
Their paternal love struggled against racism for their children’s love. They worked extra for 
collecting money to pay the lawyer. Tish's mother crossed the border of the city to meet the Mr. 
Rogers and tried to release her son in law. Tish’s mother, Sharon insisted to the woman that 
Fonny indeed was her attacker. The parental love explored through the parents of Tish. Her 
mother, Sharon Rivers, had shown an abiding concern for her daughter and her unborn grandchild. 
Tish's father was very strong and supportive of his daughter.  
 In the opening scene, Tish visits Fonny in prison and informs him that they will have child 
soon. In jail, they are facing each other through a glass wall. Tish thinks, “I hope that nobody has 
ever had to look at anybody they love through the glass” (BST 4). Symbolically it means that they 
are divided by the racial injustice inherent in American life. Her promise of a new generation 
serves as a sole source of hope in a country where racism destroys black families and keeps the 
two lovers apart. 
 Baldwin suggested that love kept them functioning and co-operating. Love was also shown to 
be the necessary force that needed to build a world, and that will help the children to grow up 
safe and secure. Throughout the whole story family’s struggle shown through their troubles, they 
went through. Tish was a black Negro girl. Fonny was the black person too. They loved each other 
and get married. But the racism was a biggest villain in their love story. Because of the racist 
policeman Mr. Bell Fonny was in jail for something he did not do. Tish wanted him out of jail 
because she loves him, and she was having his baby. Tish and her family struggled a lot to get 
Fonny out of jail. They wanted that before a baby will come, Fonny will release.  
 Baldwin certainly risked a great deal by putting his complex narrative, which involves a 
number of important characters, into the mouth of a young girl. Yet Tish's voice comes to seem 
absolutely natural and we learn to know her from the inside out. Even her flights of poetic fancy-
involving rather subtle speculations upon the nature of male-female relationships, or black-white 
relationships, as well as her articulation of what it feels like to be pregnant-are convincing. Also 
convincing is Baldwin's insistence upon the primacy of emotions like love, hate, or terror: it is not 
sentimentality, but basic psychology, to acknowledge the fact that one person will die, and 
another survives simply because one has not the guarantee of a fundamental human bond, like 
love, while the other has. Fonny is saved from the psychic destruction experienced by other 
imprisoned blacks, because of Tish, his unborn baby and the desperate, heroic struggle of his 
family and Tish's to get him free.  
 Baldwin constantly understates the horror of his characters' situation in order to present them 
as human beings whom disaster has struck, rather than as blacks who have, typically, been 
victimized by whites and are therefore likely subjects for a novel. The work contains many 
sympathetic portraits of white people, especially Fonny's harassed white lawyer, whose position is 
hardly better that the blacks he defends. While Tish is able to give birth to her baby, despite the 
misery of her situation, the assaulted woman suffers a miscarriage and is taken away, evidently 
insane. Nearly everyone has been manipulated. The white policeman, Bell, seems a little crazy, 
driven by his own racism rather than reason.  
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 Baldwin’s characters grope hopelessly for the realization of love and identity, If Beale Street 
Could Talk he represents a consummation, an achievement, for her love is fulfilled. The network 
of relationships that binds the characters of the novel together enables them to face racism and 
patent injustice. Human relationships which are shown to be more effective than the State and 
the law to protect the rights of black Americans help Fonny, an artist and intellectual, to become 
aware of the primacy of love and achieve his identity. 
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FARMER AS AN ENTREPRENEUR IN INDIA
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Abstract 
 This paper is an attempt to perceive that Ecocatastrophe and 
fading verdure scenario of Agriculture, which is pathetically in its depreciated condition, since because the 
Farmers have not been acknowledged as Entrepreneurs till today. Based on certain analysis, propositions 
suggested as Farming has to be integrated with other professions, besides to be recognized in students’ 
education with the influence of environmental awareness in literary studies.
Keywords: Ecocatastrophe, Farmer, Entrepreneur, Climate Derangement, Ecocriticism, Cultural Ecology, 
Agriculture, Environment, etc.  

 
 An ever-wondering thought occurs to any entrepreneur who has been from an Agricultural 
background family – I’m an entrepreneur sin
business. However, why isn’t my father an entrepreneur even though he is earning out of his own 
Farming profession? This dilemmatic inquiry is always an unanswered and unresolved one. If so, 
are there any defined criteria to be an Entrepreneur that not applicable for Agriculturists? Yes, 
perhaps Farming is the only profession that is mandatorily enabled to pay money for all inputs in 
retail price and vend the final product at wholesale prices whereas the other indu
the inputs at wholesale prices and the final product at retail prices
 In India, agriculture is the key source of income of about 60% of our population. ‘Sadly the per 
capita income of the agricultural community of 71.5 crores is just abou
wonder then India as a country continues to struggle to become a developed economy despite the 
huge potential available in terms of manpower…’.(Kisan World, 5) 
 The concept of cultural ecology is ‘a scientific approach reflecting 
human society and natural environment,’ and it’s the absolute time for us to resolve present 
issues without escaping into past or future. The respective relationship would be healthy and 
productive only when the Farmers, who are the nuclear part of human society, are acknowledged 
in right manner. 
 Agriculture is the very backbone of the so called Food Security of the nation. Yet still, the 
government or any private sector has not treated Farming as a business enterprise; the farmers 
are not considered on the same level of any entrepreneur in ‘Indust
are not offered with the similar privileges in terms of funding and incentives. In our country, 
presently, the scenario of Agriculture is with all the propaganda of fostering and heartening the 
agri-entrepreneurship and implementation of technological advancements, where a car loan is 
cheaper than a tractor loan. Food prices are controlled by the government as being politically 
sensitive whereas the industrial manufactured products have no such problems. The above 
discussed are only the snippets of factors that afflict Agriculture as a Business! 
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wondering thought occurs to any entrepreneur who has been from an Agricultural 
I’m an entrepreneur since because I’m mending money out of my own 

business. However, why isn’t my father an entrepreneur even though he is earning out of his own 
Farming profession? This dilemmatic inquiry is always an unanswered and unresolved one. If so, 

criteria to be an Entrepreneur that not applicable for Agriculturists? Yes, 
perhaps Farming is the only profession that is mandatorily enabled to pay money for all inputs in 
retail price and vend the final product at wholesale prices whereas the other industries where all 
the inputs at wholesale prices and the final product at retail prices 

In India, agriculture is the key source of income of about 60% of our population. ‘Sadly the per 
capita income of the agricultural community of 71.5 crores is just about Rs.28000 per annum. No 
wonder then India as a country continues to struggle to become a developed economy despite the 
huge potential available in terms of manpower…’.(Kisan World, 5)  

The concept of cultural ecology is ‘a scientific approach reflecting the relationship between 
human society and natural environment,’ and it’s the absolute time for us to resolve present 
issues without escaping into past or future. The respective relationship would be healthy and 

e nuclear part of human society, are acknowledged 
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government or any private sector has not treated Farming as a business enterprise; the farmers 
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are not offered with the similar privileges in terms of funding and incentives. In our country, 
presently, the scenario of Agriculture is with all the propaganda of fostering and heartening the 
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 Miserably, the social barriers, economic barriers, regulations, access to finance and 
information, and own managerial capacity to cope with risks, obstacles in seizing opportunities, 
till much more to be faced by a farmer letting the nation towards non-feasibility of Farming. The 
major drawback of any farmer is who has never been a good manager of funds or markets.  
 The so called bigwigs of Indian Industrial and Service sectors and the common public the so 
called end-users of the toil of the farmers have to go hand in hand with the farmers. The 
mentioned folk should see the farms as business enterprises, as a means of earning profits and the 
farmers as Farmer-entrepreneurs. The farmers have to be passionate about their farm business 
and every one of us has to give shoulder to them to take calculated risks to make their farms 
profitable and their businesses grow. Farming is a compilation of farmers, suppliers, traders, 
transporters, processors etc, but except farmers all the other elements come under 
Entrepreneurship genre and finally in the holds of great business enterprises of the country. 
That’s why it is an expectation from the latter group to afford their optimistic vital role in Indian 
agriculture. They also need to respect each other and work together to make the whole system 
work better and be more profitable. 
 Devoid of such affinity between the Entrepreneurs and Farmers lets the nation into sheer 
pessimistic avenues – Creating bed and breakfast, according to the current generation, is of a 
different venture outside agriculture resulting in colossal food-wastages; generation by generation 
the human-folk is becoming anthropocentric; uncontrollable agri-wastages particularly 
perishables; our soils have been devastated by petrochemicals tagged as ‘fertilizers,’ slaughters 
the life of soil; increasing logistics, a death toll to the human lives on roads and the health of 
environment; and capitalism has become the child of imperialism and colonialism. 
 The business magnates in respective Services sector can have a direct accord with the farmers 
by being them as shareholders and stakeholders. While Indian business community gets involved 
into Agriculture, obviously, the farmers will also be equipped with entrepreneurial, 
organizational, and technical competency. The entrepreneurs could influence them with 
innovative and plan ahead to steer their farm businesses through the stages of business enterprise 
development. The farmers too have to change their attitude of focusing on doing things better 
rather than doing new things. Waning of agriculture not only creates demand for food but also an 
unthinkable climate crisis. However, this climate change has also been marketed as business 
opportunities. The award winning writer Amitav Ghosh as a literary person has penned much 
about this climate derangement in his sixth novel The Hungry Tide set in the Sundarbans and in 
his latest non-fiction book, The Great Derangment: Climate Change and the Unthinkable. In the 
latter work, he has talked much about the vulnerability of the Asian region, its under-
preparedness to deal with climate change. He says that Piracy defined as invention continues 
today, including patents on climate-resilient crops bred and evolved by the collective intelligence 
of our farmers. The Earth has become vulnerable to climate change, the areas that were 
producing rice, vegetables were completely inundated; the agricultural lands were invaded by salt 
water. But whether knowingly or unknowingly about all such crisis, people are trying to sell 
climate change as a business opportunity. 
 When the farmers are not benefitted out of their agricultural profession, subsequently the 
impact is not only on local ecological crises but an environmental destruction of global 
phenomena is allowed to continue, and will be resulted in ‘eco catastrophe’, defined as “a major 
destructive upset in the balance of nature especially when caused by the action of humans.”(4). 
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There is a constant reciprocity between nature and culture of any nation. In India, Agriculture is 
considered as the prime factor of our cultural activity and farmer is a significant positive 
ecological factor, yet man in general, considered to be the negative ecological factor. Hence, all 
the cultural activities of human society interfere with the ecological balance of the local 
environment, but only Agriculture and other agri-tilted cultural activities are the key supporters 
to maintain the ecological balance naturally on its own way. Consequently, the human society is 
in the firmness of retaining the existing farmers with agriculture as their profession safeguarding 
them from the deviation of non-agricultural professions, thus, stepping towards the boulevard of 
protecting the earth from ‘eco catastrophe’. Considering this scenario, upliftment of farmers 
from their state of losers to next stage as agri-entrepreneurs is imperative to a great extent in 
present circumstance of Indian ecology, particularly.Hence, we’re in a crucial point of time to 
find out how an entrepreneurial behavior can be created and sustained within Indian farmers; 
how to provide insight into the state of art of agricultural entrepreneurship; and how to deal with 
the radical changes in agriculture that the farmers are facing. Answering to these questions will 
pave way for the stimulation of agricultural entrepreneurship which will accelerate the greenery 
development of nation, and subsequently, a sort of stability will take place in climate 
derangement. 
 Public concern about agriculture is increasing, they are becoming more aware of the fact that 
the agricultural lands are shrinking and since with a huge demand for food will lead to a complex 
global economy in future. A wake-up call has been given by the nature to us for having seen 
agriculture as a low-tech industry and for having humiliated the farmers. At the same time, the 
healthy scenario regarding this is, we could perceive a respective shift in Indian literature as well 
in education. Of course, with a move towards ‘Ecocriticism’ in Indian English literature, it 
therefore makes sense for the human society of our nation to probe deeply into this most 
important, cross-disciplinary territory of study. Thereby, it nurtures the students in order to 
apprehend their literature classes as a means of responding to real-world problems; and 
Ecocriticism enables the Indian students to envision the possibility of our nation overwhelming 
with greenery.  
 Furthermore, there is a need for integration within the agricultural chain. The Industrialists 
and other businesses have to unite with the Farmers under agricultural and horticultural lobbies 
to enable their rightful place in the economy, present their problems to the government and 
ensure policy making which is relevant to the promotion of their products and above all ensure a 
fair and free pricing make it viable for their survival. Thus, focusing on Farmers’ upgrading to 
Farmer-Entrepreneurs will be resulting in conserving and replenishing the environment thereby 
helping to address the challenges of eco catastrophe. No burden on farmer is a net contribution to 
the enrichment of Agriculture as well the Environment. 
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Abstract 
 This paper is an attempt of analyzing how Mahesh Dattanihas dealt with the marginalized section of 
society. His attitude towards transgenders and their tragic plight meted
represented the traumatic life of eunuchs along with the plight of Uma the protagonist of the play. 
Moreover, he shows that how the hijras are denied ever the basic rights which are granted to other human 
beings, they are perceived as lowest of low that yearn for family and love.
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Introduction 

 Seven Steps Around the Fire is one of the Radio plays of Mahesh Dattani. It was first broadcast 
as Seven Cricles Around the Fire by BBC Radio on 9
on stage at the Museum Theatre, Chennai by MTC production and The Madras Players on Aug 199
The play deals about several themes like “Problems of Hijras”, “Power of Politics”, “Weakness of 
women”, “Truth never dies”, and so on. 
 The play presents the real plight of eunuchs in the society. If anyone of them is in the way of 
a reputed family, for Indian society man is not ready to accept his own weakness. The play 
uncovers the truth behind the murder of kamala, a eunuch through Uma roa; who is the daughter 
of the Vice-chancellor of Bangalore University, and wife of the Chief Superintendent Suresh
Uma teaches sociology in Bangalore University. She uncovers the reality behind the murder of 
kamala during working on her research paper to the class and gender related violence.
 Mahesh Dattani has been heralded as a beacon of hope for modern Indian
In view of the solid body of work he has produced over the years, and the successful performances 
of his plays all over the world, its honour is well
the marginalized groups of society, be they women, children or homosexuals.
 The heroine of his play, Uma, finds her fate embroiled with the hijra community while 
investigating a murder. And while on the surface, it may appear that they have very little in 
common, given that Uma belongs to the upper echelons of society, the play shows how hijras and 
women are not treated so very differently. Uma stumbles upon while working on her thesis on 
caste gender-related violence. Her position as the wife of the superintendent and the daughter
in-law of the Deputy Commissioner gives her easy access to the prison where Anarkali, a hijra, has 
been imprisoned for the murder of her sister Kamala, a fellow hijra. Uma’s quest for the truth is 
ostensibly the focal point of the plot but Dattani appears to be pa
sensitizing viewers to the plight of hijras, an objective realized through Uma’s noise over which 
punctuates the narrative at regular intervals. 
 Uma allows herself to be objectified in her own home makes for an interesting though
irony. She submits to Suresh’s whims, lets herself be treated as a sex object, and does little to 
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is one of the Radio plays of Mahesh Dattani. It was first broadcast 
as Seven Cricles Around the Fire by BBC Radio on 9th January 1999. The play was first performed 
on stage at the Museum Theatre, Chennai by MTC production and The Madras Players on Aug 1999. 
The play deals about several themes like “Problems of Hijras”, “Power of Politics”, “Weakness of 
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uncovers the truth behind the murder of kamala, a eunuch through Uma roa; who is the daughter 
chancellor of Bangalore University, and wife of the Chief Superintendent Suresh Rao, 

Uma teaches sociology in Bangalore University. She uncovers the reality behind the murder of 
kamala during working on her research paper to the class and gender related violence. 

Mahesh Dattani has been heralded as a beacon of hope for modern Indian theatre in English. 
In view of the solid body of work he has produced over the years, and the successful performances 
of his plays all over the world, its honour is well-deserved. Dattani shares with them a concern for 
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The heroine of his play, Uma, finds her fate embroiled with the hijra community while 

investigating a murder. And while on the surface, it may appear that they have very little in 
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related violence. Her position as the wife of the superintendent and the daughter-
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been imprisoned for the murder of her sister Kamala, a fellow hijra. Uma’s quest for the truth is 
ostensibly the focal point of the plot but Dattani appears to be particularly concerned with 
sensitizing viewers to the plight of hijras, an objective realized through Uma’s noise over which 
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resist his attempts to control energy aspect of her life, including deciding what lingerie she should 
wear to please him. But we must not be fooled by Uma’s quiet acquiescence to Suresh’s blatant 
attempts at appropriating her personhood, for she has learnt the rules of the game and ways to 
use them to her advantage. She learnt when to give in to get what she wants. For instance, she 
secures Suresh’s approval in pursuing her career by making him believe that she is at his mercy. 
She does not resist his attempts to dominate her but looks for the little gaps through which she 
can sneak in and fulfill her needs. Using her position as Suresh’s wife, to get access to Anarkali, 
she plays the hapless constable well enough to get the information she needs. 
 When we see Uma, then, is an interesting combination of docility and assertiveness as she 
plays the dual roles of victim and victimizer, of a woman who knows she is powerless but who 
uses every trick in the book to appropriate power when she can. A street-smart survivor, she 
pragmatically accepts the townside of being married to a man like Suresh in exchange for the 
social advantages of being wife, advantages she never hesitates to use. The Uma we see in the 
confined space of her bed room is not the Uma we see outside it at the prison at Champa’s house, 
at Mr. Sharma’s home or at Subbu’s wedding ceremony. And yet for all her privileged background, 
her scholarly pursuits, or even her attempt at playing detective, Uma is a powerless individual, 
particularly disadvantaged as a ‘barren’ woman. We are given to understand that it is her husband 
who is most likely the cause of their childlessness but she is unable to convince him to get a 
sperm count done, or prevent herself from being dragged to the doctor by her mother-in-law. 
 
Conclusion 
 The play presents the real plight of eunuchs in the society. If anyone of them is in the way of 
a reputed family, in Indian society, man is not ready to accept his own weakness. Uma, the wife 
of Suresh Rao has no children. He makes her to get child, he always blaming her, even though she 
will be shown her strong view to him. 
 But Dattani’s plays are not only concerned with the traditional values of Indian culture. In 
fact, he is more conscious to the changing Socio-cultural, Socio-economical, Socio-political 
changes and development which have very worse impact on our society. According to Dattani, 
gender identity ultimately makes way for national identity. We see then that Uma by virtue of 
being a childless woman, and Anarkali by virtue of her confused gender, share similar fate. While 
we admire Uma’s spunk and drive, ever her status as an educated woman from a privileged Socio-
economic class cannot prevent from her being treated much the same as a hijra. 
 In the end, there seems no hope for either of the two women given that Uma is not ready to 
turn her back to her marriage to free herself let alone liberate the Anarkali of the world.she 
remains firmly ensconced within her luxurious world where she is at least “allowed” to work and 
study, no matter if she must behave like a puppet to satisfy her husband’s status and ego. The 
duality in her attitude makes it impossible for her to achieve a feminist utopia. 
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Gxqk<k!sqf<kjeBl<!nK!sii<f<k!gz<uqBl<!ogi{<M!uvh<hm<mK/!dbqvx<x!ohiVm<gt<!-e<xq!dbqiqer<gt<!

uip!LcbiK!-f<k!-v{<M!okimi<Hl<!ye<Xg<ogie<X!uqMhmilz<!-br<g!Ou{<Ml</!!

dbqiqer<gt<! -xf<khqe<! l{<{qz<! HjkB{<M! sqjkujmBl</! nju! lQ{<Ml<! Sx<Xs<S,pOziM!

nkqzqVf<K!lQ{<Ml<!dbqi<gt<!Hkqkigk<!Okie<Xl</!li{qg<guisgi<!wPkqb?!

Deigq!dbqvigq!d{<jlBlib<!-e<jlBlib<!

”!

-u<Uzgl<! Okie<xq! nke<! dbqvx<x! ohiVm<gtqz<! hclix<xr<gt<! Wx<hm<M! nkqzqVf<K! hqxf<k!

dbqi<gTl<! nux<xqe<! -jmObbie! F{<{qb! hqj{h<HgjtBl<! RiefqjzgjtBl<! nxqb! LcgqxK/!

S,ppqbz<! l{<mz! giv{qgjtBl<! nke<! osbz<hiMgjtBl<! fuQe! nxquqbz<! gVk<Kg<gt<!

-e<X!njlbiK!dzogeqe<!bii<bii<g<Gl<!

Gxt<!.!31!

e<x! Gxm<hiuqz<! dzgk<kqe<! -Vh<H! k{<{Qjvs<! sii<f<Ok! njlgqe<xK! we<hjkk<! kqm<mum<mligk<!

kqVut<Tui<! %Xgqxii</! -f<fqjzOb! ne<Ox! lg<gt<! nxqf<K!okijz! Ofig<OgiM! osbz<hm<cVh<hjkBl<!

xqbLcgqxK/! lg<gtqe<! nch<hjmk<Okju! d{U/! fQi<h<ohVg<gl<! -Vf<kiz<! kie<! dpUk<okipqz<!

osb<bLcBl</! hpf<klqp<! le<eVl<! lg<gTl<! dpUk<okipqZg<G! Gtr<gt<! okim<Ml<! giz<uib<gt<!

oum<cBl<!fQjvk<Okg<gqei</!NXgt<!-Vg<gqe<x!-mk<kqz<!nj{gt<!gm<cBl<!fQjvk<!Okg<gqbqVg<gqxii<gt</!

! ! )hiqhimz<!;!59!.!94*!

we<x! ncgt<! &zl<! fQiqe<! Okjug<gig! lg<gt<! nkjek<! Okg<gq! juk<Kh<! hbe<hMk<kqb! fqjzjb!

nxqbLcgqxK/! fQi<! Nkivr<gtqe<! hbe<him<cjeh<! h{<jmk<klqpi<! fe<G! nxqf<kqVf<kei<! we<hjk!
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l{qOlgjzbqz<! d{vLcgqxK/! uR<sqfgVg<Gt<! l{qOlgjz! osz<Zl<OhiK! nr<Og! lg<gt<!

k{<{Qjvh<!hz<OuX!osbz<gTg<Gh<!hbe<hMk<kqbjk!nxqbLcgqxK/!

! “gVr<jgk<!K~l<hqe<!ljeutl<!Okijgbi<!

! gVr<Gpz<!gpQ-b!gzju!fQVl<!

! wf<kqvuiuqbqz<!-jtRVl<!lgtqVl<!

! kf<klqz<!Ncb!sif<K!gpqfQVl<!

! Huqgiuze<!ke<!H{<{qb!fe<eim<!

! squxqBl<!ogil<Hl<!sqkXuqjv!fQVl<!

! Oljz!likui<!hikl<!uqtr<Gl<!

! sqz!dhisgi<!osr<jg!fXfQVl<!

! nxR<osb<lig<gt<!ngqz<!Lkz<!Hjkk<K!

! fqjxf<k!hf<kx<!kSl<Huii<!fQVl<!

! dXh<H!Lv{<!dxilz<!gf<k!df<kqbie<!

! osxqk<K!njvh<!Ohii<!kl<!osPLjefQVl<!

! we<xqf<!fQOv!wr<Gl<!hib<kzqe<”!! ! ! ! )gs<sqli!fgi<!6.28*!

! uR<sqfgvk<Kh<! oh{<gt<! kr<gt<! %f<kjzg<! gPUgqe<x! jlbqeiz<! outquVl<! k{<{Qi<! yV! sqxqb!

Kjt! upqbig! outqObXgqxK/! gpqUfQjv! wu<uiX! outqObx<XuK! we<hjk! lg<gt<! nxqf<kqVf<kjk!

-K!Sm<MgqxK/!

! uQMgTg<Gt<!dt<t!wf<kqvuiuqbz<!NmuVl<!oh{<cVl<!fQvicbhqe<!outqObXl<!sf<kel<!Okib<k<k!

fQi<! uQm<Mg<G! outqOb! osz<gqxK/! -kqz<! Okjuh<hMl<! OhiK! fQjv! fqvh<hqg<! ogit<tUl<!

Okjubqz<zikOhiK! outqObx<xUl<! %cb! -f<kqvr<gt<! -kqz<! -Vf<ke! we<hK! HzeigqxK/! -e<jxb!

fQs<sz<! Gtr<gt<! Ohie<x! njlh<jh! l{qOlgjzbqz<! -Vf<kjk! nxqbLcgqxK/! -k<kjgb!

hzujgbie! fXl{h<! ohiVm<gt<! gzf<<k! k{<{Qi<! NXOhiz<! Yc?! uR<sq! lifgiqz<! S,p<f<kqVf<k!

ngpqbqz<! gzg<GgqxK/! fXl{l<! ohiVf<kqbkig! ngpqbqz<! dt<t! k{<{Qi<! kqgp<gqxK/! ngpqk<k{<{Qi<!

fXl{k<Kme<! kqgp<ukiz<! nk<k{<<{Qiqz<! dt<tlQe<gt<! Lkjzgt<! Ohiz<ue! klg<G! -bz<hie!

Hziz<fix<xlqe<xq! fXl{l<! djmbeuig! -Vg<gqe<xe/! h{<jmk<klqpi<gt<! gpqUfQjv! Sk<kgiqg<gqe<x!

ke<jljbBl<!fQi<h<hbe<him<jmBl<!fe<G!nxqf<kqVf<kei<!we<hjk!nxqbLcgqxK/!

!!!!
Olgl<Olgl<Olgl<Olgl<!!!!

! ljz!LgMgtqz<!kr<gqBl<!S,p<f<Kl<!npGhMk<Khju!Olgr<gt<!

! “ofMr<gmZl<!ke<fQi<jl!Ge<Xl<!kcf<K!wpqzq!

! kie<!fz<gikigq!uqce<’! ! ! ! ! Gxt<!.!28!!!!

! Gxtqz<! gmz<fQiqe<! sqxh<H! ljpbiz<! wu<uiX! Ole<jl! njmgqxK/! gmz<fQOv! Olgligq! ljpjb!

ohipquqg<gqe<xK! we<hjkBl<! uqtg<GgqxK/! Olgl<! kqv{<mkiz<! uq{<{gl<! -V{<mK/! uq{<{qe<g{<!

-jlh<hKOhiz<! lqe<eqbK/! fQiqe<! -bg<g! Olm<jm! Ofig<gq! WXukibqe<! wpg<%cb! yzqOhiz!

yzqk<Kh<hvf<kK/! fqzlgtqe<! ofR<S! K[g<GliX! -ck<kK/! -k<Kj{! Nviuk<OkiM! fqzuqbK/!

gii<gizk<kqe<! -Xkqg<gizl</! nh<hVuk<K! ou{<Olgl<! uq{<<{tiuqb! ljzbqOz! kup<f<K!

uqjtbiMgqe<xK/!!

! “KR<SuK!Ohiz!-Vtq?!uq{<hg!

! -jlh<hK!Ohiz!lqe<eq?!djxg<ogi{<M!

! WXuK!Ohizh<!hiMsqxf<kK!djv-!

! fqzl<ofR<S!dm<g!YuiK!sqjzk<K!Nr<G!

! Ni<ktq!ohipqf<k!uii<ohbz<!gjmfit<!!

! =e<X!fit<!dzf<k!uizi!ou{<ljp!

! uie<Okib<!dbi<ujv!NMl<”!! ! ! ! ngl<!;!24:!
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! ljzs<sqgvk<kqz<! -h<OhiK! uqjtbiMgqe<x! -f<k! Olgl<?! ke<! hVuLl<! osz<uig<Gl<! npqf<K!

ypqf<Khqe<! Le<eOl! -V{<M! lqe<eq! yzqk<K! fqzlg<gtqe<! ofR<S! K[g<Gx! -jmuqmiK! -cLpg<gl<!

osb<K!yOv!Nvuivl<!h{<{qg<!ogi{<cVf<kK/!!

!!!!
uieuqz<uieuqz<uieuqz<uieuqz<!!!!

! wuVjmb! g{<j{Bl<! gui<f<K! gVk<jkBl<! hq{qg<guz<zK! uieuqz</! kqVlizqe<! lii<hqz<!

n{qosb<Bl<!he<eqx!lijz!Ohie<xK!uieuqz<!

! “Ofi<wkqi<!fqjvk<k!Oflqnl<!osz<ue<!

! Ohii<!nmr<G!ngzl<!ohiVf<kqb!kii<Ohiz<!

! kqVuqz<”! ! ! ! ! ! ! ngl<!;!286!

! hz!fqxn{qgt<!n{qf<k!Ogizk<kqx<G!uieuqz<zqe<!gim<sq!dujlbig!uf<Kt<tK/!

! “Yr<Gbi<!uieqe<!uir<Guqz<!HjvBl<!H,{<n{q”! ! hiqhimz<!.!3!

! l{<{qz<! hq{qosb<Bl<! uqz<jzh<! Ohize<xq! uq{<[g<G! n{qosb<Bl<! ke<jl! Ngqb! h{<Hgjt!

gi{zil</!!

!!!!
Osikqml<Osikqml<Osikqml<Osikqml<!!!!

! fm<sk<kqvl<?!visqhii<g<Gl<!fqjz!wm<Mk<okijg!F~zie!HxfiE~x<xqz<!-Vf<kjk!wxqbLcgqxK/! !

! “hr<Geq!dbi<!nPuk<Kk<!

! kjzfit<!lQe<!Kjxhcb”! ! ! ! ! Hxl<!;!33:!

! lif<kvR<Osvz<! -Vl<ohijxbqe<! -xh<jh! Le<Oe! d{i<k<kqb! Hzui<! %mZ~i<! gqpii</! hr<Geq!

likk<kqe<! hikq! -vuqz<! yV! uq{<lQe<! uqPl<! we<Xl<! nu<uq{<lQe<! uqPf<k! Wpil<fitqz<! Osv{<!

-xf<KuqMuie<! we<Xl<! -xh<jhh<! hx<xq! Le<eOv! d{i<k<kqb! Hzjl! ohx<xui<gt<! HxfiE~x<Xh<!

Hzui<gt<!we<hjk!nxqb!LcgqxK/!

! ogic?!osc?!lvl<!uti<ukx<G!S,iqbytq!nusqbl<!we<hjk!

! “dVogP!Ribqx<X!y{<gkqi<!lqjsf<k!

! Ltq!Hx<giel<!Gjph<h”!! ! ! ! ! Hxl<!;!271!

! we<x!himz<!uiqbiz<!nxqbzil</!

!!!!
out<tqout<tqout<tqout<tq!!!!

! klqpqzg<gqbk<kqz<! out<tq! weh<ohbi<! ohx<X! weh<ohbi<! ohx<X! -Vg<Gl<! -kje! -e<X! Sg<gqve<!

we<X! njph<hi</! gqvgr<gtqjmOb! lqgUl<! ytqBjmbK! Sg<gqve<! NGl</! out<jtfqxLjmb!

Ogitikziz<! out<tq! weg<! giv{h<ohbi<! ohx<X! uqtr<GgqxK/! uieqz<! -K! lijzbqOzi! nz<zK!

gijzbqOzi! kie<! g{<[g<Gk<! oke<hMl</! nu<uiX! nkqgijzbqz<! gim<sqg<Gk<! Okie<Xl<!

out<tqjbk<kie<! uqcout<tq! weg<%Xgqe<xei</! out<tq! gqpg<Og! dkqg<Glieiz<! -vU! uqcBl<! we<X!

fl<Hgqe<xei</! out<tqg<Ogitqe<! -bg<gk<jkk<! klqpi<gt<! %i<f<K! gueqk<K! uf<Kt<tei<! we<hjk!

nxqbLcgqxK/!

! “out<tq!oke<Hzk<K!djxb?!uqjtubz<!

! ht<tl<!uicb!hbe<-z<!gijz”!! ! ! ! Hxl<!;!499!

! out<tqg<Ogit<! oke<kqjsbqz<! wPkz<! kQb! fqlqk<kliGl</! ljp! ohb<bijlg<Gl<! fim<cz<!

uxm<sqOkie<Xl<!we<hjkh<!HxfiE~x<Xh<!himz<gt<!Sm<Mgqe<xe/!

! “npz<!ose<x!lVr<gqe<!out<tqObimiK!

! ljpOu{<M!Hzk<Kliiqfqx<h;”!! ! ! ! hkqx<Xhk<K!;!24!)36.35*!

! nK!umg<gqz<!nkiuK!ke<fqjzbqz<!fqe<X!ljp!ohb<uqk<kjeh<!hkqx<Xh<hk<K!Sm<MgqxK/!

!!!!
dbqi<!l{<mzk<okiGh<Hdbqi<!l{<mzk<okiGh<Hdbqi<!l{<mzk<okiGh<Hdbqi<!l{<mzk<okiGh<H!!!!

! vilb{g<!giuqbk<kqz<!gl<hi<!vil?!-g<Gui<?!Sg<iQuEme<!giegk<Kt<!osz<Zl<!upqbqe<!-bz<hqje!

himzqz<!uqtg<gqBt<tii</!
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! “fQMfigLl<!Olgl<!Ym!fQVl<!YmOfi<YmOu”!

! -h<himzqe<! ohiVtie! Olgk<jk! Lm<Ml<! giegk<kqe<! SvHe<je! lvr<gt<?! hmolMk<K! NMl<!

hil<Hgt<?! bijesqr<gr<gt<! Yjmbqz<! uijtlQe<gt<?! fQi<h<hil<Hgt<?! Our<jg?! gVr<Gvr<Ggt<! we! ue!

dbqiq!l{<mzk<okiGh<H!nxqbh<hMgqxK/!uek<kqz<!hzujg!d{<M/!utlie!uel<!we<hkiz<!Olgk<jk!

Lm<Ml<! uel<! we<X! %xh<hMgqxK/! wf<kg<gim<cz<! wf<k! dbqiqel<! kiuv! -el<! dt<toke!

-vilib{k<kqz<!Kz<zqblig!%xh<hm<Mt<tK/!

!
Osijzueg<!Gxqh<Hgt<Osijzueg<!Gxqh<Hgt<Osijzueg<!Gxqh<Hgt<Osijzueg<!Gxqh<Hgt<!!!!

! sqx<xqzg<gqbr<gtqz<!ye<xie!Gx<xizg<GxquR<sq?!kqiq%mvi\h<h!guqvibviz<!-bx<xh<hm<mK/!nf<F~zqz<!

Gx<xizk<kqiq%m! ljzutl<?! Osijzueutl<?! kiuvuqzr<gqe<!ujggt<?! nux<xqx<gqjmObbie! okimi<H?!

ljzuip<!lg<gtqe<!d{U!Osgiqh<H!Ljx?!-lbljz?!jgzibljz?!gegljz!ogiz<zq!lVk<KuLl<!

Gxqh<hqmh<hm<cVg<gqxK/!!

! “nl<Hjbg<!gutole<X!Kl<hq!upq!lxqg<Gl<”!!

wEl<!uiqbqz<!Kl<hqbqe<!-vUOfv!osbz<hiM!%m!F[g<glig!himzisqiqbviz<!Gxqh<hqmh<hm<Mt<tK/!

! “uvh<Hbv!fQv<!dbVl<!

! fQi<!dbv!ofz<!dbVl<!

! ofz<!dbv!Gc!dbVl<!

! Gc!dbv!Ogit<!dbVl<!

! Ogiz<!dbv!)osr<*!Ogiz<!dbVl<”!

! wEl<! nu<ju! hqvim<cbqe<! &Kjv! uiqgt<! uqusibk<kqe<! sqxh<H! uzqBXk<kh<hMgqxK/! -h<hc!

Sx<Xs<S,pjz!uqtg<g!klqp<!-zg<gqbr<gtqz<!ogim<cg<gqmg<Gl<!sie<Xgt<!hz/!

!

! !
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lzbk<Kuse<!ohx<x!ohVuip<Ou"lzbk<Kuse<!ohx<x!ohVuip<Ou"lzbk<Kuse<!ohx<x!ohVuip<Ou"lzbk<Kuse<!ohx<x!ohVuip<Ou"

uVguVguVguVg…
 

!!!! !!!!

klqp<k<Kjxk<!kjzui<?
! ! !
! klqpqz<! hg<kq! -zg<gqbr<gt<! Okie<xqbqviuqm<miz<?

gqjmbiK/! hg<kq! -zg<gqbr<gOt! lx<x! klqp<! -zg<gqbr<gjt! utvs<! osb<K! -e<xtUl<! fqe<X!

fqjzk<kqVg<g!dkuqe!we<hK!biviZl<!lXg<guqbzik!d{<jl/!

! 31Nl<! F~x<xi{<cz<! hg<kq! -zg<gqbl<! kjpk<Okir<gs<! osb<kui<gTt<! =M! -j{bx<x! hiuzvigk<!

kqgp<f<kui<! GlvGVhv! Suilqgt</! klqPl<! jsuLl<! kv{qbqz<! yV! Osvk<! kjpk<Okir<g?! keqh<ohVf<!

oki{<mix<xqb!kuofxqs<!osz<ui</!

! Jf<K! ubK! ujv! Djlg<! Gpf<jkbigOu! -Vf<k! GlvGVhvjv! nuvK! ohx<Oxii<?!

kqVs<osf<K~Vg<G!njpk<Ks<!ose<xei</!nr<G!Ogibqz<!ogi{<cVg<Gl<!osf<kqzi{<muiq

OhSl<! Nx<xz<! ohx<xii</! Nx<xz<! ohx<x! nf<ofich<ohiPkqOzOb! klK! osu<uqkjpk<! kqxf<K!

gzqou{<hi’! hic! LVgje! uip<k<kqeii</! -jukie<! GlvGVhviqe<! -tl<! ubkqz<! LVge<! fqgp<k<kqb!

nx<Hkk<!kqVuqjtbimz</!

! osf<kqz<!N{<mue<!nVtiz<!himk<!okimr<gqb!GlvGVhv

lKjv?!sqkl<hvl<!Ohie<x!hz!kqVk<kzr<gTg<Gs<!ose<X!nr<G!Gcogi{<cVg<Gl<!gmUti<gjth<!hich<!

hvuqeii</! nh<OhiK! nvsi{<M! uf<k! kqz<zq! Ohvvsqe<! ne<jhBl<! NkvjuBl<! ohx<xii</! nui<kl<!

Kj{ObiM!gisqbqz<!Glivsilq!lml<!ye<X!fqXuqeii</

! gisqbqz<! GlvGVhviqe<! gVk<Ks<! osxquie! osix<ohipqUgjt?! umolipqg<! guqRi<! Ktsqkisi<!

lqgUl<! uqVh<hOliM! Ogm<mii<! we<X! %Xui<! sie<Oxii</! hg<kq! -zg<gqbk<kqx<G! -ui<! fz<gqb! hr<G!

ntuqmx<giqbK/! gf<ki<! gzqou{<hi?! lQeim<sq! hqt<jtk<klqp<?! Lk<Kg<Gliv! Suilq! hqt<jtk<klqp<?!

lKjvg<! gzl<hgl<?! gisqg<! gzl<hgl<?! fQkqofxq! uqtg<gl<?! kqVui'i<! fie<l{q! lijz?! sqkl<hv!

Ll<l{qg<Ogiju?! sgzgziuz<zq! lijz! Lkzqb! niqb! hz! hilijzgjt! -bx<xq! H,lijzbig<gqs<!

six<xqBt<tii</!

! -ui<! jhf<klqpqz<! klqp<! olipqjb! ‘gjzk<! klqp<k<! kql<hizLkl<

hPk<k!okijgk<!klqp<’?!‘kQR<Sjug<!geqBl<!k{<Oke<!fjxBl<!ucouMk<k!sivr<geqf<K!Dx<xqbqVf<k!

hpf<klqp<’!we<X!hzuiX!Hgp<f<Kt<tK/!klqp<!olipqbqe<!sqxh<jhBl<?!sQi<jljbBl<!wMk<kqbl<HgqxK/

! gx<hjes<! osix<Ogizr<gTg<G! -uvK! guqjkgt<! gtl<! njlk<Kg<! ogiMk<kqVh<hjk! -u

hjmh<Hgtqz<!Nr<gir<Og!hck<K!nglgqp<f<K!-e<Hxzil</

! hqt<jtk<klqp<! -zg<gqbr<gTt<! wz<zil<! Lke<jlh<! ohx<Xk<! kqgp<uK! -ui<! -bx<xqb!

‘lQeim<sqbl<jl! hqt<jtk<klqp<’! Lke<jl! ohx<Xk<! kqgp<uK! lm<Mlz<ziK! hqt<jtk<klqp<!

-zg<gqbr<gTg<Og!ohVjl!Osi<g<gqxK!-h<hqt<jtk<klqp</

we<e! nx<Hkl<! fqgp<f<kK@! -f<k! Ogt<uqgTg<G! osig<gfikeqe<! ler<gui<! ljebim<cbie! nl<jl!

lQeim<sqOb?! GlvGVhviqe<! osf<klqp<h<! hig<gjtg<! Ogm<g! sqXfjmbqm<M! uf<kit<! we<hKkie<! -ke<!

keqs<sqxh<H/!

! :7! ujg! sqx<xqzg<gqbr<gTt<! nf<kikqg<G! nMk<K! Hgp<! ohx<Xk<! kqgp<uK! hqt<jtk<! klqp<!

-zg<gqbl</! klg<Gh<! hqck<k! okb<ur<gt<?! him<Mjmk<! kjzue<! nz<zK! him<Mjmk<! kjzuqjb?!

Gpf<jkbib<h<! hiuqk<K! -bx<xh<hMl<! sqx<xqzg<gqbOl! hqt<jtk<! klqp</! -jkh<!

%Xui</!
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lzbk<Kuse<!ohx<x!ohVuip<Ou"lzbk<Kuse<!ohx<x!ohVuip<Ou"lzbk<Kuse<!ohx<x!ohVuip<Ou"lzbk<Kuse<!ohx<x!ohVuip<Ou"!!!!

…!!!!uVgOuuVgOuuVgOuuVgOu…""""!!!!

 
 

!!!! !!!! !!!! !!!! Ljeui<!kq/!Ljeui<!kq/!Ljeui<!kq/!Ljeui<!kq/!lz<zqgilz<zqgilz<zqgilz<zqgi 

klqp<k<Kjxk<!kjzui<?!le<ei<!kqVljz!fibg<gi<!gz<Z~iq?!lKjv!

klqpqz<! hg<kq! -zg<gqbr<gt<! Okie<xqbqviuqm<miz<?! klqp<! -zg<gqbr<gTg<G! wf<kuqkl<! ohVjlBl<!

gqjmbiK/! hg<kq! -zg<gqbr<gOt! lx<x! klqp<! -zg<gqbr<gjt! utvs<! osb<K! -e<xtUl<! fqe<X!

fqjzk<kqVg<g!dkuqe!we<hK!biviZl<!lXg<guqbzik!d{<jl/!!

31Nl<! F~x<xi{<cz<! hg<kq! -zg<gqbl<! kjpk<Okir<gs<! osb<kui<gTt<! =M! -j{bx<x! hiuzvigk<!

kqgp<f<kui<! GlvGVhv! Suilqgt</! klqPl<! jsuLl<! kv{qbqz<! yV! Osvk<! kjpk<Okir<g?! keqh<ohVf<!

Jf<K! ubK! ujv! Djlg<! Gpf<jkbigOu! -Vf<k! GlvGVhvjv! nuvK! ohx<Oxii<?!

kqVs<osf<K~Vg<G!njpk<Ks<!ose<xei</!nr<G!Ogibqz<!ogi{<cVg<Gl<!osf<kqzi{<muiqe<!nVtiz<!-ui<!

OhSl<! Nx<xz<! ohx<xii</! Nx<xz<! ohx<x! nf<ofich<ohiPkqOzOb! klK! osu<uqkjpk<! kqxf<K! ‘gf<ki<!

hic! LVgje! uip<k<kqeii</! -jukie<! GlvGVhviqe<! -tl<! ubkqz<! LVge<! fqgp<k<kqb!

osf<kqz<!N{<mue<!nVtiz<!himk<!okimr<gqb!GlvGVhvi<?!-tl<!ubkqOzOb!Riel<!uvh<ohx<X?!

lKjv?!sqkl<hvl<!Ohie<x!hz!kqVk<kzr<gTg<Gs<!ose<X!nr<G!Gcogi{<cVg<Gl<!gmUti<gjth<!hich<!

hvuqeii</! nh<OhiK! nvsi{<M! uf<k! kqz<zq! Ohvvsqe<! ne<jhBl<! NkvjuBl<! ohx<xii</! nui<kl<!

Kj{ObiM!gisqbqz<!Glivsilq!lml<!ye<X!fqXuqeii</!

qbqz<! GlvGVhviqe<! gVk<Ks<! osxquie! osix<ohipqUgjt?! umolipqg<! guqRi<! Ktsqkisi<!

lqgUl<! uqVh<hOliM! Ogm<mii<! we<X! %Xui<! sie<Oxii</! hg<kq! -zg<gqbk<kqx<G! -ui<! fz<gqb! hr<G!

gf<ki<! gzqou{<hi?! lQeim<sq! hqt<jtk<klqp<?! Lk<Kg<Gliv! Suilq! hqt<jtk<klqp<?!

g<! gzl<hgl<?! gisqg<! gzl<hgl<?! fQkqofxq! uqtg<gl<?! kqVui'i<! fie<l{q! lijz?! sqkl<hv!

Lkzqb! niqb! hz! hilijzgjt! -bx<xq! H,lijzbig<gqs<!

gjzk<! klqp<k<! kql<hizLkl<’?! ‘Ll<jlk<! klqp<’?! ‘osix<Sju!

kQR<Sjug<!geqBl<!k{<Oke<!fjxBl<!ucouMk<k!sivr<geqf<K!Dx<xqbqVf<k!

we<X!hzuiX!Hgp<f<Kt<tK/!klqp<!olipqbqe<!sqxh<jhBl<?!sQi<jljbBl<!wMk<kqbl<HgqxK/!

gx<hjes<! osix<Ogizr<gTg<G! -uvK! guqjkgt<! gtl<! njlk<Kg<! ogiMk<kqVh<hjk! -uvK!

hjmh<Hgtqz<!Nr<gir<Og!hck<K!nglgqp<f<K!-e<Hxzil</!

hqt<jtk<klqp<! -zg<gqbr<gTt<! wz<zil<! Lke<jlh<! ohx<Xk<! kqgp<uK! -ui<! -bx<xqb!

Lke<jl! ohx<Xk<! kqgp<uK! lm<Mlz<ziK! hqt<jtk<klqp<!

-zg<gqbr<gTg<Og!ohVjl!Osi<g<gqxK!-h<hqt<jtk<klqp</!nkx<G!giv{l<!we<e@!nkqz<!lm<Ml<!nh<hc!

we<e! nx<Hkl<! fqgp<f<kK@! -f<k! Ogt<uqgTg<G! osig<gfikeqe<! ler<gui<! ljebim<cbie! nl<jl!

lQeim<sqOb?! GlvGVhviqe<! osf<klqp<h<! hig<gjtg<! Ogm<g! sqXfjmbqm<M! uf<kit<! we<hKkie<! -ke<!

<G! nMk<K! Hgp<! ohx<Xk<! kqgp<uK! hqt<jtk<! klqp<!

-zg<gqbl</! klg<Gh<! hqck<k! okb<ur<gt<?! him<Mjmk<! kjzue<! nz<zK! him<Mjmk<! kjzuqjb?!

Gpf<jkbib<h<! hiuqk<K! -bx<xh<hMl<! sqx<xqzg<gqbOl! hqt<jtk<! klqp</! -jkh<!‘hqt<jth<! him<M’! weUl<!
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! hqt<jtk<! klqp<! N{<hiz<! hqt<jtk<! klqp<?! oh{<hiz<! hqt<jtk<klqp<! we! -Vujgh<hMl</! N{<hix<!

hqt<jtk<klqp<!gih<H?!osr<gQjv?!kiz<?!sh<hi{q?!Lk<kl<?!uVjg?!nl<Hzq?!sqx<xqz<?!sqjkk<kz<?!sqXhjx!

Lpr<gz<?! sqXOki<! dVm<mz<! Ngqb! hk<K! hVur<gt<! -ml<ohXl</! oh{<hix<! hqt<jtk<klqpqz<! N{<hix<!

hqt<jtk<!klqPg<Giqb!Lkz<!WP!hVur<gt<!-Vg<g!nl<lije?!fQvimz<?!Dsz<!Ngqb!oh{<gTg<Giqb!

hVur<gt<!gi{h<hMl</!-KOu!hqt<jtk<!klqpqe<!-zg<g{liGl</!

! ‘Gpuq!lVr<gqEl<!gqpukiGl<’!we<x!okiz<gih<hqbi<!uiq!hqt<jtk<klqp<!-zg<gqbk<kqx<G!nch<hjm!

wezil</! hqt<jtk<klqp<! utv! upq! uGk<kui<! ohiqbip<uii<! Nuii</! nui<kl<! hiSvr<gtqz<! g{<{jek<!

kizim<c?! osr<gQjv! bim<c?! sh<hi{q! ogim<c?! kti<! fjm! -Mkjz! wpqZxh<! hicBt<tii</! ‘le<EHgp<!

Ogisjz’!wek<!okimr<Gl<!himzqz<!-vigujek<!kizim<c!lgqp<gqxii<!ohiqbip<uii</!

! gizk<kiz<! Lx<hm<mK! ym<mg<%k<kviz<! -bx<xh<hm<m! ‘GOzik<Kr<ge<! hqt<jtk<klqp<’! -Kujv!

F~x<Xg<Gl<! Olx<hm<m! hqt<jtk<klqp<! F~z<gt<! wPkh<hm<Mt<te! we<xiZl<! lQeim<sq! hqt<jtk<! klqPg<G!

yV!keqs<!sqxh<H!d{<M/!nh<hc!we<e!sqxh<H@!gi{<Ohil</!

! -f<F~z<! kqVljz! fibg<gi<! Le<eqjzbqz<! nuvK! Ou{<MOgiTg<gq{r<g! GlvGVhvviz<!

nvr<Ogx<xh<hm<mK/!nvr<Ogxqg<!ogi{<cVf<k!Oujtbqz<?!NxiuK!hVulie!‘uVjgh<!hVuk<kqe<!:.uK!

himzie! ‘okiMg<Gl<! gmUt<’! we<x! himjz! GlvGVhvi<! hicb! OhiK! nkqzqVf<k! osix<Sju?!

ohiVm<Sjugjtg<! Ogm<M! lbr<gqb! lQeim<sqbl<jl! sqXlqOhiz<! ucouMk<K?! kti<! fjmbqm<M!

uf<kit<…GlvGVhviqe<!Oke<!klqpqz<!ke<je!lxf<kit<…!nuvK!lclQK!Wxq!nli<f<K!hqxhimz<gjtBl<!

Ogm<M! -e<Hx<xit<! we<hK! upqupqbig! upr<gquVl<! osb<kq"! Nl<"! -jkuqm! -h<hqt<jtk<klqpqe<!

sqxh<jhBl<!Ole<jljbBl<!osiz<zUl<!Ou{<MOli@!

! ngqzi{<m! Ogic! hqvli{<m! fibgq! we<X! Oukr<gtiz<! Ohix<xh<hMl<! ne<je! lQeim<sqjbk<! kti<!

fjmbqm<M!uvs<osb<k!nh<himz<!-Kkie</!hcg<gh<!hcg<gk<!kqgm<mik!Oke<klqp<!hilijz/!

! “okiMg<Gl<!gmUt<!hpl<!himz<!

! okijmbqe<!hbOe!fjxhPk<k!

! Kjxk<kQf<!klqpqe<!yPG!fXR<!

! SjuOb!ngf<jkg<!gqpr<jg!ngp<f<K!

! wMg<Gl<!okiPl<hi<!dtg<!Ogibqx<G!

! Wx<Xl<!uqtg<Og!uti<sqlb!

! -lbh<!ohiVh<hqz<!uqjtbiMl<!

! -tole<!hqcOb!wxqkvr<gl<!

! dMg<Gl<!Huel<!gmf<K!fqe<x!!

! yVue<!kqVUt<tk<kqz<!npG!

! yPg!wPkqh<!hii<k<kqVg<Gl<!

! dbqOviuqbOl…!lKgvl<!uib<!

! lMg<Gl<!Gpz<giOmf<Kl<!-t!

! uR<sqg<!ogicOb!uVgOu"!

! lzbk<Kue<!ohx<x!ohV!

! uip<Ou"!uVg…!uVgOu"!

! GlvGVhviqe<!Hzjlg<Gg<!gm<cbl<!%Xl<!F~z<!lQeim<sq!hqt<jtk<klqp<!lm<Mlz<z/!nf<kikq!we<El<!

gzl<hg! dXh<hqz<! himh<hm<m! ‘lKjvg<! gzl<hgl<’! we<! F~Zl<kie</! nkqz<! ‘-jxue<! oue<xiz<’!

we<gqxit<! yVk<kq/! lx<oxiVk<kq! ‘oux<xq! ohx! -jxueqe<! dmz<! -v{<M! %Xgtigq! uqm<meOu! We<@!

weg<!Ogm<gqxit</!nkx<G!&e<xilut<!

! “-VuVg<Gl<!gi{<hiqb!=si<lK!Osveii<!

! uqVKgm<c!nr<gl<!oum<c!oue<xie<gi{<!nl<lije!

! uqVKgm<c!nr<gl<!oum<c!oue<xeOv!biligqz<!

! NeiZl<!giblqz<jz!Jbvui<g<!gl<lije”!
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! we<gqxit</! ‘dmz<! -V! %xieiZl<! nkqz<! gibl<! )kPl<H*! -z<jz’! weg<! %Xgqxit</! -k<kjgb!

okb<uQgg<! gx<hjegjtk<! kqxl<hmh<! hiMl<! ke<jl! yh<hiVl<! lqg<giVl<! -e<xqk<! kqgp<gqxii<! GlvGVhv!

Suilqgt</! yu<ouiV! klqpVl<! hck<K! Sjuk<K! -e<Hx! Ou{<cb! hqt<jtk<! klqp<! ‘lQeim<sq! hqt<jtk<!

klqp<’! nu<uiX! hck<K! Sjug<gikui<gt<! hqxuqh<! hbje! njmkz<! niqkqEl<! niqkil<"! -h<himjz!

wz<zi!fiTl<!hck<K!lgqp<Ouilieiz<!uip<uqz<!njek<K!osz<ur<gjt!njmBl<!hbjeh<!ohxzil</!

!

 

!!!! !!!!
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ju{u!slb!nukivh<!Ohig<Gju{u!slb!nukivh<!Ohig<Gju{u!slb!nukivh<!Ohig<Gju{u!slb!nukivh<!Ohig<G
 

!!!! !!!! !!!!

dkuqh<!Ohvisqiqbi<?!klqp<k<Kjx!
! ! !
Le<EjvLe<EjvLe<EjvLe<Ejv!!!!

!!!! -f<K! lkk<kqz<! -jxueqe<! nukivr<gt<! hx<xqb! hz! osb<kqgt<! -Vh<hqEl<?!

ju{uk<kqz<! -jxue<! okimi<hiekigg<! gVkh<hMgqxK/! Np<uii<gt<! kqVlizqe<! nukivh<!

ohVjlgjtk<! kk<kl<! hiSvr<gtqz<! Ohix<xqh<! hiMgqe<xei</

fqgp<ukigg<! %xh<hMgqxK! nukivl<! we<hK! ju{u! slbk<kqz<! kjzbiekie! ye<xiGl</! LPLkx<!

gmUtie! kqVlizqe<! hz<OuX! nukivr<gtqe<! upqhim<cjes<<! Sx<xqOb! ju{u! slbl<! Spz<gqe<xK/!

nch<hjmbqz<! gi[l<OhiK! -kqgisr<gTl<! Hvi{r<gTl<! kqV

wPf<Kt<te/! kqVlizqe<! nukivr<gt<! ‘hk<K’! we<Xl<?

kqVlizqe<!nukivl<!hx<xqh<!hz<OuX!gVk<Kg<gt<?!ju{u!slbk<kqz<!nukivl<?!hkqoe{<!Hvi{r<gt<?!

higukg<! gjkgt</! kqVlizqe<! nukivr<gt<?! nukivk<kqe<! Ofi

w{<{qg<jg?! -zg<gqbr<gtqz<! nukivs<! osb<kqgt<! Ohie<xux<jx! Nvib<ukig! -u<! Nb<Ug<! gm<Mjv

njlgqe<xK/!!!!!

!!!!
nnnnukivl<ukivl<ukivl<ukivl<!!!!

! nukivl<! we<x! osiz<! klqp<s<! osiz<! ne<X?

Gxqk<Kh<!hz<OuX!nxqRi<gt<!hzuqklig!uqtg<gl<!%Xgqe<xei</

we<x! ohiVtqe<! nch<hjmbqz<! nukivl<! we<x! umolipqs<<! osiz<! uqtr<GgqxK! we<Xl<?! WXkz<?!

wPl<Hkz<?! OlOz! osz<Zkz<! we<he! nukivl<! we<hke<! wkqi<ljxs<! osix<gtiGl<! we<Xl<?

we<x!osiz<jz!nu!.!kii<!weh<!hqiqk<K!nu!–!gQp<?!kii<!

gi{zil<! we<Xl<! hiSuvkiS! Gxqh<hqMgqxii</! “
fqzUzgqx<G!-xr<gq!uVkOz!nukivliGl<”3!we<X!Ng<̂ <Ohii<M!ngvLkzq!uqtg<GgqxK/

we<hkjek<!‘Okix<xvUg<! gjk’! weh<! hiui{i<! klqp<h<hMk<Kgqxii</

uqtg<glig! -jxue<! OlzqVf<K! leqkeqe<! Ou{<MOgiTg<G! -{r<gq! -xr<gquVl<! fqjz! weg<!

%xh<hMgqe<xK/!

!
nukivl<!nukivl<!nukivl<!nukivl<!....!!!!osix<ohiVt<;osix<ohiVt<;osix<ohiVt<;osix<ohiVt<;!!!!

! ‘nukii<’! we<x! Oui<s<! osiz<zqVf<K! nukivl<! we<x! osiz<! ohxh<hMgqxK/

‘-pqkVkz<’!weh<!ohiVt<hMl/<”4!nukivl<!we<El<!gVk<jkBl<!gmUt<!OuX!dVuljmf<kii<!nz<zK!

leqk! dmzqz<! HGf<kii<! we<hkje! -bl<h! \e<ll<! )hqxh<H*?! sl<hul<

uVkz<*?!^<v\ei!)hjmh<H*?!hqviKi<hiui!)Okix<xl<*!Ohie<x!osix<gjth<!hguk<gQjkBl<?

hkqU! osb<gqe<xe/! ‘aiqul<sl<’! we<x! Fiz<! uq

uquiqg<gqxK/!!

!!!!

nukivl<!nukivl<!nukivl<!nukivl<!....!!!!ujvbjxgtujvbjxgtujvbjxgtujvbjxgt<<<<!!!!

! “gVj{Ob!giv{ligh<!hvlvgsqblib<k<!ke<je!lxjk<Kg<!ogi{<M!lg<gtqz<!yVueib<!ytqf<K!

osbz<!HiquKkie<!nukivl<”5!weh<hMl</!

! “kQuqje!yVOhiKl<!uipLcbiK/!nK!uti<f<Kogi{<Om!OhieiZl<!fqjz!fqx<giK

ke<jek<kiOe!npqk<Kg<ogit<Tl</!-kx<G!dkUuKkie<!nukivl<
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ju{u!slb!nukivh<!Ohig<Gju{u!slb!nukivh<!Ohig<Gju{u!slb!nukivh<!Ohig<Gju{u!slb!nukivh<!Ohig<G!!!!

 
 

!!!! !!!! !!!! Ljeui<!f/os/gq/!Ljeui<!f/os/gq/!Ljeui<!f/os/gq/!Ljeui<!f/os/gq/!sr<gQk<vikisr<gQk<vikisr<gQk<vikisr<gQk<viki 

klqp<k<Kjx!)Sbfqkq*-!le<ei<!kqVljz!fibg<gi<!gz<Ziiq?!lKjv!

-f<K! lkk<kqz<! -jxueqe<! nukivr<gt<! hx<xqb! hz! osb<kqgt<! -Vh<hqEl<?! ‘nukivl<’! we<hK!

ju{uk<kqz<! -jxue<! okimi<hiekigg<! gVkh<hMgqxK/! Np<uii<gt<! kqVlizqe<! nukivh<!

hiMgqe<xei</! ncbui<gtqe<! Kbi<! fQg<gOu! nukivl<!

fqgp<ukigg<! %xh<hMgqxK! nukivl<! we<hK! ju{u! slbk<kqz<! kjzbiekie! ye<xiGl</! LPLkx<!

gmUtie! kqVlizqe<! hz<OuX! nukivr<gtqe<! upqhim<cjes<<! Sx<xqOb! ju{u! slbl<! Spz<gqe<xK/!

nch<hjmbqz<! gi[l<OhiK! -kqgisr<gTl<! Hvi{r<gTl<! kqVlizqe<! nukivk<jkh<! Ohix<xqOb!

we<Xl<?! nju! ‘ksiukivl<’! we<Xl<! njpg<gh<hMgqxK/!

kqVlizqe<!nukivl<!hx<xqh<!hz<OuX!gVk<Kg<gt<?!ju{u!slbk<kqz<!nukivl<?!hkqoe{<!Hvi{r<gt<?!

kqVlizqe<! nukivr<gt<?! nukivk<kqe<! Ofig<gl<?! nukivk<! kk<Kul<?! nukiv!

w{<{qg<jg?! -zg<gqbr<gtqz<! nukivs<! osb<kqgt<! Ohie<xux<jx! Nvib<ukig! -u<! Nb<Ug<! gm<Mjv!

nukivl<! we<x! osiz<! klqp<s<! osiz<! ne<X?! umolipqs<! osiz<ziGl</! ‘nukivl<’! we<x! osiz<!

g<gl<!%Xgqe<xei</!“‘-xr<Gkz<!nkiuK!-xr<gq!uVkz<’!

we<x! ohiVtqe<! nch<hjmbqz<! nukivl<! we<x! umolipqs<<! osiz<! uqtr<GgqxK! we<Xl<?! WXkz<?!

wPl<Hkz<?! OlOz! osz<Zkz<! we<he! nukivl<! we<hke<! wkqi<ljxs<! osix<gtiGl<! we<Xl<?! nukivl<!

gQp<?!kii<!.!-xr<gquVl<!Ljx”2!weh<!hqiqk<Kh<!ohiVt<!

“-f<Kh<! Hvi{k<kqe<hck<! okb<ul<! DEml<H! wMk<K!

we<X!Ng<̂ <Ohii<M!ngvLkzq!uqtg<GgqxK/!‘nukivl<’!

weh<! hiui{i<! klqp<h<hMk<Kgqxii</! weOu!‘nukivl<’! we<x! osiz<zqe<!

uqtg<glig! -jxue<! OlzqVf<K! leqkeqe<! Ou{<MOgiTg<G! -{r<gq! -xr<gquVl<! fqjz! weg<!

we<x! Oui<s<! osiz<zqVf<K! nukivl<! we<x! osiz<! ohxh<hMgqxK/! “nukii<! we<hkx<G!

nukivl<!we<El<!gVk<jkBl<!gmUt<!OuX!dVuljmf<kii<!nz<zK!

leqk! dmzqz<! HGf<kii<! we<hkje! -bl<h! \e<ll<! )hqxh<H*?! sl<hul<! )Okie<xz<?! dbqi<h<! ohiVtib<!

uVkz<*?!^<v\ei!)hjmh<H*?!hqviKi<hiui!)Okix<xl<*!Ohie<x!osix<gjth<!hguk<gQjkBl<?!fivib{qbLl<!

we<x! Fiz<! uq]<[uqe<! nukivr<gjth<! hqviKi<hiur<gt<}! we!

gVj{Ob!giv{ligh<!hvlvgsqblib<k<!ke<je!lxjk<Kg<!ogi{<M!lg<gtqz<!yVueib<!ytqf<K!

nK!uti<f<Kogi{<Om!OhieiZl<!fqjz!fqx<giK<!uqiqf<K!uqiqf<K!

-kx<G!dkUuKkie<!nukivl<”6weh<hMl</!
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! ‘nukivl<’! we<hK! -xr<Gkz</! nkiuK! dbi<fqjzbqz<! -Vf<K! kip<U! fqjzg<G! uVkz<! we<Xl<!

ohiVt<hMl</!-f<K!slbk<kqz<!gik<kx<!gmUtie!uqÄ<[!dbqi<gt<!db<ukx<gigg<!gjmh<hqcg<g!Ou{<cb!

nxofxqbqz<! fmf<Kgim<Ml<! ohiVm<Mh<! hz! dbqi<gtigh<! hqxh<hOk! nukivl<”! we<Xl<?! “gmUt<!

fqjzbqzqVf<K! lif<k! dzjg! nz<zK! lif<k! fqjzjbh<! hqiqU! hMk<Kl<! Ogim<czqVf<K! gQOp! -xr<gq!

uVkz<!nukivliGl<”7!we<Xl<!gjzg<gtR<sqbl<!Gxqh<hqMgqe<xK/!!

! “gq{x<xqz<! uqPf<k! Gpf<jkjbg<! gig<gk<! kib<! nkqz<! Gkqh<hjkh<! OhiOz! sl<sivk<kqz<! Ke<HXl<!

Ne<lig<gjtg<!gjmk<Okx<x!-jxue<!-xr<gq!uVuK!uqhul<!nz<zK!nukivl<”8!weh<hMl</!! !

! “nukivl<! we<El<! osiz<! Gxqh<hqm<mokiV! dVuk<kqz<! nukiqh<hkx<G! -jbf<K! -xr<gquVl<!

-jxueqe<!-bz<hie!dbi<jus<!Sm<MgqxK/”9!

!!!!
nukivl<!osiz<zim<sqnukivl<!osiz<zim<sqnukivl<!osiz<zim<sqnukivl<!osiz<zim<sq!!!!

! ‘nukivl<’! we<x! osiz<zim<sqjbh<! hx<xqg<! gi[l<OhiK! gq/L/! -v{<mil<! Fix<xi{<mtuqz<! wPf<k!

hguk<gQjkOb! nukivk<jkh<! hx<xq! Lkzqz<! Gxqh<hqMgqe<xK/! gQjkbqe<! fie<giuK! nk<bibl<!

‘nukivk<bibl<’!hx<xqh<!OhSgqe<xK/!!

! “fie<! hz! nukivr<gt<! osb<kqVg<gqOxe</! ni<\|ei! fQ! wk<kje! hqxuqgt<! hqxf<kqVh<hiobe<X!

deg<Gk<!okiqbiK/!fie<!hqxf<k!hqxuqgjt!fe<G!nxqgqOxe<!we<gqxie<!gQkisiiqbe<”!!

! “weg<Gh<! hqxh<Hl<! -z<jz<! npqUl<! -z<jz! njek<K! dbqi<gTg<Gl<! fiOe! =Suve</! we<! keq!

-bz<Hg<G!fie<!kjzue</!weqEl<!we<!osif<k!lijbbiz<!fie<!hqxh<ohb<KgqOxe</!

! hivk"!nxl<!Okb<f<K!nki<ll<!kjz!Kig<Gl<OhiK!wz<zil<!fie<!dmOziM!Okie<XgqOxe</!

! fz<Ozijvg<! gig<gUl<<! kQObijv! npqg<gUl<<! nxk<jk! fqjzfqXk<kUl<! fie<! Bgf<OkiXl<!

hqxg<gqe<Oxe<”:! weg<! g{<{e<! gQjkbqz<! olipquie</! Olx<g{<m! uig<gqbr<gtqz<! gi{h<hMl<!

‘hqxh<ohb<Kgqe<Oxe<’?!‘Okie<Xgqe<Oxe<’?!‘hqxg<gqe<Oxe<’!we<x!osix<gt<!nukivk<jkg<!Gxqh<heuiGl</!

! ‘nukivl<’! hx<xqb! osiz<zim<sqjb! -zg<gqbr<gtqz<! gi{! Lx<hMjgbqz<! sr<g! -zg<gqbk<kqz<!

nukivl<! hx<xqb! osiz<zim<sq! -z<jz/! hg<kq! -zg<gqblie! ‘ohiqbHvi{l<’! nukivl<! hx<xqg<!

Gxqh<hqMgqe<xK/!

! “kul<!ohVg<Gl<!k{<sjhbqOz!

! kiuqz<!svisvr<gt<!wzil<!

! squl<!ohVg<Gl<!hqt<jtbii<!

! kqV!nukivl<!osb<kii<”! ! ! ! ! )oh/H/36*!

! squhqvie<! kqVuVtqz<! Okib<f<K! fzl<! ohVgs<! osb<Bl<! NTjmbhqt<jtbivie! kqVRiesl<hf<ki<!

kqVnukivl<!osb<kii<!wes<!Osg<gqpii<!Gxqh<hqMgqxii</!

! -Ok!Ohiz<!gl<hvilib{l<!hibqvh<!hGkqbqz<!gl<hi<?!‘nukivl<’!hx<xqh<!hkqU!osb<gqxii</!!

! “fjmbqe<!fqe<)X*dbi<!fibge<!Okix<xk<kqz<!

! -jm!fqgp<f<k!-viliu!kivh<Ohi<k<!

! okijm!fqvl<hqb!okiz<jzfe<!lig<gjk!

! sjmbe<!ou{<o{b<!fz<Zii<ubqe<!kf<kOk”!!!! ! )gl<h/hiz/5*!

!

! kqVlizqe<! hk<K! nukivr<gtqEt<Tl<! hvSvile<?! -vile<?! hzvile<! we<X! -vile<! we! uVl<!

&e<X! nukivr<gtqz<?! -jmbqz<! Okie<xqbKligqb! -vile<! nukivl<! -vilukivl<! we<El<! ohbOviM?!

sjmbh<hiqe<!kqVou{<o{b<!fz<Ziiqz<!hicbkiGl<!we<x!osb<kq!-r<G!hkqU!osb<bh<hm<Mt<tK/!-r<G!

‘nukivl<’!we<x!osiz<zim<sq!Gxqh<hqmh<hMgqe<xK/!‘uizqujkh<!hmzl<’!nukivl<!hx<xqh<!OhSgqe<xK/!

! “Olz<yV!ohiVTl<!-z<zi!olb<h<ohiVt<!uqz<Zl<!kir<gqg<!

! giz<kjv!Okib!fqe<X!gm<Hzg<!Gx<x!kl<li”!!! ! )gl<h/gqm<gqf<ki/245*!!!!
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! keg<G! Olz<! yV! ohiVTl<! -z<ziK! nVulib<! fqe<x! hvl<ohiVt<! jgbqz<! uqz<Ozf<kqg<! giz<!

kjvbqz<! OkiBl<hcbig! dVul<! ogi{<M! uf<kK! we! -vilukivk<jk! uizq! ke<! jlf<kEg<Gg<!

%Xukigg<!gl<hi<!hkqU!osb<gqxii</! !

! sqx<xqzg<gqbr<gtqz<! ye<xie! hv{q! -zg<gqbk<kqe<! yV! hGkq! ‘nukivl<’! we<hkiGl</!

gzqr<gk<Kh<hv{q!kqVlizqe<!‘nukivl<’!hx<xqh<!OhSgqe<xK/!

! “&UzGl<!okip!ofMliz<!Le<oeiVfit<!

! nukivl<!osb<k!hqe<Oe”! ! ! ! ! )gzq/hv/21;3*!

! weg<! gzqr<gk<Kh<hv{qbqz<! ‘nukivl<’! we<x! osiz<zim<sqjb! o\br<ogi{<mii<! hkqU! osb<gqxii</!

dzgl<!db<bOu!kqVnukivl<!fqgp<gqxK!we<hkjeg<!gf<kHvi{Ll<!%XgqxK/!!

! “nVuLl<!dVUligq!nfikqbib<!hzuib<!ye<xib<h<!

! hqvllib<!fqe<x!Osikqh<!hqpl<hOkii<!Oleqbigg<!

! gVj{%i<!Lgr<gtiXl<!gvr<gt<!he<eqv{<Ml<!ogi{<Om!

! yVkqV!LVge<!uf<kir<!Gkqk<ke!dzgl<db<b”!! ! )gf</Hvi/8*!

! gVj{bqe<!kqVUVOu!kqVnukivl<!we<hkigg<!gf<kHvi{l<!Gxqh<hqMgqe<xK/!

!!!!
&ujg!nukivr<gt<&ujg!nukivr<gt<&ujg!nukivr<gt<&ujg!nukivr<gt<!!!!

! “Ke<hg<gmzqz<! sqg<gqk<! kuqg<Gl<! leqki<gjtg<! gih<hix<x! Ou{<c! -jxue<! wMk<k! nukivr<gjt!

ju{uk<kqz<! &ujgbigh<! hqiqh<hi</! nju! )2*! nl<sukivl<?! )3*! NOusukivl<?! )4*! H,v{ukivl<”!

we<heuiGl</! ‘nl<sukivl<’! we<hK! -jxueqe<! Yi<! nl<sligh<! H,lqbqz<! Okie<XuK! NGl</!

nl<sukivk<kqx<G!wMk<Kg<gim<M!-vile</!‘NOusukivl<’!we<hK!-jxueqe<!sg<kq!NOusligh<!H,lqbqz<!

yVui<! lQK! -br<gqeiz<! nK! NOusukivl<! we<hi</! NOus! nukivk<kqx<G! wMk<Kg<gim<M! hvSvili</!

-jxue<! ke<! H,v{gjzgTme<! H,lqbqz<! Okie<xq! zQjzgt<! HiquK! H,v{ukivl<! NGl</!

H,v{ukivk<kqx<G!wMk<Kg<gim<M!gqVÄ<{e</!

!!!!
ju{uk<kqz<!nukivl<ju{uk<kqz<!nukivl<ju{uk<kqz<!nukivl<ju{uk<kqz<!nukivl<!!!!

! ju{uk<kqz<! -jxueqe<! Jujg! fqjzgtie! hvk<Kul<?! uqB,gl<?! uqhul<?! nf<ki<bilq?! ni<s<js!

we<hkqz<!&e<xiukigqb!uqhufqjz!we<hK!“uqjegtqzqVf<K!Ne<lig<gjtg<!gih<hix<xg<!gVj{ObiM!

-jxue<!-xr<gquVl<! nukiv!fqjzbiGl”21!‘nukivl<’!we<hK! ju{u!slbk<kqz<!kjzbiekiGl</!

s&g! fQkqgjtg<! gig<gUl<?! nfQkqgjtk<! kMg<gUl<?! hiuqgjt! lQm<gUl<?! ke<je! Ofiqz<! gi{! Wr<Gl<!

Nelig<gtqe<!Nujzk<!kQi<g<gUl<!nukivl<!fqgPgqxK/!weOu?!dbi<!fqjzbqzqVf<K!dzjgg<!gig<g!

-jxue<! -xr<gquf<K! nVt<! HiqkOz! ‘nukivl<’! weh<hMl</! ju{uslbk<kqz<! kqVlizqe<! nukivl<!

hk<K! we<Xl<! nju! ‘ksiukivl<ksiukivl<ksiukivl<ksiukivl<’!!!! we<Xl<! Ohix<xh<hMgqe<xK/! )ls<s! nukivl<?! %i<l! nukivl<?! uvig!

nukivl<?!fvsql<l!nukivl<?!uile!nukivl<?!hvSvil!nukivl<?!-vil!nukivl<?!hz-vil!nukivl<?!

gqVÄ<{!nukivl<?!gz<gq!nukivl<*!

!!!!
hiq{il!uti<s<sqbqz<!nukivr<gt<hiq{il!uti<s<sqbqz<!nukivr<gt<hiq{il!uti<s<sqbqz<!nukivr<gt<hiq{il!uti<s<sqbqz<!nukivr<gt<!!!!

! kqVliz<!wMk<k!ksiukivl<!fuQe!uqR<Riek<kiz<!fq'hqg<gh<hm<m!mii<uqeqe<! Ähiq{il!uti<s<sq}jbg<!

gim<Mukig! %xh<hMgqxK/! dbqi<gt<! Lke<! Lkzqz<! fQiqz<! Okie<xqbkigg<! gVkh<hMgqxK/! Lkzqz<!

osz<gt<!Okie<xqbkigUl<?!hqxG!Okie<xqb!dbqiqer<gt<!S{<{il<hiz<!njlbh<ohx<x!gcelie!Ym<Mh<!

hGkqgTmEl<! dm<Hxl<! ole<jlbie! dmZmEl<! njlbh<! ohx<xeuigk<! okiqgqxK/! gmzqe<!

Npk<kqzqVf<K!OlOz!-ml<ohbi<f<k!dbqiqer<gt<!uti<sqjk!lix<xk<kqeiz<!Olz<!YM!njlh<H!Gjxbk<!

okimr<gq! sjkh<hGkq! hVk<K! utv! Nvl<hqk<ke/! hqxG! S{<{il<hiz<! njlf<k! wZl<Hgt<! dm<Hxg<!

%migUl<?! kjs?! sjkh<hGkqgt<! Olz<! Hxk<kqZl<! Okie<xq! lix<xl<! ohx<xe/! hqxG! fQiqZl<! fqzk<kqZl<!

uiPl<! dbqiqer<gt<! Okie<xk<! okimr<gqe/! nke<! hqxG! kjvbqz<! lm<Ml<! usqg<Gl<! dbqiqer<gt<!

Okie<xqe/! nK! -ml<! uqm<M! -ml<! ohbv! oskqz<gt<! ljxf<K!giz<gt<! utvk<! okimr<gqe/! nkqzqVf<K!

hxg<Gl<! hxju! -eLl<! fie<G! giz<gtiz<! fmg<Gl<! uqzr<G! -er<gTl<! Okie<xqe/! hqxG!
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uqzr<gqer<gtqz<! Le<Oex<xl<! Wx<hm<M! fqlqi<f<K! -v{<M! giz<gtqeiz<! fmg<Gl<! Gvr<gqer<gTl<?!

nkqzqVf<K!NkqleqkEl<!Okie<xqeie</!

! Olx<Gxqk<k!hiq{il!uti<s<sqbqe<!nch<hjmbqOzOb!kqVliZl<!hk<K!nukivr<gjt!wMk<kqVh<hjk!

nxqb! Lcgqe<xK/! -jxueqe<! nukivr<gtqz<! Lkziukigg<! Gxqh<hqmh<hMuK! ‘ls<s! nukivl<’!

nukiuK! fQiqz<! uiPl<! lQe</! -v{<miuK! nukivl<! fQiqZl<! fqzk<kqZl<! uiPl<! ‘%i<l! nukivligqb’!

Njl/! &e<xiuK! fqzk<kqz<! -ml<ohbVl<! giz<gTme<! Gm<c! Ohim<Mh<! hiz<! ogiMg<Gl<! uqzr<gqeligqb!

‘uvig! nukivl<’! )he<xq*! NGl</! fie<giuK! hikq! uqzr<G! hikq! leqkjeg<! Gxqg<Gl<! ‘fvsql<l!

nukivliGl<’/! Jf<kiuK! Gt<t! leqkeigg<! gVkh<hMl<! ‘uile! nukivliGl<’/! -K!

uqzr<GgtqmlqVf<K! liXhm<M! -v{<M! giz<gtiz<! fqlqi<f<K! Ofvig! fqx<Gl<! leqkjeg<! gim<MgqxK/!

NxiuK! ‘hvSvili<’! nukivl</! sqf<kqg<gk<! okiqf<k! leqke<! dOzigr<gtqe<! hbjeg<! g{<M! njk!

NBkligh<! hbe<hMk<kg<! gx<Xg<ogi{<mjkg<! gim<MgqxK/! WpiuK! nukivl<! ‘-vil! nukivl<’/! -K!

Oki<f<k! nvsqbz<?! Ofi<jlbie! nvse<?! nvS?! s&g! njlh<hqjeg<! gim<MgqxK/! wm<miuK! nukivl<!

‘hzvili<’! nukivl</! Nbi<! Gzk<kqz<! Okie<xqb! g{<{eqe<! sOgikvjeg<! Gxqh<hkiGl</! -K!

Outi{<jlbqe<!uti<s<sqjbg<!gim<Mgqe<xK/!ye<hkiuK!‘gqV]<{e<’!nukivliGl</!nki<lk<kqe<!npqU?!

gVj{?!-eg<GPk<!ke<jl!Ohie<xux<jxg<!gim<Mgqe<xK/!hk<kiuK!nukivl<!wh<ohiPokz<zil<!ki<ll<!

GjzgqxOki?! nki<ll<! kjzobMg<gqxOki! nh<ohiPK! g{<mxqb! Lcbik! Nx<xZl<?! sg<kqBl<! uib<f<k!

‘dbi<!leqkeig’!-jxue<!wMg<Gl<!‘gz<gq’!nukivliGl<!

!
sr<g!-zsr<g!-zsr<g!-zsr<g!-zg<gqbr<gtqz<!kqVliz<!nukivr<gt<g<gqbr<gtqz<!kqVliz<!nukivr<gt<g<gqbr<gtqz<!kqVliz<!nukivr<gt<g<gqbr<gtqz<!kqVliz<!nukivr<gt<!!!!

! kqVliz<! hx<xqb! Gxqh<Hgjth<! hkqU! osb<Bl<! sr<g! -zg<gqbl<?! kqVlizqe<! nukivr<gjtBl<! hkqU!

osb<Kt<tki!weg<!gi{<jgbqz<?!

! “Rizl<!&e<X!nck<kib<!Lkz<ux<G!

! LKljxh<!hiz<!ne<e!Oleqbie<”!! ! ! ! )gzq/32*!!!!

we<hkqz<!kqVliz<!kqiquqg<vleig!dzgl<!ntf<k!‘uile!nukivl<’!-r<Og!Gxqh<hqmh<hMgqe<xK/!

! “hqxuih<!hqxh<hqjz!hqxh<hqk<!OkiiqjzOb”! !! ! )hiq/4;76.81*!

we<x!hiqhimz<!uiq<!kqVlizqe<!nukivk<!ke<jljbg<!%Xgqe<xK/!

! “Hvuk<Kg<!gVuz<!gf<kvk<kiz<!

! kir<gqbqu<!Uzgf<!kf<kch<!hMk<kjk!fMu{<!

! Yr<gqb!hzi<Hgp<!Ge<xqOei!omig<Gl<”!! !! ! )hiq/5;33.35*!

we<hkqz<! kqVliz<! he<xq! dVg<! ogi{<M! )uvig! nukivl<*! Ogim<ceiz<! dzgqje! Dpq! out<tk<kqz<!

-Vf<K!gik<k!osbz<?!OlVuqe<!okipqjz!yk<kqVh<hkigs<!Sm<mh<hMgqe<xK/!

! “-e<ez<!-e<eoviM!-cLvS!-bl<h!

! ouchmi!ycKi{<!kcobiM!

! kckc!hzhm!ugqi<uib<k<k!dgqiqje”!! !! ! )hiq/5;26.31*!

we<x!hiqhimz<!uiqgt<!fvsql<l!nukivk<jkg<!Gxqh<hqMgqe<xe/!!

! “Dpq!Npqg<g{<!-Vfqzl<!dVogP!

!! Ogpzib<!lVh<hqe<!dVOkib<”!! ! ! ! )hiq/4;31.36*!

we<x!hiqhimz<!uiqgt<!uvig!nukivk<jkg<!Gxqg<gqe<xe/!

! “le<lVr<G!nXk<k!lPuit<!ofcObie<”!! !! ! )ngl</331*!

we<x!ngfiEix<Xh<!himzc!hvSvil!nukivk<jkg<!Gxqh<hqMgqe<xK/!

! “%f<kz<!we<El<!ohboviM!%f<kz<!

! wiqsqel<!ogie<Oxib<”!! !! ! ! ! )hiq/4;42.43*!

we<hkqz<!Gkqjv!ucuqz<!uf<k!Ogsq!we<x!nvg<gjeg<!ogie<x!g{<{e<!nukivl<!Gxqh<hqmh<hMgqe<xK/!!

! “kqgopitq!Lf<fQi<!gjmf<kg<giz<!oux<Hk<!

! kqgp<ohp!uir<gqk<ke<!sQi<s<sqvk<!Okx<xq”!! ! ! )hiq/kqv/2;71.76*!
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! we<hkqz<! kqVliz<! Njl! dVg<ogi{<M! kl<! gPk<kiz<! OlVljzjbk<! kir<gqb! %i<l! nukivs<!

osb<kq!Gxqh<hqmh<hMgqe<xK/! !

! “ouz<Ohii<!-vile<!nVljxg<!guqk<k!

!! Hz<uQp<!Nzl<!Ohiz<”!! ! ! ! ! )ngl</81*! !

we<x! ngfiEix<Xh<! himz<! uiqgt<! -vil! nukivk<jkg<! Gxqh<hqMgqe<xe/! kE]<Ogick<! Kjxbqz<!

-vile<! sQjkjb! lQm<hkx<gig! Yi<! Nzlvk<kqe<! gQp<k<! kr<gq! uiev! OsjegOtiM! NOzisje!

osb<kOhiK!nkx<G!-jmB,xigh<!hxjugt<!yzq!wPh<h?!-vile<!jggjt!njsk<Kh<!hxjugt<!yzq!

wPh<hikuiX!gm<mjtbqm<mie<!we<X!%xh<hMgqe<xK/!!

! “le<lVr<!gXk<k!lMuit<!ofcObie<!

! Le<Lbe<!xiqkqeqe<!Lcf<k!Out<uqg<!

! gbqx<jx!bik<k!gi{<mG!ueh<hqe<!

! nVr<gc!ofMf<Ki{<!Ohiz”!! !! ! ! )ngl</331*!!

we<x! -h<himzcgtqz<! hvSvile<! -Vhk<K! fie<G! kjzLjx! nvs! Gzk<jkg<! ogie<X! bigl<!

osb<kOhiK!nf<k!bigk<kqz<!‘fmh<hm<m!Ki{<’!-r<G!dujlbigg<!%xh<hm<Mt<tK/!!

! “gMf<Ok!iqvilEme<!Hei<!sQjkjb!

! N{qk<kjg!bvg<ge<!outuqb!ye<jx!

! fqzf<Oki<!lki{q!g{<m!Gvr<ge<!

! osb<Lgl<!ohVr<gqj{!bqjph<!ohizqf<kinr<G!

! nxin!yVkjg!bqeqK!ohx<xqbiOl”!! ! ! )Hxl</489*!

we<x! -h<himzqz<! -viu{eiz<! gmk<kqs<! osz<zh<hm<m! sQjk! njmbitk<kqx<gigk<! ke<! fjggjtg<!

gpx<xqh<! H,lqbqz<! wxqf<kit</! nK! Sg<iQue<! uip<f<k! fqzh<hGkqbqz<! uqPf<kK/! njk! wMk<K! n{qbk<!

okiqbilz<! n{qf<K! npG! hii<k<k! Gvr<Ggtqe<! osbz<! fjgh<jh! d{<mig<gqbK! we<X!

uqtg<gh<hMgqe<xK/!!

! “liz<ujv!lxR<sib<k<k!liz<!Ohizg<!!

! gz<Zbi<!feR<sivz<!gzf<kqbZl<”!! ! ! ! )gzq/57*!

we<hkqz<!lz<zi<gjt!npqk<k!g{<{e<!nukivl<!Gxqh<hqmh<hMgqe<xK/!!

! “N{<mi<!lgtqi<!k{<mjp!dC-bi<!

! lvR<osz!lqkqk<k!linz<!Ohiz”!! ! ! ! )ngl</6:*!

we<x!ngfiEx<X!uiqgt<!g{<{e<!Ogihqbi<gtqe<!Njmjbg<!gui<f<k!fqgp<uqjeg<!Gxqg<gqe<xe/!!

! “HjkbVt<!dMg<jgh<!ohizl<hjeg<!ogicObix<G!

!! lkqjb!we<Ohii<g<G!LKjl!Okie<xZl<”!! ! ! )hiq/3;31.34*!

we<x!hiqhimz<!uiqgt<!‘hzvile<’!nukivk<jkg<!Gxqg<gqe<xe/!

! !

! “yV!Gjp!yVue<!Ohiz<!!

!! !-{i<!Osi<f<k!lvinMl<”!! ! ! ! ! )gzq/37*!

we<x!gzqh<himzqz<!‘hzvile<!nukivl<’!ou{<gml<H!lvk<kqx<G!yh<hqm<Mg<!gim<mh<hm<Mt<tK/!

! “g{r<ogit<!nU{i<g<!gmf<k!ohizf<kii<!

! liObie<!Olb!Y{!fe<eit<”!! ! ! ! )lK/giR</6:1*!

! we<x! lKjvg<giR<sqh<! himzcgtqz<! gqV]<{! nukivk<kqe<! OhiK! nSvi<gjt! npqk<k! osb<kq!

Gxqh<hqmh<hMgqe<xK/!!

! “lz<zjv!lxR<!sib<k<k!lzi<k<k{<kii<”!! ! ! )gzq/47*!

we<x!ofb<kx<gzqh<!himzqz<!lz<zjv!npqk<k!gqV]<{!nukivl<!Gxqh<hqmh<hMgqe<xK/!

! sr<g! -zg<gqbr<gtqz<! kqVlizqe<! nukivs<! osb<kqgjt! Ofig<Gl<ohiPK! kqVlizqe<! hk<K!

nukivr<gTt<! ls<s?! %i<l?! gz<gq! nukivr<gjtk<! kuqi<k<K! uvig?! uile?! fvsql<l?! hvSvil?! -vil?!

hzvil?!g{<{e<!nukivr<gt<!Ohsh<hMgqe<xe/!hiqhimz<?!gzqk<okijgbqz<!nukivs<!osb<kqgt<!nkqgl<!
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gi{h<hMgqe<xe/! Gxqh<hig?! hiqhimzqz<! uvig! nukivl<! nkqgl<! Ohsh<hMgqe<xK/! ngl<?! Hxl<!

-zg<gqbr<gjth<!ohiXk<klm<cz<?!-vilib{!lgihivkg<!gjk!fqgp<UgjtOb!nkqgl<!ogi{<Mt<te/!!

!!!!
fqjxUjvfqjxUjvfqjxUjvfqjxUjv!!!!

!!!! nukivg<! Ogim<hiM! we<hK! ju{u! slbk<kqz<! Lke<jebiekig! dt<tK/! nukivk<jk!

jlblqm<Om! ju{u! slb! uti<s<sqbqjeg<! gi{! Lcgqe<xK/! Np<uii<gtqe<! Okix<xl<?! -jxueqe<!

fil&i<k<kqgtqe<! Okix<xl<<?! -kqgis! Hvi{g<! gjklif<ki<gt<! Okix<xl<! Ohie<xux<jx! Ofig<Gl<ohiPK!

njek<KOl! Yi<! nukivs<! osbz<hiM! we<Ox! okiqb! uVgqe<xK/! kqVlizqe<! ksiukivg<! ogit<jg!

mii<uqeqe<!hiq{il!uti<s<sqjbs<!Sm<cs<!osz<gqe<xK/!kqVlizqe<!yu<ouiV!nukivLl<!yV!kk<Kuk<jk!

d{i<k<Kgqe<xK/! s&gk<kqz<! lg<gt<! wu<uqkg<! gip<h<H{i<Ul<! -e<xq! njlkqbigUl<! Ofi<jlbigUl<!

-jxs<!sqf<kjeBmEl<!yPg<g!ofxqObiM!uip<ukx<Gl<!nukivr<gt<!uqk<kqMgqe<xe/!!

!!!! !!!!
SVg<gg<!GxqbQMSVg<gg<!GxqbQMSVg<gg<!GxqbQMSVg<gg<!GxqbQM!!!!

! gzq/!! ! .! gzqk<okijg!

! fx</!! ! .! fx<xqj{!

! ngl</! ! .! ngfiEiX!

! Hxl</! ! .! HxfiEiX!

! GXf</! ! .! GXf<okijg!

! hiq/!! ! .! hiqhimz<!

! hiq/kqv/! ! .! hiqhimz<!kqvm<M!

! lK/giR</! ! .! lKjvg<giR<sq!

! oh/H/! ! .! ohiqbHvi{l<!

! gf</Hvi/! ! .! gf<kHvi{l<!

! gzq/hv/! ! .! gzqr<gk<Kh<hv{q!

! gl<h/gqm<gqf<ki/! .! gl<h-vilib{l<!gqm<gqf<kigi{<ml<!

! gl<h/hiz/! ! .! gl<h-vilib{l<!hizgi{<ml<! !

!!!!
ncgncgncgncg<Gxqh<Hgt<<Gxqh<Hgt<<Gxqh<Hgt<<Gxqh<Hgt<!!!!

2/ klqp<!ozg<sqge<?!h/231/!

3/ hiSuvkiS?!nukivLl<!ncbii<gTl<?!h/73/!

4/ SuQvi!o\b^<uiz<?!ju{uk<kqe<!Okix<xLl<!uti<s<sqBl<?!h/221/!

5/ OlzK?!h/241/!

6/ w^</fivib{e<?!kqVlr<jgNp<uii<!kqVlmz<gt<!-zg<gqbh<!Ohig<G?!h/86/!

7/ L/nV{iszl<?!ju{u!slbl<?!h/63/!

8/ hiSuvkiS?!nukivLl<!ncbii<gTl<?!h/96/!

9/ Okuvi\e<?!ju{uLl<!Np<uii<gTl<?!h/55/!

:/ SuQvi!o\b^<uiz<?!ju{uk<kqe<!Okix<xLl<!uti<s<sqBl<?!h/221/!

21/ u/o\bi?!higukl<?!h/99/!

!

! !
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l{<{qz<!fz<z!u{<{l<!uipzil<l{<{qz<!fz<z!u{<{l<!uipzil<l{<{qz<!fz<z!u{<{l<!uipzil<l{<{qz<!fz<z!u{<{l<!uipzil<
 

!!!! !!!!

dkuqh<Ohvisqiqbi<<?!klqp<k<Kjx

! ! !
! sqz! osix<gt<! lr<gtgvlieju/! lf<kqvk<ke<jl! lqg<gju/-juOb! ljxolipq/! -h<hch<hm<m! Yv<!

dbv<! ljxolipqOb! “l{<{qz<! fz<z! u{<{l<! uipzil<

ohVlieqe<!kqVuig<G/nkjek<!kjzh<higg<!ogi{<m!-f<kg<!

okimv<gjtk<! kVgqxK/Woeeqz<! lekqx<G! ke<el<hqg<jgk<! kf<K! l{<{qz<! fz<z! u{<{l<!

uips<osb<ukx<G!klqpqz<!fz<z!F~z<gt<!-z<jz!we<X!fil<!fqjeg<gqe<Oxil</Neiz<!fl<lqml<!-Vg<Gl<!

-zg<gqbs<!osz<ur<gjth<hx<xq!fil<!fqjek<Kh<!hii<h<hkqz<j

! -f<kl{<{qz<! Okie<xqb! -zg<gqbr<gtqz<?! -kqgisr<gtqz

lejkh<! h{<hMk<kg<! %xqb! ljxolipqgt<! dt<te/dzg! uip<uqz<! -Vf<Kogi{<Om!

fqjxuig?fql<lkqbig! uip<uK! wh<hc! we<X! flg<G! Wx<hMl<! sf<Okgk<kqx<G! -v{<M! ujggjth<!

hkqzigk<!kVgqxK!kqVlf<kqvl</!

! dXkqbie!dmz<!

! dbv<uie!dt<tl<!

! -ju!-v{<cx<Gl<!ye<Oxiomie<X!okimi<H!d{<M/dml<H!we<hK!dbv<f<k!gVuq/

juk<kqVg<g! Ou{<cbK! leqkeqe<! gmjl/dXkqbie! dml<hqz<kie<! dbv<uie! w{<{l<!

Okie<Xl</dt<tl<! dXkqbig! -Vf<kiz<kie<! dml<H! dXkqbig!-Vg<Gl</-ju

hiKgig<Gl<! we<gqe<xK/! weOu! -r<G! dt<tl<! we<hK! Lg<gqbligqxK/! dbv<f<k! dt<tk<kqx<G! wju!

Okju/-Oki!hm<cbzqMgqxK!filxqf<k!kqVg<Gxt</!

! lekqz<! dt<t! dujgjb! ne<jh! outqh<hMk<KuK! -eqb! osix<gt</

yVuv<! %Xl<! ohiPK! nju! nclekqe<! Npk<kq

‘sqXjlBt<!fQr<gqb!-e<osiz<’!we<gqxiv<!ut<Tuv</

%Xgqxiv<!ut<Tuv</!

 “kQbqeiz<!Sm<mH{<!dt<NXl<!NxiOk!

! fiuqeiz<!Sm<m!uM”!.!! ! !

! we<El<! -g<Gxm<hiuqz<! fil<! nxqf<Kogit<t! Ou{<cb! osix<gt<!

H{<{qx<G! lVf<kqm<miz<! NxquqMl</! Neiz<! ‘
kmliGl</osix<gTl<! nKOhizk<kie</yVuvqmlqVf<K! osiz<zh<hm<mk<! kQb! osix<gt<! Nxik! uMuigOu!

lixquqMl</! nkeiOzOb! ‘bigiui<! NbqEl<! figig<g

wz<OzijvBl<!WkiuK!osiz<zk<!Okie<Xl</!nK!lx<xujvg<!

ye<Xl<’we<X! hqxjvh<hx<xq! -gp<f<K! djvg<Gl</! nkiuK! yVujvh<hx<xq! Hxr<%xqg<! ogi{<Om!

-Vh<hkiGl</! -K! leg<Gx<xk<kqe<! nch<hjmbqz<! Okie<XuK/-e<o

ohiPK! nz<zK! fl<lqml<! -z<zik! kqxe<! lx<xuvqml<! -Vh<hkig! fqjeh<hK/! -ke<! nch<hjmbqz<!

Okie<XuOk!‘Hxr<%Xkz<’/!-h<hc!yVujvg<!gi{ikohiPK!g{<mhc!-gp<f<Kjvh<hjkg<!g{<cg<gqxiv<!

ut<Tuv</fl<lqz<!hzvqml<!nMk<kujvg<!Gjx!%Xl<!hpg<gl<!d{<M/!

! GMl<h! dXh<hqev<gt<?Sx<xk<kiv<?Oujzk<ktl<! we<X! hzujggtqZl<! fil<! Hxr<%Xkjz!

uicg<jgbigg<! ogi{<Mt<Otil</-ke<! uqjtUgjth<! hx<xqBl<! fil<! Hxr<%Xl<! yVuvqe<! lefqjzjbh<!

hx<xqBl<!sqf<kqh<hkqz<jz/Neiz<!ut<Tuv<!-kje!ue<jlbib<g<!g{<cg<gqxiv</

 ‘Hxr<%xqh<!ohib<k<Kdbqv<!uip<kzqe<!sikz<!

!! nxl<%Xl<!Ng<gl<!kVl<’!! ! !
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l{<{qz<!fz<z!u{<{l<!uipzil<l{<{qz<!fz<z!u{<{l<!uipzil<l{<{qz<!fz<z!u{<{l<!uipzil<l{<{qz<!fz<z!u{<{l<!uipzil<!!!!

 
!!!! !!!! !!!! !!!! Ljeuv<!kq/Ljeuv<!kq/Ljeuv<!kq/Ljeuv<!kq/!!!!hvqltihvqltihvqltihvqlti 

dkuqh<Ohvisqiqbi<<?!klqp<k<Kjx?!le<ei<!kqVljz!fibg<gi<!gz<Z~iq?!lKjv!

sqz! osix<gt<! lr<gtgvlieju/! lf<kqvk<ke<jl! lqg<gju/-juOb! ljxolipq/! -h<hch<hm<m! Yv<!

l{<{qz<! fz<z! u{<{l<! uipzil<”! we<hK/! klqp<ljx! nVtqb! Riesl<hf<kh<!

ohVlieqe<!kqVuig<G/nkjek<!kjzh<higg<!ogi{<m!-f<kg<!gm<MjvBl<!leutk<jkk<kVl<!-zg<gqbk<!

okimv<gjtk<! kVgqxK/Woeeqz<! lekqx<G! ke<el<hqg<jgk<! kf<K! l{<{qz<! fz<z! u{<{l<!

uips<osb<ukx<G!klqpqz<!fz<z!F~z<gt<!-z<jz!we<X!fil<!fqjeg<gqe<Oxil</Neiz<!fl<lqml<!-Vg<Gl<!

-zg<gqbs<!osz<ur<gjth<hx<xq!fil<!fqjek<Kh<!hii<h<hkqz<jz/!

-kqgisr<gtqz<?! hg<kq! ucuie! him<Mgtqz<! leqkeqe<!

lejkh<! h{<hMk<kg<! %xqb! ljxolipqgt<! dt<te/dzg! uip<uqz<! -Vf<Kogi{<Om!

fqjxuig?fql<lkqbig! uip<uK! wh<hc! we<X! flg<G! Wx<hMl<! sf<Okgk<kqx<G! -v{<M! ujggjth<!

-ju!-v{<cx<Gl<!ye<Oxiomie<X!okimi<H!d{<M/dml<H!we<hK!dbv<f<k!gVuq/!nkjes<!svqbig!

juk<kqVg<g! Ou{<cbK! leqkeqe<! gmjl/dXkqbie! dml<hqz<kie<! dbv<uie! w{<{l<!

Okie<Xl</dt<tl<! dXkqbig! -Vf<kiz<kie<! dml<H! dXkqbig!-Vg<Gl</-ju! -v{<Ml<! ye<jx! ye<X!

weOu! -r<G! dt<tl<! we<hK! Lg<gqbligqxK/! dbv<f<k! dt<tk<kqx<G! wju!

!

lekqz<! dt<t! dujgjb! ne<jh! outqh<hMk<KuK! -eqb! osix<gt</! nf<k! -eqb! osix<gjt!

ohiPK! nju! nclekqe<! Npk<kqz<! -Vf<K! outqh<hmOu{<Ml</! -kjeOb! ut<Tuv<!

we<gqxiv<!ut<Tuv</!osix<gt<!wh<hc!Ofib<!osb<Bl<@/!nkx<Gl<!uqtg<gl<!

! ! Gxt<!23:!

git<t! Ou{<cb! osix<gt<! ‘H{<’-’uM’we<hjubiGl</!

‘uM’! we<hK! Nxqb! hqxGl<! -Vg<Gl<! H{<{qe<!

kmliGl</osix<gTl<! nKOhizk<kie</yVuvqmlqVf<K! osiz<zh<hm<mk<! kQb! osix<gt<! Nxik! uMuigOu!

bigiui<! NbqEl<! figig<g’! we<gqxiv<! ut<Tuv</fijug<! giuiuqm<miz<!

wz<OzijvBl<!WkiuK!osiz<zk<!Okie<Xl</!nK!lx<xujvg<!‘gi[l<!ohiPK!ye<Xl<?gi{ik!ohiPK!

we<X! hqxjvh<hx<xq! -gp<f<K! djvg<Gl</! nkiuK! yVujvh<hx<xq! Hxr<%xqg<! ogi{<Om!

-Vh<hkiGl</! -K! leg<Gx<xk<kqe<! nch<hjmbqz<! Okie<XuK/-e<oeiVuv<! fqjzjb! njmb! Lcbik!

ohiPK! nz<zK! fl<lqml<! -z<zik! kqxe<! lx<xuvqml<! -Vh<hkig! fqjeh<hK/! -ke<! nch<hjmbqz<!

/!-h<hc!yVujvg<!gi{ikohiPK!g{<mhc!-gp<f<Kjvh<hjkg<!g{<cg<gqxiv<!

ut<Tuv</fl<lqz<!hzvqml<!nMk<kujvg<!Gjx!%Xl<!hpg<gl<!d{<M/!!

dXh<hqev<gt<?Sx<xk<kiv<?Oujzk<ktl<! we<X! hzujggtqZl<! fil<! Hxr<%Xkjz!

uicg<jgbigg<! ogi{<Mt<Otil</-ke<! uqjtUgjth<! hx<xqBl<! fil<! Hxr<%Xl<! yVuvqe<! lefqjzjbh<!

hx<xqBl<!sqf<kqh<hkqz<jz/Neiz<!ut<Tuv<!-kje!ue<jlbib<g<!g{<cg<gqxiv</!

! ! Gxt<!294!
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! we<X!hqxjvg<!gi{ik!upq!-gpf<Kjvk<K!nujeg<!g{<mohiPK!-eqbeig!yVue<!ohib<big!

uip<ujkg<! gim<cZl<! -kjes<! osb<biK! -xh<hOk! Olz<! we<Xl<?nh<hc! -xf<kiz<! nxF~z<gt<! %Xl<!

‘lXjlBl<’!gqjmg<Gl<!we<gqxiv</!

! Hxr<%Xkz<!wh<hc!yVuvqe<!fz<uip<jus<!sqjkk<K!uqMgqxOki!nKOhiz!flg<Gl<!lx<xuv<g<Gl<!yV!

hbEl<! kvik! osix<gjtBl<! hbe<! hMk<kg<%miK! we<gqxiv</! nh<hch<! hbeqzik! osix<gjth<! hbe<!

hMk<KOuijv! ‘lg<gTt<! hkc’! we<gqxiv</! ofz<OziM! utVl<! hkvqeiz<! dpuv<g<Gh<!

hbeqz<jz/nKOhiz! hbeqzs<! osix<gjtg<! %XOuiv<! lg<gtib<! -Vf<kiZl<! nxqU! we<El<! dt<tQM!

-e<jlbqe<!‘lg<gt<!hkc’!we<xiv</!nuv<gt<!wz<OziviZl<!-gph<hMuv</nkeiz<!hbeqzis<!osix<gjtg<!

%xikQv<!we<X!%xq!osiz<z!uf<k!olik<kg<!gVk<kqjeBl<!dt<tmg<gq!

 ‘osiz<Zg!osiz<zqz<!hbe<djmb!osiz<zx<g!

! osiz<zqz<!hbe<-zis<!osiz<’!! ! ! ! Gxt<!311!

! osix<gtqz<! hbe<! djmb! osix<gjt! lm<MOl! osiz<Zg/! osix<gtqz<! hbe<! -z<zik! osix<gjts<!

osiz<ziK!ypqg!we<X!-V!uvqgtqz<!nmg<gq!uqMgqxiv</-kjeOb!Ytu<ju!‘Rbl<hm!djv’!we<xiv</!

! yVuVjmb! uip<uqz<! liki?hqki?GV?okb<ul<! Ngqb! fiz<uVl<! yVuVjmb! uip<uqz<! hqvqg<g!

Lcbikuv<gt</-ux<xqz<!okb<ul<!g{<{iz<!gi{<hkx<G!-bzikK/!lx<x!&uVl<!keqleqkEg<G!nue<!

uip<uqz<! Ke<hl<! Wx<hMl<ohiPK! nux<jxg<! gmf<K! osz<z! dkUhuv<gt</-e<jxb! $pzqz<! Oujz!

uib<h<hqx<gig! dxUgjth<! hqvqf<kqVh<huvqgTl<?! gVk<K! OuXhim<miz<! dxUgjth<! hqvqf<kqVh<OhiVl<!

nxquv<! hqvqUk<Ke<hk<kqe<! ogiMjljb/%m<Mg<! GMl<h! fqjzbqz<! -Vf<K! keqg<GMl<hs<! $PZg<Gs<!

ose<xhqe<! hiKgih<H! we<hK! Ogt<uqg<GxqbigOu! dt<tK/sr<g! -zg<gqbr<gtqz<! kjzuqg<Gk<!

Kj{big!uVl<!Okipq!nxqU!ogiTk<KhutigOus<!Sm<mh<hMgqxit</!

! ut<TuVl<!ohvqbijvk<!Kj{bigg<!ogit<tOu{<Ml<!we<gqxiv</Woeeqz<!nEhuLjmb!ohvqObiv<!

flg<G!uVl<!Ke<hr<gjt!Le<Oh!nxqf<K!nux<jx!uqzg<Gukqz<!uz<zzv<gt</!

! dx<xOfib<!fQg<gq!dxinjl!Lx<gig<Gl<!

! ohx<xqbiv<h<!Oh{qg<!ogitz<!..Gxt<!553!

we<X! -Vuqkliek<! Ke<hr<gjth<! ohvqObiv<! fQg<Guv<! we<gqxiv</-Vuqklie! Ke<hr<gtiue! ye<X!

okb<uk<kiz<! Wx<hMuK/lx<oxie<X! lg<gtiz<! uVuK/gix<X?kQ?hq{q! lx<Xl<! hqx! -bx<jgs<! sQx<xr<gt<!

okb<uk<kiz<! Wx<hMue/hjguv<?gt<uv<gtiz<! Wx<hMl<! Ke<hr<gt<! lg<gtiz<! Wx<hMl<!

Ke<hr<gtiGl</ohvqObiv<! okb<uk<kiz<! Wx<hMl<! Ke<hr<gjt! sqz! dhibr<gtiz<! Nvib<f<K! g{<mx<qf<K!

fQg<Guv</! lg<gtiz<! Wx<hMl<! Ke<hr<gjt! G{l<?! d{Uh<hpg<gl<?! nuv<kl<! fmk<jk! we<X! -ux<xiz<!

g{<mxqf<K! uqzg<Guv</-k<kjgb! ohvqbijvk<! Kj{bigg<ogi{<M! nvse<! fim<jm! NtOu{<Ml<! we<X!

ut<Tuv<!%xqbqVf<kiZl<!nK!-g<gizk<Kl<!njeuVg<Gl<!ohiVf<kqbqVh<hjkg<!gi{zil</!

! lg<gTt<! fz<Oziv<! kQObiv<! we<Ohijv! nuv<kl<! osbz<gtiz<! nxqb! LcBl</kQs<osbz<! HvqOuiOviM!

Osv<ujk!‘sqx<xqel<!Osvijl’!we<El<!nkqgivk<kqz<!uqtg<gqg<!%Xgqxiv</sqx<xqel<!Osvijl!we<hK!sqxqb!

-ek<jks<!OsvikqVh<hK/-kje!!

! ‘fz<zke<!fzEl<!kQbke<!kQjlBl<!-z<’!! ! ! Hxfi!.!3:!

we<X!HxfiE~X!%XgqxK/sqxqObiv<gtqe<!fm<H!wh<hch<hm<mK!we<hjk!!

! ‘nxqU! kqvqf<K! osb<Bl<! osbziz<! Wx<hMl<! Ke<hk<jkg<! gVk<kqz<! ogi{<M! nxqUjmbiv<! nR<Suv</!

Neiz<!nxqU!yx<Xjlbie<!hqxqK!Ofig<gijlbqe<!nxquqziv<!wkjeBl<!osb<bk<!K{quv<’!

! we<X! hvqOlzpgv<! djv! uqtg<GgqxK/nkeiz<! yVuVg<G! fz<zq{g<gk<jkh<! Ohie<xk<! Kj{Bl<!

-z<jz/kQb!-ek<jkh<!Ohie<x!hjgBl<!-z<jz!we<gqxiv<!ut<Tuv</!

! ‘fz<zqek<kqe<!Dr<Gl<!Kj{bqz<jz!kQbqek<kqe<!

! nz<zz<!hMh<hK~l<!-z<’!!

! wEl<! -g<Gxm<hiuqz<! fz<zqek<kqx<Gl<! kQbqek<kqx<Gl<! dt<t! OuXhim<jmg<! %Xgqxii</yVue<!

lx<xuvqml<! fm<H! hivim<Ml<! ohiPK! -kje! fe<G! nxqf<Kogi{<M! fm<higOu{<Ml</! -z<jzObz<!

nf<fm<Oh!fl<jlk<!Ke<hg<gmzqz<!Np<k<kquqMl</!
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! ‘%c! uip<f<kiz<! Ogic! fe<jl’we<hK! LKolipq/! -kjeOb! ‘Sx<xf<kpiz<’! we<gqxiv<! ut<Tuv</!

-e<X! ohiVtikivk<jk! Le<eqVk<kq! uipOu{<cbK! gm<miblig<gh<! hm<Mt<tK/%c! uiPl<ohiPK!

Lcf<kuv<! Lcbikuv<g<G! dkuzil</hqt<jtgTg<G! dxuqe<! nVjljb! d{i<k<kzil</nMk<kk<!

kjzLjxg<G!yVfz<z!s&g<gm<mjlh<s<!osiz<zqk<kf<k!ohVjl!fl<jls<OsVl</!

! dxUgt<!-z<zik!uip<g<jg!gjvbqz<zik!Gtk<kqx<Gs<!sll<!we<gqxii</!

! ‘ntutiU!-z<zikie<!uip<g<jg!Gtutig<!

!! OgiM-e<xq!fQv<fqjxf<!kx<X’!!! ! ! ! ! .!634!! !

! gjvbqz<zig<! Gtk<kqz<! fQv<! kr<giK/nKOhiz<! ne<hqz<zivqmk<kqz<! dxU! sqxg<giK/dxuqe<!

sqxh<hqje!Jf<kxqU!dbqvie!gig<jgbqmk<K!nxqf<Kogit<g!we<gqxiv</!

! ‘gig<jg!gvui!gjvf<K{<[l<!Ng<gLl<!

! ne<efQ!vii<g<Og!dt’!! ! ! ! ! ! .!638!!

! wEl<! Gxtqz<! gig<jg! klg<G! d{U! gqjmk<kiz<! kie<! lm<Ml<! d{<{iK! keK! -ek<jkOb!

njpk<K!d{<[l<!ke<jlogi{<mK/weOu!Sx<xk<jkh<!Oh[kz<!njeuVg<Gl<!fe<xil<!we<gqxii</!!

! -k<kje! yPg<gr<gjt! ut<Tuv<! %xqeiZl<! -jubjek<Kl<! sqxg<gOu{<Ml<! we<xiz<! sqf<kje!

sqxh<hib<! -Vg<gOu{<Ml</yPg<gLl<! d{v<Ul<! npqbilz<! -Vg<gOu{<Ml</nkx<G! gt<T{<{ijl!

nusqbl</! ohxx<gvqb! nxqjuh<! ohx<xuVl<! gt<tit<! npqf<KuqMuv</lge<! we<eosb<kiZl<!

ohiXk<Kg<ogit<Tl<!kib<!Le<H!gt<T{<M!gtqk<kz<!%miK!we<gqxiv</!!

! Npl<! Gjxuig! -Vf<kiZl<! gzr<gqb! fQVt<! gqmg<Gl<! ohiVt<gjt! nxqb! Lcbukqz<jz/Neiz<!

oktqf<k! htqr<GOhie<x! fQi<fqjzbqz<! Npl<! nkqglibqEl<! fQvqe<! oktqf<k! ke<jlbiz<! nkqz<! gqmg<Gl<!

ohiVt<gt<! njek<Kl<! fe<xigk<okiqBl</nKOhiz! njlkqBl<?Np<f<k! sqf<kjeBl<?oktqf<k! RieLl<!

fl<Ljmb!-zg<gqbs<!osz<ur<gtqz<!ogim<cg<gqmg<gqxK/!njubjek<Kl<!fil<!l{<{qz<!fz<zu{<{l<!

uip<ukx<Og!we<hjk!d{v!Ou{<Ml</!!

!
hiv<ju!F~z<gt<!hiv<ju!F~z<gt<!hiv<ju!F~z<gt<!hiv<ju!F~z<gt<!!!!!

2/ kqVg<Gxt<!...!hiqOlzpgi<!djv!

3/ Nk<kqs<$c!...!Ytu<jubii<!

4/ ngfiE~X!...!kqVofz<Ouzq!jsusqk<kif<k!F~x<hkqh<Hg<!gpg!djv!!

!!

!

!!

!

!

!
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fuQe!kfuQe!kfuQe!kfuQe!klqp<!fiuz<gtqz<!hqe<gizeqk<Kug<!lqp<!fiuz<gtqz<!hqe<gizeqk<Kug<!lqp<!fiuz<gtqz<!hqe<gizeqk<Kug<!lqp<!fiuz<gtqz<!hqe<gizeqk<Kug<!
 

!!!! !!!!

dkuqh<OhvisqiqbI?

!!!!
LgUjvLgUjvLgUjvLgUjv!!!!

! slgizh<! hjmh<Hs<! $pzqz<! nz<zK! hjmh<H! siIf<k! sqf<kei! Ljxgtqz<! hzuqklix<xr<gt<!

fqgp<f<Kt<te! wezil</! fuQe! gizgm<mk<kqe<! nkqOug! utIs<sqBl<! Olx<gk<kqb!

Ogim<hiMgTl<!gjz!-zg<gqbr<gtqz<!kig<gk<jk!Wx<hMk<kqBt<te/!nkx<Ogx<xix<!Ohiz<!hjmh<HgtqZl<!

lix<xl<! ohx<Xt<te/! hqvkqjbh<! )-zg<gqbk<jkh<*! hjmh<hkqOzi?! hqvkqjb! Ofvcbig! HiqkzqOzi?!

uqtg<GukqOzi! lx<Xl<! nke<! gizh<! ohiVk<kk<jkBl<! gjk! fgIk<KkZg<Gl<

hkqzig?! -f<kg<! Ogim<hiMgjtk<! Kj{g<gjph<hkqZl<! nux<jxk<! Kvk<kqs<! ose<X! jgh<hx<XukqZl<!

guel<!osZk<kh<hMgqxK/!

Ogim<hiMlblikz<! wEl<! Hkqb! fqjzjb! fmh<Hgizk<kqz<! g{<M! ogit<tilz<! -Vh<hKl<! sqvll<!

kie</!Woee<xiz<?!Ogim<hiM!we<hK!Okjubie!yV!FgIoh

lx<Xl<! dx<hk<kqh<! ohiVtigUl<! lixquqm<mK/! -kjeh<! Hiqf<K! ogit<t! sx<X! sqvllig! -Vf<kiZl<!

lQ{<Ml<! lQ{<Ml<! uisqh<hkqe<! &zl<! YvtU! nxqf<K! ogit<t! LcBl</! -ux<jxobz<zil<! Hxf<kt<tquqm<M!

osz<uK! gz<uqbitiqe<! )Nb<uitiqe<*! nxqUk<kqxjeg<! Gjxg<G

njek<K!kvh<H!lg<gTl<!nxquK!nusqbliGl</!Gxqh<hig?!&e<xil<!dzg!fiMgtqz<!-k<kjgb!Hkqb!

Ogim<hiMgjtBl<!nux<xqe<!ke<jlgjtBl<!nju!outqh<hMk<Kl<!sqf<kjegtjtBl<!d{v!Ou{<Ml</!

-kjeg<! gVk<kqz<! ogi{<M! fmh<Hgizh<! hjmh<Hs<! $pzqz<?! hqe<gizeqk<Ku

HjegjkgtqZl<!okipqx<hMk<kq!uVgqe<xeI/!

nu<ujgbqz<?! -r<G! wMk<Kg<! ogit<th<hm<m! Hjegjkgt<! hqe<gizeqk<Ku! Ofig<gqz<!

njlf<kjubig! dt<te/! -ux<xqZt<t! jlbh<! ohiVtieK?! Ofvcbigh<! ohiVt<! d{Ik<kilz<!

ljxLglig?! GxqbQm<Mk<! ke<jl! ogi{<mkigg<! gim<sqh<hMg

-f<kqbi! –! klqp<fim<cz<! JOvih<hqbIgtqeiz<! fqgp<f<kqVg<gqe<x! ue<Ljxgjt?! ogiMjlgjt?!

npqUgjt?! gzis<siv! lix<xr<gjt?! ohiVtikiv! ofVg<gcgjt?! h{<him<M! njsUgjt?! nxqUs<!

Sv{<mz<gjtk<! Kz<zqblig! nxqb! -bZl<! we<El<! Ofig<gqje! nch<hjmbigg<

fiuz<gt<!Nb<Uh<hqvkqgtig!-r<G!wMk<kith<hMgqxK/

!!!!
fuQek<!klqp<h<!hqe<gizeqk<Ku!fiuz<gt<fuQek<!klqp<h<!hqe<gizeqk<Ku!fiuz<gt<fuQek<!klqp<h<!hqe<gizeqk<Ku!fiuz<gt<fuQek<!klqp<h<!hqe<gizeqk<Ku!fiuz<gt<!!!!

! fiuz<! we<hK! uip<uqe<! fim<ce<! LPjljbs<! sqk<kqiqg<g! Lbz! Ou{<cb! YI! -zg<gqb! ucul<!

NGl</! gizl<?! -ml<?! s&gl<?! keqleqke<?! s&g! dxUgt<! Ngqbju! fiuzqe<! nck<ktligs<!

osbz<hMgqxK/!ne<xim!uip<uqz<!fil<!njmBl<!nEhur<gjt!lelieK!sqXsqX!%Xgtigh<!hqiqk<Kg<!

ogit<gqxK/! yu<ouie<xqe<! lQKl<! nke<! OfI0wkqIuqjejbs<! osZk<KgqxK/! hqe<H! nux<jxh<! hkqU!

osb<K! ogit<gqxK/! nh<hch<hm<m! hkqUgtqzqVf<K! kie<! hqe<gizeqk<Kuk<kqjeg<! %Xgtigg<! ogi{<m!

fuQek<!klqp<!fiuz<gt<!hjmg<gh<hMgqe<xe/!&e<xil<! dzg!fiMgtqz<!Gxqh<hig! -f<kqbiuqz<!gizeqb!

$pz<! Okie<xqbkqzqVf<Ok! -f<fiuz<gt<! hjmg<gh<hm<Muqm<me/! nux<jx! -er<g{<M! nxqBl<! kqxe<!

uisgVg<G! 0! Nb<uitEg<G! dt<tK/! nke<! nch<hjmbqz<! klqpueqe<!

H,l{qbqe<!‘nR<Ric’!Ngqb!-v{<M!hqvkqgt<!-r<G!Nb<uqx<G!wMk<Kg<!ogit<th<hMgqxK/
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lqp<!fiuz<gtqz<!hqe<gizeqk<Kug<!lqp<!fiuz<gtqz<!hqe<gizeqk<Kug<!lqp<!fiuz<gtqz<!hqe<gizeqk<Kug<!lqp<!fiuz<gtqz<!hqe<gizeqk<Kug<!%Xgt<%Xgt<%Xgt<%Xgt<!!!!

 
 

!!!! !!!! !!!! !!!! os/v/os/v/os/v/os/v/!!!!giIk<kqg<!Glve<giIk<kqg<!Glve<giIk<kqg<!Glve<giIk<kqg<!Glve< 

dkuqh<OhvisqiqbI?!klqp<k<Kjx?!le<eI!kqVljz!fibg<gI!gz<Z~iq?!lKjv!

slgizh<! hjmh<Hs<! $pzqz<! nz<zK! hjmh<H! siIf<k! sqf<kei! Ljxgtqz<! hzuqklix<xr<gt<!

fqgp<f<Kt<te! wezil</! fuQe! gizgm<mk<kqe<! nkqOug! utIs<sqBl<! Olx<gk<kqb! fiMgtqz<! Okie<xqb!

Ogim<hiMgTl<!gjz!-zg<gqbr<gtqz<!kig<gk<jk!Wx<hMk<kqBt<te/!nkx<Ogx<xix<!Ohiz<!hjmh<HgtqZl<!

lix<xl<! ohx<Xt<te/! hqvkqjbh<! )-zg<gqbk<jkh<*! hjmh<hkqOzi?! hqvkqjb! Ofvcbig! HiqkzqOzi?!

uqtg<GukqOzi! lx<Xl<! nke<! gizh<! ohiVk<kk<jkBl<! gjk! fgIk<KkZg<Gl<! guel<! osZk<Kukx<Gh<!

hkqzig?! -f<kg<! Ogim<hiMgjtk<! Kj{g<gjph<hkqZl<! nux<jxk<! Kvk<kqs<! ose<X! jgh<hx<XukqZl<!

Ogim<hiMlblikz<! wEl<! Hkqb! fqjzjb! fmh<Hgizk<kqz<! g{<M! ogit<tilz<! -Vh<hKl<! sqvll<!

kie</!Woee<xiz<?!Ogim<hiM!we<hK!Okjubie!yV!FgIohiVtigUl<!)Dpnnpejuz*!Okjubie!

lx<Xl<! dx<hk<kqh<! ohiVtigUl<! lixquqm<mK/! -kjeh<! Hiqf<K! ogit<t! sx<X! sqvllig! -Vf<kiZl<!

lQ{<Ml<! lQ{<Ml<! uisqh<hkqe<! &zl<! YvtU! nxqf<K! ogit<t! LcBl</! -ux<jxobz<zil<! Hxf<kt<tquqm<M!

osz<uK! gz<uqbitiqe<! )Nb<uitiqe<*! nxqUk<kqxjeg<! Gjxg<Gl</! weOu?! fuQe! Ogim<hiMgjt!

njek<K!kvh<H!lg<gTl<!nxquK!nusqbliGl</!Gxqh<hig?!&e<xil<!dzg!fiMgtqz<!-k<kjgb!Hkqb!

Ogim<hiMgjtBl<!nux<xqe<!ke<jlgjtBl<!nju!outqh<hMk<Kl<!sqf<kjegtjtBl<!d{v!Ou{<Ml</!

-kjeg<! gVk<kqz<! ogi{<M! fmh<Hgizh<! hjmh<Hs<! $pzqz<?! hqe<gizeqk<Kug<! Ogim<him<jm! kk<kl<!

nu<ujgbqz<?! -r<G! wMk<Kg<! ogit<th<hm<m! Hjegjkgt<! hqe<gizeqk<Ku! Ofig<gqz<!

njlf<kjubig! dt<te/! -ux<xqZt<t! jlbh<! ohiVtieK?! Ofvcbigh<! ohiVt<! d{Ik<kilz<!

ljxLglig?! GxqbQm<Mk<! ke<jl! ogi{<mkigg<! gim<sqh<hMgqxK/! -kje! Nvib<f<K! hiIh<hke<! &zl<?!

klqp<fim<cz<! JOvih<hqbIgtqeiz<! fqgp<f<kqVg<gqe<x! ue<Ljxgjt?! ogiMjlgjt?!

npqUgjt?! gzis<siv! lix<xr<gjt?! ohiVtikiv! ofVg<gcgjt?! h{<him<M! njsUgjt?! nxqUs<!

Sv{<mz<gjtk<! Kz<zqblig! nxqb! -bZl<! we<El<! Ofig<gqje! nch<hjmbigg<! ogi{<M! -v{<M!

fiuz<gt<!Nb<Uh<hqvkqgtig!-r<G!wMk<kith<hMgqxK/!

fiuz<! we<hK! uip<uqe<! fim<ce<! LPjljbs<! sqk<kqiqg<g! Lbz! Ou{<cb! YI! -zg<gqb! ucul<!

NGl</! gizl<?! -ml<?! s&gl<?! keqleqke<?! s&g! dxUgt<! Ngqbju! fiuzqe<! nck<ktligs<!

bz<hMgqxK/!ne<xim!uip<uqz<!fil<!njmBl<!nEhur<gjt!lelieK!sqXsqX!%Xgtigh<!hqiqk<Kg<!

wkqIuqjejbs<! osZk<KgqxK/! hqe<H! nux<jxh<! hkqU!

osb<K! ogit<gqxK/! nh<hch<hm<m! hkqUgtqzqVf<K! kie<! hqe<gizeqk<Kuk<kqjeg<! %Xgtigg<! ogi{<m!

k<!klqp<!fiuz<gt<!hjmg<gh<hMgqe<xe/!&e<xil<! dzg!fiMgtqz<!Gxqh<hig! -f<kqbiuqz<!gizeqb!

$pz<! Okie<xqbkqzqVf<Ok! -f<fiuz<gt<! hjmg<gh<hm<Muqm<me/! nux<jx! -er<g{<M! nxqBl<! kqxe<!

Nb<uitEg<G! dt<tK/! nke<! nch<hjmbqz<! klqpueqe<! ‘uiI^iuqz<! yV! gmUt<’?!

Ngqb!-v{<M!hqvkqgt<!-r<G!Nb<uqx<G!wMk<Kg<!ogit<th<hMgqxK/!
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‘nR<RicnR<RicnR<RicnR<Ric’!!!!hqvkqbqz<!DmicBt<t!hqe<gizeqk<Kug<!%Xgt<hqvkqbqz<!DmicBt<t!hqe<gizeqk<Kug<!%Xgt<hqvkqbqz<!DmicBt<t!hqe<gizeqk<Kug<!%Xgt<hqvkqbqz<!DmicBt<t!hqe<gizeqk<Kug<!%Xgt<!!!!

! H,l{qbqe<! ‘nR<Ric’! wEl<! -f<fiuz<?! slQhk<kqz<! outquf<kkiGl</! gjzgTg<gie! -f<kqb!

nxg<gm<mjtbqe<! )Joejb! Gpvoebujpo! gps! uif! Bsut*! OkIf<okMg<gh<hm<m! hjmh<hitqgtqz<!

yVuI! H,l{q/! nf<k! Nvib<s<sqbqe<! uqjtOu! ‘nR<Ric! …’! ‘wz<ziOl! dzglbligqg<! ogi{<cVg<Gl<!

$pzqz<! lvHl<! gzis<sivLl<! hivl<hiqb! RieLl<! sqjkbilz<! npqbilz<! hqx<gizs<! sf<kkqbqeVg<gigh<!

hiKgig<gh<hm!Ou{<Ml<!we<x!suiz<!d{<jlbie!gjzRIgTg<gieK’!we!we</squvile<!-f<fiuzqe<!

hqe<Ejvbqz<! %xqbqVg<gqxiI/! nkje?! kk<'hlig! kl<! -bz<hie! bkiIk<k! olipqbqz<! wPkqBt<tiI!

H,l{q/!

! N{<c?! liiq! Ngqb! -V! Lke<jl! gkihik<kqvr<gtqe<! upq! gjk! okimr<GgqxK/! -u<uqVuiqe<!

GMl<hr<gjt! jlbligg<! ogi{<M! s&g! fqgp<Ugjt! sqk<kiqg<gqxK! -f<fiuz</! ne<jxb!

gizgm<mr<gtqz<! fqgp<f<k! uIg<gh<! Ohivim<ml<?! Ogibqz<! FjpUh<! Ohivim<ml<?! squgisq! gzuvl<?!

gPGljzs<!sl<hul<?!Okit<sQjz!Ohivim<ml<!weh<!hzujgbie!uvzix<X!fqgp<Ugjt!%xqs<osz<gqxK/!

oke<klqpgk<kqe<! hz! gqvilr<gtqe<! l{<uisjeObiM?! ng<gqvil! lg<gtqe<! h{<hiM?! gzis<sivl<?!

hpg<gupg<gr<gt<! Ngqbux<jx! ke<! wPk<kqe<! Dmig! ole<jlbigs<! osiz<zqbqVg<gqxiI/! uvzix<X!

fqgp<Ugjtg<! gim<sqh<hMk<kqBt<tkiz<! -ux<xqz<! hqe<gizeqk<Kug<! %Xgt<! -bz<hie! Ljxbqz<!

DmicBt<tK/!nkjeg<!g{<M{v!Ou{<cb!Okju!fmh<Hg<!gizr<gtqz<!nusqbligqxK/!

! nf<k! ujgbqz<?! -f<fiuz<! Nr<gqOzbIgtqe<! uVjgBl<! nux<xiz<! Wx<hm<m! uqjtUgjtBl<! %xqs<!

osz<uKme<! lm<Ml<! fqe<X! uqmilz<! nuIgt<! Wx<hMk<kqb! s&g?! h{<hiM?! gzis<siv?! nvsqbz<!

lix<xr<gjtBl<!wMk<Kjvg<gqxK/!sie<xig?!“yV!slbl<!kieqbk<Kg<gig!wr<ogz<ziOli!Lm<c!OlikqBl<!

gqjmg<guqz<jz/! kuqk<Kk<! -xr<gqh<ohieiIgt</! we<e! osb<uoke<X! Lpqk<Kg<! ogi{<cVg<jgbqz<!

Kh<he<!yV!kguz<!ogi{<Muf<kie</!

 “gVk<kh<hi{<c!yV!upq!ogms<sqVs<Sb<bi/”!

 “Ohix!upqbi!Ohigix!upqbi/”!

 “osiz<xkg<! ogiR<sl<! OgTb<bi/! Ofk<K! vbqz<! hijkObivli! uf<Km<Vf<oke</! silk<Kg<G! Olz!

-Vg<Gl</!fz<z!-Vm<M/!nh<hh<!hiV!njvobMk<k!hil<H!likqiq!svg<G!vbqZ!fgf<Kfgf<K!Ohib<gqm<Om!

-Vf<Ks<S/! Yovm<z! Ych<! Hcs<sqxzil</! yV! mg<Gz! &milg<! ogit<til! &jm&jmbigg<!

ogim<cg<ogmf<Ks<S/!nK!we<eKkie<E!hik<KVuOle<E!weg<G!Ns/!%mOb!Yc!&jmjbk<!okim<Mh<!

hik<oke</! we<eKe<E! Hchmz/! $iqg<gk<kqbiz! Ozsig<! Gk<kqUm<Ome<! dt<tqVf<K! l{zi! yPGs<S/!

nl<Hm<M! niqsq/”! …! “nkeiz! we<e! osb<bzilqr<gqx! nur<gqm<m! lim<cgqm<mi! k{<muitk<Kz! us<S!

vbqzUm<Om!okijubZ!nVs<sqVuie</”2!

! gizr<gizlig!djpk<K!OuIju!sqf<kq!dVuig<gqb!ofz<!niqsqbqje!kr<gtiz<!osif<k!fqzk<kqz<!

-Vf<K! ogi{<Om! ohx<Xg<! ogit<t! Lcbik! $p<fqjzjb! JOvih<hqbi<gt<! Wx<hMk<kqBt<teI/! kil<!

g{<mxqf<k! -bf<kqvr<gt<! upq?! nkje! wtqkigUl<! kr<gt<! -mr<gTg<Gg<! ogi{<M! osz<gqe<xeI/!

-keiz<?! uqusibqgtqe<! GMl<hr<gTl<! nuIgjt! siIf<kqVh<huIgTl<! ohVl<! hikqh<Hg<Gt<tigqe<xeI/!

‘WjvobMk<k! hil<H! likqiq’! we<gqe<x! uiqgt<?! JOvih<hqbIgt<! dbqvqer<gjth<! Ohiz?! lx<x! dbqIgjt!

npqk<K! uiPl<! ke<jlbqje! -r<G! gim<sqh<hMk<kqBt<tK/! OlZl<?! -K! Ohie<x! osbz<gjt! -vuqz<!

osb<ujkBl<?! nkjek<! kMh<huIgTg<G! ogi_vlie! k{<mje! upr<gh<hMl<! we! hbLXk<kq!

juk<kqVh<hjkBl<! -ke<! uibqzig! d{v! Lcgqe<xK/! -bx<jg! utk<jk! Sv{<MuK! lm<Mlz<zilz<!

lg<gtqe<!djph<jhBl<!fbuR<slig!Sv{<mh<hMujkBl<!-u<uiqgt<!flg<G!oktqbh<hMk<Kgqe<xK/!

 “-eqobiV!sr<gkq!okiqBli/!out<jtg<give<!sQjlbqz!K{q!ofb<xKg<Gh<!hVk<kq!ogjmg<gzbil</!

ovl<h!km<Mh<himi!-Vg<gil</”!

 “nuEg<Gh<!hVk<kqh<!hR<sli/”…!

 “vbqZ!uf<kiZl<!uf<Ks<S!hVk<kqb!nt<tqgqm<Mh<!Ohibqg<gh<hz<z!ogim<xKg<Gk<!Okikih<Ohis<S/”!

 “osugisqbqzqVf<K! OhibzBl<! hVk<kqBl<! u{<cu{<cbi! ljzbie! oksk<Kg<Gh<! OhiGkil</!

Nbqvg<! g{g<Gz! ohikqliMgjzBl<! ogi{<m! Ohixigtil</! gqm<mr<gqbqz! -Vh<H! jug<g! Ou{<cbK!
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fz<z! ouz! uvUl<! Stqui! uqk<Kx! Ou{<cbK/! dt<TVz! out<jtg<givOe! gqm<mir<gq!

us<sqVg<gieil</”3!

! d{Uh<ohiVm<gjt! ogi{<M! OhiuKme<! fqe<X! uqmilz<! JOvih<hqbIgt<?! Hjgbqjz?! hVk<kq?!

liMgt<! Ngqbux<jxBl<! kr<gt<! fiMgTg<G! gh<hz<! &zl<! wMk<Ks<ose<X?! -r<Gt<t!

uqjth<ohiVm<gjt! Gjxk<K?! lg<gTg<G! OlZl<! hz! ofVg<gcgjtg<! ogiMk<keI/! gizeqb!

fiMgtqZt<t! fqzutl<?! geqlutl<?! fQIutl<?! gim<Mutl<! we! njek<jkBl<! ogit<jt! nch<hOkiM!

leqk! utk<jkBl<?! gVk<KSkf<kqvk<jkBl<! kr<gtqe<! osbz<gtqeiz<! lix<xqbjlk<keI/! gizeqb!

fqzr<gtqOzOb! kr<gTg<Gk<! Okjubieh<! ohiVm<gjts<! OsIh<hkx<G! gqm<mir<gq! juk<Kt<tjkBl<! -K!

gim<MgqxK/!

!!!! “ofz<jzs<sQjlbqz<! K~k<Kg<Gc! Lg<gqblie! u{qgg<Ogf<kqvlie! -ml</! Lk<Ks<! sqzihk<Kg<Gl<!

dh<Hg<Gl<! lQe<hqcg<gl<! OhI! ohx<x! DI/! u{qgh<! Ohim<cbqe<! giv{lig! outqfim<Mg<givIgt<! njkg<!

jgh<hx<Xukqz<! Gxqbig! -Vf<kii<gt</! nKg<gis<! s{<jmbqm<Mg<! ogi{<mii<gt</! uzqObiI!

wtqObiiqmlqVf<K! nf<k! Djvh<! hxqk<Kg<! ogi{<mii<gt</! Lkzqz<! Ohii<k<Kg<gQsqbi<! uslqVf<k! Di<!

ms<Sg<givVg<Gg<!jglixqbK/!nuIgtqmlqVf<K!out<jtg<givI!nhgiqk<kii<gt</!lQ{<Ml<!ms<Sg<giviqmOl!

Ohib<uqm<mK/! hqxG! out<jtg<giviqml<! uf<Kuqm<mK/”4! -f<kqbiuqje! hr<Gh<Ohim<Mg<! ogit<t! nz<zK!

utr<gjt! nhgiQg<g! OhiIk<Kg<gQsqbi<gt<?! ms<Sg<givIgt<?! out<jtg<givi<gt<! Ngqb! &uVl<!

Lbe<Xt<tjk! -u<uiqgt<! gim<sqh<hMk<kqBt<tK/! -Vh<hqEl<?! out<jtg<givIgOt! kr<gtqe<! hjm!

lx<Xl<! fuQe! -bf<kqv! hzk<kiz<<! lx<xuIgjt! oue<Xt<teI/! KjxLglig! uqtr<Gl<! K~k<Kg<Gcjbk<!

kr<gt<!ush<hMk<kqeI/!gizeqb!fiMgtqz<!kie<!nhgiQk<k!ohiVm<gjtobz<zil<!gh<hzqz<!Wx<xq!ogi{<M!

osz<ukx<G! WKuig! -Vg<gqe<x! giv{k<kqeiz<! -h<Ohim<c! fqgp<f<Kt<tK/! -kje?! gizeqb!

fiMgtqZt<t!lg<gt<!yV!OhiKl<!kMg<g!Lcbik!$p<fqjzjb!nuIgt<!dVuig<gq!dt<tjkBl<!-K!

gim<MgqxK/!

! H,l{qbqe<! -f<fiuz<! -bz<hie! Ljxbqz<! gjkh<himzqe<! upqbigUl<! sqz! hqe<gizeqk<Kug<!

%Xgjth<! hjmk<Kt<tiI/! Jf<K! uVm! gizlig! wPkh<hm<m! -f<fiuz<! -f<kqbiuqz<! Wx<hm<m! hz!

sl<hur<gjtBl<! Ohivim<mr<gjtBl<! fqgp<s<sqgjtBl<! wMk<Kjvg<Gl<! uqkligUl<! -kx<gqjmOb!

JOvih<hqbIgt<! uf<k! hqxG! Wx<hMk<kqb! gzis<siv?! h{<hiM! lix<xr<gjtBl<! nk<Kme<! fqzl<! lx<Xl<!

Huqbqbz<!lix<xr<gjtBl<!fqvz<hm!sqk<kiqk<Kt<tiI!H,l{q/!

!!!!
klqpueqe<!klqpueqe<!klqpueqe<!klqpueqe<!‘uiI^iuqz<!yV!gmUt<uiI^iuqz<!yV!gmUt<uiI^iuqz<!yV!gmUt<uiI^iuqz<!yV!gmUt<’!!!!hqvkqbqz<!gi{ziGl<!hqe<gizeqk<Kug<!%Xgt<hqvkqbqz<!gi{ziGl<!hqe<gizeqk<Kug<!%Xgt<hqvkqbqz<!gi{ziGl<!hqe<gizeqk<Kug<!%Xgt<hqvkqbqz<!gi{ziGl<!hqe<gizeqk<Kug<!%Xgt<!!!!

! uiI^iuqz<! usqk<K! uf<k! ‘sf<kqve<’! we<El<! -f<kqbeqe<! fmucg<jggjt! fqjzbqje! -h<hqvkq!

wMk<Kjvg<Gl<! uqklig! dt<tK/! hqx! fim<cz<! Hpr<gZXl<! -f<kqbijug<! Gxqk<Kg<! gVk<Kg<gjtBl<!

nxqb! -f<fiuz<! -ml<! kVgqxK/! nkEme<?! h{<hiM! lx<Xl<! hpg<gupg<gr<gt<! siIf<k! uqmbr<gtqz<!

JOvih<hqbIgt<! -f<kqbiuqz<! Wx<hMk<kqb! lix<xr<gjtBl<! kr<gtqe<! fiMgtqZt<t! gzis<siv!

fqjzgjtBl<! uqtg<Gl<! uqklig?! feOuijm! dk<kqbqe<! &zl<?! bkiIk<klie! Ljxbqz<! gjk!

Ohsh<hm<M! fgi<gqxK/! gizeqb! Nkqg<gl<! Lcf<k! hqe<eVt<t! -f<kqbIgtqe<! lkqh<hQMgjt! ntg<Gl<!

uqklig! -f<fiuz<! njlf<Kt<tK/! sqxqb! uqmbr<gTg<Gg<! %m! -f<kqbIgt<! d{IU! iQkqbig! lkqh<H!

ogiMh<hKl<! Neiz<?! -juobz<zil<! hqx! fiMgtqz<! yV! ohiVm<mig! gVkilz<! -Vh<hjkBl<! kpqpue<!

npGxs<!sqk<kiqk<Kt<tiI/!

! -f<fiujz!Ohizf<K!.!-f<kqbi!wEl<!-V!fiMgt<!Gxqk<k!uIg<gl<?!-el<?!sikq?!hiz<!Oux<Xjl?!

nkqgivl<!Ohie<x!Gxqh<hie!nvsqbz<!kuqIk<k?!gVk<Kg<gtk<kqz<!Olx<gk<kqb!lx<Xl<!gQjpg<!gzis<sivl<!

wEl<!wkqIjlbqe<!-jmbqz<!-br<Gl<!yh<hQm<Mh<!hqvkq!we!ujvbXg<gzil</!gqpg<G!fiMgt<!JOvih<hqb!

uQp<s<sqg<Gh<! hqe<eI! lix<xl<! ohx<xjk! -K! OhSgqxK/! Ohizf<kqz<! uip<f<k! -f<kqbh<! hjmh<hitqgtqe<!

fiuz<gt<! Nr<gqz! fiuz<! -br<Gl<! dzg! outqg<G! uVukx<gie! sik<kqbr<gt<! nkqgligqbjkBl<!

-ke<upq!d{v!LcgqxK/!-f<fiuz<gt<!klqpqz<!wPkh<hm<miZl<!dzg!ntuqz<!-kje?!‘hqe<gizeqb!

-zg<gqbl<’!we<Ox!lkqh<hqmzil</!nkx<gie!sik<kqbg<!%XgjtBl<!-K!ohx<xqVg<gqxK/!

 “nutqe<! out<jt! fqx! dmz<! Wx<hMk<kqb! Ohijkbqz<! Np<f<kqVf<Oke</! -f<kh<! oh{<gTg<Gg<!

gXh<H!fqxk<kqz<!yV!Ohijk!we<hK!weg<Gh<!Ohizf<Kg<G!uf<k!hz!likr<gt<!okiqbiK/!nke<!hqe<H!
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kie<!okiqf<kK/!gizeqbikqg<g!uI{l<!out<jt!we<hK!lm<MOl!giv{ligk<!Okie<xuqz<jz/!out<jt!

we<hK! gqpg<gqf<kqb! Oksk<kue<! yVuEg<G! yV! libk<kqe<! ohbI/! -v{<M! fqxr<gjtBl<! Hiqf<K!

uqMuOk!-v{<M!gzis<sivr<gjth<!Hiqf<K!ogi{<M!uVl<!Lkz<!hc!we<X!Okie<XgqxK/”5!

! fqxl<! we<x! ye<jx! juk<K! JOvih<hqbIgt<! -f<kqbIgtqml<! yVuqkk<! kig<gk<jk! wx<hMk<kqbK/!

-ux<xqe<! &zl<! nuIgt<! kr<gTg<Gk<! Okjubieux<jx! wtqkqz<! osb<K! ogi{<meI/! fqxl<! we<hK!

keg<oge! G{lx<xju/! -Vh<hqEl<?! -f<k! fqxk<jk! juk<Kg<ogi{<M! lg<gjt! lbg<gq?! osz<uig<Gh<!

ohx<X?! nkqgivk<jk! osZk<kq! ncjlh<! ohxs<! osb<keI/! fqxlieK! gzis<sivk<jkh<! hqvkqhzqg<Gl<!

gVuqbig!uqtr<GgqxK/!gQjpk<Okbk<kqe<!gXh<H!fqxl<!Gxqk<k!Olx<gqe<!nxqkz<!yV!ujgbqz<!-pquig?!

G{lx<xuIgtig?! h{<hiM! nx<xuIgtig?! gim<Mlqvi{<ck<kelieuIgtig?! ncjlgtigOu! w{<[l<!

ujgbqz<!-Vf<kqVg<gqxK/!

 “oh{<gjth<! ohik<kqh<! ohik<kq! -f<kg<! gqpg<gqf<kqbs<! s&gl<! hiKgik<kkx<gie! giv{l<! -h<OhiK!

LPuKl<!weg<G!OuX!Ogi{k<kqz<!Okie<x!Nvl<hqk<ke/!Bk<kr<gtiz<!Hx!dzgl<!npqg<gh<hm<mOhiK!

Gpf<jkgjtk<! kib<! kf<jkbI! nx<xuIgtig! Ng<gilz<! -Vg<gUl<?! yV! leqk! Gzk<jk?! okimIf<K!

-f<kh<! H,lqbqz<! juk<kqVg<gUl<! hjpb! s&gk<kqx<G! OuX! we<e! upq@! gx<H! we<Xl<?! guIs<sq! we<Xl<!

gVk<kig<gr<gjt!-s<s&gl<!dVuig<gqbqVg<gqxK/”6!

! kr<gtqe<! fqz! wz<jzgjt! uqiqUhMk<kUl<! hqx! fim<jmg<! jgh<hx<xUl<! Olx<G! fim<ceI!

Bk<kr<gjtk<! okimIf<K! fmk<kq! uf<Kt<teI/! nkqgiv! jlbk<kqe<! uibqzig?! ns<osbz<gtqz<! nuIgt<!

=Mhm<mjk! -K! gim<MgqxK/! OlZl<?! hqx! dbqIgjt! npqh<hkqz<! nuIgt<! kbg<gl<! gim<muqz<jz/!

-kjeh<!Hiqf<K!ogi{<m!gQjpk<Okb!lg<gt<?!kr<gtqe<!leqk!Gzk<kqje!fqjz!fim<mh<!oh{<gTg<Gs<!

sqz!ujvbjxgt<!uGk<Kt<teI/!-uIgt<!-u<uiX!uGk<Kg<!ogit<ukx<Gg<!gizeqbs<!$pz<?!-uIgt<!

lekqz<! Wx<hMk<kqb! gcelie! hikqh<jhOb! giv{ligs<! osiz<zzil</! -bx<jgObiM! ye<xq! uip<f<k!

lg<gtqe<!fqjzbqje!lix<xqbjlg<Gl<!h{qjbg<!gizeq!Nkqg<g!fiMgt<!osb<ke!we<hjk!-u<uiqgt<!

sqk<kiqk<Kt<te/!

 “npGkie<!-e<jxb!giz!Lkzitqk<Kuk<kqe<!df<K!sg<kq”!we<xit</!

 “-kx<G!we<e!ohbI@!nf<ks<!osiz<!we<!uibqz<!uvlim<Ome<!we<gqxK/”!

 “Ohi^<m<!liImeqsl<”!

 “w^</w^<…!de<!Yuqbl<!-f<k!ujg!we<X!osiz<zzil<@”!

 “iqbzq…@”!

 “iqbzq…"! -h<hc! Ozhqz<gt<! sqz! Oujt! hbe<hm<miZl<?! -e<oeiV! ujgbqz<! hbe<hmiK/! fit<!

him<Mg<Gk<! kQm<MgqOxe</! Woee<xiz<! keg<G! -v{<M! ogil<Hgt<! -Vg<gqe<xe! we<X! fqjek<Kg<!

ogi{<cVg<Gl<!yV!leqke<!-Vg<Gl<!ujv!okie<lLl<!wkiIk<kLl<!weg<G!OuX!Ouxz<z/”7!

! npgqje! lm<MOl! giv{ligg<! gim<cg<! ogi{<Mkie<! Lkzitqk<Kuk<kqe<! utIs<sqBt<tK! wezil</!

nxquqbx<!okipqz<!Fm<hk<kqe<!&zl<!dx<hk<kqh<!ohiVm<gjts<!osb<K?!kr<gtqe<!ohiVtikiv!fqjzjb!

uZh<hMk<kqbK/! -keiz<?! wtqkig! njeujvBl<! guIf<K! Nkqg<gk<jk?! nkqgivk<jks<! osZk<kq?!

hjpb!h{<hiM!siIf<k!okie<lr<gjtBl<!olipqbxqjuBl<!npqg<g!fqjek<keI/!-ux<jx!uqtg<Gukig!

Olx<g{<m!uiqgt<!njlf<Kt<te/!

 “BuI!0hQz<m<!-^<!gl<h<Bm<mI/!kx<giz!-f<kqbIgt<!We<!gl<hqBm<mVg<Gh<!OhigqxiIgt<@”!

! hqObik<kI!Ogt<uqg<G!OuX!wf<kh<!hkqZl<<!Okie<xikziz<!fie<!-h<hcs<!osie<Oee</!

 “sih<him<Mg<G”!

 “gl<hqB,m<mjvs<!sih<hqMuiIgti@”!

! hqObik<kiqe<!O\ig<jgg<!Ogm<M!&uVl<!ogiz<oze<X!sqiqk<Okil</!

 “okiqbiki! hqObik<kI! deg<G@! sQeiuqz<! hil<H?! kujt! sih<hqMuK! Ohiz! -f<kqbiuqz<! -h<OhiK!

hqvkie! d{U! gl<h<Bm<mI/! uqusibqgt<! wz<zil<! niqsq?! OgiKjl! we<X! hbiqmilz<! gl<h<Bm<mI! kie<!

hbqI!osb<gqxiIgt</”8!

! JOvih<hqbIgt<! ogi{<M! uf<k! fuQe! gVuqgtqz<! ye<xie! gl<h<B,m<mI! -f<kqbiuqe<! fqjzjb!

lix<xqbK/! hikqg<G! Olz<! uqusib! fqzr<gjtg<! ogi{<m! -f<fim<cz<! nkje! uth<hMk<kilz<!
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g{qeqjbk<!Okcs<!osz<Zl<!fqjzg<G!kt<th<hm<meI/!kl<!h{<him<cZt<t!hpg<gupg<gr<gjtBl<!lix<xq!

njlk<keI/! uqusib! fqzr<gjt! npqk<K?! nux<xqz<! he<eim<M! fqXuer<gjt! fqXuq! hivl<hiqb!

njmbitr<gjt!-z<zilz<!Ng<gqeI/!kr<gtqe<!)-f<kqbi*!ohiVtikiv!fqjzOb!gl<h<B,m<mI!kie<!we<x!

fqjzg<Gl<!kt<th<hm<Mt<teI/!

!!!!
LcUjvLcUjvLcUjvLcUjv!!!!

!!!! -e<jxb! fugizeqk<Ku! Nkqg<gk<kqeiz<! Wx<hm<Mt<t! nh<hm<mlie! npqU! fqjzbqje! Olx<%xqb!

gjkgtqe<!uibqzig!YvtU!nxqb!Lcgqe<xK/!leqk!-Vh<hqx<Og!OgM!uqjtuqg<Gl<!gizeqk<Kuk<kqe<!

osbz<him<jm! biVl<! ye<Xl<! osb<K! uqm! Lcbik! fqjzBt<tK/! -Vh<hqEl<! HjegjkgtqZt<t!

wPk<Kg<gtqe<! upqOb! -ux<jx! wMk<Kjvg<gqe<xeI/! d{Is<sqgt<?! hpg<gr<gt<?! lvHgt<?! okimIHgt<?!

h{<hiMgt<?!djmgt<?!lkqh<hQMgt<!Ohie<xe!gizeqbikqg<gk<kiz<!nkqIUg<Gt<tigqBt<te/!

! kIg<gl<! osb<Bl<! yu<ouiVk<kVl<! yV! uisgviuiI/! fMfqjzbie?! lkqh<hQMgTg<G! nh<hix<hm<m!

uisgI!we!wuVl<!gqjmbiK/!OuX!uqkligg<!%xqeiz<?!yu<ouiV!uisgVl<!keqh<hm<m!yV!fhvigUl<?!

s&gk<kqe<! yV! dXh<hqevigUl<! dt<tiI/! s&gk<Kme<! wz<zi! ujgbqZl<! okimIHh<hMk<kh<hm<Mt<tiI!

we<hjk! fqjeuqz<! ogit<t! Ou{<Ml</! gz<uq! &zl<! yVuI! kie<! njmf<k! nxqju?! kgujz!

yPr<GhMk<kh<hm<mokiV!uqkk<kqz<!hbe<hMk<k!Ou{<Ml</!!

! klqp<h<! HjeUh<! hjmh<hitIgtqz<! hzI?! Okshg<kq?! Oksqbouxq! Ngqbux<jx! Oksf<kPuqb!

d{Is<sqgtqE~mig!wPk<Kg<gtqe<!upq!hqvkqgjth<!hjmk<Kt<teI/!JOvih<hqbIgt<!gizeqb!fiMgtqz<!

Wx<hMk<kqb! npquqjeg<! GxqbQMgtig! kr<gtqe<! gjkgtqz<! wMk<ki{<Mt<teI/! lg<gtqml<! uqkqk<k! –!

sm<mkqm<m?! yMg<GLjxgjt! NBklig! jgg<ogi{<M?! -f<kqbIgtqe<! d{IUgTg<G! lkqh<htqg<gilz<?!

nxquqbz<0uqR<Rie! g{<Mhqch<Hg<gjtg<! ogi{<M! -f<kqbi! Ohie<x! hz! gizeqb! fiMgjt!

kr<gTg<Gt<! ogi{<M! uf<keI/! klg<Ogx<x! figiQg! lx<Xl<! gzis<siv! lix<xk<jk! Wx<hMk<kq?! kl<jls<!

siIf<Ok!sqf<kqg<Gl<!fqjzbqjeBl<!-bx<jgs<!siIf<k!h{<hiMgTme<!uip<f<k!lg<gjt!kr<gtqe<!h{l<?!

hjm! nkqgiv! hzk<kiz<! gizeqb! fiMgtqZt<t! utr<gjt! Oskh<hMk<kqbjkBl<! uqjtfqzr<gjt!

kr<gTg<Ogx<x! ujgbqz<! lix<xl<! osb<K! gqvil! Hxlg<gtqe<! uip<uikivr<gjt! npqk<kOkiM!

lm<Mz<zilz<! hzuqklie! Ofib<gqVlqgjtBl<! fs<Sh<ohiVm<gjtBl<! Sx<XHxs<! $pzqz<! Olx<gk<kqbI!

gzf<kqms<!osb<keI!we<hjk!-h<Hjegjkgt<!flg<G!oktquigg<!gim<Mgqe<xe/!

!!!!
ncg<Gxqh<Hg<gt<ncg<Gxqh<Hg<gt<ncg<Gxqh<Hg<gt<ncg<Gxqh<Hg<gt<!!!!

2/ H,l{q?!nR<Ric?!h/359/!

3/ OlzK/?!h/3:1/!

4/ OlzK/?!h/569/!

5/ klqpue<?!uiI^iuqz<!yV!gmUt<?!h/294/!

6/ OlzK/?!h/344/!

7/ OlzK/?!h/366/!

8/ OlzK/?!h/377/!

!!!!
hbe<hm<m!F~z<gt<hbe<hm<m!F~z<gt<hbe<hm<m!F~z<gt<hbe<hm<m!F~z<gt<!!!!

2/ klqpue<?! uiI^iuqz<! yV! gmUt<?! Lkx<hkqh<H;! csl<hI! 3118?! dbqIjl! hkqh<hgl<?! ose<je! .!

29/!

3/ H,l{q?!nR<Ric?!Lkx<hkqh<H;!\euiq!3123?!g<iqbi!hkqh<hgl<?!ose<je!.!52/!

! !!!!
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jÄHf¡ nfhÆš á‰g§fËš thÈtij�

 

!
cjÉ¥ ng�uháÇa®, jÄœ¤Jiw, 

 
ÈÈÈÈ∫Úč╞∫Úč╞∫Úč╞∫Úč╞    

 Ç¢Č†Č°úÈ≤ †óČüČ¢ùÈ≤ Ç∞¡° ûČ‰ 

Ç©óčùØ Ć╙Č‡¡ó∏ ûČ≠‰±Ëß §ø§™ó¶ČóÌ≤ Ć╕∂»°µ §

üÆüČ≠‰© ÛÒóÀÏ≤ √¢¡ü«Øù®.ü£ ûČ‰ó

Ç¢Č†Č°ú≤ Ç°2Ã®ČÏ≤ Å¡ óČ»°†Čó´ ‚≠õ±ü‰§Ê §

    
Ç¢Ç¢Ç¢Ç¢Č†Č°ú™óČ†Č°ú™óČ†Č°ú™óČ†Č°ú™ó∏∏∏∏    

    Å¡óČ»°≤ Ü∫Ò ć╛Č2ß±ü‰≤ Ç¢Č†Č°ú

üČ£óČÆõ≤ Èùµ ÑØù¢óČÆõ≤ §č╞Í∏¶ áÓ óČ

Ç¢Č†Č°úØ¡µ ìëî ô¥©ó™óÔ≤ èë,èíê ‚ć╟Čó™óÔ≤ 

 §Čµ◊ª≈∫ Ç¢Č†Č°úØč╙ ÄøĆ╝Č2Ãć╝ ó≤ü∫ 

Ω2Ω£ †ČÒüČ‰óÔõ∫ üč╗ØÊ∏¶Č∫. á2Ć╓®ć╠ 

Ć╕≥¡óÔ≤. ü•∞ùƒ∑ Ç£©ª°™ó∏ Ω£±ü¡óČ¢≤, Å∑§Č

Ç¢Č†Č°ú´ Ć╕≥¡óč╢© ‡Ã±√‰ª∫ß®.ó≤ü

ÅÒ óČÆõ™óč╢Íč╗°Ê. ÑØù¢óČÆõØč╙© ó≤ü∫ üČõ»µč╟óČÆõ 

Äč╜∞Ê∏¶®. Ć╜ČØù≤ ééï üõ£™óÔ≤ ‚†Č

Ñ∏¶®.đđó≤üÎč╗° óČ£≤ ü2Ã ÇÎ ć╠Ò óÎØÊ©ó

√ÃĆ╙ČÎ ôČ¢Č¥ éè-§Ê ˙2ßČÆ‰ Ü∫Ò≤ óÎÊª

óČ£≤ éè-≤ ˙2ßČÆć╗ Ü∫Ò §«ÍÒØÊª∫ß®¥¯¯.

 Ć╙Ï™‡ Ć╜Č…≈µ ć╙Č∫Ã° Èùµ Ç¢Č†Č°ú≤ Ç

Ç°2Ã°§¥ ć╓Č®ËØùČĆ╞≠ø. Çù∫ óČ£≤ 

Ñč╗°ùČó Ç∞ùØ Ć╙Ï™‡ Ç¢Č†Č°ú≤ Äč╜∞

Å‡≤.§Čµ◊ª≈µ Çµ£Čù ¬ó∑´ΩóÔ≤ ªč╢©óč╙óÔ≤ Ç

Ć╛2Ò∏¶®. Çù2‡Ø Ć╙Ï™‡ ûČ≠‰±Ëß §•©‡ó

óÎÊª∫ß®¥.4 

    
Ω2ü©óč╟≈µ ÇΩ2ü©óč╟≈µ ÇΩ2ü©óč╟≈µ ÇΩ2ü©óč╟≈µ Ç¢Č†Č°¢Č†Č°¢Č†Č°¢Č†Č°úúúú≤≤≤≤    

    ÜÓØÊ©ó∏ óČ≠Ω §ø§≤ Ć╛Òªßć╛ČÊ 

ô†Ć╠ÀØ Ć╙Čµ«°µ ôČ∫ÒóÔ©‡ Ä‰ØùùČó Äć╕Čó

ªč╗©ª∫ß®. Ć╜╢∆°¥ óČ£Øč╙´ ôČ¥

Ć╙Čõ©ó†Č‡≤.5Ç£©ª°È≤ óč╟Í≤ ôÈù

Ñ∏¶õ©ª°č╠°Čó ó2ć╣ČÎ©‡ †≠‰ƒ∫Ã óµ£

ć╠Æø° óõ±üČ‰č╗°®. Åóć╠ùČ∫ †©ó∏ âÎ™

Ü®£Č≤.Ä∂§č╓≈µ ùČ∫ Ç¢Č†Č°ú ¬ó
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! ! ! ! ! Kid�t®Kid�t®Kid�t®Kid�t®    r.r.r.r.    b#�a$b#�a$b#�a$b#�a$    
cjÉ¥ ng�uháÇa®, jÄœ¤Jiw,  k‹d® âUkiy� eha¡f® fšÿÇ, kJiu� 

Č‰ ÈÓ§Ê≤ ü¢»≈Î∞ù óč╙Ø Ć╙Č‡¡ó¶Č‡≤. 

≤ Ć╕∂»°µ §ø§™ó¶ČóÌ≤ Ωß±Ë2ÃÎ∞ù®. óč╟ 

Č‰óÀÏ≤ ü£ Ć╜Č…óÀÏ≤ üµć╠Ò §ø§™óÀµ 

õ±ü‰§Ê §Čµ◊ª Ç¢Č†Č°úć╜. 

ú≤ §Čµ◊ª°Čµ ÜÓù±ü≠õÊ. §Čµ◊ª Ç¢Č†Č°ú≤ 

∏¶ áÓ óČÆõ™óč╢ Ñč╗°ùČó »¶™‡ªßÊ. §Čµ◊ª 

‚ć╟Čó™óÔ≤ Ñ∏¶®.1 

ć╝ ó≤ü∫ ù®Ê Ç¢Č†Č°úØč╙± üč╗Ø¡Î∞ùČÏ≤ 

2Ć╓®ć╠ ùƒ∑´ ôÈùČ°Ø¡µ ¬£»° Ç¢Č†Č°ú´ 

Č¢≤, Å∑§Č¥ üČõµó∏ Èù«°® ó≤üÚ©‡ È∫®ć¢ 

∫ß®.ó≤ü¢Č†Č°ú≤ üČ£óČÆõ≤ Èùµ ÍØùóČÆõ≤ §č╞ 

ČÆõØč╙© ó≤ü∫ üČõ»µč╟óČÆõ Ñ≠√∆Ìó∏ üõ£†Čó 

≤ ‚†Č¥ éç,íçç »ÎØù±üČõµóÔ≤ Ç∞˙Ï∏ 

Ò óÎØÊ©ó∏ Ñ∏¶®. âÎ ôČ¢Č¥ ñ-≤ ˙2ßČÆ‰ Ü∫Ò≤ 

Êª∫ß®¥ . Å®Čµ Ç©óČ£ Å≥§Č¶¥ó∏ ó≤ü¢Ê 

¥¯¯.2 

Č†Č°ú≤ Ç¢™óûČù Ç¢Č†Č°ú≤ Å‡≤.Çùč╤ 

≤ ª.√.éèëç.3Ć╙Ï™‡ °Č±√µ ÅÒ óČÆõ™óč╢ 

Č†Č°ú≤ Äč╜∞Ê∏¶Ê. üČ©óÀ∫ ÜÆ¿©č╓ éî,èéç 

č╢©óč╙óÔ≤ Ç¢™óûČù Ç¢Č†Č°úØ¡µ Çõ≤ 

ß §•©‡ó∏ óČ¢ú†Čó ÇÎ©ó£Č≤ Ü® ÄÃö¥ó∏ 

Ê Ω2üÈ≤ ΩØ¡¢È≤ á2ü‰ª∫ß® Ü∫ü¥.Ω∞Ê´ 

Čó Äć╕Čó¥ óČ£Ø¡µ ùČ∫ ó2Ω2ü™ó∏ Èù∫Èù£Čó© 

¥∞ù Äć╕ČóØ ˘Æ ùČ∫ ó2Ω2üØ¡2‡∆° 

ÈùČ°Ø¡∫ ûč╗Èčßóč╢Í≤ »Óƒ°™óč╢Í≤ 

Ã óµ£Čù †2ć╣ČÎ©‡≤ óÎØÊ©óč╢Ø Ć╙∆»©ó 

Č∫ †©ó∏ âÎ™ªč╘ª∫ß ć╓Č≈µóÀµ óč╟ó∏ á2ßÈ2ß® 

ú ¬ó∑Ìó∏ ć╓Č≈µ Ω2ü™óÀµ Çõ≤ Ć╛2ÃÎ©ó 
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ć╠Æ‰≤.óµ«µ §ø©ó±ü≠õ Ç∞Ê ô†°´ Ω2ü™óč╢ Èù∫Èù«µ ÑÎ§Č©ª° Ć╛Îč╜ 

‡±ù¥óč╢ć╝ ć╕Î≤.6Ç∞¡° †Æ¿µ Èù∫ Èù£Čó ÐČùó Ç¢Č†Č°ú´ Ć╕≥¡ó∏ ËØù ¬č╤Ì´ 

Ω∫®™óÀµ óµĆ╠≠‰ó¶Čó´ Ć╕Ê©ó±ü≠‰∏¶®.7‡±ù¥ óČ£Ø¡µ ùČ∫ Ç¢Č†Č°ú© óČ≠Ωó∏ 

Ω2ü™óÀµ Çõ≤Ć╛ß£Č≈®.ùƒ•óØ¡µ ì-ï Å≤ ˙2ßČÆ‰óÀµ üµ£§¥óÔ≤, üČÆø°¥óÔ≤ 

ÑÎ§Č©ª° ‡č╗§č╞© ć╓Č≈µóć╢ Ω2ü©óč╟≈Úč╗° Ć╙Čõ©ó≤ Ü∫Ò Ûß£Č≤. 

    
ªªªª≠≠≠≠ªªªª∞∞∞∞ùùùùČ óČÆõ≤Č óČÆõ≤Č óČÆõ≤Č óČÆõ≤    

 Ç¢Č†Č°úØ¡∫ ûČ∫óČ§Ê óČÆõ≤ ª≠ª∞ùČ óČÆõ†Č‡≤. Ç∞ù© óČÆõØ¡µùČ∫ Ç¢Č†∫ 

ÈÓč╜°Čó Ć╙≥§¬č╟©‡ Ñ°¥Øù±ü‰ªßČ∫. Ç¢Č†Č°ú™óÀµ †≠‰†µ£ČÊ Ç∞¡° Å∫◊ó 

Ñ£ªµ Ç¢Č†č╤© óõÌ¶Čó Ñ°¥Ø¡° ¬č╟Í≤, Ç¢Č†č╤ §ú™ª° ÄÚ†Ú≤ Ç©óČÆõØ¡µ 

Çõ≤Ć╛Òª∫ß®¥. 

 ó§∞ù∫, ôü∆ ÇÎ§∆∫ Û2Ã∫üø Ç£©‡§ú∫ √∫Ć╙Čõ¢ Ç¢Č†∫ ‚©ªŸ§č╤Ø ć╙ø´ 

Ć╕µªßČ∫. §Č«©‡ Ä¨Ω ÎΩ°Èó †č╟≈µ †č╣∞¡Î©‡≤ ‚©ªŸ§Ú©‡Ø č╙∆°≤ ÛÒª∫ß 

ÄÚ†∫ Ç¢Č† Ç£©‡§úč╞´ ô∞¡©ª∫ßČ∫.§Č«Íõ∫ ć╚Î©‡ ć╚¥ ¬∫Ò ć╛Č¥ Ë∆ü§¢Ê Å2ßµ 

üČ¡ Ä¶Ì §Č«©‡´ Ć╕∫Ò »‰≤ Ü∫üùČµ‚©ªŸ§∫ à°Øč╙± ć╛Č©‡≤ §Æú≤ áÓ 

†¢Č†¢™óč╢ âć╞ Ä≤üČµ Êč╢ØÊØ ù∫ Å2ßč╟ Ç¢Č†∫ Ć╠À±ü‰ØÊtJ«, §Č«≈∫ üč╓ 

Èø©ó ‚©ªŸ§Ú©‡ ÑùÌ§ùČó ÑÒ¡ ÄÀ±üÊ≤ §Č« ‚©ªŸ§∫ ÍØù≤, §Č« §č╙, §Č« 

Ç¢Č†Úõ∫ §Č¡‰§Ê, Ç¢Č†®Ê †ÒĆ╜Č…, ùČč╞ Ë£≤üµ, Ä™óùč╤ Äč╗©ó£†Čó Ç¢Č†Õõ≤ 

ÄÀØùµ Èù«° ¬ó∑´Ωó∏ §Č«≈∫ Èøč╠Í≤ ‚©ªŸ§∫ Ä¡óČ¢≤ Ć╛Ò§č╙Í≤ óČ≠‰ª∫ß®. 

 §Č« ÜÚ≤ üČØ¡¢±üč╗±Ë Ç¢Č§úÕ∫ üČØ¡¢± üč╗±√2‡ Çč╘°Č® âÎ üč╗±üČ‡≤. 

√ß¥†č╤ ć╚Č©ª°č╜°ČµùČ∫Ç¢Č†®Čµ §Č«§č╙ Ć╕≥°±ü‰ª∫ßČ∫. 

Çùč╤‡£ć╕ó¢Č∑§ČÎ≤8¡Î†™č╓°Č∑§ČÎ≤,9ÛÃÍ∏¶®¥. 

    
jhiu�thÈia�¤ jL¤jšjhiu�thÈia�¤ jL¤jšjhiu�thÈia�¤ jL¤jšjhiu�thÈia�¤ jL¤jš    

 §Č®¢‡£Ø¡µ √ß∞¡Î±√Ú≤, Ä‚¢¥óč╢©ÛõØ ù∫ ôŸ¢ü£ØùČµ »¨‚ª∫ß §«č╜ Ć╓ČÆõ 

§Č«≈õ≤ ć╜ČÊ§ù2‡ Ä¨Ω° Ä§®Ê ôć╓Čù¢∫ ‚©ªŸ§∫, ù∫ć╤Č‰ ÇÎ©‡≤ Ç¢Č†Õ∫ 

Êč╘°Čµ §Č«č╝ ć╚∆µ Ć╕∫Ò ć╛ČÎ©‡ Äč╡©ª∫ßČ∫. ‚©ªŸ§Õ∫ Äč╡±√2ªú™ó §Č« 

Ω®∞Ê, ć╛ČÎ©‡´ Ć╕µč╓≈µ §Č«≈∫ †č╤» ùČč╞ ù‰©ªßČ∏. §Č«č╝± ć╛Č¥ Ć╕≥°´ 

Ć╕µ£ČÊ ù‰ØÊ ¬ÒØÊ≤ć╛ČÊ, Ç§Ôč╗° Å¢Č≥´ΩØ¡ßÚ≤ †¡≈µ §µ£ †∞¡∆≈∫ ‡úÈ≤ 

Ć╠À±ü‰ª∫ß®. Ç©óČ≠Ω óČ¨ΩË¢≤ §¢ù¢Čô±Ć╛Î†Č∏ ć╓Č≈µ óµ°Čú †ÆõüØ¡µ ¸∫ßČ§Ê 

§∆čô â∫üùČ§Ê ˘¿µ Ñ∏¶Ê. §Č«, ù®Ê §£ÊóČč╟ ‡Ø¡≠õ§ČÒ ÇõÊóČč╟ ’≠ø Ä†¥∞Ê, 

ù®Ê ÇÎ č╓óč╢Í≤ ć╜ć╟ ˘©ª°üø Å¥±ü∆ØÊ ùČ∫ ć╛ČÎ©‡´ Ć╕µ§č╙© óČ≠‰§ùČóÌ≤ 

ùČč╞ Ä§∫ †ø≈µ Ä†¥∞ù§ČÒ Ä§∫ †Č¥√č╤ Äč╘Øùüø ć╛ČÎ©‡´ Ć╕µü§č╤Ø ù‰±üÊ≤ 

Ω2ü†Čó Ñ∏¶Ê.10 Ç´Ω2üØč╙ Ä‰ØÊ §Č« ‚©ªŸ§∫ Åª° ÇÎ§Î≤ ć╛Č∆‰≤ óČ≠Ω 

Çõ≤Ć╛ÒªßÊ. Ç´Ω2üØ¡µ §Č« ć╛ČÎ©‡´ Ć╕µÏ≤ óČ≠Ωč╝ ¬∫ß¬č╟≈µ óČ≠õČÊ ùČč╞č╝ 

†ø≈µ Ä†¥∞¡Î©ó´Ć╕≥Ê, §Č«č╝Ø ù∫®Čµ Ç°∫ß Ä¶»2‡Ø ù‰Ø¡Î±üÊ ć╛Čč╞Ø ù‰©ó 

È2ü‰≤ ùČč╞≈∫ ć╠óØč╙© óČ≠‰§ùČó Ñ∏¶Ê. ‡≤üć╓Čú≤ Ç¢Č†‚§Čƒ ć╓Č≈«∫ 

óµ°Čú†ÆõüØ ˘¿µ §Č«‚©ªŸ§∫ ć╛Č∆õ ÄÎªµ ùČč╞ ¬2ªßČ∏.11 §Č®╞±Ć╛ÆúČó 

Çµ£Č†µ †ČÕõ±Ć╛ÆúČó âÎ Ć╛Æ ¬2ªßČ∏. Ç©óČ≠Ω≈µ ùČč╞č╝ †ČÕõ ÑÎ§Ø¡µ Ω2√ 

óČ≠øÍ∏¶Č∫. Ç©óČ≠Ω §Č« ćüČÎ©‡´ Ć╕µ§č╙Ø ùČč╞ ù‰Øù ¬ó∑»č╤´ ‚≠‰ªßÊ. 

 ć╓ČË¢±ü≠ø Ä§fl₣§¢Èč╗°Č¥ ć╓Č≈µ Ä¡≠õČ®Ø¡µ, §Č« ‚©ªŸ§∫ ć╛Č∆‰č╓≈µ 

ùČč╞ §Č«č╝Ø ù∫ ÇõÊč╓°Čµ Ä§®Ê †Č¥č╛´ ‚2Ã ÇÓØÊ± √øØùüø ÇÎ©ªßČ∏. ÄÎªµ 
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§Č«Í≤ ‚©ªŸ§Ú≤ Ç¢Æ‰ óČµóč╢Í≤ √∫Õ± ć╛Č∆‰ª∫ß®¥. Ç©óČ≠Ω ùČč╞ §Č«č╝± 

ć╛Č∆‰≤ ć╛ČÊ≤ »õČÊ Ć╕∫Ò ù‰±üÊć╛Č£© óČ≠õ±ü≠øÎ©ªßÊ. Ç©óČ≠Ω≈∫ Ć╙Čõ¥´Ω°Čó© 

ć╓Č»∞ùËØ˘¥ ó™óČÐõČ‘₣§¢¥ć╓Č≈µ Ä¡≠õČ®Ø¡µ, §Č« ‚©ªŸ§∫ ć╛Č∆õ ÄÎªµ ùČč╞ 

ùč╟≈µ č╓č╠ØÊ §£Êč╓≈č╤ Ö∫Ã Ä†¥∞¡Î©ªßČ∏. Ç´Ω2ü≤ §Č« ć╛ČÎ©‡´ Ć╕µ§č╙Ø 

ù‰©óÈø°Čù ùČč╞≈∫ Ç°£Čč╜č╝© óČ≠‰ªßÊ. 

 §Čµ◊ª≈µ, ‚©ªŸ§∫, §Č«č╝± ć╛ČÎ©‡ Äč╡©ª∫ß ć╛ČÊ§Č«č╝Ø ùČč╞ 

ù‰©ª∫ß§¶Čó ÄÃÈó†ČªßČ∏.ó≤ü∫,ùČč╞ §Č«©‡ ÄÃÌč╞Í≤ ÛÃ, Äù2‡ §Č« 

Çú™óČùć╛ČÊ ùČ∫ Äõ™ª± ć╛ČÎ©‡ §…»≠‰ ¬2ü§¶Čó© óČ≠ø≈Î©ªßČ∫.Ç¢™óûČù 

Ç¢Č†Č°úÈ≤§Čµ◊ªč╝Ø ùÓ», §Č« ć╛ČÎ©‡´ Ć╕µÏ≤ ć╛ČÊ ùČč╞ ù‰±ü§¶Čó ÇÎ©ªßČ∏ 

Ü∫Ò Ñč╞©ª∫ßÊ. 

    
§Č« §č╙§Č« §č╙§Č« §č╙§Č« §č╙    

 Êč╗˝¥ »ô†™óć╢₣§¢¥ ć╓Č≈µ Ä¡≠õČ®Ø¡Ï≤,¡Î©‡Ò™‡ø Ä•ª° û≤√¢Č╝¥ 

ć╓Č≈«∫ ć╓ČË¢§Č≈µ Ć╠Àć╝ §£Êü©ó≤ §Č« †2Ò≤ ‚©ªŸ§∫ óČµ √∫Õ°§ČÒ 

ć╛Č∆‰ª∫ß®¥. Ç©ć╓Č≈µ †ÆõüØ¡∫ ü©ó§Č≠‰ §∆čô≈µ §Č« ‚©ªŸ§∫ Ç‰±√µ ó´č╕Í≤ 

Åü¢úÈ≤ óČ¡µ ‡č╡Í≤ ªŸõÈ≤ Ä¿∞Ê∏¶®¥. §Č«≈õƒÎ∞Ê ù∫č╤ ć╠Òü‰Øù ‚©ªŸ§∫ 

óÓØ¡µ ÈØÊ†Čč╟č╝ Äč╗°Č¶†Čó Ä¿∞¡Î©ªßČ∫. Ç´Ω2ü≤ ûČ°©ó¥ óČ£†Čó ÇÎ±üùČµ 

Ä©óČ£Ø¡∫ Ω2ü¬č╟ Ć╙ÀÌßØĆ╙∆ªßÊ.§Č« †2Ò≤ ‚©ªŸ§∫ Ç§¥óÀ∫ ć╙Č2ß≤ 

âØù¬č╟≈µ ÇÎ∞ùùČµ Ç¢Č†∫ ÄÒ¡≈≠‰ §Č«č╝ Ä…©ó Èø°Č†µ ÇÎ©ªßČ∫. ‚©ªŸ§∫ 

§Č«≈õ≤ Äøü≠‰ äø †č╣ªßČ∫. Ç¢Č†∫ ù®©‡2ß ù‰†Č2ß†Č® ¬č╟č╝ Ü‰ØÊč╞ØÊ´ 

‚©ªŸ§Ú©‡ ÅÒùµ ÛÒªßČ∫. Ç¢Č†∫, ‚©ªŸ§č╤ ◊Æ‰≤ ć╛ČÎ©‡´ Ć╕µÏ†ČÒ≤ 

‚©ªŸ§Ú©‡ Äč╗°Č¶†Čó± ˚†Čč╟č╝ Ä¿Í†ČÒ≤ ÛÒªßČ∫. ‚©ªŸ§Ú≤ Ä∂§Čć╣ 

†Čč╟°¿∞Ê ć╛ČÎ©‡´ Ć╕µªßČ∫.  

 ć╕£≤ ÄÎª£č╜∞ù ùČ¢†™ó£≤ čó£ČôûČù¥ ć╓Č≈«∫ ôüČ†ÆõüØ¡µ §£Êü©ó≤ 

Ç¢ÆõČ§Ê ˘¿µ §Č« ‚©ªŸ§∫ âÎ§č╞ †2ß§¥ ùč╟Œ•Čó± √øØùüøÍ≤, Çć╙ ˘¿∫ 

ć╜µü‡¡≈µ ć╚Î©‡ć╚¥ ¬∫Ò≤ ć╛Č∆‰§Ê Ω2ü†Č©ó±ü≠‰∏¶®.12 Çć╙ §∆č╕ ûČ∫óČ§Ê 

˘¿µ Ç¢Č†∫ §Č« ◊Ê Ä≤Ë Ü≥Í≤ Ω2ü≤ Ñ∏¶Ê.13 ÄÎªµ Ç£©‡§ú∫ §ú™ª ¬2üÊ ΩÃ° 

ÑÎ§†Čó Ñ∏¶Ê. Ç´Ω2ü≤ §Č« ‚©ªŸ§∫ ć╛Č∆‰≤ Ω2ü ÇõØ¡«Î∞Ê Ć╙∆°Čù§ČÒ≤ Ç¢Č†∫ 

Ω2ü≤ ÇÎ©‡ƒõØ¡«Î∞Ê §Č« Ć╙∆Í†ČÒ≤ Äč╜∞Ê∏¶Ê. Ç´Ω2üØ¡µ Ç¢Č†Ú©‡ ÄÎªµ 

Ç£©‡§úÚ≤ †¢Č†¢™óÔ≤ Çµč╟. ÇÊ ć╓Č≈«µ Ç¢Č†Č°ú≤ Ć╙Čõ¥üČó Ç´Ω2ü≤ †≠‰ć╜ 

Ñ∏¶Ê. Çć╙ ć╓Č≈«µ Ç¢¡ †∫†ù∫ Ω2ü™óÀµ †∫†ù∫ †≠‰ć╜ Ç¢¡č╝± üČ¥©ó ÈøÍ≤ Ü∫ß 

¬č╟≈µ Ω2ü≤ Ñ∏¶Ê. Ç≤†Č¡∆°Č® Ω2ü™óč╢ Äč†±üÊ Ω2√©‡∆° üč╗±üČó 

ÇÎ∞¡Î©ó£Č≤.§Č« †2Ò≤ ‚©ªŸ§∫ ć╛Č∆‰≤ óČ≠ΩÍ≤ Ç¢Č†∫ †č╣∞¡Î∞Ê Ä≤Ë»‰≤ 

óČ≠ΩÍ≤ Ω£ ć╓Č≈µóÀµ Ω2ü†Č©ó±ü≠‰∏¶Ê.Ć╕∫č╤ üČ¥ØùôČ¢¡ ć╓Č≈µ ć╓ČË¢Ø¡µ, §Č« 

‚©ªŸ§∫ ć╛Č∆‰≤ć╛ČÊ Ç¢Č†∫ âÎ †¢Ø¡2‡± √∫®Čµ †č╣∞Ê Ä≤Ë»‰≤ Ç¢Č†Č°ú© 

óČ≠Ωč╝´ ‚č╙´ Ω2ü†Čó© óČúÈøªßÊ. Çć╙ Ω2ü© óČ≠Ω Ç¢Čć╜‚§¢≤ Ç¢Č†ûČù‚§Čƒ 

ć╓Č≈«∫ ¸∫ßČ§Ê √¢óČ¢Ø¡∫ ûČõó´ô≠õØ¡µ óČú±ü‰ªßÊ. 

 ¡Î´ôú≤˚Æø ¡Î©óč╗Èø†óČć╙§¥ ć╓Č≈µ Ä¡≠õČ®Ø¡µ §Č« ‚©ªŸ§∫ ć╛ČÎ≤ 

§Č«§č╙Í≤ Ω2ü†Č©ó±ü≠‰∏¶Ê.14 ‡≤üć╓Čú≤ ýûČć╓₣§¢‚§Čƒ ć╓Č≈µ Ä¡≠õČ®Ø¡µ 

§Č« ‚©ªŸ§Úõ∫ ć╛Č∆‰ùÏ≤ Ç¢Č†∫ †č╣∞¡Î∞Ê Ä≤Ë Ü≥§Ê≤, §Č« Ä≤Ëü≠‰© ªõ±üÊ≤ 

Ω2ü™ó¶Čó© óČ≠õ±ü≠‰∏¶®.‡≤üć╓Čú≤ Ç¢Č†‚§Čƒ ć╓Č≈«∫óµ°Čú †ÆõüØ ˘¿µ 

§Č«§č╙ †≠‰≤ Ć╙À§Čó© óČ≠õ±ü≠‰∏¶Ê. §Č« óČµć╜µ óČ«≠‰ ù∫ †Č¥√µ üČ≥∞ù 
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Ä≤√č╤± √øØùüø ÇÎ©ªßČ∫. ùČč¢ §Č«≈∫ č╓č╝Ø ùČ™ª°üø §ÎØùØÊõ∫ 

óČú±ü‰ªßČ∏. Ç©óČ≠Ω≈µ ùČč╞č╝ †ČÕõ± Ć╛ÆúČó´ Ω2üØ¡µ §ø©ó±ü≠‰∏¶Ê. Ç©óČ≠Ω 

Ω2√≈∫ ó2üč╤°Čó ÇÎ©ó£Č≤. §Č«≈∫ †Č¥√«Î∞Ê ‡Î¡ Ć╓Č≠‰§Ê óČ≠õ±ü≠‰∏¶Ê. 

‚©ªŸ§Ú≤ ÄÚ†Ú≤ ÄÎªµ ¬2ªßČ¥ó∏. ‚©ªŸ§∫ §Č≈µ č╓č╠Øùüø §Î∞¡ ¬2ªßČ∫. 

ÄÚ†∫ ô2Ò č╓óč╢ Ñ°¥Ø¡ §ú™ª°üø Ñ∏¶Č∫.15§Čµ◊ª≈µ, §Č« Ç¢Č†∫ ù∫ ◊Ê Ä≤Ë 

Ü≥ùč╙ ÜÆ¿ §Î∞¡ Ç¢Č†Õõ≤ ù∫č╤ €∑Ø¡°ù2óČ® óČ¢úØč╙© ć╓≠ªßČ∫. Ç¢Č†Õ∫ 

‡ø± Ć╛Îč╜óč╢© ÛÃ ÄØùč╓°§∫ Ć╕≥ù ü…´Ć╕°č╟Í≤ Ü‰ØÊč╞ØÊ± Ë£≤ËªßČ∫. 

Ç¢Č†Ú≤ ‚©ªŸ§Õ∫ †č╤»č╝© ó§¥∞ùùČµ ÇØùÆõč╤ §•™ª°ùČó »¶©‡ªßČ∫. §Čµ◊ª, 

ó≤ü∫ Åª° ÇÎ§¢Ê üč╗±ËóÀÏ≤ §Č«, Ç¢Č†®Ê ‡£±Ć╛Îč╜č╝´ ‚≠ø †č╣∞¡Î∞Ê 

Ä≤Ć╛≥ù Ä§®Ê Ç…Ć╕°č╟± ü…©ª∫ßČ∫. ÜÕÚ≤ ÇÎ§¢Ê üČØ¡¢± üč╗±ËóÀÏ≤ Å∑∞ù 

‡úć╠2Òč╜ ÇÎ±üč╙Ø Ć╙À°£Č≤. §Čµ◊ª≈∫ §Č«č╝± ć╛Č£© ó≤ü®Ê §Č« §č╕Ć╜Č… 

ć╛ô»µč╟. Ç§®Ê ć╛´Ωµ Ç¢Č†∫üČµ Ç§Ú©‡∏¶ Ć╛Î†¡±Ë≤, ć╛¢∫Ë≤ »¶©ó≤ 

Ć╛Òª∫ß®. 

    
jhiu�¥ òy«gšjhiu�¥ òy«gšjhiu�¥ òy«gšjhiu�¥ òy«gš    

 ć╓ČË¢±ü≠ø Ä§fl₣§¢Èč╗°Č¥ ć╓Č≈µ Ä¡≠õČ®Ø¡∫ §õ©‡± ü‡¡≈µÇ¢Č†∫, §Č«č╝ 

Ä≤Ë Ü≥¡ €∑Ø¡° √ß‡ §Č« €∑∞Ê ªõ©‡≤ óČ≠ΩÍ≤ Ñ∏¶Ê. ùČč╞ Ä†¥∞ù ¬č╟≈µ, 

§Č«č╝Ø ù∫†ø≈µ ùČ™ª≈Î©ªßČ∏. §Č«Í≤ ùČč╞≈∫ ◊Ê ôČ≥∞¡Î©ªßČ∫, Ü¡∆µ ÇÎ§¥ 

¬2ª∫ß®¥. Ç§¥ó∏ Ç¢Č† Ç£©‡§ú¢Čó ÇÎ©ó£Č≤, Ć╙À§ČóØ Ć╙∆°»µč╟. Ç©óČ≠Ω ùČč╞ 

§Č«č╝© óÆ‰ §Î∞Ê§č╙© óČ≠‰ªßÊ.§Č«≈∫ ¬č╟č╝© óÆõ ùČč╞ ü£§ČÒ Ë£≤ËªßČ∏. 

§Čµ◊ª≈µ §Č«≈∫ †č╤»°Čó ÇÎ∞Ê≤ Ûõ ùČč╞ Ä§∫ Ć╕≥Í≤ ù§Òóč╢ Ü‰ØÊč╞©‡≤ 

ć╚¥č╜°Č® †®≤ üč╗Øù§¶Čó© óČ≠õ± Ć╛2ÃÎ©ªßČ∏. §Č«č╝ »≠‰Ø ù∫®Čµ §Č•Èø°ČÊ 

Ü∫Ò≤ ùČ∫ †ČÆ‰»õ±ć╛Č§ùČóÌ≤ Ë£≤ËªßČ∏. §Č« ‡2ß†2ß§∫ Ü∫ß óÎØč╙© Ûß §Č®¢≤ 

Ü∫üùČµ ÑÎč╜č╝© ó§¥∞ùÊ ù§Ãµč╟ Ü® §Č¡‰ªßČ∏.16 ó≤ü∫ Ř√ß¥†č╤ ó§¥ùµ Ä©óČ£ 

§•©ª∫üø Ć╓Čč╟© ‡2ß†Č‡≤. §Č«č╝ ć╚∆µ Ć╓Čµ£ Ä§∫ Ć╛2ß §¢≤ ù‰©ªßÊ. Äù®Čµ 

†č╣∞Ê Ć╓Č∫ßČ∫ř17 Ü∫ß óÎØč╙ §«ÍÒØÊªßČ∫. 

 Ç¢Č†∫ ù∫ ◊Ê Ü≥ù Ä≤√č╤ §Č« ù∫ č╓óÀ®ČÏ≤ óČµóÀ®ČÏ≤ Ü‰ØÊ, Ä≤Ć╛≥ù§č╤ 

ÄÃ∞Ê Ć╓Č∏ć╠∫ Ü®© ÛÃ°č╙© ó≤ü∫ Ë£±ü‰Ø¡≈Î©ªßČ∫.18 §Č« §č╙č╝Í≤ §Č«≈∫ 

Å2ßč╟Í≤ Èùµ ˙č╟Ø ùÓ» ó≤ü∫ üč╗Ø¡Î∞ùČÏ≤ üÆüČ≠‰ Äø±üč╗≈µ °Čč╞Í≤ 

‡2ß≤ ÛßČÊ Ć╕≥¡óč╢ »∆ØÊ© ÛÃÍ∏¶Č∫.19 ó≤ü∫ ùČč╞≈∫ Ë£≤üč╟± üõ£†Čóć╠ 

üč╗ØÊ∏¶Č∫.20 Ç¢™óûČù Ç¢Č†Č°ú≤ §Čµ◊ªč╝± √∫ü2Ã Ç©óČ≠Ωč╝Ø ù†Ê 

Ç¢Č†Č°úØ¡µ üč╗ØÊ©óČ≠‰ªßÊ.21 

 ýĆ╛Î≤Ë˘¥ Å¡ćóô§±Ć╛Î†Č∏ ć╓Č≈µ ć╓ČË¢§Č≈«µ Ç¢Č†∫ Ä≤Ë Ü≥° Ü¡∆µ §Č« 

‚©ªŸ§∫ ć╛Č¥ ûõ©ªßÊ. §Č« ‚©ªŸ§č╤ Ç¢Æ‰ č╓ó¶Čµ ˘©ª°§ČÒ ä‰≤¬č╟≈µ ¬2ªßČ∫. 

Ç´Ω2ü≤ §Čµ◊ªč╝Ø ùÓ» Ñ∏¶Ê. Ç¢Č†∫ §Č« ◊Ê Ü≥ù Ä≤č╛± √øØù§ČÒ ù∫ †č╤» 

ùČč╞ ◊Ê ôČ≥∞¡Î©ª∫ß Ω2ü©óČ≠ΩÍ≤ Ç™‡ óČú±ü‰ªßÊ. Ûõˇ¥ Ûõ£•ª°Ć╛Î†Č∏ 

ć╓Č≈µ ‚2Ò´‚§∆µ §Č« ‚©ªŸ§∫ ć╛Č∆õ Ç¢Č†∫ †č╣∞Ê Ä≤Ë Ü≥§Ê≤, ÄÎªµ Ç£©‡§ú∫ 

§ú™ª ¬2üÊ≤ óČú±ü‰ªßÊ. ‚©ªŸ§∫ Äč╗°Č¶Ø¡2óČó †Čč╟ Ä¿∞Ê∏¶Č∫. Ç¢Č†Õ∫ 

Ä≤Ëü≠‰ §Č« ùČč╞≈∫ †ø≈µ ôČ≥∞Ê óČµ’≠ø°§ČÒ ü‰Ø¡Î©ªßČ∫. ùČč╞ ù∫ †Č¥√µ č╓ 

č╠Øù§ČÒ Ë£≤ËªßČ∏. ÄÎªµ Ç¢Č†∫ ¬2ªßČ∫. Ç´Ω2ü≤ §Č«≈∫ ¬č╟óÆ‰ ùČč╞ Ë£≤Ë≤ 

ó≤üÇ¢Č†Č°úØč╙ Ü¡Ć╞Č«©ª∫ßÊ. Ç©ć╓Č≈µ Ω2ü≤ ó≤ü∫ óČ£Øč╙ Ä‰Øù ûČ°©ó¥ 

óČ£Øč╙´ ôČ¥∞ùÊ Ü∫üùČµ, ó≤ü∫ †2Ò≤ Ç¢™óûČù Ç¢Č†Č°ú™óÀ∫ ùČ©ó≤ Ñ∏¶Ê Ü®£Č≤. 
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thÈÆ‹ ïWâ¢rl§FthÈÆ‹ ïWâ¢rl§FthÈÆ‹ ïWâ¢rl§FthÈÆ‹ ïWâ¢rl§F    

    Ûõˇ¥ Ûõ£•ª°Ć╛Î†Č∏ ć╓Č≈«µΩč╙≈µ, Çß∞Ê»≠õ §Č«č╝© ªõØ¡ č╠Ø¡Î©‡≤ 

Ω2ü≤ Ñ∏¶Ê. Ç´Ω2üØ¡µ §Č«≈∫ ùč╟ Ωč╙∞Ê Ñ∏¶Ê. §Č«≈∫ ùč╟±ü‡¡≈µ Ä™óù∫ ‘ 

¸≠‰ªßČ∫. Ç´Ω2ü≤ §Č«≈∫ ÇÒ¡©óõč╤© óČ≠‰ªßÊ. Ç∞¬ó∑č╠´ ô2Ò »¶©ó†Čó 

Ç¢Čć╜‚§¢≤ Ç¢Č†ûČù‚§Čƒ ć╓Č≈µ ¸∫ßČ≤√¢óČ¢Ø¡∫ ć╜µü‡¡ ûČõó´ô≠õØ¡µ 

óČúÈøªßÊ. §Č« Çß∞ù√∫ ÇÎ §Č®¢™ó∏ ˘©ª´ Ć╕µ§Ê≤, §Č« Ωč╙≈µ ü‰Ø¡Î©ó 

Ä™óù∫ ‘¸≠‰§Ê≤ óČ≠õ±ü≠øÎ©ªßÊ. Çùč╤Ø Ć╙Čõ¥∞Ê Ä™óùč╤ ÄÚ†Ú≤ ‚©ªŸ§Ú≤ 

ü©óØ¡2‡ âÎ§¢Čó Äč╘ØÊ ÅÒù£Čó Û≠ø´ Ć╕µÏ≤ óČ≠Ω Ñ∏¶Ê. Ç´Ω2ü≤ ù∞č╙č╝ 

Ç•∞ù †óÕ∫ Ê°Î2ß ¬č╟č╝± üõ≤√øØÊ© óČ≠‰§ùČó Ñ∏¶Ê. Ç´Ω2ü≤ ù∞č╙©‡ †ó∫ 

Å2Ò≤ ÇÒ¡© óÎ†Øč╙Í≤ óČ≠‰ªßÊ. Ç¢Č†Č°ú™óÀµ Çµ£ČÊ, ‚©ªŸ§Ú≤ ÄÚ†Ú≤ 

Ä™óùč╤ Äč╘ØÊ´ Ć╕µÏ≤ Ç´Ω2ü© óČ≠Ω, ä∆®Ø¡∫ Ñß»č®± √¢¡ü«±üč╙ 

Ñú¥ØÊªßÊ Ü®£Č≤. §Č« Çß∞ù√∫ §Čµ◊ª≈µ, Ç£©‡§ú∫ ‚©ªŸ§Õõ≤ Ä™óùč╤© 

Ć╓ČÆ‰ ÇÒ¡©óõ∫ Ć╕≥Í†ČÒ ÛÒªßČ∫. Ä™óùÚ≤ ù∫ ù∞č╙ §Č«≈∫ Ñõč╟´ Ωč╙≈ć£2ÃØ 

‘ ¸≠ø ôõ™‡óč╢´ Ć╕≥ª∫ßČ∫.22 ó≤ü∫, §Č«≈∫ ÇÒ¡©óõč╤ ÄÚ†∫, Ä™óùč╤ č╠ØÊ´ 

Ć╕≥ùČ∫ Ü∫ß Ć╕≥¡č╝´ ‚≠‰§Č¥.23 Ç¢™óûČù Ç¢Č†Č°ú≤, §Č«≈∫ ÇÒ¡©óõ∫ Ä™óù®Čµ 

Ć╕≥°±ü≠õÊ Ü∫Ò ‡Ã±√≠‰, Ç£©‡§ú∫ †2Ò≤ ÄÚ†č╤´ ‚≠õČ¡Î©ªßÊ.24 
    
Koîiu�Koîiu�Koîiu�Koîiu�    

 ª≠ª∞ùČ óČÆõ ¬ó∑´ΩóÀµ §Č«, ‚©ªŸ§∫ ć╛Č¥ Ä¡óÄ¶»µ Ω2ü™óÀµ Çõ≤Ć╛ÒªßÊ. 

Ç¢Č†∫ †č╣∞¡Î∞Ê Ä≤Ë Ü≥Í≤ §Č«§č╙ óČ≠Ω Ä‰Øù ÇõØč╙± Ć╛Òª∫ßÊ. Ç¢Č†∫ 

†¢Č†¢™óč╢Ø Êč╢ØÊØ ù∫ Å2ßč╟ Ć╠À±ü‰ØÊ§Ê≤ ª≠ª∞ùČ óČÆõØ¡∫ È©ª°ØÊ§≤ 

Ć╛2ß Ω2ü©óČ≠Ω°Č‡≤. ć╜Ï≤ ÄÚ†∫ Çõ≤Ć╛Òª∫ß Ç©óČÆõ™óÀ∫ Ω2ü™óÀµ Ç¢Č†č╤ 

§ú™‡ª∫ß ¬č╟, ü©¡Íõ∫ ü¿ª∫ß ¬č╟ Çõ≤Ć╛ÒªßÊ. ÇÊ ÄÚ†Õ∫ Ć╙ČÆ‰∏¶Øč╙Í≤ 

Ç¢Č†Õ∫ Ć╙≥€óØ ù∫č╜č╝Í≤ Ë£±ü‰ØÊ§ùČó Ñ∏¶Ê.‚©ªŸ§Úõ∫ ć╛Č∆õ´ Ć╕µÏ≤ 

§Č«č╝Ø ùČč╞ ù‰±üÊ Èùµ §Č«≈∫ É†´ôõ™‡ §č╞≈£Č® óČ≠Ωó∏ èî ć╓Č≈µóÀÏ≤ 

Çõ≤Ć╛2Ò∏¶®.ć╕Č•¥ óČ£´ Ω2ü™óÀµ §Čµ◊ª Ç¢Č†Č°úÈ≤ ûČ°©ó¥ óČ£´ Ω2ü™óÀµ 

§Čµ◊ªć╝Č‰ ó≤ü∫ †2Ò≤ Ç¢™óûČù Ç¢Č†Č°ú™ó∏ Ć╕µ§Č©‡± Ć╛2Ò 

óč╟°Č©ó±ü≠‰∏¶č╜. 
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wm<Mk<okijgbqz<!g{<gt<wm<Mk<okijgbqz<!g{<gt<wm<Mk<okijgbqz<!g{<gt<wm<Mk<okijgbqz<!g{<gt<
 

!!!! !!!! !!!!

dkuqh<!Ohvisqiqbi<?

!!!!
! -u<Uzgqz<! uiPl<! fie<gxqU! dbqi<gt<! Lkz<! NxxqU! dbqi<gt<! ujv! g{<gt<! lqg!

-e<xqbjlbikK/! -u<Ubqi<gTg<G! sqxh<Hjmbkig! uqtr<Gl<! g{<gt<! Jl<ohixqgtqz<! ye<xigk<!

kqgp<gqxK/!“niqK!niqK!lieqmvib<!hqxk<kz<!niqK!nkeqEl<!niqK!%e<?!GVM?!osuqM!fQr<gq!hqxk<kz<!

niqK”! we<x! ytjubqe<! uig<gqz<! g{<{qe<! Lg<gqbk<Kuk<jk! nxqb! Lcgqe<xK/! -kjeOb!

ut<TuVl<!

! “w{<o{e<h!Wje!wPk<oke<h!-u<uqv{<Ml<!

! g{<o{e<h!uiPl<!dbqi<g<G”/!

we<X!%Xgqxii</!-Ok!gVk<jk!ytjubii<!!

! ‘w{<[l<! wPk<Kl<! g{<o{ek<! kGl<’! we<xii</! sr<g! -zg<gqbl<! dzg! -zg<gqbr<gTg<ogz<zil<!

kjzbibK! we<X! %Xl<! sqxh<hqjeh<! ohx<Xt<tK/! ns<sr<g! -zg<gqbr<gtqz<! wm<Mk<okijg! F~z<gtqz<!

g{<gt<!hx<xqb!osb<kqgjt!wMk<Kg<!%XuK!-g<gm<Mjvbqe<!Ofig<gliGl</

!
g{<gtqe<!sqxh<Hg{<gtqe<!sqxh<Hg{<gtqe<!sqxh<Hg{<gtqe<!sqxh<H!!!!

! leqkeqe<!dmzieK!hz<OuX!dXh<Hg<gt<!Osi<f<k!okiGkqbiGl</!nf<k!dXh<Hg<gt<!yu<ouie<Xl<!

yV! sqxh<hqjeh<! ohx<xK/! dmzqe<! hz! higr<gTg<Gl<! Lke<jlbieK! kjzbiGl</! nf<k! kjzg<G!

Lke<jl!Osi<h<hK!Lgl<!NGl</!Lgk<kqx<G!npG!Osi<h<he!g{<gt<!NGl</!

okiqBl<’! we<hK! hpolipq/! nf<k! Lgk<kqe<! npgieK! g{<gtqz<! okiqBl</! leqkeqe<! Lgk<kqz<! Njs?!

Ogihl<?!-vg<gl<?!Osigl<?!lgqp<s<sq!weh<!hz<OuX!d{i<s<sqgjt!outqh<hMk<kg<!%cb!yOv!dXh<H!g{<!

NGl</!

! g{<! we<hK! yV! dbqVt<t! Hjgh<hmg<! gVuqbiGl</! Woee<xiz<! g{<hii<jujb! juk<K! yVui<!

Ohs<sqz<! dt<t! fl<hgk<! ke<jljb! nxqb! LcBl</! leqkeqe<! d{i<UgjtBl<! g{<gtqe<! upqbig!

nxqf<K! ogit<t! LcBl</! ne<Hg<G! nck<ktligUl<?! -kbk<kqx<G! FjpuibqzigUl<! -Vh<hK! g{<gt<!

NGl</! g{<gt<! -z<jz! we<xiz<! gim<sqgt<! -z<jz/! gim<sqgt<! -z<jzobe<xiz<! nxqU! uqtg<gl<!

-z<jz/!weOu!Jl<Hze<gtqz<!g{<gOt!sqxf<kK!NGl</

!
g{<[g<G!diqb!njmolipqgt<g{<[g<G!diqb!njmolipqgt<g{<[g<G!diqb!njmolipqgt<g{<[g<G!diqb!njmolipqgt<!!!!

! kjzue<! kjzuqbqe<! g{<gjtg<! Gxqh<hqMl<OhiK! $p<fqjzg<Ogx<h! nui<gTjmb! g{<gTg<G!

njmolipq!kf<K!uV{qg<gqe<xei<!sr<gh<!Hzui<gt</!nju!d{<g{<?!heqbg{<?!hsf<k!g{<?!H,!wpqz<!

-pf<k! g{<?! NXg{<?! hequiVl<! g{<?! nli<g{

osr<g{<?!nli<d{<g{<?!Ohovpqz<!lzi<!d{<g{<?!Ohvli<!d{<g{<?!fQi<!-kp<!Hzvig<!g{<?!li{<wpqz<!

d{<g{<?! gminb! g{<?! nzlvz<! nli<! d{<g{<?! nli<k<k! g{<?! dXg{<?! WI<g<g{<?! gMr<g{<?!

sqXg{<?!He<g{<?!H,r<g{<?!ljpg<g{<?!ue<g{<!weh

!

Hzui<gtqe<!ohbi<gtqz<!g{<gt<Hzui<gtqe<!ohbi<gtqz<!g{<gt<Hzui<gtqe<!ohbi<gtqz<!g{<gt<Hzui<gtqe<!ohbi<gtqz<!g{<gt<!!!!

! sr<g! gizh<! Hzui<gt<! dXh<Hgjt! jlblig! juk<Kh<! hz! ohbi<gt<! juk<Kt<tei</! nkqZl<!

g{<j{! jlblig! ogi{<M! g{<{geii<?! g{<{give<! ogix<xeii<?! giiqg<! g{<{eii<?! giuqiqh<!

H,l<hm<cek<Ks<! osr<g{<{eii<?! gqmr<gqz<! giuqkqg<! gQvr<g{<{eii<?! Ge<X~i<gqpii<! lge<! g{<{k<keii<?!
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wm<Mk<okijgbqz<!g{<gt<wm<Mk<okijgbqz<!g{<gt<wm<Mk<okijgbqz<!g{<gt<wm<Mk<okijgbqz<!g{<gt<!!!!

 
 

!!!! !!!! !!!! kqVlkq/!si/!iq^<uiei!hi<uQe<kqVlkq/!si/!iq^<uiei!hi<uQe<kqVlkq/!si/!iq^<uiei!hi<uQe<kqVlkq/!si/!iq^<uiei!hi<uQe< 

dkuqh<!Ohvisqiqbi<?!klqp<k<Kjx?!le<ei<!kqVljz!fibg<gi<!gz<Z~iq?!lKjv!

-u<Uzgqz<! uiPl<! fie<gxqU! dbqi<gt<! Lkz<! NxxqU! dbqi<gt<! ujv! g{<gt<! lqg!

-e<xqbjlbikK/! -u<Ubqi<gTg<G! sqxh<Hjmbkig! uqtr<Gl<! g{<gt<! Jl<ohixqgtqz<! ye<xigk<!

niqK!niqK!lieqmvib<!hqxk<kz<!niqK!nkeqEl<!niqK!%e<?!GVM?!osuqM!fQr<gq!hqxk<kz<!

qe<! uig<gqz<! g{<{qe<! Lg<gqbk<Kuk<jk! nxqb! Lcgqe<xK/! -kjeOb!

!

we<xii</! sr<g! -zg<gqbl<! dzg! -zg<gqbr<gTg<ogz<zil<!

we<X! %Xl<! sqxh<hqjeh<! ohx<Xt<tK/! ns<sr<g! -zg<gqbr<gtqz<! wm<Mk<okijg! F~z<gtqz<!

g{<gt<!hx<xqb!osb<kqgjt!wMk<Kg<!%XuK!-g<gm<Mjvbqe<!Ofig<gliGl</!

leqkeqe<!dmzieK!hz<OuX!dXh<Hg<gt<!Osi<f<k!okiGkqbiGl</!nf<k!dXh<Hg<gt<!yu<ouie<Xl<!

yV! sqxh<hqjeh<! ohx<xK/! dmzqe<! hz! higr<gTg<Gl<! Lke<jlbieK! kjzbiGl</! nf<k! kjzg<G!

Lke<jl!Osi<h<hK!Lgl<!NGl</!Lgk<kqx<G!npG!Osi<h<he!g{<gt<!NGl</!‘ngk<kqe<!npG!Lgk<kqz<!

we<hK! hpolipq/! nf<k! Lgk<kqe<! npgieK! g{<gtqz<! okiqBl</! leqkeqe<! Lgk<kqz<! Njs?!

Ogihl<?!-vg<gl<?!Osigl<?!lgqp<s<sq!weh<!hz<OuX!d{i<s<sqgjt!outqh<hMk<kg<!%cb!yOv!dXh<H!g{<!

g{<! we<hK! yV! dbqVt<t! Hjgh<hmg<! gVuqbiGl</! Woee<xiz<! g{<hii<jujb! juk<K! yVui<!

sqz<! dt<t! fl<hgk<! ke<jljb! nxqb! LcBl</! leqkeqe<! d{i<UgjtBl<! g{<gtqe<! upqbig!

nxqf<K! ogit<t! LcBl</! ne<Hg<G! nck<ktligUl<?! -kbk<kqx<G! FjpuibqzigUl<! -Vh<hK! g{<gt<!

NGl</! g{<gt<! -z<jz! we<xiz<! gim<sqgt<! -z<jz/! gim<sqgt<! -z<jzobe<xiz<! nxqU! uqtg<gl<!

e<gtqz<!g{<gOt!sqxf<kK!NGl</!

kjzue<! kjzuqbqe<! g{<gjtg<! Gxqh<hqMl<OhiK! $p<fqjzg<Ogx<h! nui<gTjmb! g{<gTg<G!

njmolipq!kf<K!uV{qg<gqe<xei<!sr<gh<!Hzui<gt</!nju!d{<g{<?!heqbg{<?!hsf<k!g{<?!H,!wpqz<!

-pf<k! g{<?! NXg{<?! hequiVl<! g{<?! nli<g{<?! H,r<g{<?! lzi<d{<g{<?! Nb<fze<! -pf<k! g{<?!

osr<g{<?!nli<d{<g{<?!Ohovpqz<!lzi<!d{<g{<?!Ohvli<!d{<g{<?!fQi<!-kp<!Hzvig<!g{<?!li{<wpqz<!

d{<g{<?! gminb! g{<?! nzlvz<! nli<! d{<g{<?! nli<k<k! g{<?! dXg{<?! WI<g<g{<?! gMr<g{<?!

sqXg{<?!He<g{<?!H,r<g{<?!ljpg<g{<?!ue<g{<!weh<!hz<Ouxie!njmolipqgjth<!ohx<Xt<tK/!

sr<g! gizh<! Hzui<gt<! dXh<Hgjt! jlblig! juk<Kh<! hz! ohbi<gt<! juk<Kt<tei</! nkqZl<!

g{<j{! jlblig! ogi{<M! g{<{geii<?! g{<{give<! ogix<xeii<?! giiqg<! g{<{eii<?! giuqiqh<!

gqz<! giuqkqg<! gQvr<g{<{eii<?! Ge<X~i<gqpii<! lge<! g{<{k<keii<?!
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%mZ~i<h<! hz<g{<{eii<?osr<g{<{eii<?! Osf<kr<! g{<{eii<?! kibr<g{<{eii<?! fg<g{<j{bii<?!

H,kr<g{<{eii<?! ohVr<g{<{eii<?! ohiKl<hqz<gqpii<! lge<! ou{<g{<{qbii<?! LKour<g{<{eii<?!

Olisqg{<{eii<?! gilg<g{<{qbii<?! Glm<_i<g<! g{<{eii<?! lKjv! -tr<g{<{qg<! Ogisqgeii<?! H,r<g{<!

dk<kqjvbii<?! ofm<cjlbii<?! kibr<g{<{qbii<?! kilh<hz<! g{<{eii<?! ou{<g{<{eii<?! lVr<%i<! gqpii<!

ohVr<g{<{eii<?! ohiKl<hqx<! Hz<zitr<! g{<{qbii<?! dl<hx<gim<M! -tr<g{<{eii<?! gVU,i<! g{<{l<!

Hz<zeii<?!gVu,i<g<!g{<{l<hiteii<?!Oul<hx<X~i<g<!g{<{e<%k<ke<?!Oum<m!g{<{e<?!uibqzr<!g{<{e<?!

gcbZ~i<! dVk<kqvr<g{<{eii<?! LKg{<{e<! sik<ke<?! uqpqgm<! Ohjkh<! ohVr<g{<{eii<?! ouxqhicb!

gilg<g{<{qbii<?! Nsqiqbe<! ohVr<g{<{e<?! djxB,i<! LKg{<{e<! sik<ke<?! g{<{e<?! gkg<g{<{e<?!

gqmr<gqz<!Gzhkq!fg<g{<{e<?!filzii<!lge<!-tr<g{<{e<?!H,r<g{<{e<!Ohie<x!hzjvg<!Gxqh<hqmzil</!

!
g{<{qx<G!dujlbiGl<!lzi<gt<g{<{qx<G!dujlbiGl<!lzi<gt<g{<{qx<G!dujlbiGl<!lzi<gt<g{<{qx<G!dujlbiGl<!lzi<gt<!!!!

! sr<g! -zg<gqbh<! himz<gtqz<! oh{<gtqe<! g{<{ieK! lqGkqbie! -mr<gtqz<! uf<Kt<te/!

ng<g{<{gTg<G! dujlbig! kiljv?! ofb<kz<?! Gujt?! Nl<hz<?! fQzlzi<?! Nb<f<k! lzi<! Ohie<x!

lzi<gt<! hbe<hMk<kh<hm<Mt<te/! -l<lzi<gTl<! oh{<gtqe<! g{<gTl<! ucuk<kiz<! yk<Kg<!

gi{h<hMukiz<!Hzui<gt<!g{<[g<G!dujlbig!-l<lzi<gjtg<!jgbi{<Mt<tei</!

!
kiljv!lzi<kiljv!lzi<kiljv!lzi<kiljv!lzi<!!!!

! Nvib<f<K! niqk<Ks<! osb<bh<hm<m! gt<jt! d{<m! lgtqi<! jlB{<m! g{<gjtBl<?! ytq! ohiVf<kqb!

ofx<xqbqjeBl<?!fQzl{q!Ohie<x!npgqb!lbqz<!fqxk<kqjeBl<!ohx<X!uqtr<gqei<!we<hjk?!

! “lKlgqp<H!niqlzi<!lgqp<!d{<g{<?!ui[kOzii<!.!

! l{qlbqz<!okipqz<!wpqz<!-gz<!lzq!kqgp<hqxK”! ! )hiq/kq/2;!73.74*!

we<x! himz<upq! nxqb! LcgqxK/! OlZl<?! gt<jth<! hVgqbkiz<! lgtqiqe<! g{<gTl<! hqx! dXh<HgTl<!

ohizqUme<!uqtr<gqbjkBl<!fil<!nxqb!LcgqxK/!

! ‘njm!-xf<K!nuqp<f<k!ue<-kp<k<!kiljv!

! ncBl<!jgBl<!g{<[l<!uiBl<’! ! ! ! )hiq.24;61.62*!

! wEl<!uiqgtiz<!kiljv!lzi<!g{<gjt!uV{qg<gh<!hbe<hm<Mt<te!we<hjk!nxqb!LcgqxK/!

!
Gujt!lzi<Gujt!lzi<Gujt!lzi<Gujt!lzi<!!!!

! HxfiE~x<xqz<!‘Gujt!d{<!g{<’!

! kPl<he<!lzjvh<!Ohiz<!g{<[jmb!kPlie<!we<huVjmb!utlie!Di<g<Gtk<kqz<!H,k<k!Gujt!

lzjvh<! Ohiz<! g{<[jmb! npgqb! oh{<?! we<X! g{<{qx<Gg<! Gujt! lzjv! yh<hqm<Mg<! gim<Mgqxii<!

hv{i</!

! fx<xqj{bqZl<! ‘Gujt! ne<e! Wf<okipqz<! ljpg<g{<’! Gujt! lzjvh<! Ohie<x! npGjmb!

Gtqi<f<k!g{<gjt!djmbui<!we<X!oh{<{qe<!g{<{qx<Gg<!Gujt!lzjv!yh<Hjlg<!gim<Mgqxii</!

!
ofb<kz<!lzi<ofb<kz<!lzi<ofb<kz<!lzi<ofb<kz<!lzi<!!!!

! fQi<!fqjzgtqz<!lgtqi<!Gtqg<Gl<!OhiK!-jlgt<!kqxf<K!-Vh<hK!Ohiz?!gmz<!fQi<?!dh<hr<gpqgtqz<!

dt<Ot!HGl<!OhiK!ofb<kz<!lzi<gtqe<!-kp<gt<!Guqf<Kl<?!ux<Xl<!OhiK!uqiqf<Kl<!lgtqiqe<!g{<gt<!

Ohiz<!Okix<xltqg<Gl</!-kje?!

  “gbl<!&p<G!lgtqi<!g{<{qe<!liEl<?!

! k{<{l<!Kjxue<!ogiMjl!

! fl<Le<!fi{qg<!gvh<hiMl<Ol”!! ! ! ! )GXf<!.!:*!

we<x! ncgtqz<?! hvk<jkbi<! kjzuEg<Gg<! g{<Ohizg<! gim<sqbtqg<gqe<xei</! OlZl<! -g<gVk<kqje!

fx<xqj{bqz<?!

! “y{<!Fkz<!lgtqi<!Yr<G!gpqg<Gx<x!

! g{<Ofi<!yh<hqe<!glp<!fXofb<kz<”! ! ! ! )fx<!.!394*!

we<x!ncgt<!&zl<!Gxqh<hqMgqe<xK/!
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!
fQzlzi<fQzlzi<fQzlzi<fQzlzi<!!!!

! kjzue<?! kjzuqjb! l{f<K! ogit<tilz<! gtouiPg<gl<! Olx<ogi{<mjlbiz<?! kjzuq! nueK!

hqiqju! kir<giK! nuTjmb! g{<gt<! fQzlzi<! Ohiz<! fQjvh<! ohb<gqe<xe! we! kjzuqbqe<!

uVk<kk<kqje!outqh<hMk<Kl<!g{<{qje!fQz!lzVg<G!dujlbig<gh<hm<Mt<tK/!

! “gjeohbz<!fQzl<!Ohiz<?!g{<heq!gZp<huiz<!

! hz<!fiTl<!hmi<!nm!hsjzbiz<!d{h<hm<mit<”! ! )gzq/3:4.26*!!

we<hjk!-u<ucgt<!d{i<k<Kgqe<xe/!

!
Nb<f<k!lzi<Nb<f<k!lzi<Nb<f<k!lzi<Nb<f<k!lzi<!!!!

! kjzue<! uqje! Lck<Kk<! kqVl<hq! uVujkk<! Okipq! nxqf<kit</! nut<! kjzue<! Ogm<Gl<hc!

kjzuqbqml<! %xqeit</! Nb<f<k! lzi<! Ohie<x! Gtqi<f<k?! kjzuqbqe<! g{<gtqz<! -Vf<K! oktqf<k!

g{<{Qi<Ktq!dkqVl<hc!nzi<!nkqgiqk<kK!we<gqxit</!-kje!fx<xqj{bqz<?!

! “Nr<lzi<!ljpg<g{<!ok{<!h{q!djxh<hUl<!

! Oub<lVt<!hj{k<!Okit<!uqxz<!-jl!ofgqpUl<!

! nl<hz<!&K~i<!nvul<!NbqEl<”!

we<x!-h<himz<!uiqgtqe<!&zl<!Nb<f<k!lzjvg<!g{<gTg<G!yh<Hjlh<hMk<kqg<!%xqbK!sqxh<hiGl</!!

!
okiGh<HjvokiGh<HjvokiGh<HjvokiGh<Hjv!!!!

! okijg! F~z<gtqz<! oh{<gtqe<! g{<gt<! hx<xq! sqxh<hie! kguz<gt<! gqjmg<gqe<xe/! Kjzuqjb!

uV{je!osb<K!hiMl<!Hzui<gt<!nutK!g{<gTg<Gs<!osiz<zqb!dujlgTl<?!njmgTl<!lqgUl<!

sqxh<Hx<xkib<!njlb!himh<hm<Mt<tjk!-g<gm<Mjv!oktqUhMk<KgqxK/!

!

!!!!

!!!!

!!!! !!!!

!

! !

!!!!

!!!!

!!!!

!

!

!

!

!!!! !!!!
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s&g!yPg<guqbZl<!gtU!)gtuqbz<*!dVuig<gLl<s&g!yPg<guqbZl<!gtU!)gtuqbz<*!dVuig<gLl<s&g!yPg<guqbZl<!gtU!)gtuqbz<*!dVuig<gLl<s&g!yPg<guqbZl<!gtU!)gtuqbz<*!dVuig<gLl<
 

!!!! !!!!

dkuqh<Ohvisqiqbi<

!
! nxl<!s&gk<kiz<!gm<mjlg<gh<hMgqxK/!wf<k!yV!

-br<gq! nujeg<! gm<Mh<hMk<KgqxOki@! nK! s&g! olb<jl! NGl</

Osikqg<gh<hm<M! ux<HXk<kh<hm<Ms<! s&g! fmh<H! NgqxK/

Npr<giz<hm<m! nxl<! we<hK! s&g! nFsiqh<HgTme<! okimi<f<K! s

NGl</!-ke<!ke<jlbqz<!nxl<!s&g!uti<s<sqbqz<!gizk<kqx<Gg<!gizl<!liXhMgqxK!we<hK!HzeigqxK/

nk<ke<jlbqz<! okiz<! s&gk<kqe<! nxLl<! Ng<gLligh<! Ohix<xh<hm<m! gtU! sr<gs<! s&gk<kqz<!

nxligUl<?!Ng<gligUl<!Ohix<xh<hmuqz<jz!we<hK!sr<g!-zg<gqbh<!himz

leqkVl<! dzgLl<! sf<kqg<gqe<x! nf<kh<! Ht<tqbqz<! nuvui<! lefqjz?! hVufqjz?! km<h! oum<h! fqjz!

Ngqbux<Xg<Gk<! kg<guiX! N[l<! oh{<[l<! hqe<hx<xk<kg<g! nEsiqh<Hg<gt<!

hx<xqbkigOu! gqOvg<g! sqf<kje! -Vf<kig!

-kjeobm<cOb!njlgqe<xK/!

! uvzix<Xg<G! Lx<hm<m! klqp<s<! s&gk<kqe<! sqf<kjeBl<! sr<ggizk<! klqp<s<! sqf<kjeBl<! kl<! gizs<!

S,pz<! ke<jlbqz<! hz! uqk! nEsiqh<Hg<gt<! .

Olx<ogi{<me/! okijg?! him<M! F~x<gtqZt<t! himz<gtqz<?! wPkh<hm<m!

Fjpf<k! klqp<! -eg<GPg<gt<?! Oum<jm?! ljz! lx<Xl<! He<Hz! uqusibl<?! giz<fjm! uti<h<H! upqbig!

ole<Hz! Nx<XfQi<h<! hisel<! ohx<x! ofz<! uqusibl<! we<x! dx<hk<kqLjxg<Gt<! hz<OuX! Oujzh<!

hiGhiMgtqz<! fqjz! ohx<Xuqm<m! figiQg! uvzix<jxk<! oktquigg<! gi{zi

fqzk<kqZl<! nkqz<! dx<hk<kqbie! dhiqs<! osz<uk<kqZl<! keq! djmjl! ogi{<micb! ui<g<g! s&g!

dxUgtig! uqiqujmf<ke/! -f<k! uti<sqjk! lix<xl<! fQ{<m! giz! -jmoutqbqz<! fqgp<f<kjubiGl</!

-ux<xqe<! upqOb! -ui<gtqe<! dxUgTl<! hz! uti<sqjk! lix<xr<gjt! nxligUl<?! Ng<gligU

ogi{<M! hqe<hx<xq! uf<Kt<te/! nk<ke<jlbqz<! N{qe<! dmz<! uzqjlBl<! oh{<{qe<! -euqVk<kq!

uzqjlBl<! nkqgiv! uqjegjt! Nx<xq! uf<ke/! GVkq! dxU?! hiZxU?! gqjt! dxU?! Gzg<! Gxq!

)upufn*?!uqzg<Ggt<!)ubcppt*?!lif<kqiQgl<!)nbhjd*

-bx<jgh<! ohiVt<! upqhiM?! n{r<Gkz<?! Ouze<! ouxq! nbi<U! Ngqbjugjt! -bg<gfqjzbigg<!

ogi{<m! Hvikelie! .! uvzix<Xg<G! Lx<hm<m! leqk! -ek<kqz<! gtuqbzqz<! )hizqbz<*! nxr<gt<!

njlbOu! ohx<xe/! njugt<! ohiqKl<! GVkq!

dm<hm<mui<gt<?! hiz<dxg<G! nh<hix<hm<mui<gt<! we<x! uqzg<G!

fmk<jkgt<!njlf<ke!wezil</!!

! fil<! Le<ei<! Gxqh<hqm<mK! Ohiz<! dzgl<! LPuKl<! hiz<gTg<Giqb! dxULjxgt<?! fmk<jkgt<!

-bz<Hgt<! hx<xqb! ohiKuie! ujvbjxgjtg<! gi{uqbziK/! Neiz<! fqzk<kqZl<?! uqjts<szqZl<?!

nux<xqe<!hiqui<k<kjebqZl<?!nux<xqe<!lQK!ogi{<m!NTjgbqZl<!djmjl?!-jxbi{<jl!diqjl?!

nkqgivl<! Ngqb! Hkqb! figiQg! uz<zi{<jlgt<! dVuieOhiK! -ju! N[g<Gl<! oh{<[g<Gl<! wek<!

keqk<keqbie?! Ofovkqvie! Wx<xk<kip<uqe<! nch<hjmbqz<! nxr<gt<?! -bz<Hgt<?! h{<Hgt<?! w{<{r<gt<?!

Ohs<Sg<gt<?!dmz<gt<?!fmk<jkgt<?!uip<g<jggt</!-zg<Ggt<!Ngqbju!dzogr<gqZl<!yOv!ke<jlbqz<!

gi{h<hm<me/!-u<uiX!dVuig<gh<hm<m!ohiKk<ke<jljbs<!sie<Oxii<!ose<x!ofxq?!Le<Oeii<!%xqbju?!

kQbe!osb<kiz<!hpq!uVl<?!fz<ze!osb<kiz<!Hgp<!uVl<?!liel<?!fqbibl<!Lkzqbju!we<X!yVueK!

                                                           
1  uh[; nfsjkd;> 2006> ghl;Lk; njhifAk; njhy;fhg;gpaKk; jkpo;r; r%f cUthf;fKk;> g : 21
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s&g!yPg<guqbZl<!gtU!)gtuqbz<*!dVuig<gLl<s&g!yPg<guqbZl<!gtU!)gtuqbz<*!dVuig<gLl<s&g!yPg<guqbZl<!gtU!)gtuqbz<*!dVuig<gLl<s&g!yPg<guqbZl<!gtU!)gtuqbz<*!dVuig<gLl<!!!!

 
 

!!!! !!!! !!!! Ljeui<!g/Ljeui<!g/Ljeui<!g/Ljeui<!g/!!!!GlvGVhve<GlvGVhve<GlvGVhve<GlvGVhve< 

dkuqh<Ohvisqiqbi<?!klqp<k<Kjx!le<ei<!kqVljz!fibg<gi<!gz<Z~iq?!lKjv!

wf<k!yV!uip<uqbz<!%X?!keq!leqkEg<G!outqOb!fqe<X!

nK! s&g! olb<jl! NGl</! s&g! olb<jl! lQ{<Ml<! lQ{<Ml<!

Osikqg<gh<hm<M! ux<HXk<kh<hm<Ms<! s&g! fmh<H! NgqxK/! Npr<giz<hm<m! s&g! fmh<Oh! nxligqxK/!

Npr<giz<hm<m! nxl<! we<hK! s&g! nFsiqh<HgTme<! okimi<f<K! s&g! -br<Gktk<kqz<! -br<GuK!

NGl</!-ke<!ke<jlbqz<!nxl<!s&g!uti<s<sqbqz<!gizk<kqx<Gg<!gizl<!liXhMgqxK!we<hK!HzeigqxK/!

nk<ke<jlbqz<! okiz<! s&gk<kqe<! nxLl<! Ng<gLligh<! Ohix<xh<hm<m! gtU! sr<gs<! s&gk<kqz<!

nxligUl<?!Ng<gligUl<!Ohix<xh<hmuqz<jz!we<hK!sr<g!-zg<gqbh<!himz<!upq!nukieqg<g!LcgqxK/!

leqkVl<! dzgLl<! sf<kqg<gqe<x! nf<kh<! Ht<tqbqz<! nuvui<! lefqjz?! hVufqjz?! km<h! oum<h! fqjz!

Ngqbux<Xg<Gk<! kg<guiX! N[l<! oh{<[l<! hqe<hx<xk<kg<g! nEsiqh<Hg<gt<! .! kg! njlUgt<!

hx<xqbkigOu! gqOvg<g! sqf<kje! -Vf<kig! ‡Hg<Ogi! %Xgqxii</2! klqp<! s&gs<! sqf<kjeBl<!

uvzix<Xg<G! Lx<hm<m! klqp<s<! s&gk<kqe<! sqf<kjeBl<! sr<ggizk<! klqp<s<! sqf<kjeBl<! kl<! gizs<!

.! kg! njlUgt<! .! lm<Mh<hMk<Kkz<! Lbx<sqgjt!

Olx<ogi{<me/! okijg?! him<M! F~x<gtqZt<t! himz<gtqz<?! wPkh<hm<m! uvzix<Xg<! gizg<! gm<mk<kqx<Gt<!

Fjpf<k! klqp<! -eg<GPg<gt<?! Oum<jm?! ljz! lx<Xl<! He<Hz! uqusibl<?! giz<fjm! uti<h<H! upqbig!

ole<Hz! Nx<XfQi<h<! hisel<! ohx<x! ofz<! uqusibl<! we<x! dx<hk<kqLjxg<Gt<! hz<OuX! Oujzh<!

hiGhiMgtqz<! fqjz! ohx<Xuqm<m! figiQg! uvzix<jxk<! oktquigg<! gi{zil</! GPs<s&g! dxUgt<?!

fqzk<kqZl<! nkqz<! dx<hk<kqbie! dhiqs<! osz<uk<kqZl<! keq! djmjl! ogi{<micb! ui<g<g! s&g!

dxUgtig! uqiqujmf<ke/! -f<k! uti<sqjk! lix<xl<! fQ{<m! giz! -jmoutqbqz<! fqgp<f<kjubiGl</!

-ux<xqe<! upqOb! -ui<gtqe<! dxUgTl<! hz! uti<sqjk! lix<xr<gjt! nxligUl<?! Ng<gligUl<!

ogi{<M! hqe<hx<xq! uf<Kt<te/! nk<ke<jlbqz<! N{qe<! dmz<! uzqjlBl<! oh{<{qe<! -euqVk<kq!

uzqjlBl<! nkqgiv! uqjegjt! Nx<xq! uf<ke/! GVkq! dxU?! hiZxU?! gqjt! dxU?! Gzg<! Gxq!

)nbhjd*?!smr<Ggt<?!juhur<gt<!)dfsfnpojft*?!

pqhiM?! n{r<Gkz<?! Ouze<! ouxq! nbi<U! Ngqbjugjt! -bg<gfqjzbigg<!

uvzix<Xg<G! Lx<hm<m! leqk! -ek<kqz<! gtuqbzqz<! )hizqbz<*! nxr<gt<!

njlbOu! ohx<xe/! njugt<! ohiqKl<! GVkq! .! gqjt! dxUgtqe<! nch<hjmbqz<! hiz<! dxUg<G!

we<x! uqzg<G! .! upg<gl<! .! lm<Mh<hMk<Kkz<! okimi<hie!

fil<! Le<ei<! Gxqh<hqm<mK! Ohiz<! dzgl<! LPuKl<! hiz<gTg<Giqb! dxULjxgt<?! fmk<jkgt<!

-bz<Hgt<! hx<xqb! ohiKuie! ujvbjxgjtg<! gi{uqbziK/! Neiz<! fqzk<kqZl<?! uqjts<szqZl<?!

l<?!nux<xqe<!lQK!ogi{<m!NTjgbqZl<!djmjl?!-jxbi{<jl!diqjl?!

nkqgivl<! Ngqb! Hkqb! figiQg! uz<zi{<jlgt<! dVuieOhiK! -ju! N[g<Gl<! oh{<[g<Gl<! wek<!

keqk<keqbie?! Ofovkqvie! Wx<xk<kip<uqe<! nch<hjmbqz<! nxr<gt<?! -bz<Hgt<?! h{<Hgt<?! w{<{r<gt<?!

uip<g<jggt</!-zg<Ggt<!Ngqbju!dzogr<gqZl<!yOv!ke<jlbqz<!

gi{h<hm<me/!-u<uiX!dVuig<gh<hm<m!ohiKk<ke<jljbs<!sie<Oxii<!ose<x!ofxq?!Le<Oeii<!%xqbju?!

kQbe!osb<kiz<!hpq!uVl<?!fz<ze!osb<kiz<!Hgp<!uVl<?!liel<?!fqbibl<!Lkzqbju!we<X!yVueK!

nfsjkd;> 2006> ghl;Lk; njhifAk; njhy;fhg;gpaKk; jkpo;r; r%f cUthf;fKk;> g : 21 
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df<Kkz<gjt! lm<Mh<hMk<kqe/! yVuEjmb! Hgp<?! liel<?! djv! wz<zil<! sl<hf<kh<hm<mkigg<! gtuqbz<!

)hizqbz<*!fmk<jk!lQkie!nueK!lm<Mh<hMk<kjzh<!hqOtm<Omi!uzqBXk<kqeii</3!!

! nu<ujgbqz<! sr<g! -zg<gqbk<kqZl<?! okiz<gih<hqb! Nb<uqZl<! %xh<hm<m! sr<ggizk<! klqp<s<!

s&gk<kqe<! N{<! .! oh{<! gtuqbz<! nxr<gt<?! sr<g! Lx<giz! klqp<s<! s&gk<kqe<! gtuqbz<! nxr<gt<!

gmf<k! &uibqvl<! N{<Mgtig! OlZl<! OlZl<! hz<OuX! HjeUgjts<! S,cbhck<! okimi<f<K!

gi{h<hMujkk<!klqp<!-zg<g{!F~z<gt<!uqtg<Ggqe<xe/!-u<ujgbqz<!okimi<s<sq!fqjzbqz<!wjubju!

nxr<gtig!gtuqbzqz<!Wx<gh<hm<me!we<hjk!Nb<U!Lke<jlh<hMk<Kgqe<xK/!

!!!!
gtU!dVuig<gk<kqz<!fqgp<f<k!nxl<gtU!dVuig<gk<kqz<!fqgp<f<k!nxl<gtU!dVuig<gk<kqz<!fqgp<f<k!nxl<gtU!dVuig<gk<kqz<!fqgp<f<k!nxl<!!!!

! gtU! we<x! osiz<zimzqz<! ohikqf<Kt<t! lbg<gOl! nke<! hzuQeligUl<?! hzligUl<! njlgqe<xK/!

yV! fi{bk<kqe<! -VHxl<! Ohie<Ox! gtU! we<x! osiz<zimzqz<! -V! ohiV{<jlgt<! ohikqf<Kt<te/!

ye<X! gx<Hg<G! Lf<jkb! N{<.! oh{<! hizqbz<?! lx<oxie<X! ljxbqx<Ogimz<! )kqVm<M*! NGl</! gtuqe<!

-VHx! ohiV{<jlgtqz<! sr<gs<! s&gl<! wux<jx! nxligUl<?! nxlx<xkigUl<! Wx<xK@! gtU! we<x!

osiz<zimZg<G! -V! ohiV{<jlgt<! upr<gh<hm<ms<! S,pz<! biK@! gtuqe<! -VHx! ohiV{<jlgtqe<!

okimi<s<sq?! njsuqbg<gr<gt<! biju@! gx<Hg<G! Lf<jkb! N{<.! oh{<! hizqbz<! dxU! we<hK!

gtouiPg<gl<! we<x! ke<jlbqz<! nke<! njsuqbg<gl<! wk<ke<jl! uib<f<kK@! ljxbqx<Ogimzqe<!

njsuqbg<gl<! wk<ke<jl! uib<f<kK@! Ngqbux<jxg<! gVk<kqz<! ogi{<Om! gtU! we<x! osiz<zimzqe<!

ohiV{<jlgjt!jlblqm<Om!uqtg<gr<gt<!njlgqe<xe/!OlZl<!okiz<gih<hqbi<!gizk<kqOz!gtU!we<x!

osiz<zimz<! -V! ohiV{<jlgtqz<! upr<gh<hm<Mt<tK/! okiz<gih<hqbi<! gtU! we<x! osiz<zimjz! -V!

ohiV{<jlgtqz<!hbe<hMk<kqBt<tii</!gtuqbzqz<!gtU!we<hkx<G!uqtg<gl<!kvh<Ohif<k!fqjzbqz<!

! ‘Oum<jg!yVkjz!dt<Tkz<!olzqkz<!

! Ng<gl<!osh<hz<!fi[ujv!-xk<kz<!

! Ofig<Gu!wz<zil<!njuOb!Ohixz<!!

! lxk<kz<!lbg<gl<!sig<giM!we<X!

! sqxh<Hjm!lvhqeju!gtU!we!olipqh”4!

! we<X! -Vhizii<g<Gl<! -jmOb! Le<H! wh<OhiKl<! -z<zik?! nEhuqk<kqvik! hizqbz<!

d{i<UgjtBl<?!olb<h<hiMgjtBl<!kjzue<!kjzuqbqe<hiz<!dVuig<GuK/!gtU!we<x!osiz<zimz<!

gx<Hg<G! Lf<jkb! hizqbz<! dxU! we<x! ke<jlbqOz! okiz<gih<hqbi<! ohiVt<! ogit<gqxii</!

okiz<gih<hqbOv!gtU!we<hK!ljxbqx<Ogimz<!we<x!ohiV{<jlbqZl<!hbe<hMk<kqBt<tii</!sie<xig!

 ‘Ouf<K!uqMLjeRi<!Oux<Xh<Hzg<gtuqe<!

! Nkf<K!Yl<hz<!Olux<xiGl<”5!!!!!!!!!

we<X!le<ee<!WUkz<!ohiVm<M!Oux<Xh<Hzl<!ose<X!nr<Gt<t!Nfqjvgjtg<!gui<f<K!uVkjz!gtU!

we<Ox!Gxqh<hqMgqxii</!-r<Gg<!gtU!we<hkix<!ljxbqx<Ogimz<!we<x!osiz<zimjzOb!djvbisqiqbi<gt<!

hbe<hMk<kqBt<tei</!

! okiz<gih<hqbk<kqx<G! djv! uGk<k! -tl<H,v{Vl<! gtuqbZg<G! uqtg<gl<! kvh<Ohif<k! fqjzbqz<!

gtU!we<hkx<Gh<!hqxi<Giqb!ohiVjt!ljxbqx<Ogimz</!Oukk<jk!‘ljxF~z<”!we<X!osiz<uK!OhizOu!

nxfqjz!uPuilz<!gikzi<gt<!gvf<K!yPGl<!-kjeg<!gtU!we<X!h{<jmObii<!Gxqk<Kt<tei<!we<X!

Gxqh<hqm<Mt<tii</! weOu! slgizk<kqz<! -V! ohiVt<! kVl<! ujgbqz<! gtU! we<x! osiz<!

hbe<hMk<kh<hm<Mt<tK! we<hK! HzeigqxK/! weqEl<! nux<xqz<! dt<t! yV! yx<Xjlbig! -v{<M!

fqgp<UgTl<! hqxi<! nxqbilz<! ljxuigs<! osbz<hmk<kg<gkig! njlgqxK/! we<xiZl<! -tl<H,v{i<!

Gxqh<hqMuK! Ofig<gk<kg<gK! gtU! we<El<! osix<! g{<Mpqobz<zil<! nxh<hix<hm<mioke<xiz<! njlbiK/!

weOu! nxk<kqe<! hix<hm<m! gtU! gtouiPg<gOl! we<hjk! -r<G! nukieqg<gLcgqe<xK/! ‘-K!

gtuqbze<Ox! -K! gx<g! uQMOhX! hbg<GliX! we<je?! gtU?! okijz?! gill<?! -j{uqjps<S! we<he!

                                                           
2  uh[; nfsjkd;> 2006> ghl;Lk; njhifAk; njhy;fhg;gpaKk; jkpo;r; r%f cUthf;fKk;> g : 24 
3  njhy;> nghUs;> fstpay;> E} :100> g : 349 
4  njhy;> nghUs;> Gwj;> E} : 57> g : 148 
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ne<Oxi! slbk<kiviEl<! dzgk<kiviEl<! gcbh<hm<me/! nux<Xt<! ye<xe<xiOzi! -K! weqe<! nx<xe<X/!

gtU! we<ER<! osix<Ogm<Mk<! gtU! kQK! we<xZl<! gill<! we<ER<! osix<Ogm<Mg<! gill<! kQK! we<hK~dl<!

ne<X;! lx<X! nju! fz<zi! NliXl<! d{<M;! we<je?! yV! oh{<mim<c! kloviM! gzib<k<K! fR<S{<M!

siuz<! we<El<! dt<tk<ktib<! fR<S! %m<c! juk<K! uqzg<Guijv! -z<zikOhip<K! d{<hz<! we<X!

fqe<xuqmk<K! nVTjmbie<! yVue<! nkjeg<! g{<M! -ut<! -kje! d{<M! siuilx<ogi{<M! Ohib<!

dGk<kqm<mie<;! nuTl<! se! fQg<gk<Kg<g{<! fR<S{<M! siuit<! ose<xit<;! nK! gi{itib<s<! sig<giM!

fQr<gqeit</! nue<! ng<gtuqeie! nujt! db<bg<! ogi{<mjlbqe<! fz<Z~pqx<! osz<Zl<! we<hK! lx<Xl<!

-K! Ohiz<ue! gtuig?! fe<jl! hbg<Gl<”! we<X! -jxbeii<! gtuqbz<! djv! Gxqh<hqMuOk! njek<K!

djvgTg<Gl<!Le<Oeicbig!njlgqe<xK/!!

! gtU! djmjl! figiQgk<kqe<! ds<sg<gm<m! osz<zimz<! NGl</! djmjlh<! ohiVjt! ljxf<K!

kqVujks<! Sm<MgqxK/! -euqVk<kqBl<! d{U! Osgiqh<Hl<! lm<MOl! jlblig! uqtr<gqb! okiz<s&gk<kqz<!

hqxi<g<Giqb! ohiVjtg<! gtuiMkz<! we<x! osbz<! fqjzk<kqVg<g! uib<h<hqz<jz/! okiz<! s&gk<kqeiqe<!

Neqjvgjtg<! gtuiMkz<! we<x! gtU! Sm<mh<hMuK! wu<uiX@! we<x! uqei! wPgqe<xK/! GPg<gtig!

uip<f<k!s&k<kqe<!ym<Molik<k!osik<kig!Neqjv!njlf<kqVg<g?!d{Ug<gig!OuX!yV!GP!nkjeg<!

gui<f<K! kl<! d{Uk<Okjujbh<! H,i<k<kqosb<Kogi{<mei</! -s<osbz<! gtuqe<! Lke<fqjzk<! okimg<gl<!

wezil</! ns<s&gr<gt<! nux<xqx<Gg<! gtU! we<x! osiz<zijms<! Sm<cbqVf<kiZl<?! okiz<! s&gk<kqeiqe<!

-euqVk<kqbqe<! osbzie! H{i<s<sqjbg<! gtU! we<X! Sm<MuK! ohiVk<kLjmbikig! njlbuqz<jz/!

NOgit<! Ohiz<! oh{<Ogit<! dme<Ohig<gqz<! fqgp<ukig! Le<ei<! Gxqh<hqmh<hm<mK/! -V! OuX! OuX!

GPg<gtqe<! -jtObii<! %m<mr<gtqz<! dt<t! N{<! .! oh{<! H{i<s<sq! Oum<jgg<! ogi{<M! osbz<hMl<!

OhiK! nK! lm<Mh<hMk<Kkz<! Ljxbqz<! kjmuqkqbig! -Vg<Gl<! OhiK! ng<GPuqe<! osik<kig! fqjzk<k!

oh{<! dme<Ohig<Gg<G! dme<hm<Ms<! osz<Zl<! fqjzbqz<! ng<GPuqei<! nkjeg<! gtU! we<Ox!

dXkqh<hMk<k! uib<h<Ht<tOk! ypqb! OuX! ke<jlgjth<! ohxuqz<jz/! gtU! we<hK! ljxf<okiPGl<!

ke<jljbk<! okiz<gih<hqbi<! gizk<kqx<G! Le<Oh! ohx<Xuqm<mK! wezil</! ljxf<okiPGl<! ke<jljb!

jlblqm<Om! -h<ohbi<! ohx<x! klqp<s<! s&gk<kqe<! N{<! .! oh{<! hizqbz<! dxU?! ljxf<okiPgik<!

ke<jlbqz<! uqtr<gqb! Hvikeh<! H{i<s<sq! dxju! wh<ohbiqm<M! uqtg<gqbqVg<Gl<@! we<x! uqeiuqx<G!

uqjmOkMkz<!nusqbligqe<xK!!

! Olx<Sm<cb! F~x<hig<gtqz<! gtU! we<x! osiz<jzk<! okiz<gih<hqbi<! jgbi{<Mt<tii</! Nbqe<!

gtuqbzqe<! Lkz<! F~x<hiuqz<?! gtU! uqtg<g! F~x<hiuqz<! gtU! we<x! osiz<jzk<! okiz<gih<hqbi<!

Gxqg<guqz<jz/!sie<xig!

!  ‘ne<ohiM!H{i<f<k!Jf<kqj{!lVr<gqe<!!

! gilg<!%m<ml<!gi[l<!gijz”6! ! ! !!!!!!!!

! we<X! gilg<%m<ml<! we<Ox! Gxqh<hqm<Mt<tii</! gilg<%m<ml<! we<hkx<G! fs<sqeii<g<gqeqbi<! H{i<kZl<!

H{i<kz<! fqlqk<kLl<! weh<hm<m! gilh<H{i<s<sqjb! NviBl<! gizk<K! we<X! Gxqh<hqm<Mt<tii</! kjzuEl<!

kjzuqBl<! -bx<jgbig! wkqi<h<hm<Mg<! gill<! giv{ligg<! %Ml<! %m<ml<! we<X! okiz<gih<hqbi<!

%xqBt<tii</! okiz<gih<hqbi<! gilg<%m<ml<! we<x! osiz<jzBl<?! gtU! we<x! osiz<jzBl<! yOv!

ohiV{<jlbqz<! hbe<hMk<kqBt<tii</! -r<G! nuiqe<! F~x<hi!Ng<gk<kqxe<! ogi{<M! yV! LcUohxLcBl</!

sie<xig!

!  ‘gilh<H{i<s<sq!-mf<kjzh<hmZl<”7!!

! we<x! okiz<gih<hqb! F~x<hi! gilh<H{i<s<sqBl<! -mf<kjzh<hiMl<! hir<gx<H{i<s<sqBl<! Okipqbqx<!

H{i<s<sqBl<!ljx!we<X!%Xui<!we<hjk!uqtg<Ggqe<xK/!okiz<gih<hqbi<!kilig!-ux<jxs<!Sm<muqz<jz!

Le<Oeii<! Sm<cbjugjt! nh<hcOb! Gxqh<hqMgqxii<! we<hK! oktquigqe<xK/! OlZl<! gilh<H{i<s<sq!

weqEl<! -bx<jgh<! H{i<s<sq! weqEl<?! Le<EX! H{i<s<sq! weqEl<?! okb<uh<! H{i<s<sq! weqEl<! yg<Gl<!

we<X! uquiqh<hi</! weOu! gilg<%m<ml<! we<hK! gilh<! H{i<s<sq! Lkzie! fie<G! uqtg<gr<gjtk<!

ke<egk<Ok!ogi{<Mt<tK!we<hK!oktquigqe<xK/!OlZl<!!

                                                           
5  njhy;> nghUs;> fsT> E} : 92> g : 336 
6  njhy;;> nghUs;> nra;As;> E} : 498> g : 574 
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! ‘gilk<!kqj{bqx<!g{<{qe<X!u'dl<!

! fi[l<!lmEl<!oh{<jlb!Ngzqe” <8!

! wEl<! F~x<hiuqz<! uVl<! gilk<kqj{! wEl<! okimi<! -r<Gs<! Sm<mk<kg<gK/! gilk<kqj{! we<hkx<Gg<!

gil! yPg<gl<! we<X! -tl<H,v{i<! Gxqh<hqm<Mt<tii</! weOu! gilk<kqj{! we<hK! gtuqe<! fie<G!

fqjzgjtBl<! dt<tmg<gqbg<! gtuqbz<! gjzs<! osiz<zig! uqtr<Gujv! d{v! Lcgqe<xK/!

okiz<gih<hqbi<! gtuqbz<! we<x! osiz<zim<sqjb! NtikK! lm<Mlqe<xq! nkx<G! -j{bigg<! gilg<%m<ml<?!

gilk<kqj{!we<x!osiz<zim<sqjbg<!jgbi{<Mt<tjljb!nxqbLcgqe<xK/!-r<G!-jxbeii<!gtuqbz<!

djvjbs<!Sm<MuK!ohiVk<klig!njlgqe<xK/!‘gill<!fe<xiliXl<!d{<M/!Sui<g<gk<kqe<!g{<!ose<X!

Ohigf<Kb<h<hz<! we<Xl<?! dk<kvGVuqe<g{<! ose<X! Ohigf<Kb<h<hz<! we<Xl<?! fe<! Riel<! gx<X! uQM!

ohXuz<! we<Xl<?! okb<uk<jk! upqhMuz<! we<Xl<! wPf<k! gill<! g{<mibe<Ox@! Ole<lg<gtiZl<!

Hgph<hm<M! lXjlg<Gl<! dXkqhbg<Gl<! Nkzqe<! -g<gill<! ohiqKl<! dXkq! djmk<K! we<hK/! dXkq!

djmk<kiliX;!nXujgh<hm<m!hisi{<cgTl<!-j{!uqjps<Sk<!kQoke<h/!n‡K!d{<milqmk<Ks<!Sx<Xk<!

okimi<s<sq! d{<mil<;! d{<migOu! ogijzOb! gtOu! ouGtqOb! osVg<Og! lieOl! we<X!

-k<okimg<gk<Kg<! Gx<xl<! fqgPl<! we<hK”/9! we<X! gill<! hx<xqb! gVk<KVuig<gl<! oktqUXgqe<xK/!

Olx<%xqbux<xqzqVf<K! okiz<gih<hqbi<! kl<! gizs<Spzqz<! upg<gqzqVf<k! ‘gtU”! we<x! osiz<jzh<!

hbe<hMk<kqBt<tii</!sie<xig!

! (sqxh<Hjm!lvhqeju!gtU!we!olipqh”! :!

! -f<F~x<hi! Ng<gk<jk! nui<gizs<! S,pzqe<! uqjtuigk<! Okie<xqbju! we<hKl<?! gilg<! %m<ml<!

we<hKl<?!gilh<!H{i<s<sq!we<hKl<!nui<gizs<!S,pzqz<!Lx<hm<m!s&k<kqe<!Le<jeObii<!lvH!we<hjkBl<!

nukieqg<gLcgqe<xK/! gill<! we<x! osiz<! Le<jeObii<! s&gk<kqOz! lm<Mh<hMk<Kkz<! Ljxbqz<!

fjmohx<X! -Vg<gzil</! nux<xqx<G! lxigk<! okiz<gih<hqbi<! lm<Mh<hMk<Kkz<! uqkqBme<! %cb! yV!

gjzs<osiz<jz!dVuig<gqbqVg<gzil<!nz<zK!nuiqe<!Lf<jkb!lvOh!-ux<jx!dVuig<gqbqVg<gzil<!

we<hK! uqtg<gr<gtqe<! upq! oktquigqe<xK/! gtU! we<x! osiz<! upg<gk<kqzqVf<k! nxl<! we<hK!

-euqVk<kq! yV! ujvbjxg<G! dm<hm<M! lm<Mh<hMk<kh<hm<Ms<! smr<GgTme<! %cb! s&g! wkqi<h<H{i<ju!

outqh<hMk<Kl<!ujgbqz<!njlujk!nxqbLcgqe<xK/!

!!!!
H{i<s<sq!lm<Mh<hMk<kzqz<!fqgp<f<k!nxl<H{i<s<sq!lm<Mh<hMk<kzqz<!fqgp<f<k!nxl<H{i<s<sq!lm<Mh<hMk<kzqz<!fqgp<f<k!nxl<H{i<s<sq!lm<Mh<hMk<kzqz<!fqgp<f<k!nxl<!!!!

! H{i<s<sq!lm<Mh<hMk<kzqe<!Lkz<!hcfqjzbig!-vk<k!dxU!H{i<s<sq!kjmuqkqg<gh<hm<M!OuX!OuX!

GPg<gtqjmOb! lm<MOl! H{i<s<sq! Olx<ogit<t! Ou{<Ml<! we<hkiGl</! -u<upg<gk<kqe<! hc! Yi<!

-eg<GPjus<! Osi<f<k! N{<gt<! klK! -eg<GPuqx<G! outqbqzqVf<K?! lx<x! -eg<GPuqzqVf<K!

oh{<gjt! ue<Ljxbigg<! gmk<kqg<! ogi{<Muf<K! ljeuqgtig<gqg<! ogi{<mei</! -h<hcbie! yV!

GPuqx<Gh<! ‘Hxl{g<GP”! we<X! liEmuqbzii<! ohbiqm<mei</! sqz! -eg<GPg<gtqz<! uiPl<! N{<gt<!

nf<kg<! GPuqx<G! dt<OtOb! oh{<gjt! l{l<! osb<K! ogi{<mei</! -g<GPju! ngl{g<GP!

we<xjpk<kei</!-kx<gieg<!giv{r<gt<!sqzux<jxBl<!lig<oze<eie<!uquiqk<K!-Vg<gqxii</21!!

! ‘ngl{LjxBl<! Hxl{LjxBl<! ye<Xg<ogie<X! wkqvieju! bz<z/! -f<k! fit<ujv! Hxl{Ljx!

-eg<GPg<gt<! wjuBl<! wr<GOl! g{<Mhqck<Ks<! osiz<zh<hmuqz<jz/! Neiz<! GPl{Ljx! fqzuqb!

gizk<kqz<! nOfglig! nK! wz<zi! -mr<gtqZl<! WkiuK! yV! gizk<kqz<! -Vg<gOu! osb<kK/! Yi<!

-eg<GP! we<hK! fqz! GPg<gjt?! Gzr<gjtg<! ogi{<M! njlf<kqVf<kK/! nju! kib<upqbqz<! -vk<k!

dxUgt<! ogi{<cVf<ke/! -f<kg<! Gzr<gt<! yu<ouie<Xl<! keg<Gt<Ot! l{l<! osb<K! ogit<tg<! %miK!

we<X!g{<ch<hie!kjm!-Vf<kK/!-ke<!uqjtuig!yV!Gzk<jks<!Osi<f<k!N{<gt<!kl<!-eg<GPjus<!

Osi<f<k! OuX! yV! Gzk<jks<! Osi<f<k! oh{<gjtOb! ljeuqbvigg<! ogit<tLcf<kK/! Ngg<! Gzk<jkh<!

ohiXk<k! lm<cz<! nK! g{<ch<high<! Hxl{! Ljxjbg<! ogi{<cVf<kK/! Neiz<! -f<kg<! Gzr<gjtk<!

                                                           
7  njhy;> nghUs;> fsT> E} : 92> g : 336 
8  ,iw> fsT> E} :1> g : 15 
9  njhy;> nghUs;> fsT> E} :100> g : 349 
10  rpyk;G nry;tuhR.eh. 2010> njhy;fhg;gpaj;jpy; kzKiwfs; r%f khDltpay; Ma;T> g : 38. 
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ke<Et<! ogi{<cVf<k! -eg<GPg<! g{<ch<hig! ngl{! Ljxjbg<! gjmh<hqck<kK”/22! we<X!

Gxqh<hqMuke<!upq!hizqbz<!lm<Mh<hMk<Kkz<!-vk<k!dxuqz<!Wx<hm<Mt<tK!we<hK!oktquigqe<xK/!!

! -l<lm<MhMk<Kkzqe<! Okju! we<e! we<hjk! nxqb! Ohikqb! kvUgt<! gqm<muqz<jz/! leqk! Gz!

uip<uqx<G!we<Ox!ohiKuie!gVk<Kgt<!fqzUgqe<xe/!OuX!OuX!GPg<gtqjmOb!lm<MOl!-edx<hk<kq!

dxUgt<! ohXl<! ke<jlbqz<! oh{<gtqe<! km<Mh<hiM! Wx<hm<m! fqjzbqz<! gmk<kz<! l{lig! lixqbKl</!

hqe<ei<! oh{<gtqe<! d{i<Ug<G! lkqh<htqg<gh<hm<M! l{Ljxbig! lixqbKl<! oktquigqe<xK/! sr<g!

-zg<gqbr<gtqTl<!OuX!OuX!Gzk<kjks<!Osi<f<Okii<!gtUh<!H{i<s<sq!ogit<ujk!nxqbLcgqe<xK/!!

!!!! ‘biBl<!RiBl<!bii<!NgqbOvi!

! wf<jkBl<!Ff<jkBl<!wl<Ljxg<!Ogtqi<!

! biEl<!fQBl<!wu<upq!nxqKl<!

! osl<Hzh<!ohbz<!fQi<Ohiz!

! ne<Hjm!ofR<sl<!kil<!gzf<keOu”23!!!!!!!!

we<x!himz<!OuXOuX!Gzk<jks<!Osi<f<Okii<!gtU!l{l<!osb<K!ogi{<mjk!uquiqg<Gl</!ngfiE~x<Xh<!

himz<!

! ‘lXgqz<!K~r<Gl<!sqXGch<!hig<gk<K!!

! -bz<LVG!yh<hqje!ubfib<!hqx<hmh<!!

! hgz<uiqe<!gu<ju!nR<SKl<”24!!!!!

! wEl<! himzcgt<! sqXGch<! hig<gk<kqz<! dt<t! le<xk<kqmk<Ok! hgx<ohiPkqz<?! LVgjeh<! Ohie<x!

npGjmb! fQ! ubfib<! hqe<okimv! uVjubibqe<! Diqz<! nzi<! Okie<Xl<! we<X! uquiqk<Kt<tK/!

! gtouiPg<gk<kqz<! njlf<k! nxl<! okiz<! s&gk<kqz<! OuxigUl<?! sr<gs<! s&gk<kqz<! OuxigUl<?!

gi{h<hMgqe<xe/! -u<uxk<jks<! sr<gs<s&gl<! gVk<kqz<! ogi{<mkigk<! okiqbuqz<jz/! sr<gs<s&gl<!

ljxbjlh<! H{i<s<sq! wkqi<h<Hl<?! dme<Ohig<gqz<! oh{<! utjl! npqg<gh<hMukigUl<?! gtU! -e<hl<!

hpqObiM! Osi<g<gh<hMuKl<?! hiKgih<hie! hizqbz<! dxjuk<! OkMl<! s&gligs<! sr<gs<s&gl<! lix<xl<!

ohx<Xt<t! fqjzbqz<! gx<H! l{Ol! sqxf<kK! we<hjk! uzqBXk<KgqxK/! -r<Gg<! gtUg<G! -tl<H,v{i<!

kVl<! uqtg<gl<! ohiVf<k! njlgqe<xK/! gtuiuK! yk<kii<g<Gl<! lqg<gii<g<Gl<! ohiKuigqb! ge<eqbjvk<!

kli<! ogiMh<hg<! ogit<tiK?! ge<eqbi<! kl<! -s<jsbqeiz<! kljv! ljxk<Kh<! H{i<f<K?! hqe<El<! nxfqjz!

upilz<! fqx<xziz<! -K! nxoleh<hMl<! we<X! %xqBt<tii</! weOu! okiz<s&gk<kqe<! gtouiPg<g! nxl<!

hz! gm<mjlh<Hgt<! HGk<kq! gx<hqe<! upqOb! sqxf<kK! we<Xl<! njuOb! nxl<! we<Xl<! sr<gs<s&gk<kqei<!

Gxqh<hqMujk!nr<G! nxqbLcgqxK/!gtU!sqxf<kK!ne<X!we<X!%xilz<! nke<! okimi<s<sqbigg<!gx<H!

l{k<jkOb! nxligs<! sr<gs<s&gl<! Nkiqh<hjk! nukieqg<gLcgqe<xK/! gtouiPg<gk<kqz<! okiz<!

s&k<kqe<! nxl<! njsuqbg<gl<! ohx<Xt<tjkBl<! -ke<! upq! nxqbLcgqe<xK/! ljxbqx<Ogimzqe<!

okimg<gl<! Nfqjvg<! gui<kz<! we<hK! Le<ei<! Gxqh<hqm<mOk?! nu<ujgbqz<! -eg<GPg<gtqe<! d{Us<!

Osgiqh<Oh! oum<sqh<! Ohii<! we<hKl<! ns<s&gk<kqz<! d{Uk<! OkMkz<! we<x! ohiV{<jlbqz<! Nfqjvg<!

gui<kz<! nui<gtqe<! nxligs<! osbz<hm<mK/! OlZl<! gui<f<k! Nfqjvgjth<! hikQM?! ogijm! we<X!

hr<gqm<M?! upr<gq! uip<f<kKl<! nui<gtqe<! nxligg<! gVkh<hm<mK/! nke<! hqe<ei<! Wx<hm<m!

djmjls<s&gl<! -u<ujg! nxk<kqe<! fqjzjb! lix<xqbK! we<hOk! d{<jl/! d{ju! lm<MOl!

uip<uikivligg<! ogi{<m! s&gl<! djmjls<s&gk<kqz<! ohiVjt! uip<uikivligg<! ogit<Tl<! OhiK!

ohiVjtBl<! ogit<jtbqMl<! s&glig! lixqbK! we<hK! oktquigqe<xK/! ohiVt<! ogit<jt! we<x!

nxlx<x! osbjzs<! osb<Bl<! uQvi<gjts<! s&g! -vg<gl<! osb<K! gt<ui<! we<Xl<! yV! keqs<! s&gk<jkOb!

dVuig<gqbK/!

! Nfqjvg<! gui<kz<! d{U! we<x! ktk<kqz<! nxligg<! gVkh<hm<Mh<! hqe<H! nju! ohiVt<! we<x!

ktk<kqz<!nxlx<xkig!lix<xl<!ohx<xjk!nxqbLcgqxK/!gtouiPg<gk<kqz<!njlf<k!okiz<<!s&gk<kqe<!

nxk<jks<! sqz! gm<Mh<hiMgjth<! HGk<kqs<! sr<gs<s&gl<! nxlig! Wx<Xg<ogi{<mK/! ljxbqx<Ogimzqz<!

                                                           
11  rpyk;G nry;tuhR.eh. 2010> njhy;fhg;gpaj;jpy; kzKiwfs; r%f khDltpay; Ma;T> g : 39 
12  FWe; : 40 
13  mfk; : 118 
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dt<t!okiz<!s&gk<kqe<!nxl<!Lx<xqZl<!lXg<gh<hm<M!nxlx<x!fqjzbqz<<!nxk<kqe<!njsuqbg<gl<!hz!

lix<xr<gjtk<! klg<Gt<! kir<gqs<! s&gk<kqe<! Nkqg<gs<! sg<kqgtqe<! upqOb! gm<mjlg<gh<hm<Mh<!

hvuzig<gh<hMgqxK!we<hK!d{<jlOb/!weqEl<!nxl<!we<hK!s&gl<!nr<gQgiqk<k!ye<X!NGl</!njk!

Wx<hKl<!lXh<hKl<?!s&gl<!we<hK!d{<jlOb!NGl</!

! okiz<!s&gk<kqe<!nxLl<!Ng<gLligg<!gVkh<hm<m!-euqVk<kqBl<?!d{U!Osgiqh<Hl<?!gtU!we<x!

‘yV! osiz<! he<olipqbqz<”! njlgqe<xK! we<hKl<?! -kjeh<! Hzui<! lvH! hzuqkg<! gm<Mh<hiMgjth<!

HGk<kqh<! Hjef<Kjvk<Kt<tK! we<hKl<?! OlZl<! -ux<xqz<! ohx<x! nxk<kqe<! njsuqbg<gOl! gtU! we<x!

osiz<zqe<! ohiV{<jlgtqz<! njlgqe<xK! we<hjkBl<! nukieqg<gLcgqe<xK/! yVk<kqg<G! yVue<?!

yVuEg<G! yVk<kq! we<x! l{ucuk<jk! njmBl<! figiqg! fqjzjb! njmukx<G! Lf<jkb!

-euqVk<kqbqe<!dxU!fqjzgjt!lii<ge<!lqg!uqiquig!Nvib<f<Kt<tii</!

!!
s&gk<kqe<!gtU!Gxqk<k!nxg<gujzBl<!nxl<!fqjzfqXk<kZl<s&gk<kqe<!gtU!Gxqk<k!nxg<gujzBl<!nxl<!fqjzfqXk<kZl<s&gk<kqe<!gtU!Gxqk<k!nxg<gujzBl<!nxl<!fqjzfqXk<kZl<s&gk<kqe<!gtU!Gxqk<k!nxg<gujzBl<!nxl<!fqjzfqXk<kZl<!!!!

! sr<g! s&gk<kqe<! gtUg<! Gxqk<k! hkqUgt<! njek<kqZl<! s&gk<kqe<! hizqbz<! lm<Mh<hMk<kz<!

fqgp<f<Kt<te/!-ux<jx!nxqf<Kogt<t!lqo]z<!‡Hg<Ogi!nui<gt<!hizqbz<!Gxqk<k!&e<X!uqeig<gjt!

wPh<hq! njkg<! gqOvg<g! .! Ovilieqb! gzis<sivr<gtqz<! Okm! Lbe<Xt<tii</! nkjeg<! gqOvg<g!

gzis<sivk<OkiM! yx<Xjl! ogi{<m! sr<g! gizk<klqp<g<! gzis<sivk<kqz<! wPh<hq! nux<Xg<gie! uqjmgjt!

uqtg<gr<gjt! vi\<ogtkle<! nui<gt<! Gxqh<hqm<Mt<tii</! nux<jx! Lke<jlh<hMk<kqs<! sr<g! gtuqe<!

nxg<gujzbqjeBl<!s&g!lm<Mh<hMk<kzqz<!njlBl<!nxl<!fqjzfqXk<kk<kqjeBl<!gi{<Ohil</!nju!

2/ hizqbz<! fmk<jkBl<?! njks<! sii<f<k! osbz<hiMgTl<?! Sgr<gTl<! We<! yPg<guqbz<!

uqsivj{g<Giqb!ohiVtig<gh<hm<me@!

3/ -kx<G!We<!-k<kje!nxuqbz<!gujz@!

4/ wu<uiX?! We<?! wf<kh<! hizqbz<! ucur<gt<! Yi<! yPg<guqbz<! jlbligg<! gm<mh<hm<mK@! hizqbz<!

fmucg<jgbqz<?! OuX! hz! uqk<kqbislie! ucur<gTl<?! nux<xqe<! uQiqbLl<! okmi<s<sqbig!

-Vf<Kogi{<cVf<kOhikqZl<?! We<! -kqz<! -f<k! nxuqbz<! ng<gjxBl<! gujzBl<! okimi<f<K!

gi{h<hm<me@!-kje!We<!hqvs<sqje!lblig<g!Ou{<Ml<@25!

we<X! lqo]z<! ‡Hg<Ogi! nui<gt<! &e<X! uqeig<gjt! wPh<hq! nux<xqx<Gg<! gqOvg<g! Ovilieqb!

gzis<svr<gTme<! Nb<U! fqgp<k<kqBt<tii</! -l<&e<X! uqeig<gjtBl<! sr<g! -zg<gqbg<! gtuqbjz!

jlblqm<M!njlk<Kh<!hii<g<gzil</!nju!

2/ gtU! fmk<jkBl<?! njks<! sii<f<k! osbz<hiMgTl<?! Sgr<gTl<! We<! yPg<guqbz<! uqsivj{g<Giqb!

ohiVtig<gh<hm<me@!

3/ gtUsii<!osbz<him<cx<G!We<!-k<kje!nxuqbz<!gujz@!

4/ gtju!uqm!gx<H!sii<f<k!hizqbz<!ucur<gt<!Yi<!yPg<guqbz<!jlbligg<!gm<mh<hm<mke<!Ofig<gl<!

biK@!

! we<x! &e<X! uqeig<gjt! njlk<Kg<! gtU?! gtuqbz<! nxg<gujzg<! Gxqk<K! n[GOuil</! sr<g!

gizs<! sLkibk<kqe<! Le<! s&gk<kqz<! gtju! -bx<jgbie! K~{<Mkzig! Ofig<gqeii<gt</! Nkjek<!

kQbK?! hiul<?! nsqr<gl<! we<X! yKg<Ggqe<x! Ohig<G! ne<X! -z<jz/! gtuqz<! )hizqbz<*! =i<h<H?! fmk<jk?!

Osi<g<jg?! osbz<! Fm<hl<! Sgl<! hx<xqb! okiV! gilqbg<gjzjb! dVuig<Gl<! Ohig<Gl<! ne<X! -z<jz/!

sr<g! -zg<gqbk<kqe<! kvUgjt! juk<Kk<! okiz<gih<hqbOl! -l<Lbx<sqjb! osb<Kt<tjk! Le<eOv!

g{<Omil</! nl<Lbx<sq! dhg{<ml<! kPuqb! ohiK! nxqUs<! osiz<zimzqz<! klqp<g<! gilqbk<jk!

dVuig<Gl<! Lbx<sqbig! njlf<kiZl<?! nK! hqe<fim<gtqz<! nKOu! -zg<gqb! upg<gigUl<?! -zg<g{!

upg<gigUl<?!lixqh<Ohibqe!we<hK!oktquigqe<xK/!

! Jf<kqj{gtqe<! diqh<ohiVtie! %mz<?! -Vk<kz<?! -vr<gz<?! hqiqkz<?! Dmz<! we<x! gtU?! gx<H!

uip<g<jgbqz<! kjzue<! kjzuqe<! dxUgtqe<! d{i<Ugt<! wz<zil<! oh{<j{s<! sii<f<kjubigg<!

%xh<hm<Mt<te/! oh{<{qe<! Ofig<gqzqVf<K! hizqbz<)gtU?gx<H*! uqtg<gh<hMukigk<! okiqgqxK/! N{<gt<!

kr<gt<! gtuqje! lm<Mh<hMk<Kukiz<?! Ohiiqz<! oux<xq?! hqiquiz<! ohXl<! gz<uq?! ohiVm<osz<ul<!

                                                           
14  uh[; nfsjkd;> 2006> ghl;Lk; njhifAk; njhy;fhg;gpak; jkpo;r; r%f cUthf;fKk;> g :1 
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Ngqbux<jx! =m<ceii<gt</! nui<gt<! gtuqjek<! Kxf<Kh<! Ohiguqz<jz/! nkjek<! kl<! ush<hMk<kOu!

Lbe<xii<gt</!oh{<j{h<!hqiqf<K!Ohiiqz<!li{<mOhiuK!N[g<G!dbi<f<k!ohXlkqh<hig!-Vf<kK/!!

! ‘k{<{jm!ohXkz<!biuK@!hcOe!

! lisqz<!lgtqi<!le<xz<!fe<Xl<!

! dbi<fqjz!dzgk<K!Fgi<h”26!!!!!!!!

! we<X!Ohiiqz<!li{<m!N{<!dbi<fqjz!dzgl<!ose<X!lisx<x!lgtqjv!l{f<K!-e<hl<!Fgi<uie<!

weh<!Hzue<!hicBt<tii</!!

! gtU?! we<x! ohiKs<osiz<! hGh<H! fqgp<f<k! gtLl<?! gtju! yPg<guqbz<! hqvs<sqjeg<Giqbkig!

Ng<gqb!gtLl<!sr<g!gizk<kqz<!upr<gqb!sr<g!-zg<gqbg<!gtk<kqOz!fqgp<f<ke/!-r<G!Lke<!Lkzqz<!

gx<H! we<x! uKjus<! smr<jg! K~g<gqg<! ogichqcg<Gl<! hir<G! Le<fqXk<kh<hm<mK/! nke<! hqe<! uf<k!

okiz<gih<hqbLl<!nke<!Lf<K!F~z<!lvHgTl<!gtU?!gx<H!we<X!hqiqk<kei</!gtU!.!gx<jh!Le<eqVk<kq!

uqtg<gLl<! ujvbjvBl<! kvh<hm<mK/! -u<uqmk<kqz<! kie<! dhg{<ml<! kPuqb! gtU! we<x! ohiK!

nxqUs<osiz<zimz<!lix<xh<!ohx<X!kqVl{k<kqx<G!Lf<jkb!hizqbz<!uip<g<jg!we<X!Gxqh<hqm<mK/!-ke<!

hqxG! gtU! we<x! osiz<zimz<! yx<jxh<! hiqli{l<! dt<t! osiz<zigOu! sr<g! -zg<gqbk<kqz<!

upr<gh<hm<mK/! gtU! yPg<gk<kz<! ohib<?! uP! Ngqb! nxg<GjxUgt<! Okie<xqbkiz<! kqVl{l<!

nusqblibqx<X! we<X! hqvs<sqjeg<Gk<! kQi<jus<! osie<eK/! gtU! yPg<gk<kqz<! yk<k! Gc?! hVul<! sii<f<k!

N{<! .! oh{<! gtU! yPg<gk<jk! ne<H! gzf<k! yPg<gligUl<?! -h<hcbqz<zik! hizqbz<! yPg<gk<jk!

N{qe<! ‘OkXkz<! ypqf<k! gilk<K! lqG! kqxl<”! we<Xl<! okiz<gih<hqbl<! sr<g! -zg<gqbr<gjt! juk<K!

kvikvl<! hii<k<Kt<tK/! gtouiPg<gk<kqz<! dmjzuqm! Lg<gqbk<Kul<! uib<f<kjubig! nke<! osbz<?!

ntuqz<!gueh<hMk<kqbK!oktquigqe<xK/!

! H{i<s<sqs<! osbz<?! nke<! gtqh<H! Njs! Ngqbux<jx! OuX! Ouxigh<! hqiqg<g! Lcbik! LPjlbig!

-j{k<Kh<! hii<k<kK! okiz<! s&k<kqei<! Nuii</! H{i<s<sq! we<x! ye<xqzqVf<K! nux<jxh<! hqiqg<g!

Lcbiokeg<!gVkqbK/!nke<!hqxG!uf<k!sr<g!s&gl<!yV!osbjzs<!osb<Bl<!giiqbk<OkiM!yV!Sgl<!

-Vh<hjk! nxqf<K?! nf<ks<! Sgl<kie<! Njsg<G! upquGk<kK! we<hjk! d{i<f<kK/! H{i<s<sqs<!

osbjzBl<?! nkeiz<! d{<miGl<! gtqh<jhBl<?! NjsjbBl<! yV! LPjlbqzqVf<K! )ntUg<G! lQxilz<!

ntOuiM! -br<GuK*! hqiqf<KuqMl<OhiK?! H{i<s<sqs<! osbzqz<! d{<miGl<! SgLl<! NjsBl<! fe<jl! .!

kQjl! we<x! lkQh<hqm<Ms<! sqg<gZg<G! dt<tig<gh<hm<M! uqMgqe<xe/27! )‡Hg<Ogi*! we<gqe<xii</! gtU!

fmk<jkbqZt<t! H{i<s<sqs<! osbz<?! Njs?! Sgl<?! Ngqbju! yPg<guqbZg<gie! ohiVm<gt<! -z<jz/!

-l<&e<Xl<! -j{f<k! yV! -bg<gOl! gtU! fmk<jkbqe<! -zg<G/! -keiz<kie<! sr<g! -zg<gqb! lvH!

hqe<hxxqb! nxuqbzieK?! wf<k! Njsgt<?! wf<kuqklie! osbz<gt<?! wu<uqklie! Sgr<gt<! siqbieju!

nz<zK! kuxieju! we<X! hqvs<sqjeh<hMk<kilz<?! -f<k! NjsgTl<! Sgr<gTl<! yVujv! we<euig!

dVlix<Xgqe<xe! we<X! hii<k<kK/! hqvs<sqje! gtU! osbzqe<! h{<jhh<! hx<xqbK! -z<jz?! ns<osbzqe<!

ntjuh<! hx<xqbkiGl</! -ux<xqz<! gtuqz<! njlBl<! H{i<s<sqs<! osbjzBl<! Osi<f<Kh<! hqvs<sqjebig!

Le<juk<kK/!!

! H{i<s<sq! Sgl<?! Njs! we<x! &e<Xl<! -j{f<k! Yi<! -bg<gk<kqz<! N[l<! oh{<[l<! ntju!

lQXgqxii<gti! .! nkiuK! lm<Mh<hiM! dt<tui<gti! we<X! sr<g! -zg<gqb! lvH! hii<k<kK/! ntju! lQXl<!

OhiK! nK! lqjg! gill<! we<X! lm<Mh<hiM! fmucg<jg! wMk<kK! lm<Mlz<zilz<! gtUh<! H{i<s<sqs<!

osbjz! lm<Mh<hMk<kOu! gx<hqe<! upq! uf<k! H{i<s<sqjb! lm<MOl! jlbh<hMk<kqg<! gtUh<! H{i<s<sqjb!

lm<Mh<hMk<Kl<! Lbx<sqjbBl<! osb<kK/! nkx<gie! giv{k<jk! Le<eOv! Gxqh<hqm<Mt<Otil</! gtUh<!

H{i<s<sqjb! lm<Mh<hMk<Kl<! Lbx<sqbigOu! ‘ljxbjlh<! H{i<s<sq”! we<X! hzuixigs<! sr<gs<! s&gl<!

hiKgih<hx<x! hiZxU! we<X! Gxqh<hqm<M! uKjus<! smr<G! upq! njlBl<! GMl<hl<?! H{i<s<sqjb!

jlbh<hMk<kqBt<tK/! gill<! hx<xqBl<?! gtU! hx<xqBl<! sr<g! -zg<gqbh<! hkqUgt<! njlgqe<xe/! gill<!

kQbkigg<! gVkuqz<jz/! gill<! -bz<hieK! we<Xl<! Gxqh<hqMgqe<xe/! gtU! okimi<hie! hz!

hcfqjzgjts<! sr<g! -zg<gqbr<gt<! hkqU! osb<kqVf<kiZl<! gtuqe<! upq! uf<k! gx<H! we<X! uKju!

                                                           
15  Gwk; : 287 
16  uh[; nfsjkd;> 2006> ghl;Lk; njhifAk; njhy;fhg;gpak; jkpo;r; r%f cUthf;fKk;> g : 16 
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njlbiK!gx<H!-z<jz/!dt<th<H{i<s<sqbigOu!fqe<X!uKjus<!smr<G!Lcf<k!hqe<H!olb<BXH{i<s<sq!

fqgpOu{<Ml<!we<X!uqkqgjt!uGk<K!hqe<hx<xqbjk!nukieqg<gLcgqe<xK/!

! gtU! dxuqz<! Wg<gl<?! kuqh<H?! Wlix<xl<?! fqs<sblx<x! ke<jl?! l{k<kqx<G! ux<HXk<KuK?! $t<!

djvh<hK?!-vU!hgzigs<!Osvk<!Kch<hK?!sf<kqh<hqx<G!uib<k<k!-jmB,Xgt<?!dxU!nzviuK?!d{U!

osz<zijl?!K~g<gl<!ogit<tijl?!dmz<!olzqU?!hsjz?!ohx<Oxiiqe<!kjm?!ohiVt<!-z<zijl?!l{l<!

kt<tqh<! Ohikz<?! Dvii<! g{<gi{qh<H?! Hzl<hz<?! K~Kuqmz<?! gill<! lqg<g! gpqhmi<! %xz<! Ngqb!

sf<ki<h<hr<gTl<! d{i<s<sq! outqh<hiMgTl<! sr<g! -zg<gqbr<gt<! upq! uquiqg<gh<hm<me/! -K! Ohiz<! gx<H!

dxuqz<! N{<! ohiVt<?! nvsqbz<?! Ohii<! giv{lig! ljeuqjbh<! hqiqb! Ofi<f<kK/! ljeuq! lgh<! OhX!

wb<Kkz<?! =Ekz<?! hiZ~m<Mkz<?! Ngqb! gizr<gtqz<! g{ue<! hvk<jkbi<! ohiVm<Mh<! hqiqkz<?! hqiqf<kue<!

uVjgg<gigg<! gik<kqVk<kz<! Osvk<! kuqk<kz<! olzqkz<! hqiqf<k! N{<! fMupqbqz<! ljeuqjb! fqjek<K!

dVGkz<…/! Lkzqb! sf<ki<h<hr<gTl<! d{i<s<sq! outqh<hiMgTl<! sr<g! -zg<gqbr<gt<! upq!

Hjef<Kjvg<gh<hm<me/! -v{<M! fqjzgtqZl<! hiZxUs<! osbz<! &c! ljxg<gh<hm<M! nke<!

lm<Mh<hMk<Kkz<!ke<jlbqz<!wju!gjmhqcg<gOu{<cbju!we<hjkk<!okiz<gih<hqbl<!Lkz<!hqxG!uf<k!

-zg<g{F~z<gt<!oktqUXk<Kgqe<xe/!

!!!!
keqfhi<!dmz<!upq!njlBl<!hizqbz<keqfhi<!dmz<!upq!njlBl<!hizqbz<keqfhi<!dmz<!upq!njlBl<!hizqbz<keqfhi<!dmz<!upq!njlBl<!hizqbz<!!!!nxl<nxl<nxl<nxl<!!!!

! ohiKuigg<! gtouiPg<gl<?! gx<ohiPg<gl<! gm<mjlh<HgTg<G! &zlig! njluK! keqfhi<! dmz<!

lQK! -jugt<! osZk<Kl<! Nkqg<gl<! NGl</! oh{<{qe<! dmz<! N{qe<! Nkqg<gk<kqe<! ubh<hm<mK/! -K!

Nt<uqjeBjmjls<! sii<f<kK! we<hi</! hizqbz<! osbzqz<! ntuiz<! Wx<hMgqx! dmz<! olzqU?! Ofib<?!

hsjz?! hsqbqe<jl?! K~g<glqe<jl?! d{i<s<sqk<! kgqh<H?! gill<! lqGkz<! fi{k<kqe<! hzuQelie! kjm?!

N[g<G!le!uzqjl!kq{<jl!npqkz<?!Nt<uqjebqz<!Dg<glqe<jl?!giz?!dmz<!fz!uqvbl<!hx<xqb!

guel<! Ohsh<hm<mK/! hizqbz<! dxuiZl<?! ntUg<! GjxuiZl<! N{<oh{<! -VuvK! leLl<! dmZl<!

hikqg<gh<hMukx<Gs<!sr<gh<!himz<gtqz<!fqjxb!wMk<Kg<gim<Mg<gt<!dt<te/!

! !

! ‘gill<!jgl<lqgqe<!kir<Gkz<!wtqOki”!28!!

we<Xl<!

! ‘ohVf<Okit<!GXlgt<!nz<zK!

! lVf<KhqxqK!-z<jzbie<!dx<x!Ofib<g<Og”!29!!

we<X!N{<!dVgqe<xie</!OlZl<!

! ‘H{iqe<!H{viK!ohiVOt;!ohiVt<ubqe<!

! hqiqbqe<!H{viK!H{i<Ou”! 2:! !!!! !!!!

we<X! N{<?! H{i<s<sqbqz<! kqjtk<kiz<! ohiVt<! gqjmg<giK/! ohiVTg<gigh<! hqiqf<kiz<! H{i<s<sq! -e<hl<!

gqm<miK!we!fqjeg<gqxie</!-bz<hie!H{i<s<sqjbs<!osbx<jgbie!ohiVm<!osz<uk<jk!njmukx<gig!

lm<Mh<hMk<k!Ou{<cb!s&gligOu!sr<gs<!s&gl<!njlujk!d{vLcgqe<xK/!OlZl<!

! ‘SvOe!ose<xei<!gikzi<!dve<!npqf<K!

! =r<G!bie<!nPr<gqb!wu<ul<!

! bir<G!nxqf<ke<X!-u<!nPr<gz<!DOv”31!!!!!!!!

we<X! hizqbz<! hqiquiz<! wPf<k! lqjgg<! gilk<kiz<! yV! oh{<! keK! dve<! )leuzqjl?! nxqU*!

npqf<kkigg<! %Xgqxit</! -e<oeiV! oh{<! ‘gill<! ofvqkv”! fi{l<! ‘jgf<fqz<ziOk”! npqf<kkigg<!

%Xgqxit</)GX;255*!gil!OfiBx<X?!nkeiz<!‘Kbi<!ohiXg<gz<Oze<!Okipq!Ofib<g<Og”!we<X!yV!oh{<!

Kcg<gqxit<! )GX;335*/! ‘fz<zxqU! -pf<k! gill<”! )GX;342*! we<X! gill<! nxqju! npqh<hkigh<! oh{<!

d{Vgqxit</OlZl<!

                                                           
17  ew; : 39 
18  NkyJ : 80 
19  ew; : 16 
20  NkyJ : 140 
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 ‘Ofib<!njzg<!gzr<gqb!lke<!npq!ohiPkqz<!

! gill<!osh<hz<!N{<lgx<G!njlBl<!

! biOe!oh{<jl!km<h!F{<{qkqe<!kir<gq!....“!32!!

we<X! yV! oh{<! d{i<gqxit</! gill<! jgl<lQxq! Ofibigq?! le! uzqjljb! npqg<gqxOhiK?! giLx<x!

fqjzjb!uib<uqm<Ms<!osiz<ZuK!N[g<Gh<!ohiVk<klieK?!Neiz<!oh{<jlg<G!-bziK?!kir<gqbig!

Ou{<Ml<!we<X!%XukqzqVf<K!hizqbz<!dxuqz<!oh{<{qe<!nmr<gqb!ke<jl!Hzh<hMl</!nju!

! ‘ke<EX!Oum<jg!gqpue<!Le<!gqtk<kz<!

! w{<[r<!gijzg<!gqpk<kqg<G!-z<jzh<!!

! hqxfQi<!lig<gtqe<!-e<xqb!Nbqjmh<!

! ohb<f<fQi<!OhiZl<!d{i<uqx<X!we<h”33!!!!! !!!!

! we<X!okiz<gih<hqbl<!oh{<!ke<!hizqbz<!Oum<jgjbk<!kjzue<!Le<!osiz<uK!-z<jz/!N{qe<!

hizqbz<! osbZ~g<g! fqjz! -bx<jgbiekigg<! gVkh<hMgqxK/! ljeuq! lm<MOl! N{qe<! -ek<jk!

uqVk<kqs<! osb<bk<! kGkq! djmbut<?! hvk<jk! nz<zi<! we<x! fqjzbqz<! sr<gs<! s&k<kqe<! nxl<!

njlf<kqVf<kK/! N{<! keK! hizqbz<! df<Kkjz! nmg<gq! Nt<uK! Lf<k! Lf<k! nueK! Nkqg<gl<?!

nkqgivl<?! osz<uig<G! lqGf<k! osbz<himiGl</! uQm<cz<! nue<! Olx<ogit<Tgqx! -f<k! yPr<GLjxh<!

hbqx<sqbqz<! kie<! fim<jm! NTgqe<x! nkqgivl<! okimr<GgqxK/! kjzue<! kjzuqbqe<! keqfhi<!

d{i<s<sqbqz<! Lkzqz<! lm<Mh<hMk<Kkz<! okimr<gqh<! ohiKuie! dhg{<ml<! kPuqb! hizqbzqz<! gtU?!

gx<H! we<x! hGh<Hgt<! Wx<hm<Mg<! gx<H! nxligs<! sr<g! s&gk<kqz<! njlujk! -u<uqbzqz<!

nxqbLcgqe<xK/!

!!!!
LcUjvLcUjvLcUjvLcUjv!!!!

! leqk! figvqgk<kqe<! uti<s<sq! gm<mk<kqz<! nxl<! sqXlvH?! ohVlvhig! lix<xl<! ohx<Xh<! ohiKuie!

nxqUs<! osiz<zimzigs<! s&gk<kqeviz<! nr<gQgivl<! upr<gh<hm<m! fqjzbqz<! Hpg<gk<kqz<! upg<gig?!

lvhig?!hqe<hx<xh<hMgqe<xe/!-ux<xqe<!nxLl<!Ng<gLl<!-ux<xqz<!gm<mjlg<gh<hMgqe<xe/!!

! okiz<!s&gk<kqeiqe<!gilg<%m<ml<?!sr<gs<!s&gk<kqeiqe<!gtU!we<X!lix<xl<!ohx<xK/!gilg<%m<ml<!

we<x! osiz<zqe<! dm<ohiVt<! gtuqje?! gilk<kqje! -bx<jgbigh<! hii<k<K! Hpr<gqb! s&gk<kqe<!

outqh<himig!njlgqe<xe/!gtU!we<x!osiz<zqe<!dm<ohiVt<!gtuqje?!gilk<kqje!OuXktk<kqx<Gg<!

ogi{<M! ose<X! lm<Mh<hMk<Kkz<?! s&g! fzeqje! Le<eqXk<kq?! ljxbjlh<! H{i<s<sq?! hpqObiM!

Osii<k<kz<!we<x!uqtg<gl<!kf<K!gx<hqje!uzqBXk<Kl<!s&glig!njlujk!nukieqg<gLcgqe<xK/!!

! sr<g! gizk<! klqp<s<! sLkibk<kqz<! OlOzir<gqbqVf<k! -eg<GPuip<g<jg! lkqh<hQMgTl<?!

fl<hqg<jggTl<?! dxUgTl<! Outi{<jl! dx<hk<kqLjxg<G! lixqbOhiK! djmjl! figiqgk<OkiM!

-jbf<K! uf<k! Hkqb! lkqh<hQMgOtiMl<?! fl<hqg<jggOtiMl<! dxUgOtiMl<! ouu<OuX! uqkr<gtqz<!

ohiVk<kh<hm<me?!nz<zK!ohiVf<kqh<!Ohibqe/!!

! -f<k!-bx<jg!v^uikk<kqzqVf<K!dbqVt<t!wKUl<!kh<hLcbiK/!okiz<!s&gk<kqe<!uip<g<jgBl<?!

sr<ggiz! uip<g<jgBl<! nkeke<! nxqU! osiz<zimZg<Gl<! dxuimZg<Gl<! uip<uqbz<! LjxgTg<Gl<!

Wx<hm<m!lix<xOl!-ju/!

! sr<g!-zg<gqb!lvhqje!dt<uir<gqb!okiz<gih<hqb!Lf<K!F~z<!lvHgTl<?!okiz<gih<hqbLl<!gtUh<!

H{i<s<sqjbg<! giluqbzigUl<?! klqp<g<! gilqbg<gjzbigUl<?! dhg{<ml<! kPuqb! nxqUs<osiz<zimzqz<!

ohiKuigh<!hkqU!osb<kjkBl<!Nb<U!upq!nxqbLcgqe<xK/!!

! -l<lix<xk<kqjes<! sie<Oxii<! ose<x! ofxq?! Le<Oeii<! %xqbju?! kQbe! osb<kiz<! hpq! uVl<?! fz<ze!

osb<kiz<! Hgp<! uVl<?! liel<?! fqbibl<! Lkzqbju! ne<X! yVueqe<! df<Kkz<gjt! lm<Mh<hk<kqe/!

yVuEjmb! Hgp<?! liel<?! djv! wz<zil<! sl<hf<kh<hm<mkigs<! sr<gs<! s&gk<kqe<! hizqbz<! fmk<jkjb!

njlf<K!lm<Mh<hMk<kh<hm<mjk!nxlig!lix<xqbke<!hqe<Hzk<kqje!nukieqg<gLcgqe<xK/!!

                                                           
21  ew; : 94 
22  njhy;> nghUs;> fsT> E} : 118 
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! sr<gs<! s&gk<kqz<! hvk<jkObiM! hiZxU! ogit<TuK! yV! Ouf<kEg<G! lm<Mh<himx<x! hizqbz<!

fmk<jk!we<hK!Gxqh<hqm<Mt<tK/!weqEl<!ljeuq!likuqmibie!gizk<kqZl<?!gVUx<X.!Gpf<jk!=El<!

gizk<kqZl<!kjzue<!hvk<jkbOviM!hiZxU!we<hjk!nElkqk<kK!we<hK!hvk<jkbviz<!-euqVk<kqs<!

osb<bLcbiK!we<hK!oktquigqe<xK/!!

! okiz<?! sr<g! s&gr<gt<! -euqVk<kqk<! ktk<kqz<! hz! lm<Mh<hMk<Kkz<gjth<! hizqbz<! uip<uqbzqz<!

HGk<kqBt<te! we<hjk! Nb<U! upq! nukieqg<gLcgqe<xK/! gtUh<! H{i<s<sqjbh<! hqvs<sqj{g<Giqb!

ohiVtig! lix<xqg<! gx<Oh! kQi<uigs<! sr<g! -zg<gqbl<! Le<olipqf<kK/! gtUh<! H{i<s<sqOb! l{ligg<!

gVkh<hm<m! okiz<! s&gk<kqz<! gizs<$pzqz<! lix<xl<! Wx<hm<mke<! uqjtuigg<! gx<H! l{l<!

dVuig<gh<hm<mK/! keqfhiqe<! dmzqbz<! vQkqbqz<! hz! lix<xr<gjtg<! gtuqbz<! Wx<hMk<Kukiz<?!

nui<gtqe<! leuzqjl?! Ofib<! Ngqbux<xqx<G! dt<tiGukiz<! gx<H! l{k<kqje! Le<eqjzh<hMk<kqbK/!

hiKgih<hie!hiZxju!jlbh<hMk<kqbOk!sr<g!-zg<gqbl<!we<hjk!Nb<U!oktqUhMk<Kgqe<xK. 
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Introduction 

 The initiation of the study of generalized closed sets was done by Levine [36] in1970. The 
notion of πg-closed sets as a weak form of generalized closed sets was 
and Noiri [14] in 2000. The notion of locally closed sets in atopological space was introduce
Bourbaki [10]. Ganster and Reilly [21] further studied the properties of locally closed sets and 
defined the LC-continuity and LC-irresoluteness. Balachandran et al. [9] introduced the concepts 
of generalized locally closed sets and GLC-continuous fun
properties. In 1997, Arockiarani et al. [6] studied regular generalized locally closed sets and RGL
continuous functions in a topological space.  
 The aim of this paper is to continue the study of generalizations of lo
investigate the classes ofπgl-continuous functions and
space.  

 A set A⊆ (X,τ ) is calledθ-closed [65] if A = cl
x∈ U}. The complement of aθ-open set is called 
the following definitions which are prerequisite for this paper. 
 
Definition: A subset A of (X, τ) is called  
1. π-open [66] if the finite union of regular open sets. 
2. generalized closed (g-closed) [36] if cl(A)⊆ 
3. πg-closed [14] if cl(A)⊆ U whenever A⊆ U and U is π
4. θ-generalized closed (θ-g-closed) [17] if clθ
5. locally closed [21] if A = S∩ F where S is open and F is closed in X. 

6. generalized locally closed (glc) [9] if A = S∩

7. θ-generalized locally closed (θglc) [7] if A = S
8. θ-locally closed (θlc) [7] if A = S∩ F where S is θ

9. θlc∗-set [6] if A = S∩ F where S is θ-open and F is closed in X. 

10. θlc∗∗-set [6] if A = S∩ F where S is open and F is θ

11. glc∗-set [9] if A = S∩ F where S is g-open and F is closed in X. 

12. glc∗∗-set [9] if A = S∩ F where S is open and F is g

13. θ-glc∗-set [6] if A = S∩ F where S is θ-g-open and F is closed in X. 

14. θ-glc∗∗-set [6] if A = S∩ F where S is open and F is θ

 The complements of the above mentioned closed (open) sets are called their respective open 
(closed) sets.  
Remark: The following diagram holds in a topological space. 

 θ-closed−→θ-g-closed↓closed−→ g-closed−→πg
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study of generalized closed sets was done by Levine [36] in1970. The 
of generalized closed sets was introduced by Dontchev 

and Noiri [14] in 2000. The notion of locally closed sets in atopological space was introduced by 
Bourbaki [10]. Ganster and Reilly [21] further studied the properties of locally closed sets and 

irresoluteness. Balachandran et al. [9] introduced the concepts 
continuous functions and investigated some of their 

properties. In 1997, Arockiarani et al. [6] studied regular generalized locally closed sets and RGL-

The aim of this paper is to continue the study of generalizations of locally closed sets and 
continuous functions andπgl-irresolute functions in a topological 

closed [65] if A = clθ (A), where clθ (A) = {x∈ X : cl(U)∩ A =∅, U∈τ and 
open set is called θ-closed. Before entering into our work, we recall 

the following definitions which are prerequisite for this paper.  

open [66] if the finite union of regular open sets.  

⊆ U whenever A⊆ U and U is open in X.  

U and U is π-open in X.  

θ (A)⊆ U whenever A⊆ U and U is open in X.  

F where S is open and F is closed in X.  

∩ F where S is g-open and F is g-closed in X. 

generalized locally closed (θglc) [7] if A = S∩ F where S is θ-g-open and F is θ-g-closed in X.  
F where S is θ-open and F is θ-closed in X.  

open and F is closed in X.  

F where S is open and F is θ-closed in X.  

open and F is closed in X.  

F where S is open and F is g-closed in X.  

open and F is closed in X.  

F where S is open and F is θ-g-closed in X.  

The complements of the above mentioned closed (open) sets are called their respective open 

The following diagram holds in a topological space.  

πg-closed   
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Definition: A function f : (X, τ )−→ (Y, σ) is called  

1. LC-continuous [21] if f−1(V) is locally closed in (X, τ) for every V∈σ.  

2. GLC-continuous [9] if f−1(V) is glc-set in (X, τ) for every V∈σ.  
3. θGLC-continuous [7] if f−1(V) is θglc-set in (X, τ) for every V∈σ.  

4. θ-LC-continuous [7] if f−1(V) is θlc-set in (X, τ) for every V∈σ.  

Theorem: If A is π-open and πg-closed in a space (X, τ), then A is closed.  

Lemma: For πg-closed sets of a space X, the following properties hold:  

1. every finite union of πg-closed sets is always a πg-closed set.  

2. even a countable union of πg-closed sets need not be a πg-closed set.  

3. even a finite intersection of πg-closed sets may fail to be a πg-closed set.  

Lemma: A set A of X is πg-open if and only if F⊆ int(A) whenever F ⊆ A and F is π-closed.  

 
πg-locally closed sets  

Definition: A subset S of (X, τ) is said to be πg-locally closed (πglc) if S = G∩ F where G is πg-open 

and F is πg-closed in (X, τ).  

Definition: A subset S of (X, τ) is called πglc∗ if there exists a πg-open set G and a closed set F of 

(X, τ) such that S = G∩ F.  

Definition: A subset B of (X, τ ) is called πglc∗∗ if there exists an open set G and a πg-closed set F 

of (X, τ ) such that B = G∩ F.  

The collection of allπg-locally closed (resp.πglc*,πglc**) sets of a space (X,τ ) will be denoted by 
πGLC(X,τ) (resp.πGLC*(X,τ),πGLC**(X,τ)).   
 From the above definitions we have the following results.  
Theorem: 1. Every locally closed set is πglc.  

2. Every θ-locally closed set is πglc.  

3. Every θglc-set is πglc.  

4. Every πglc∗-set or πglc∗∗ is πglc.  

5. Every glc-set is πglc.  

6. Every θlc-set is πglc∗ or πglc∗∗.  

7. Every glc∗-set is πglc∗.  

8. Every θlc∗-set is πglc∗.  

9. Every θlc∗∗-set is πglc∗∗.  

10. Every θglc∗-set is πglc∗.  

11. Every locally closed set is πglc∗ and πglc∗∗.  

 However the converses of the above are not true may be seen by the following Examples.  

 Example: Let X = {a, b, c, d} and τ = {∅, X, {a, b}, {a, b, c}, {a, b, d}}. Then locally closed sets 

are∅, X, {c}, {d}, {a, b}, {c, d}, {a, b, c}, {a, b, d} and πglc-sets are P(X). It is clear that {a, c} is 

πglc-set but it is not locally closed.  

 Example: θ-locally closed sets are∅, X and πglc-sets are P(X). It is clear that {a, b} is πglc-set 

but it is not θ-locally closed set.  

 Example: θglc-sets are∅, X, {a},{b}, {a, b}, {c, d}, {a,c, d}, {b, c, d} and πglc-sets are P(X). It 

is clear that {b, c} is πglc-set but it is not θglc-set.  

 Example: Let X = {a, b, c, d, e} and τ = {∅, X, {a}, {e}, {a, e}, {c, d},{a, c, d}, {c, d, e}, {a, c, 

d, e}, {b, c, d, e}}. Then πglc∗-sets are∅, X, {a}, {b},{c}, {d}, {e}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {a, d}, {a, e},{b,e}, 
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{c, d}, {c, e}, {d, e}, {a, b,e}, {a, c, d}, {a, c, e}, {a, d, e}, {b, c, d}, {c, d, e}, {a, b, c, d}, {a, c, d, 

e},{b, c, d, e} and πglc-sets are P(X). It is clear that {b, c} is πglc-set but it is not  

πglc∗-set.  

 Example: πglc-sets are P(X) and glc-sets are∅, X, {a}, {b}, {c}, {d}, {a, b}, {c, d}, {a, b, c}, {a, 
b, d}, {a, c, d}, {b, c, d}. It is clear that {b, c} is πglc-set but it is not glc-set.  

 Example: θlc-sets are∅, X and πglc∗ (or) πglc∗∗-sets are P(X). It is clear that {a, b} is πglc∗ (or) 

πglc∗∗-set but it is not θlc-set.  

 Example: glc∗-sets are∅, X, {a}, {b}, {c}, {d}, {a, b}, {c, d}, {a, b, c}, {a, b, d} and πglc∗-sets 

are P(X). It is clear that {b, c} is πglc∗-set but it is not glc∗-set.  

 Example: θlc∗-sets are∅, X, {c}, {d}, {c, d} and πglc∗sets are P(X). It is clear that {a, d} is 

πglc∗-set but it is not θlc∗-set.  

 Example: θlc∗∗-sets are∅, X, {a, b}, {a, b, c}, {a, b, d}and πglc∗∗-sets are P(X). It is clear that 

{a} is πglc∗∗-set but it is not θlc∗∗-set.  

 Example: θglc∗-sets are∅, X, {a}, {b}, {c}, {d},{a, b}, {c, d} and πglc∗-sets are P(X). It is clear 

that {b, c} is πglc∗-set but it is not θglc∗-set.  

 Example 1.2.15 In Example 1.2.5, locally closed sets are∅, X, {c}, {d}, {a, b}, {c, d}, {a, b, c}, 
{a, b, d} and πglc∗ and πglc∗∗-sets are P(X). It is clear that {a, c} is both πglc∗ and πglc∗∗-set but it 

is not locally closed  

Theorem 1.2.16 For a subset S of (X, τ ) the following are equivalent:  
1. S∈πGLC∗(X, τ ).  

2. S = P∩ cl(S) for some πg-open set P.  

3. cl(S)−S is πg-closed.  

4. S∪ (X−cl(S)) is πg-open.  

Proof. (1)⇒ (2) Let S∈πGLC∗(X,τ ). Then there exists aπg-open set P anda closed set F such that S 

= P∩ F. Since S⊂ P and S⊆ cl(S) we have S⊆ P∩cl(S). Conversely, since cl(S)⊆ F, P∩ cl(S)⊆ P∩ F = S 

which implies that S =P ∩cl(S).(2)⇒  

 (1): Since P isπg-open and cl(S) is closed P∩ cl(S)∈πGLC∗(X,τ ).(3)⇒ (4): Let F = cl(S)−S. Then F 

isπg-closed by the assumption and X−F =X ∩(cl(S)−S)c = S ∪(X−cl(S)). But X−F is πg-open. This 
shows that S ∪(X−cl(S))isπg-open.(4)⇒ (3): Let U = S∪ (X−cl(S)). Then U isπg-open. This implies 

that X−U isπg-closed and X−U = X−(S∪ (X−cl(S))) = cl(S)∩ (X−S) = cl(S)−S. Thus cl(S)−S isπg-

closed.(4)⇒ (2): Let U = S∪ (X−cl(S)). Then U isπg-open. Hence we prove that S = U ∩cl(S) for 

some πg-open set U. U ∩cl(S) = (S ∪(X−cl(S))) ∩cl(S) = (cl(S) ∩ )∪ (cl(S)∩ X−cl(S)) = S∪∅ = S. 

Therefore S = U∩ cl(S). (2)⇒ (4): Let S = P∩ cl(S) for someπg-open set P. Then we prove that 

S∪(X−cl(S)) isπg-open. S∪ (X−cl(S)) = (P∩ cl(S))∪ (X−cl(S)) = P∩ (cl(S)∪X−cl(S)) = P∩ X = P which 
isπg-open. Thus S∪ (X−cl(S)) isπg-open.  
 Definition 1.2.17 A topological space (X, τ ) is called πg-submaximal (resp. g- 
submaximal [11]) if every dense subset is πg-open (resp. g-open).  

 Theorem 1.2.18 A topological space (X, τ ) is πg-submaximal if and only if  
P(X) = πGLC∗(X, τ).  
 Proof. Necessity: Let S∈ P(X) and let V = S∪ (X−cl(S)). Then V isπg-open and cl(V) = cl(S)∪ 
(X−cl(S)) = X. This implies that V is a dense subset of X. By the above Theorem S∈πGLC∗(X,τ ). 
Therefore, P(X) =πGLC∗(X,τ ).  
Sufficiency: Let S be a dense subset of (X,τ ). Then S∪ (X−cl(S)) = S⇒ S∈πGLC∗(X,τ ) and S isπg-
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open. This proves that X isπg-submaximal.  
 Remark 1.2.19 It follows from definitions that if (X, τ ) is g-submaximal, then it  
is πg-submaximal. But the converse is not true as seen by the following Example.  

 Example 1.2.20 In Example 1.2.5, dense sets are X, {a}, {b}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {a, d}, {b, c}, {b, d}, 
{a, b, c}, {a, b, d}, {a, c, d}, {b, c, d}, g-open sets are∅, X, {a}, {b}, {a, b}, {a, b, c}, {a, b, d} and 

πg-open sets are P(X). Then it is πg-submaximal but not g-submaximal.  

 Theorem 1.2.21 For a subset S of (X, τ ) if S∈πGLC∗∗(X, τ ) then there exists  

an open set P such that S = P∩πg-cl(S) where πg-cl(S) is the πg-closure of S.  

 Proof. Let S∈πGLC∗∗(X,τ ). Then there exists an open set P and aπg-closed set F such that S = 

P∩ F. Since S⊆ P and S⊆πg-cl(S), we have S⊆ P∩πg-cl(S). Conversely sinceπg-cl(S)⊆ F, we have 

P∩πg-cl(S)⊆ P∩ F = S. Thus S = P ∩πg-cl(S).  
 Theorem 1.2.22 Let A and B be subsets of (X, τ ). If A∈πGLC∗(X, τ ) and B∈πGLC∗(X, τ ) then 

A∩ B∈πGLC∗(X, τ ).  

 Proof. Let A and B∈πGLC∗(X,τ ). Then there existπg-open sets Pand Q such that A = P∩ cl(A) 

and B = Q∩ cl(B). Therefore A∩ B = P∩ cl(A)∩ Q ∩ cl(B) = P∩ Q∩ cl(A)∩ cl(B) where P∩ Q isπg-open 

and cl(A) and cl(B) is closed. This shows that A∩ B∈πGLC∗(X,τ ).  

 Theorem 1.2.23 If A∈πGLC∗∗(X, τ ) and B is open, then A∩ B∈πGLC∗∗(X τ ).  

 Proof. Let A∈πGLC∗∗(X,τ ). Then there exists an open set G and aπg-closed set F such that A = 

G∩ F. So A∩ B = G∩ F∩ B = G∩ B∩ F. This proves that A ∩B ∈πGLC∗∗(X, τ).  

Theorem 1.2.24 If A∈πGLC(X, τ ) and B is πg-open, then A∩ B∈πGLC(X, τ ).  

 Proof. Let A∈πGLC(X,τ ). Then A = G∩ F where G isπg-open and F isπg-closed. So A∩ B = G∩ F∩ 

B = G∩ B∩ F. This implies that A∩ B∈πGLC(X,τ ).  

 Theorem 1.2.25 If A∈πGLC∗(X, τ ) and B is πg-closed π-open subset of X, then A∩ B∈πGLC*(X, 

τ).  

 Proof. Let A∈πGLC∗(X,τ ). Then A = G∩ F where G isπg-open and F is closed. A∩ B = G∩ (F∩ B) 

where G isπg-open and F∩ B is closed. Hence A∩B ∈πGLC*(X, τ).  
 Theorem 1.2.26 Let A and Z be subsets of (X, τ ) and let A⊆ Z. If Z is πg-open in (X, τ ) and 
A∈πGLC∗(Z, τ /Z), then A∈πGLC∗(X, τ ).  

 Proof. Suppose A isπglc∗-set, then there exists aπg-open set G of (Z,τ /Z) such that A = G∩ clZ 

(A). But clZ (A) = Z∩ cl(A). Therefore, A = G∩ Z∩ cl(A) where G∩ Z isπg-open. Thus A∈πGLC∗(X,τ).  
 Remark 1.2.27 The following Example shows the assumption that Z is πg-open cannot be 
removed from the above Theorem.  

 Example 2.2.28 Let X = {a, b, c, d, e}, τ = {∅, X, {a}, {e}, {a,e}, {c, d}, {a,c, d}, {c, d, e}, {a, c, 
d, e}, {b, c, d, e}}. Let V be the collection of all πg-open sets of (X, τ ). Then V = {∅, X, {a}, {c}, 

{d}, {e}, {a, c}, {a, d}, {a, e}, {c, d},{c, e}, {d, e}, {a, c, d}, {a, c, e}, {a, d, e}, {c,d, e}, {a, c, d, e}, 

{b, c, d, e}}Put Z = A = {a, b, c}. Then Z is not πg-open and A∈πglc∗(Z, τ /Z). However A∈πglc∗(X, 

τ).  

 Theorem 1.2.29 If Z is πg-closed, π-open set in (X, τ ) and A∈πGLC∗(Z, τ /Z) then A∈πGLC*(X, 
τ ).  

 Proof. Let A∈πGLC∗(Z,τ /Z). Then A = G∩ F where G isπg-open and F is closed in (Z,τ /Z). 

Since F is closed in (Z,τ /Z), F = B∩ Z for some closed set B of(X,τ ). Therefore A = G∩ B∩ Z. Then 

B∩ Z is closed. Hence A∈πGLC*(X,τ ).  
 Theorem 1.2.30 If Z is closed and open in (X, τ ) and A∈πGLC(Z, τ /Z), then A∈πGLC(X, τ).  
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 Proof. Let A∈πGLC(Z,τ /Z). Then there exists aπg-open set G and aπg-closed set F of (Z,τ /Z) 

such that A = G∩ F. Then by the above Theorem A∈ πGLC(X,τ ).  
 Theorem 1.2.31 If Z is πg-closed, π-open subset of X and A∈πGLC∗∗(Z, τ /Z), then A∈πGLC∗∗(X, 
τ ).  

 Proof. Let A∈πGLC∗∗(Z,τ /Z). Then A = G∩ F where G is open and F isπg-closed in (Z,τ /Z). 
Since Z isπg-closedπ-open subset of (X,τ ), then F is πg-closed in (X,τ ). Therefore A∈πGLC∗∗(X,τ ).  

 Theorem 1.2.32 If A is πg-open and B is open, then A∩ B is πg-open.  

 Proof. Let A beπg-open. Then int(A)⊇ F whenever A⊇ F and F isπ-closed set. Suppose A∩ B⊇ 

F, then we prove that int(A∩ B)⊇ F. Since B is open, int(B) = B⊇ F. Therefore by assumptions 

int(A∩ B) = int(A)∩ int(B)⊇ F. This proves that A∩ B isπg-open.  
 Theorem 1.2.33 Suppose that the collection of all πg-open sets of (X, τ ) is closed under 
finite unions. Let A∈πGLC∗(X, τ ) and B∈πGLC∗(X, τ ). If A and B are separated, then A∪ 

B∈πGLC∗(X, τ ).  

 Proof. Let A, B∈πGLC∗(X,τ ). Then there existπg-open sets G and S of (X,τ) such that A = G 

∩cl(A) and B = S ∩cl(B). Put V = G ∩(X−cl(B)) and W = S ∩(X−cl(A)). Then V and W are πg-open sets 

and A = V ∩cl(A) and B = W ∩cl(B). Also V∩ cl(B) =∅ and W∩ cl(A) =∅. Hence it follows that V and W 

are πg-open sets of (X,τ ). Therefore A∪ B = (V∩ cl(A))∪ (W∩ cl(B)) = V∪ W∩ cl(A)∪ cl(B). Here V∪ 
W isπg-open by assumption. Thus A∪ B∈πGLC∗(X,τ ).  
 Remark 1.2.34 The assumptions that A and B are separated cannot be removed from Theorem 
1.2.33.  

 Example 1.2.35 Let X = {a, b, c, d}, τ = {∅, X, {a}, {b}, {a,b},{b, c}, {a, b,c}}. Then {a, b} and 

{a, d} ∈πglc∗(X, τ ) but {a, b, d}∈πglc∗(X, τ ), since they are not separated. For we have {a, b} ∩ 

cl({a, d}) = {a} =∅ and {a, d} ∩ cl({a,b}) = {a, d} =∅.  
 Theorem 1.2.36 Let {Zi : i∈ I} be a finite πg-closed cover of (X, τ ) and let A be a subset of (X, 

τ ). If A∩ Zi∈πGLC∗∗(Zi, τ /Zi) for every i∈ I, then A∈πGLC∗∗(X, τ ).  

 Proof. For every i∈ I there exists a set Ui∈τ and aπg-closed set Fi of (Zi, τ /Zi) such that A∩ Zi 
= Ui∩ (Zi∩ Fi). Then A =∪ {A∩ Zi : i∈ I} =∪ {Ui : i ∈I} ∩[∪ {Zi∩Fi : i ∈I}]. This shows that A 
∈πGLC∗∗(X, τ).  
Theorem 1.2.37 Let (X, τ ) and (Y, σ) be topological spaces.  
1. If A∈πGLC(X, τ ) and B∈πGLC(Y, σ), then A× B∈πGLC(X× Y, τ ×σ).  

2. If A∈πGLC∗(X, τ ) and B∈πGLC∗(Y, σ), then A× B∈πGLC∗(X× Y,  τ×σ).  

3. If A∈πGLC∗∗(X, τ ) and B∈πGLC∗∗(Y, σ), then A× B∈πGLC∗∗(X× Y, τ×σ).  

 Proof. Let A∈πGLC(X,τ ) and B∈πGLC(Y,σ). Then there existπg-open sets V and V’ of (X,τ ) and 
(Y,σ) andπg-closed sets W and W’ of X and Y respectively such that A = V∩ W and B = V’∩ W’. 
Then A× B = (V× V’)∩(W× W’) holds. Hence A× B∈πGLC(X× Y,τ×σ). Similarly the other results 
follow from the definition.  
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ATTITUDE OF FINAL YEAR UNDER

STUDENTS OF COLLEGES OF RURAL AND URBAN AREAS OF MADURAI 

DISTRICT TOWARDS ENVIRONMENT EDUCATION

Assistant 

Abstract 
 Comparative study of attitude of final year graduate students in the Arts and Science colleges of rural 
areas of Madurai district towards environment education. Environmental Education is the process of 
recognizing values and clarifying concepts in order to develop skills and attitudes necessary to understand 
and appreciate the interrelatedness among man, his culture and his biophysical surroundings. 
Environmental education also entails practice in decision making and self formula
about issues concerning environmental quality. 
 
Introduction 

 Environment is defined as a surrounding or conditions influencing development or growth of 
an individual. It is a system which includes all living and non
vegetation flora and fauna. Environment refers to the sum total of conditions which surround man 
at a given point in space and time. Man is a slave of a proper environment. The child may have all 
kinds of abilities but it cannot be developed fully without a proper environment. In a broad sense, 
the word environment can be used to refer to anything living or nonliving that surrounds and 
influences living organisms. 
 Environmental education is a learning process that increases kn
the environment and develops skills that enable responsible decisions and actions that impact the 
environment. Environmental education encourages inquiry and investigations and enables the 
learner to develop critical thinking, problem solving and effective decision making and creative 
thinking skills. 
 Environmental Education is the process of recognizing values and clarifying concepts in order 
to develop skills and attitudes necessary to understand and appreciate the interrelate
among man, his culture and his biophysical surroundings. Environmental education also entails 
practice in decision making and self formulation of a code of behavior about issues concerning 
environmental quality. 
 Environmental education is an integral part of education process. It should be centered on 
practical problems and build up a sense of values, contribute to public well being and concern 
itself with the survival of human species. Its force should reside mainly in the initiative of the 
learners and their involvement in action and it should be guided by both immediate and future 
subjects of concern. 
 Environmental education covers the study of all systems of air, land, water, energy and life 
that surround man. It includes all sciences directed to
the environment drawing especially upon such disciplines as meteorology, geophysics, 
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environment. Environmental education encourages inquiry and investigations and enables the 

roblem solving and effective decision making and creative 

Environmental Education is the process of recognizing values and clarifying concepts in order 
to develop skills and attitudes necessary to understand and appreciate the interrelatedness 
among man, his culture and his biophysical surroundings. Environmental education also entails 
practice in decision making and self formulation of a code of behavior about issues concerning 

l part of education process. It should be centered on 
practical problems and build up a sense of values, contribute to public well being and concern 
itself with the survival of human species. Its force should reside mainly in the initiative of the 

and their involvement in action and it should be guided by both immediate and future 

Environmental education covers the study of all systems of air, land, water, energy and life 
that surround man. It includes all sciences directed to a system with a level of understanding of 
the environment drawing especially upon such disciplines as meteorology, geophysics, 
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oceanography and ecology and utilizing the fullest knowledge and techniques developed in such 
fields as physics, chemistry, biology ,mathematics and engineering etc., Environmental systems 
contains the complex processes that must be mastered and the solution of such human problems 
as the maintenance of renewable resources (water, timber, fish) the conservation of non-
renewable resources (fuels, metals, species) reducing the effects of natural disasters 
(earthquakes, tornado, floods) alleviating chronic declaine (erosion, drought, subsidence) abating 
pollution by man (smoke, pesticides, sewerage) coping with natural pollution (allergents , 
volcanic dust). 
 It is universally agreed, however, that environmental education should be inter-disciplinary, 
drawing from biological, sociological, anthropological, economic, political and human resources. 
It is also agreed that a conceptual approach to teaching environmental education is the best. 
 The Hon’ble Supreme Court directed the NCERT and UGC to introduce a basic course on 
Environment at every level in school and college education. 
 The importance and aim of environmental education as a compulsory subject at UG level is 
that the individual and social groups should acquire awareness and abilities to participate in 
solving real life environmental problems. 
 
Objectives of the Study 

 To know the attitude of Arts and Science final year under graduate students of rural and 
urban colleges towards environmental education. 
 
Hypothesis 

 There is difference between the attitude of students belonging to Arts and Science students 
of colleges of rural areas and urban areas of Madurai district towards environmental education. 
 
Methodology 

Sample 

 Stratified random sampling. The stratification has been done on the students with respect to 
their gender (Male / Female). 
 The sample of the study consists of 600 students of students of final year under graduate 
levels from UG and PG colleges of rural and urban areas in 10 colleges of Madurai district. 316 
students belong to colleges of rural areas and 284 students belong to colleges of urban areas. In 
colleges of rural areas 178 are female students and 138 are male students. In colleges of urban 
areas 153 are female students and 131 are male students. 
 

Sample Profile 

Variables 
Locality 

Total 
Urban Rural 

Male 153 138 291 

Female 131 178 309 

Total 284 316 600 
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Table – 2 :- Variables , number of students (frequency) and percentage of frequency. 

Variables No (f) Percentage 

Rural 316 52.67 

Urban 284 47.33 

 

 
 
Tools used 

 Standardized tool TEAS (Taj Environmental Attitude scale made by Dr.Haseen Taj). 
 
Procedure  

 Survey method was followed in the present study. Personal visits were made to all the 
colleges of Madurai district for explaining the purpose of the study and how to respond to the tool 
TEAS. 
 
Statistical Techniques Used 

 Frequency, minimum and maximum marks and percentage of maximum marks, graph- Pie 
diagram and Bar diagram. 
 
Method of Scoring 

 In the questionnaire each item alternative is assigned a weightage ranging from of 4 (strongly 
agree) to 1 (strongly disagree) for favorable items. In case of unfavorable items the scoring is the 
reverse i.e from 1 (strongly agree) to 4 (strongly disagree). The attitude score of an individual is 
the sum total of item scores on all the higher score indicating the more favourable attitude 
towards environment and vice versa. 
Statistical Analysis of Data 

 For statistical analysis of the collected data, the number of students was converted into 
frequency and percentage of maximum marks scored by the students in questionnaire of TEAS 
were computed. 
 
Hypothesis 

 There is significant difference between the attitude of students belonging to colleges of rural 
and urban areas towards environmental education. 
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 To verify this hypothesis the researcher collected the data and placed them in a Table. In the 
category of locality the researcher has taken rural and urban students of final year under 
graduate level. 
 
Table- 3  Variables , frequency, minimum and maximum marks and percentages of the marks 

scored by the students belonging to colleges of rural and urban areas of Madurai district. 

Variables No (f) 
Percentage of 

Marks 
Min. Marks Max.Marks 

Rural 316 75.2 121 216 

Urban 284 77.4 125 223 

 
 Analysis was shown in Table – 3, 316 students belong to rural and 284 students belong to urban 
areas. The students belonging to rural areas scored minimum marks 121 and maximum marks 216, 
whereas the students belonging to urban areas scored minimum marks 125 and maximum marks 
223. The percentage of marks scored by the students belonging to rural areas is 75.2, whereas the 
percentage of marks scored by the students belonging to urban areas is 77.4 
 
Interpretation 

 However, there is not much difference between minimum marks scored by students of rural 
and urban areas. But in comparison to students of rural areas, students of urban areas scored 
higher percentage of marks. It indicates that there is significant difference between the attitude 
of final year under graduate students of rural and urban areas towards environmental education. 
So the above hypothesis is accepted. 
 
Conclusion 

 The students belonging to urban areas have more positive attitude towards environmental 
education as compared to the students belonging to rural areas. The reason for this could be that 
students belonging to urban areas have more current knowledge of environment as along with the 
study of their curriculum of environmental education, they remain in touch with media by reading 
newspaper, magazines, books, watching environmental programmes on television channels like 
Discovery. So the above hypothesis is proved correct. It is proved correct on the basis of total 
percentage of marks scored in the questionnaire by students belonging to rural and urban areas. 
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CHARGE DENSITY IN HIGH TEMPERATURE GROWN Zn

Abstract 
 Transition metal Fe-doped zinc oxide Zn1-xFe
synthesized by standard high temperature solid state reaction technique at 1400°C. The powders were 
analyzed for the structural and electron densities using powder X
diffraction analysis of the synthesized samples showed very slight segregation of a secondary phase for both 
x = 0.04 and x = 0.06. The Bragg peak position in the 
shifted towards higher 2θ values with the addition of Fe in the zinc oxide c
densities of observed ZnO wurtzite phase are mapped in 3D and 2D using maximum entropy method (MEM).
Keywords: Oxides; X-ray diffraction; Transition metal; Electron density

 
Introduction 

 Diluted magnetic semiconductor (DMS) is a very interesting area due to its promising 
application to spintronics devices. Spintronics is the technology that transforms reading and 
writing information by spin rather than by electron charge. Many researchers 
diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMSs) for use as the material of spintronics. 
doped with minute amounts of transition metal (TM = 
been intensively investigated as a promising d
potential spintronic device applications [1].  
 Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a low cost semiconductor and is known to be environmentally friendly 
[2].There is a growing interest in diluted magnetic semiconductors
are doped into the semiconductor hosts, due to the possibility of utilizing both
degrees of freedom in the same materials, allowing us to design a new generation spin electronic 
devices with enhanced functionalities [3]. T
exchange model have shown that wide-gap semiconductors such as ZnO doped with transition
metal are promising candidates for room temperature ferromagnetic
semiconductors DMSs [3]. 
 In recent years, electronic structure, ferromagnetism and bandgap of transition metal doped 
semiconductors have received much attention, partly due to the interest in spintronics device 
concept [4]. The variation of electron density depends on the fact that which tr
(Mn, Co, Cr, Fe, or Ni) is doped in to zinc oxide material. In our previous work on TM (Mn, Co, Cr 
and Mg) doped ZnO [5 - 8], we have reported that, there is in general, change in the electron 
densities which confirm the addition of impuriti
 In the present work, we have carried out a detailed study on the electronic and structural 
properties of Zn1-xFexO (x = 0.00, 0.04 and 0.06)
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FexO (x = 0.00, 0.04 and 0.06) powder samples were 
synthesized by standard high temperature solid state reaction technique at 1400°C. The powders were 
analyzed for the structural and electron densities using powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD). Powder X-ray 

samples showed very slight segregation of a secondary phase for both 
x = 0.04 and x = 0.06. The Bragg peak position in the powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns is found to be 
shifted towards higher 2θ values with the addition of Fe in the zinc oxide crystal lattice. The electron 

wurtzite phase are mapped in 3D and 2D using maximum entropy method (MEM).  
ray diffraction; Transition metal; Electron density. 

Diluted magnetic semiconductor (DMS) is a very interesting area due to its promising 
application to spintronics devices. Spintronics is the technology that transforms reading and 
writing information by spin rather than by electron charge. Many researchers have been studied 
diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMSs) for use as the material of spintronics. Zinc oxide (ZnO) 
doped with minute amounts of transition metal (TM = Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu) elements has 
been intensively investigated as a promising diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMSs) for 

Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a low cost semiconductor and is known to be environmentally friendly 
[2].There is a growing interest in diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMSs), where magnetic ions 

semiconductor hosts, due to the possibility of utilizing both charge and spin 
allowing us to design a new generation spin electronic 

with enhanced functionalities [3]. Theoretical studies on the basis of Zener’s p-d 
gap semiconductors such as ZnO doped with transition 

metal are promising candidates for room temperature ferromagnetic diluted magnetic 

years, electronic structure, ferromagnetism and bandgap of transition metal doped 
semiconductors have received much attention, partly due to the interest in spintronics device 
concept [4]. The variation of electron density depends on the fact that which transition metal 
(Mn, Co, Cr, Fe, or Ni) is doped in to zinc oxide material. In our previous work on TM (Mn, Co, Cr 

8], we have reported that, there is in general, change in the electron 
densities which confirm the addition of impurities. 

In the present work, we have carried out a detailed study on the electronic and structural 
= 0.00, 0.04 and 0.06) powder samples synthesized by a standard high 
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temperature solid state reaction technique at 1400°C. The effect of transition metal Fe-doping 
on the electronic structure of transition metal doped ZnO bulk samples is analyzed.  
 
Samples Preparation and Characterization 

 Zn1-xFexO (x = 0.00, 0.04 and 0.06) samples were grown by standard high temperature solid 
state reaction technique 1400°C. The high purity materials ZnO (99.99%) and Fe2O3 (99.98%) were 
mixed in stoichiometric ratios and ground into fine powders. The mixed powders were carefully 
transferred in to thick walled quartz ampoules. The ampoules were kept inside a tubular furnace 
at a final temperature of 1400˚C. The temperature inside the chamber was increased from 
ambient temperature to 700˚C in steps of 50˚C/h. From 700˚C, the temperature was increased in 
steps of 50˚C/h until 1400˚C. The samples were kept at this high temperature 1400˚C for 12 
hours. Then, the samples were cooled slowly at a rate of 50˚C per hour. The synthesized powders 
were ground and the above procedure was repeated to get final powder samples of Zn1-xFexO (x = 
0.00, 0.04 and 0.06).  
 The synthesized samples were characterized by powder X-ray diffraction. The wavelength 
used for X-ray intensity data collection was 1.54056 Ǻ. The 2θ range of data collection was 10˚ to 
120˚ for all the data sets with the step size 0.05 in 2θ. Figure 1(a) represents Bragg peaks for Zn1-

xFexO (x = 0.00, 0.04 and 0.06) between the angles 10° to 120°. This figure clearly indicates that 
the X-ray intensities are reducing as well as Bragg positions are shifted towards the higher 2θ 
values with the concentration of impurity element Fe. Figure 1(b) represents Bragg peaks for Zn1-

xFexO (x = 0.00, 0.04 and 0.06) between the angles 30° to 40°. This figure also clearly represents 
the peak positions are shifted towards higher 2θ values with respect to the doping level, 
indicating the addition of transition metal Fe in the ZnO host lattice. 

 
 

Fig. 1 (a) XRD peaks of Bragg reflections of the Zn1-xFexO (x = 0.00, 0.04 and 0.06) powder 

between the angles 10° to 120° 
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Fig. 1 (b) XRD peaks of Bragg reflections of the Zn

between the angles 30° to 40°

 
Results and Discussion 

Rietveld refinement  

 The synthesized powder samples Zn1-xFexO (
the powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) measurements at room temperature. The cell parameters 
were refined using the Rietveld [9] technique for all the powder samples. In the 
refinement analysis, all the essential structural and profile parameters are refined using the 
software package Jana 2006 [10] to get accurate information on the structure. 
2(c) shows the refined powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) pa
and 0.06) powder. Figure 2(a) displays the single phase ZnO wurtzite hexagonal structure. 
However, the secondary phase ZnFe2O4 (space group R3c) appears in the samples with 
and 0.06. Figures 2(b) and 2(c) display the double phase structure with impurity phase and the 
peaks corresponding to the secondary phase ZnFe
The standard Bragg positions of hexagonal wurtzite ZnO (space group P6
secondary phase ZnFe2O4 are shown at the bottom of figures. This indicates the addition of 
transition metal Fe in the ZnO host lattice.  
   (a)      

  
  
 

Fig. 2 Rietveld Refinement Profile of Zn
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Fig. 1 (b) XRD peaks of Bragg reflections of the Zn1-xFexO (x = 0.00, 0.04 and 0.06) powder 

between the angles 30° to 40° 

O (x = 0.00, 0.04 and 0.06) were characterized by 
ray diffraction (PXRD) measurements at room temperature. The cell parameters 

were refined using the Rietveld [9] technique for all the powder samples. In the Rietveld 
refinement analysis, all the essential structural and profile parameters are refined using the 
software package Jana 2006 [10] to get accurate information on the structure.  Figures 2(a) to 

ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns of the Zn1-xFexO (x = 0.00, 0.04 
powder. Figure 2(a) displays the single phase ZnO wurtzite hexagonal structure. 

(space group R3c) appears in the samples with x = 0.04 
splay the double phase structure with impurity phase and the 

ZnFe2O4 increase with doping concentration of Fe. 
The standard Bragg positions of hexagonal wurtzite ZnO (space group P63mc) as well as the 

are shown at the bottom of figures. This indicates the addition of 

(b)         (c) 
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Electron Density 

 The electronic structure of Zn1-xFexO (x = 0.00, 0.04 and 0.06) is analyzed by MEM (maximum 
entropy method) [11] using the structure factors obtained from X-ray measurements. The MEM 
electron densities compiled from the experimental information are used for the visualization of 
the 3D and 2D electron density using the software VESTA [12]. The space group of these systems 
was taken as P63mc. The MEM (maximum entropy method) electron density studies have been 
carried out as mentioned in research papers published by one of the authors [5-8]. The three 
dimensional charge density distribution of Zn1-xFexO (wurtzite) in the unit cell is shown in figures 
3(a) to 3(c) for x = 0.00, 0.04 and 0.06 respectively. These figures clearly indicate the increase in 
Zn isosurface. The parameters of MEM analysis are presented in table 1. 
 
Table 1 Parameters from the MEM analysis of Zn1-xFexO (x = 0.00, 0.04 and 0.06) powder  

Sample 
Parameter 

Number of cycles Lagrange parameter (λ) RMEM (%) wRMEM (%) 

ZnO 2828 0.00038 1.76 1.05 

Zn0.96Fe0.04O 3229 0.00042 1.67 1.65 

Zn0.94Fe0.06O 2871 0.00039 1.72 1.80 

 
 Figures4(a) to 4(c) show the two-dimensional MEM electron density distribution of Zn1-xFexO (x 
= 0.00, 0.04 and 0.06) (wurtzite) on the (001) plane respectively, with the corresponding planes 
being shown in the unit cell. These figures show that the addition of Fe concentration reduces 
electron density. Similarly, figures 5(a) to 5(c) show the two-dimensional MEM electron density 
distribution of Zn1-xFexO (x = 0.00, 0.04 and 0.06) (wurtzite) on the (100)   

   
               (a)      (b)     (c) 
Fig. 3 Three-dimensional isosurface of Zn1-xFexO (wurtzite) showing (001) plane for (a) x = 

0.00, (b) x = 0.04 and (c) x = 0.06 
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         (a)                                     (b)        (c) 
 
 Fig. 4 Two-dimensional MEM electron density distribution of Zn1-xFexO (wurtzite) on the (001) 
plane at a distance of 2.5Å from the origin for (a) x = 0.00, (b) x = 0.04 and (c) x = 0.06. (Contour 
range is from 0.00 to 1.0 e/Å3. Contour interval is 0.05 e/Å3) plane respectively, with the 
corresponding planes being shown in the unit cell. These figures also clearly show that the 
addition of Fe concentration reduces electron density.  

The ionic radius of Zn2+ is smaller compared to that of Fe2+ (0.74Å and 0.92Å). Moreover, the 
atomic number of Zn is larger than that of Fe (30 and 26). Hence in our electron density studies 
we observe a decrease in the electron density as more impurity ion Fe has been included in the 
crystal lattice. This supports the host lattice addition of Fe in our studies.  
 

 
                 (a)                                   (b)                   (c) 
 
 Fig. 5 Two-dimensional MEM electron density distribution of Zn1-xFexO (wurtzite) on the (100) 
plane at a distance of 2.5Å from the origin for (a) x = 0.00, (b) x = 0.04 and (c) x = 0.06. 
(Contour range is from 0.00 to 1.0 e/Å3. Contour interval is 0.05 e/Å3) 
 
Conclusion 

 The transition metal Fe doped Zn1-xFexO (x = 0.00, 0.04 and 0.06) powder samples were 
synthesized by standard high temperature solid state reaction technique at 1400°C. The 
structural analysis shows that the impurity Fe ions have been added to the crystal lattice of ZnO 
with slight secondary phase formation. The electron densities of observed wurtzite phase ZnO are 
decreasing with respect to the doping concentration of transition metal Fe. 
 Acknowledgement: Two of the authors (Dr. S. Francis & Dr. R. Sangeetha) acknowledge the 
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Abstract  
 The conduction and valence band offsets in a ZnCdTe/ZnTe quantum dot are calculated using model 
solid theory. The band line ups are computed as the difference between the energies at the top of heavy 
hole and light hole bands in CdTe and ZnTe materials. Similarly, conduction band offset 
difference between the energies at the bottom of the conduction bands in CdTe and ZnTe semiconductors.

 
Introduction 

 Band gap and the lattice constants are considered to be two important parameters for any 

semiconductor. Any optoelectronic devices employ alloys of binary materials. The band

energy and the band line ups between ZnTe and CdTe give some essential information for the 

theoretical investigations on the physical properties which lead to fabricate the design of 

optoelectronics devices operating in the long

materials, II-VI semiconductors are recently paid attention because they have large direct band 

gaps throughout the visible spectrum further they have higher exciton binding energ

quantum efficiency which can be applied for opto

spectrum. CdTe/ZnTe material is considered to be an important semiconductor due to the lattice 

mismatch between its counter constitutes. Study of band line

semiconductor on ZnTe material is important for the design of opto

in the short wavelength communication window.

band line ups, the model solid theory was proposed by van de Walle [1,2]. According to the model 

solid theory, the band gap energy of the potential barrier is found by the difference between the 

bulk bandgap energy of the outer barrier material

dot material. The band discontinuity depends on the two interfacing materials and the amount of 

mismatch strain at the interface.  

 A detailed study of energy gaps, dielectric constants and their composition dependence in 

zinc-blende Cd1-xZnxTe with the Zn alloy composition ranging from 0 to 1,

formalism, has been recently carried out [3]. 

 In the present work, the band gap discontinuity in ZnCdTe/CdTe material is determined using 

model solid approach. The band offsets and the lattice mismatch 

the dot and the barrier.  
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offsets in a ZnCdTe/ZnTe quantum dot are calculated using model 
solid theory. The band line ups are computed as the difference between the energies at the top of heavy 
hole and light hole bands in CdTe and ZnTe materials. Similarly, conduction band offset is calculated as the 
difference between the energies at the bottom of the conduction bands in CdTe and ZnTe semiconductors. 

Band gap and the lattice constants are considered to be two important parameters for any 

ronic devices employ alloys of binary materials. The band-gap 

ZnTe and CdTe give some essential information for the 

theoretical investigations on the physical properties which lead to fabricate the design of 

nics devices operating in the long-wavelength optical devices. Among all the 

VI semiconductors are recently paid attention because they have large direct band 

gaps throughout the visible spectrum further they have higher exciton binding energies and 

quantum efficiency which can be applied for opto-electronic devices in the middle regions of 

spectrum. CdTe/ZnTe material is considered to be an important semiconductor due to the lattice 

mismatch between its counter constitutes. Study of band line up of ZnCdTe ternary 

semiconductor on ZnTe material is important for the design of opto-electronic devices operating 

in the short wavelength communication window. In order to calculate the strain effects on the 

oposed by van de Walle [1,2]. According to the model 

solid theory, the band gap energy of the potential barrier is found by the difference between the 

bulk bandgap energy of the outer barrier material and the strained bandgap energy of the inner 

al. The band discontinuity depends on the two interfacing materials and the amount of 

A detailed study of energy gaps, dielectric constants and their composition dependence in 

position ranging from 0 to 1, using pseudo potential 

In the present work, the band gap discontinuity in ZnCdTe/CdTe material is determined using 

model solid approach. The band offsets and the lattice mismatch effects are introduced between 
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Model and Calculation  

 The relative band alignment of the band edges between the inner quantum dot and the outer 

barrier material is the total band discontinuity distributed over the conduction and valence bands. 

The band discontinuity depends on the semiconductors and the amount of mismatch strain at the 

interface. The lattice mismatch between the dot (CdTe) and the barrier (ZnTe) is 6.2% and it 

leads a biaxial strain splitting the valence band degeneracy. This suggests the band edge positions 

for heavy and holes become different. In general, the heavy hole and light hole band offsets are 

calculated as the difference between the energies at the top of heavy hole and light hole bands in 

CdTe and ZnTe. In the similar manner, the conduction band offset is calculated as the difference 

between the energies at the bottom of the conduction bands in CdTe and ZnTe. Thus, the valence 

band offset related to heavy holes in the CdTe/ZnTe heterostucture interface is given by  

 
hhvxx

D
hhv

B
hhvhhv ETeZnCdEZnTeEE ,1,,, )()( δ+∆−∆=∆ −

  (1)  

where )(, ZnTeE B
hhv∆ is the unstrained outer barrier material of the dot, for other values in the 

dot, we have linearly interpolated the taken binary materials, ZnTe and CdTe.

)( 1, TeZnCdE xx
B

hhv −∆ is the strained inner material in the dot and 
hhvE ,δ , the shift in the 

heavy hole valence band energy due to strain, is expressed as  

 
)()2(, εεεεδ −−+= zzzzvhhv baE
                                                           (2) 

where av hydrostatic deformation potential in the valence band, b is the shear deformation 

potential. The volume change comes from compressive strain caused by lattice mismatch between 

the inner dot and the outer barrier material. Generally, the lattice parameters of the 

semiconductor materials constituting the inner dot and the outer barrier are different. If one 

grows a thin layer of the dot semiconductor on a thick layer of the barrier semiconductor, the 

barrier semiconductor imposes its lattice parameter in the well plane. It is thus possible to grow 

elastically strained quantum wells in compression or tension. The strain tensors are given by [4] 

 
,

B

BD

a

aa −
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   (3) 
and 

  
εε
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122
C

C
zz −=

    (4) 

 where aD and aB are the lattice constants of CdTe dot material and ZnTe barrier material 

respectively. C11 and C12 are the elastic constants of the epitaxial layer material. Varying the alloy 

composition (Zn in CdTe) leads the variation in the lattice constants. This property tailors the 

electronic properties of the heterostructures.  

The volume change is expressed as  

 

  
zzyyxx εεε ++=

Ω

∆Ω    (5) 

 The relative shift of the conduction band with respect to the valence band is given by  

  
Ω

∆Ω
=∆ vavv aE ,

   (6) 
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where va is the hydrostatic pressure deformation potential for the valence band. Similarly, the 

relative shift of the conduction band is 

  
Ω

∆Ω
=∆ cc aE    (7) 

 Hence, the volume change causes the band energy shift of 0
, avvE and 0

cE . 

 
avvavvavv EEE ,

0
,, ∆+=    (8) 

and  

 ccc EEE ∆+= 0    (9) 

 The spin orbit coupling is inserted into the valence band and eventually brings out the energy of 

the top most valence band as given by  

 3
0

,

∆
+= avvv EE    (10) 

 

Similarly, the valence band offset for light holes is calculated as 
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B
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  (11)  

where 
lhvE ,δ , the shift in the light hole valence band energy due to strain, is expressed as  
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  (12) 

where 0∆ is the spin orbit splitting. The conduction band offset is given by  

  
cgxx

D
c

B
cc EETeZnCdEZnTeEE δ+∆+∆−∆=∆ − )()( 1

  (13)  

where 
gE∆ is band gap energy is given by [5] 

 
231.045.051.1 xxE g ++=∆
    (14) 

 
 The above expression of band gap has been obtained by varying Zn concentration in ZnCdTe / 

ZnTe quantum dot. The quadratic term in Eq. (14) is correlated with the bowing of optical band 

gap. And 

  
)2( zzcc aE εεδ +=
    (15) 

 The effects of band offsets and the lattice mismatch directly affect the electron and hole 

potential dots. The Vc and Vh are calculated using the following expression. 

 
TeZnCd

c
ZnTe

cc
xxEEV −−= 1

   (16) 

  
TeZnCd

v
ZnTe

hhh
xxEEV −−= 1

    (17) 

 where ZnTe
cE  and ZnTe

hhE  are the strain shifts of the energies of conduction and heavy 

hole bands in the barrier dot, TeCdZn
c

xxE −1 and TeCdZn
v

xxE −1  are the strain shifts of the 

energies of conduction and heavy hole bands in the inner dot. 

 

Results and Discussion 

 The effect of z-confinement has been calculated through a finite quantum dot model with 

confinement potential determined by the band offsets and strain are interpolated from the binary 
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elements. All the relevant parameters have been obtained by linear interpolation of CdTe and 

ZnTe parameters.  

 The valence and conduction band offsets in a ZnxCd1-xTe/ZnTe quantum dot have been shown 

in Figure1. The variation of conduction band offset (Ve), heavy-hole (Vhh) and light hole band 

offsets (Vlh) and the energy splitting between light and heavy hole bands (Ehh-lh) as a function of 

Zn alloy content in a strained ZnxCd1-xTe/ZnTe quantum dot for a constant radius, 100 Å. It is 

observed that both Vc and Vh increase linearly with Zn alloy composition. It is because the band 

gap of the dot material increases in turn the barrier height also increases. Vlh is found to be 

greater than Vhh due to the increase in induced tensile strain. Further, it is observed that the 

lattice constant of the outer material ( TeCdZn xx −1
) is greater than that of the inner dot )(ZnTe . 

Hence, the tensile strain will be induced in the dot material. Also, the energy splitting between 

heavy and light hole bands increases with increasing x due to the increase in induced compressive 

strain [6]. Thus ,the band gap energies and the band line up models suggested in the present work 

would be useful to apply for the future design and study of optoelectronic devices based on wide 

band band group II-VI semiconductor systems. 
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Figure 1. Variation of band offsets as a function of Zn alloy content in a strained ZnxCd1-

xTe/ZnTe quantum dot with a dot radius (100Å).  
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CLOUD COMPUTING IN LIBRARIES: AN OVERVIEW
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Abstract 
 Information technological development has brought a dramatic change in every field. Information 
technology impacted positively on library and information system and services they provide for users. New 
concepts are being added to ease the practices in the libraries is also accepting many new technologies in 
the profession. Cloud computing technology came up as a boon fo
opportunities for libraries to connect their services with clouds.This paper overviews the basic concept of 
newly develop area known as cloud computing and how cloud computing works in the library services. The 
use of cloud computing in libraries and how cloud computing actually works and may be helpful in 
identifying and generating cloud based services for libraries.
Keywords: Cloud Computing, IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, Models of Cloud Computing, Computing, Cloud, Libr
Service 
 
Introduction 

 Library field facing many challenges due to applications of IT.With the advent of IT, libraries 

have become automated which is the basic need towards advancement followed by networks and 

more effort are towards virtual libraries. The emerging trends of digital libraries, e

internet usage, web tools applications for libraries, consortium practices leads to the further 

development in library services. The latest technology trend in library science is use of cloud 

computing for various purposes. 

 
Cloud Computing 
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Information technological development has brought a dramatic change in every field. Information 
positively on library and information system and services they provide for users. New 

concepts are being added to ease the practices in the libraries is also accepting many new technologies in 
the profession. Cloud computing technology came up as a boon for libraries and is offering various 
opportunities for libraries to connect their services with clouds.This paper overviews the basic concept of 
newly develop area known as cloud computing and how cloud computing works in the library services. The 

oud computing in libraries and how cloud computing actually works and may be helpful in 
identifying and generating cloud based services for libraries. 

Cloud Computing, IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, Models of Cloud Computing, Computing, Cloud, Library, 

Library field facing many challenges due to applications of IT.With the advent of IT, libraries 

have become automated which is the basic need towards advancement followed by networks and 

emerging trends of digital libraries, e-publications, 

internet usage, web tools applications for libraries, consortium practices leads to the further 

development in library services. The latest technology trend in library science is use of cloud 

 Cloud Computing is internet based 

computing where virtual shared servers provide 

software, infrastructure, platform devices and 

other resources and hosting to customers on a 

pay-as-you-use basis. All information that a 

digitized system has to offer is provided as a 

service in the cloud computing model. Users 

can access these services available on the 

“Internet Cloud” without having any previous 

know- how on managing the resources 

involved. 
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Definition of Cloud Computing  

 According to National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) “Cloud computing is a 

model for enablingubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of 

configurable computing resources (e.g.,Cloud Computing: An Innovative Tool For Library 

Services214 ISBN 1-63102-455-8 networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be 

rapidly provisioned and released with minimalmanagement effort or service provider interaction.” 

 Chellappa gave the first academic definition of the term Cloud Computing in 1997 and later 

on, in the year 2007 the term cloud computing came into popularity and firstly was used in this 

context when Kevin Kelly opined that eventually we will have the inter-cloud, the cloud of clouds. 

 Buyya defined 'Cloud computing is a parallel and distributed computing system consisting of a 

collection of inter-connected and virtualized computers that are dynamically provisioned and 

presented as one or more unified computing resources based on Service Level Agreements (SLA) 

established through negotiation between the service provider and consumers. 

 
Components of Cloud 

 A Cloud system consists of three major components such as clients, data centre and 

distributed servers. Each element has a definite purpose and plays a specific role. 

 
Clients 

 Clients are in a cloud computing architecture are similar to the clients of everyday local area 

network (LAN). These are the computers which are residing on the desk of the end users. This is 

where the front-end applications are installed. They can be laptops, tablet computers, mobile 

phones or PDAs. In short clients are the devices at the user side and used to manage client 

information. The physical specification brings the client into the following three categories. 

• Mobile- Mobile devices include smart phones, Tablets or PDAs. 

• Thin-These are the dump terminals having no hard disk space rather it let the servers do all 

processing activities. It simply displays the information. 

• Thick- This type of client is a regular computer, using a web browser like Firefox or Internet 

Explorer to connect to the cloud. 

 
Data Centre 

 The data centre is the collection of servers where the applications to which the user 

subscribes are hosted. A data centre server can be virtualized in nature where the software can 

be installed in the main physical server but appeared as separate server identity to the user. In 

this way, one can have half a dozen virtual servers running on one physical server. 

 
Distributed Servers 

 It is not necessary that the data centre always contains only one server in our place. 

Sometimes servers are placed in geographically disparate locations in the globe. But from the end 

user perspective it seems that data is coming from a central server. In this approach if one server 

is down or instantly not available to a client request, may be due to congestions etc., the other 

services activate to cater the clients. In order to provide seamless service to the client, the data 

in these servers are synchronized frequently. 
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Working Of Cloud Computing 

 Cloud computing system can be divided it into two sections: the front endand the back end. 

They connect to each other through a network, usually theInternet. The front end is the side the 

computer user, or client, sees. The backend is the "cloud" section of the system. On the back end 

there are variouscomputers, servers and data storage systems that create the "cloud" ofcomputing 

services. A central server administers the system, monitoring trafficand client demands to ensure 

everything runs smoothly. It follows a set of rulescalled protocols Servers and remote computers 

do most of the work and storethe data. 

 
Cloud Computing Models 

Two models are working for the cloud computing  

a) Deployment Models 

b) Service Models.  

 
Cloud Deployment Models  

 Deployments models define the type of access to the cloud i.e. how the cloud is located. 

Cloud can have any of the four types of access-  

1. Public Cloud  

2. Private Cloud  

3. Hybrid Cloud  

4. Community Cloud.  

1)  Public Cloud Model 

 The public cloud model allows systems and services to be easily accessible to general public. 

The whole cloud computing infrastructure is fully controlled by the third party providers. E.g. 

Google, Amazon, Microsoft offers cloud services via Internet.  

2) Private Cloud Model 

 The private cloud allows systems and services to be accessible within an organization. The 

private cloud is operated only within a single organization. But it may be managed internally or by 

third party. This cloud offers more security as it is implemented within the internal firewall.  

3) Hybrid Cloud Model 

 This cloud is a mixture of public and private model. On critical activities are performed using 

public cloud while the critical activities are performed using private cloud. The organization uses 

the public cloud services along with its own cloud to perform resource intensive applications.  

4) Community Cloud Model 

 This cloud allows system and services to be accessible by group of organizations. Third party 

or member organizations provider can hold the responsibility of managing the cloud. It shares the 

infrastructure between several organizations. 

 
Cloud Service Model 

 The cloud computing service models are-  

1. Infrastructure as a service (IaaS)  

2. Platform as a Service (PaaS)  

3. Software as a Service (SaaS).  
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1)  Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 

 This service model provides access to fundamental resources such as physical machines, 

virtual machines, virtual storage etc. The customers install or develop its own operating systems, 

software and applications. All of above resources are made available to end user via server 

virtualization.  

2)  Platform as a Service (PaaS) 

 Pass offers the run time environment for applications. It also offers development and 

deployment tools, required to develop applications. It is the set of tools and services designed to 

make coding and deployment those applications quick and efficient.  

3)  Software as a Service (SaaS) 

 This service model allows to provide software applications as a service to the end users. It 

refers to software that is deployed on a hosted service and it accessible via internet.  

 
Types of Cloud computing 

 

 
      
1.  Software as s service (SaaS) 

 Software package such as CRM or CAD/CAM can be accessed undercloud computing scheme. 

Here a customer upon registration is allowed to usesoftware accessible through net and use it for 

his or his business process. Therelated data and work may be stored on local machines or with the 

serviceproviders. SaaS services may be available on rental basis or on per use basis. 

2.  Platform as a Service (PaaS) 

 Cloud vendors are companies that offer cloud computing services andproducts. One of the 

services that they provide is called PaaS. Under this acomputing platform such as operating 

system is provided to a customer or end user on a monthly rental basis. Some of the major cloud 

computing vendor is 

3.  Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) 

 The cloud computing vendors offer infrastructure as a service. One may avail hardware 

services such as processors, memory, networks etc on agreedbasis for specific duration and price. 
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Characteristics of Cloud Computing 

• Shared Infrastructure 

• Network Access  

• Dynamic Provision 

• Pay Per Use (No Ongoing Commitment, Utility Prices) 

• Self Service Interface 

• Resources that are Abstracted or Virtualized. 

 
Application of Cloud Computing in Libraries 

 Libraries are shifting their services with the attachment of cloud and networking with the 

facilities to access these services anywhere and anytime. In the libraries, the following possible 

areas were identified where cloudcomputing services and applications may be applied: 

• Library Automation  

• Building Digital Library/Repositories 

• Searching Scholarly Content 

• Website Hosting 

• File Storage 

• Cost saving 

• User centric 

• Availability anytime anywhere 

 
Conclusion 

 Libraries are moving towards cloud computing technology in present time and taking 

advantages of cloud basedservices especially in digital libraries, social networking and information 

communication. Role of Library Science professionals in this virtual era is to make cloud based 

services as areliable medium to disseminate library services to their users with ease of use and 

save the time of users. 
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Abstact 
 India is one of the developing country. 70% of the people are living below poverty line (BPL). For the 
sake of the BPL people government have been implementing various developmental schemes. Most of the 
schemes are being implemented through Public Distribution System. The PDS is being implemented through 
FPS only. Usually FPS will be linked to civil supplies go downs, sometimes one FPS is co
villages and some line. One village can have more than one FPS. FPS maintains records about opening and 
closing balance of the stock of various commodities. FPS dealers usually lift the monthly allotment from 
civil supplies goes down after getting the permission from MRO. It is huge software module, which is 
helping the district supplies in monitoring the issue of the permits to FPS dealers. This module provide the 
information about the stock position at departmental go down, stock lifting 
stock position at FPS, and ration issue position at FPS. Requirement of essential commodities from FP shops, 
status of various ration cards that are being issued by the Government authorities from time.

 
Introduction 

Public Distribution System (PDS) 

 Public Distribution System is considered as principal instrument in the hands of state 

Governments for providing safety net to the poor against the spiraling rise in prices of essential 

commodities. The Central and State Governments shared the responsibility of regulating the PDS. 

While the Central Government is responsible for procurement, storage, transportation and bulk 

allocation of food grains, state governments hold the responsibility for distributing the same to 

the consumers through the established network of Fair Price Shops(FPS). State governments are 

also responsible for operational responsibilities including

below poverty line, issue of ration cards, supervision and moni

PDS scheme, each family below the poverty line is eligible for 35 kg of rice or wheat every month, 

while a household above the poverty line is entitled to 15kg of food grain on a monthly basis.

 India’s economic growth over the last years has been as remarkable as it has been uneven. 

Hence, after two decades of reforms India still needs to implement a strategy to fight poverty and 

high inequality. More recently, the nation has committed itselfto a rights

development and to assuming the responsibility of assisting the most vulnerable of its citizens 

through social safety nets and social protection programmes. One of the largest programmes is 

the Public Distribution System (PDS), India’s only safety net 

through the provision of subsidised commodities. Since the 1960s, the PDS has distributed grains, 

sugar and kerosene to help households meet their consumption needs. After a reform in 1997, 

targeted households are now givenration cards according to their economic status, which allow 

them to buy up to 35 kg of grains per month at 
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India is one of the developing country. 70% of the people are living below poverty line (BPL). For the 
ave been implementing various developmental schemes. Most of the 

schemes are being implemented through Public Distribution System. The PDS is being implemented through 
FPS only. Usually FPS will be linked to civil supplies go downs, sometimes one FPS is covering number of 
villages and some line. One village can have more than one FPS. FPS maintains records about opening and 
closing balance of the stock of various commodities. FPS dealers usually lift the monthly allotment from 

getting the permission from MRO. It is huge software module, which is 
helping the district supplies in monitoring the issue of the permits to FPS dealers. This module provide the 
information about the stock position at departmental go down, stock lifting details of various FPS dealers, 
stock position at FPS, and ration issue position at FPS. Requirement of essential commodities from FP shops, 
status of various ration cards that are being issued by the Government authorities from time. 

Public Distribution System is considered as principal instrument in the hands of state 

Governments for providing safety net to the poor against the spiraling rise in prices of essential 

Governments shared the responsibility of regulating the PDS. 

While the Central Government is responsible for procurement, storage, transportation and bulk 

allocation of food grains, state governments hold the responsibility for distributing the same to 

consumers through the established network of Fair Price Shops(FPS). State governments are 

also responsible for operational responsibilities including allocation and identification of families 

below poverty line, issue of ration cards, supervision and monitoring the functioning of FPS. Under 

PDS scheme, each family below the poverty line is eligible for 35 kg of rice or wheat every month, 

while a household above the poverty line is entitled to 15kg of food grain on a monthly basis. 

over the last years has been as remarkable as it has been uneven. 

Hence, after two decades of reforms India still needs to implement a strategy to fight poverty and 

high inequality. More recently, the nation has committed itselfto a rights-based approach to 

development and to assuming the responsibility of assisting the most vulnerable of its citizens 

through social safety nets and social protection programmes. One of the largest programmes is 

the Public Distribution System (PDS), India’s only safety net – designed to improve food security 

through the provision of subsidised commodities. Since the 1960s, the PDS has distributed grains, 

sugar and kerosene to help households meet their consumption needs. After a reform in 1997, 

nration cards according to their economic status, which allow 

them to buy up to 35 kg of grains per month at subsidized prices. Inorder to sustain its economic 
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growth, there is a need for the population to be food secure and healthy. Yet, with more than 200 

million people affected, widespread mal- and under nutrition remain major challenges for the 

country. Since 2008, the Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojana (RSBY), India’s National Health 

Insurance scheme, ensures access to essential health care for Below Poverty Line population and 

various categories of unorganized workers. For its implementation, a robust technology platform 

has been deployed. State Governments have started discussions to link the provision of subsidy 

distribution under the Public Distribution System (PDS) with RSBY. The first State in the country to 

doso, Chhattisgarh has been expanding the use of the RSBY smart card to include PDS 

entitlements since 2012.  

 
Review 

 Today’s problem in India is not the shortage of food grains but of managing the surplus. Food 

security policy in India ensures the availability of food grains to the public an affordable price 

(Commissioner Civil Supplies, 1995)1. Efforts need to be taken to reduce the number of 

undernourished kids who have been largely hampered with poverty in our country where many 

cannot afford the amount and types of food they need. The basic needs are satisfied through 

efficient PDS. Public Distribution System has a strategy to ensure food security. It implies 

adequate food supply as well as food intake. Timely supply of essential commodities is the basic 

element in the success of PDS. Mere presence of food in the economy, or in the market, does not 

entitle a person to consume it (Dreze and Sen, 1989)2. The need of PDS is to ensure the right to 

get food (Vienna,1993)3. Even the ability to buy may not guarantee food security, unless there 

are an efficient distribution system (Suryanarayan 2000)4. Every year, 24 million people and 

15million children die directly from hunger or hunger-related diseases in India (UN report2000)5. 

India has 213 million hungry and malnourished people (GHI, UN agency)6. So is the most important 

instrument of the government for ensuring food security and also price stability. Despite the 

implementation of the Public Distribution System for several decades and targeted PDS for the 

last one-and-a-half decades, it is estimated that more than 50 per cent of the children in rural 

areas suffer from malnourishment; of it 21 per cent suffer from severe malnutrition (Times of 

India, 2011)7.  

 
Objectives 

1. This Paper aims to know the Functioning of PDS.S. 

2. To Understand the Technology based Reforms of PDS. 

3. To Find out the Problems and give some suggestions based on the Secondary data. 

 
Functions of PDS 

1. Procurement of Food Grains. 

2. Identification of poor and needy. 

3. Issue of ration cards to poor people. 

4. Transportation of food grains to all Fair Price Shops. 

5. Selling Food grains to all the needy people. 

6. Provision of storage facilities for the maintenance of central reserves of food grains and 

promotion of scienfic storage. 
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7. Formulation of national policies relating to export and import, buffer stocking, Quality control 

and specifications of food grains. 

8. Administration of food subsidies relating to rice, wheat and coarse grains. 

9. Policy matters relating to sugar and sugarcane sector, fixation of fair and Remunerative Price 

of sugarcane payable by sugar Factories, development and regulation of sugar Industry and 

sugar supply for PDS. 

10. Price control of and inter-state trade and commerce in, and supply and distribution of 
Vanaspati, Oilseeds, Vegetable iols, Cakes and Fats. 

 
Evolution of Public Distribution System 

 The Targeted Public Distribution System (TPDS) was introduced with effect from June 1997. 

Public Distribution of essential commodities had been in existence in India during the inter-war 

period. PDS, with its focus on distribution of food grains in urban scarcity areas, had emanated 

from the critical food shortages of 1960s. PDS had substantially contributed to the containment of 

rise in food grains prices and ensured access of food to urban consumers. As the national 

agricultural production had grown aftermath of Green Revolution, the outreach of PDS was 

extended to tribal blocks and areas of high incidence of poverty in 1970s and 1980s. 

 
Revamped Public Distribution System (RPDS) 

 The Revamped Public Distribution System (RPDS) was launched in June, 1992 with a view to 

strengthen and streamline the PDS as well as to improve its reach in the far-flung, hilly, remote 

and inaccessible areas where a substantial section of the poor live. It covered 1775 blocks 

wherein area specific programmes such as the Drought Prone Area Programme (DPAP), Integrated 

Tribal Development Programme (ITDP), Desert Development Programme (DDP ) and certain 

designated Hill Areas(DHA) identified in consultation with State Governments for special focus, 

with respect to improvement of the PDS infrastructure. Food grains for distribution in RPDS areas 

were issued to the states at 50 Paise below the Central Issue Price.  

 The RPDS included area approach for ensuring effective reach of the PDS commodities, their 

delivery by State Governments at the doorstep of FPSs in the identified areas, additional ration 

cards to the left out families, infrastructure requirements like additional Fair Price Shops, storage 

capacity etc. and additional commodities such as tea, salt, pulses, soap, etc. for distribution 

through PDS outlets. 

 
Targetted Public Distribution System (TPDS) 

 In June, 1997, the Government of India launched the Targeted Public Distribution System 

(TPDS) with focus on the poor. Under the TPDS, States were required to formulate and implement 

foolproof arrangements for the identification of the poor for delivery of food grains and for its 

distribution in a transparent and accountable manner at the FPS level. 

 Keeping in view the consensus on increasing the allocation of food grains to BPL families, and 

to better target the food subsidy, Government of India increased the allocation to BPL families 

from 10 kg to 20 kg of food grains per family per month at 50% of the economic cost and 

allocation to APL families at economic cost. The allocation of APL families was retained at the 

same level as at the time of introduction of TPDS but the central Issue Prices (CIPs) for APL were 

fixed at 100% of economic cost from that date so that the entire consumer subsidy could be 
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directed to the benefit of the BPL population. However, the CIPs fixed in July and December, 

2000 for BPL&AAY respectively and in July 2002 for APL were not revised upwards since then even 

though procurement cost have gone up considerably. 

 
Categorisation of Beneficiaries 

 Under TPDS, beneficiaries were divided into two categories:  

 Households below the poverty line or BPL ; and  

 Households above the poverty line or APL.  

 BPL beneficiaries that are currently covered under TPDS were identified through a detailed 

process when TPDS was initially launched. The Planning Commission calculated state-wise 

estimates of the total number of BPL beneficiaries that would be covered under TPDS. Each state 

government was responsible for identifying eligible BPL households on the basis of inclusion and 

exclusion criteria evolved by the Ministry of Rural Development. Such households were entitled to 

receive a BPL ration card. APL households were not identified and any household above the 

poverty line could typically apply for an APL ration card. 

 
Antyodaya Anna Yojana (AAY) 

 The AAY scheme was launched in December 2000 for the poorest among the BPL families. 

Individuals in the following priority groups are entitled to an AAY card, including: (i) landless 

agricultural labourers, (ii) marginal farmers, (iii) rural artisans/craftsmen such as potters and 

tanners, (iv) slum dwellers, (v) persons earning their livelihood on a daily basis in the informal 

sector such as porters, rickshaw pullers, cobblers, (vi) destitute, (vii) households headed by 

widows or terminally ill persons, disabled persons, persons aged 60 years or more with no assured 

means of subsistence, and (viii) all primitive tribal households. A National Sample Survey Exercise 

pointed towards the fact that about 5% of the total population in the country sleeps without two 

square meals a day. This section of the population could be called as “hungry”. 

 
Scale Issue of Food Grains Under TPDS 

 Since 1997, the scale of issue of the BPL families has been gradually increased from 10 kg. to 

35 kg. per family per month. The scale of issue to BPL family was increased from 10 kg. to 20 kg. 

per family per month. The allocation of food grains for the BPL families was further increased 

from 20kg. to25kg. per family per month with effect from July, 2001. Initially, the Antyodaya 

families were provided 25kg. of food grains per family per month at the time of launch of the 

scheme in December, 2000. The scale of issue under BPL has been revised to35kg. of food grains 

per family per month at the time of launch of the scheme in December,2000. 

 
Technology-Based Reforms and Benefits 

 The Supreme Court appointed a Committee under the chairmanship of Justice Wadhwa to look 

into reforms to the TPDS that have been implemented by various states. Technology-based 

reforms helped plug leakages of food grains during TPDS. The Committee found that the current 

manual recording of eligibility of beneficiaries and transactions was prone to human errors and 

tampering.  

1.Digitisation of ration cards 

• It allows for online entry and verification of beneficiary data. 
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• Online storing of monthly entitlement of beneficiaries, number of dependants, offtake of food 

grains by beneficiaries from FPS, etc. 

2. Computerised allocation to FPS 

• Computerises FPS allocation, declaration of stock balance, web-based truck challans, etc.  

• It allows for quick and efficient tracking of transactions. 

3.Issue of smart cards in place of ration cards 

• Secure electronic devices used to store beneficiary data 

• Stores data such as name, address, biometrics,BPL/APL category and monthly entitlement of 

beneficiaries and family members. 

• Prevents counterfeiting. 

4. Use of GPS technology 

• Use of Global Positioning System(GPS) technology to track movement of trucks carrying food 

grains from state depots to FPS 

5. SMS based monitoring 

• It allows monitoring by citizens so they can register their mobile numbers and send /receive 

SMS alerts during dispatch and arrival of TPDS commodities. 

6. Use of web-based citizens’ portal 

• Publicises grievance redressal machinery, such as toll free number for call centres to register 

complaints or suggestions. 

Sources: Justice Wadhwa Committee Report on Computerisation of PDS operations, 2009: PRS 

 
Mechanisms to Strengthen Tpds 

 Reforms have been proposed to make the TPDS more effective. Major reforms include using 

informations technology and leveraging Aadhaar to improve identification of beneficiaries. 

 
Role of Aadhaar 

 One of the key problems in the implementation of TPDs is the inclusion and exclusion errors in 

the identification of beneficiaries. Proposals have been made to integrate the Unique 

identification or Aadhaar number with several Government schemes including TPDS to address this 

problem. The Aadhaar number would be used to accurately identify and authenticate 

beneficiaries entitled to receive subsidies under TPDS and other government schemes. According 

to a study by Identification Authority of India, using Aadhaar with TPDS would help eliminate 

duplicate and ghost beneficiaries, and make identification of beneficiaries more accurate.  

 
The Role of the Rsby Smart Card System 

 The technological architecture of the RSBY(Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojana) scheme is 

designed in such a way that little effort is required to expand its usage to other social security 

schemes. The smart card system as used under the health insurance scheme is equipped to 

include the necessary information for benefit delivery under other schemes. The robust 

technology platform of RSBY has helped to standardize operations across all stakeholders. In 

providing smartcards to the beneficiaries, it uses a biometric authentication system along with a 

security system – the so-called KMS. This ensures that the smart card cannot be issued to a 

different person than the entitled beneficiary. In the same way the smart card facilitates a fool 

proof identification at the FPS. Through a biometric system at the so-called Point of Service (PoS) 
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the fingerprint of the beneficiary is matched with that on the smart card, thus identifying the 

beneficiary. Additionally, the platform can record all individual transactions and store personal 

information, such as biometric data, eligibility for rations, price and intervals of possible supply. 

All that is needed at the service provider is a PoS terminal that can read the card, match the 

biometric data it contains, and authorise transactions via existing phone or Internet lines and/or 

by recording the transaction on the card itself. The RSBY platform provides a useful and well-

tested technology that can improve the performance of PDS through its reliable and more 

transparent system of benefit management. Intelligent use of such ICT can hence address all the 

channel related issues of PDS. With RSBY already reaching to a large segment of the PDS 

beneficiaries the linkage between the RSBY and PDS can not only be scaled up comparatively 

quickly but also take place at low cost.  

 
RSBY and PDS Enrolment in Chhattisgar 

 
 
Benefits of the Adaption of the Rsby 

 An RSBY-PDS convergence has the potential to provide services of both programmes to a 

similar target group through the same smart card. By using a common IT system for both social 

security programmes, the financial and human resources of the central and State Governments 

can be saved. With the key management system of RSBY developed by the National Informatics 

Centre (NIC) the smart cards are guaranteed to be fully secure. There is no scope for duplication 

or misuse as all cards are issued on the spot and contain all the biometric data. Hence, the 

percentage of ghost ration cards in PDS (i.e. cards without real households) can be significantly 

reduced. At the FPS, the PoS device will increase the transparency of operation. By identifying 

the beneficiary through the biometrics on the card as well as the recording of lifted rations, all 

services in the PDS at the beneficiary and FPS level will be tracked and the problem of leakages 

and diversion of stocks can be addressed. 

 In turn, the monitoring of the actual disbursements of each FPS via the smart card system 

allows for the allocations to the FPS to be regulated according to their actual demands. The 

State Governments can track on a daily basis the utilisation of commodities as the data will be 

transferred directly and at least once a day from the FPS to the central server. Additionally, the 
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system allows multiple transactions for a single commodity by the same beneficiary as the 

collected quantity is recorded on a real-time basis. This allows beneficiaries to collect their 

monthly quota in smaller proportions according to their actual needs and requirements. After the 

transaction, a printed receipt is issued to the beneficiary confirming the reception and quantity of 

their entitlements. At the same time the use of a smart card system also supports portability: the 

smart card empowers beneficiaries to decide from which FPS they want to collect their rations, 

thereby gaining bargaining power. This will motivate FPS to compete and improve service 

delivery. These procedures therefore not only increase the transparency of transactions on both 

the beneficiary’s and the providers’ sides, but may also result in improved FPS services.  

 Apart from the improved PDS services, the convergence of the schemes could also boost the 

usage of RSBY and thus contribute to the aim of Universal Health Care (UHC). Currently, RSBY 

enrolment quotas are around an average of 50 per cent of all eligible BPL families; however with 

the importance of the PDS ration card, which the poor often use for proof of identification and 

residence, the combination of both schemes on one smart card could also enable a significant 

increase in the enrolment of eligible beneficiaries for RSBY.  

  
Major Challenges 

 For successful implementation it is necessary to also consider the possible challenges and to 

develop mitigation strategies. Connectivity and the speed of Internet connections are major 

problems in India. However, baseline surveys on the status of connectivity in a particular area can 

ensure that the relevant FPS is connected. Another crucial aspect is to understand that the 

implementation of such a smart card system may partly act against the interest of many FPS 

agencies. With black marketing being a lucrative secondary business opportunity the increased 

transparency could make shop keepers hesitant to support the new technology. It is therefore 

possible that some shop owners may sabotage the new system by e.g. forming a nexus and 

claiming that the PoS does not work, thereby boycotting the system. However, such problems can 

be mitigated if beneficiaries’ entitlements are portable and beneficiaries can choose the FPS from 

which they want to purchase their food. Under such circumstances, any dealer claiming that his 

PoS does not work would risk losing his business. Another possibility is to make available a special 

PDS truck whenever reports are received that many FPS are not working in one area. The trucks 

can then distribute food to the beneficiaries in front of the FPS – with the latter losing out on 

their business. 

 
Contribution of German Development Cooperation 

 Germany can look back on nearly 55 years of development cooperation with India and is 

currently active in the priority areas of environment, energy and sustainable economic 

development. In each priority area Germany cooperates with the central Government and the 

States, often by focusing on particular programmes or projects. German development cooperation 

started in 2008 to work with the Ministry of Labour and Employment, with GIZ directly involved in 

designing and implementing RSBY. Since then, cooperation has been extended and in 2011 the 

Indo-German Social Security Programme (IGSSP) was initiated. Apart from the extensive support 

to MoLE with respect to RSBY, IGSSP is working with several State Governments on introducing 

additional benefits. It provides support in preparing documents that constitute the framework, in 

developing software and in devising stipulations for its implementation. Moreover, IGSSP has 
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started an initiative to provide additional capacity for the State Nodal Agencies in charge of RSBY. 

IGSSP provides extensive documentation, develops process flows, supports capacity building and 

engages in the coordination of processes for software development with the NIC, Smart Card 

Service Provider (SCSP) and the certifying governmental agency Standardising Testing Quality 

Control (STQC) 

 
Limitations 

1. Identification of poor by the states is not fool proof. A large number of poor and needy 

persons are left out and a lot of bogus cards are also issued. 

2. People do not get the entitled amount of food grains from the Fair Price Shop. 

3. Fair Price Shop owner gets bogus Ration cards and sell the food grains in the open market. 

4. Diversion of Food grains by FPS owner and middlemen. 

5. Many time good Quality food grains are replaced with poor Quality cheap food grains. 

6. PDS covers only few food grains like wheat and rice, it does not fulfill the requirement of 

complete nutrition. 

7. Uneven distribution of Food generations, procurement and distribution. 

 
Problems by Justifications 

• In the manual system work burden on FPS dealer, higher authorities and go down staff are 

more. 

• There is a chance to occur fraud, such as FPS dealer gets ration behalf of the card holder and 

sell the commodities as black market. 

• Every month FPS dealer must submit the details of the commodities that are distributed to 

the card holders to MRO then only he get the next month ration commodities from the go-

down. 

• Higher authorities like MRO, collector or other official may want to check the commodity 

quantities which are in the godown. This is the time taken process. 

• Manual system also allows the FPS dealer to modify the records as the commodities are 

distributed to the card holders. 

 
Suggestions 

• Proposed system can resolve all the problems in the current system. 

• The system connects all FP shops, godowns to the server at higher authorities. 

• The ration shop dealer gives the ration to the card holder must enter the coupon number and 

quantity of the commodity in the specified column in the form. 

• The data is not modified by the FPS dealer in proposed system Reports are produced to the 

higher authorities in time. 

• Proposed system gives the flexibility to know the details of FPS commodities and go down 

commodities to the MRO.  

• More Role for Women SHGs to run FPS. 

• PDS retail outlet personnel could early detect and prevent bogus cards. 
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Conclusion 

 The Government of Tamilnadu took all efforts to ensure the availability, accessibility and 

affordability of essential commodities to the poor. Hence, universal PDS is in operation in this 

state and the cooperatives are given much importance in the distribution system. Further the 

involvement of women SHGs in the distribution network ensures safety, transparency, and 

accessibility and above all reduced the transaction cost. Hence the channel of distribution can be 

promoted.  

 Further, this is the major suggestion given by the sample respondents to make PDS more 

effective. This shows that to make the system more viable and effective, the participation of 

people is important. In this context the best practices of some women SHGs may be emulated and 

the role of local bodies in running FPS may be strengthened. Above all the present system of 

universal system of PDS should be continued as it has control over the market prices of essential 

commodities. 
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AGRICULTURAL CREDIT IN INDIA: STATUS 

Abstract 
 Indian agriculture is gifted with the fertile land and abundant with water resources equivalent to the 
availability at the United States of America (USA). Indus and Ganga
in the Northern and Eastern parts of India have irrigated throughout the year and the prosperity of India is 
based mainly on the development of agriculture, because, major
engaged in one way or other in agricultural sector. So it is to be construed that the development of 
agriculture is nothing but the development of rural masses and development of India.
Keywords: Agriculture, Credit, Bank Role, Utilization

 
Introduction  

 Indian agriculture is gifted with the fertile land and abundant with water resources equivalent 

to the availability at the United States of America (USA).

Brahmaputra river systems in the Northern and Eastern parts of India have irrigated throughout 

the year and the prosperity of India is based mainly on the development of agriculture, because, 

majority of its population is directly or indirectly engaged in one way or other in agricu

sector. So it is to be construed that the development of agriculture is nothing but the 

development of rural masses and development of India. The development of agriculture not rests 

with only one factor. There are so many factors which influence th

After the introduction of Green Revolution in the year 1965, new farm practices such as using 

hybrid variety of seeds, better water management techniques, usage of chemical fertilizers at 

recommended dose, spraying of pesticides and insecticides

technological farm equipments have improved the productivity of agriculture to a laudable 

extent. But, all the above steps are not carried out by majority of the agriculturists in our 

country. If such is a situation, what are the reasons for not adopting such a sophisticated 

technology in agricultural sector? It is because, the adoption of these practices requires large 

scale of finance, which the poor farms are not able to meet out the expenses. S

creation of adequate and requisite credit facility is essential for the development of agricultural 

sector. Now a days, banking sector has played a vital role by providing agricultural credit to the 

farmers and thereby it has strengthened not only the agricultural sector, but also generated more 

employment opportunities and improved the standard of living of the people of agriculturists, 

particularly, the rural folk in India. Further, agricultural development bears a close positive 

correlation with the credit and finance.  

 
Evaluation and Structure of Agricultural Credit System in India 

 Institutional finance for agriculture in India was started in 1973 when taccavi loans were 

initiated. The Government of India in order to strengthen the rural base, rural credit system was 

introduced. Initially, the credit was given to the farmers departme
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Indian agriculture is gifted with the fertile land and abundant with water resources equivalent to the 
United States of America (USA). Indus and Ganga-Jamuna and Brahmaputra river systems 

in the Northern and Eastern parts of India have irrigated throughout the year and the prosperity of India is 
based mainly on the development of agriculture, because, majority of its population is directly or indirectly 
engaged in one way or other in agricultural sector. So it is to be construed that the development of 
agriculture is nothing but the development of rural masses and development of India. 

Credit, Bank Role, Utilization 

Indian agriculture is gifted with the fertile land and abundant with water resources equivalent 

to the availability at the United States of America (USA). Indus and Ganga-Jamuna and 

in the Northern and Eastern parts of India have irrigated throughout 

the year and the prosperity of India is based mainly on the development of agriculture, because, 

majority of its population is directly or indirectly engaged in one way or other in agricultural 

sector. So it is to be construed that the development of agriculture is nothing but the 

development of rural masses and development of India. The development of agriculture not rests 

with only one factor. There are so many factors which influence the productivity of agriculture. 

After the introduction of Green Revolution in the year 1965, new farm practices such as using 

hybrid variety of seeds, better water management techniques, usage of chemical fertilizers at 

des and insecticides at constant intervals, applying of new 

technological farm equipments have improved the productivity of agriculture to a laudable 

extent. But, all the above steps are not carried out by majority of the agriculturists in our 

such is a situation, what are the reasons for not adopting such a sophisticated 

technology in agricultural sector? It is because, the adoption of these practices requires large 

scale of finance, which the poor farms are not able to meet out the expenses. So, at this juncture 

creation of adequate and requisite credit facility is essential for the development of agricultural 

sector. Now a days, banking sector has played a vital role by providing agricultural credit to the 

ed not only the agricultural sector, but also generated more 

employment opportunities and improved the standard of living of the people of agriculturists, 

particularly, the rural folk in India. Further, agricultural development bears a close positive 

Evaluation and Structure of Agricultural Credit System in India  

Institutional finance for agriculture in India was started in 1973 when taccavi loans were 

initiated. The Government of India in order to strengthen the rural base, rural credit system was 

introduced. Initially, the credit was given to the farmers departmentally, as grants. Later, 
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through cooperative system the credit was disbursed to the farmers to improve the agricultural 

production. Before independence, the agricultural credit was disbursed only through Cooperative 

Banking Systems (1904). In order to mitigate the exploitation of the money lenders only such loans 

were sanctioned. The loan was not in any way linked with supply channel. After sometime, the 

State Co-Operative Agriculture and Rural Development Bank (SCARDB), then called land mortgage 

bank started providing long term loan to the farmers to repay the old debts.  

 After the nationalization of 14 Commercial Banks in the year 1969, the banking operations 

reached the farmers. The farmers availed themselves of loans, particularly for their agricultural 

dependent needs, only after the nationalization of banks.  

During this period Green Revolution was introduced. Production oriented system of 

agricultural sector dominated the scene. In this situation, cooperative banks alone was not able to 

meet the needs of the farmers. So, in 1975 Regional Rural Banks (RRBs) were set up with the aim 

of providing ample scope for small and marginal farmers, agricultural labourers, artisans and 

small entrepreneurs for the development of agriculture, trade, commerce and other productive 

activities. RRBs are state sponsored and work in partnership with Commercial Banks. They are 

mainly controlled by rural based staff that is expected to be better suited to the needs of rural 

population.  

 
Structure of Agricultural Credit System in India 

 

Government of India 

 

Reserve Bank of India 

 

 

National Bank for Agricultural and Rural Development 

 

  

Commercial Rural Co-Operative Regional Rural  Banks Credit Institutions Banks 

   

 

Long-Term Credit Structure  Short Term Credit Structure  

1.  State Co-operative Agriculture  1. State Co-Operative Banks  

  and Rural Development Banks  2. District Central Co-Operative Banks 

2.  Primary Co-operative Agriculture 3. Primary Agricultural Credit   

  and Rural Development Banks    Society.   

 Rural credit system is classified into two sources. 

 
Institutional Credit Sources  

 It includes Co-operative Banks, Commercial Banks and Regional Rural Banks.  

 
Non-Institutional Credit Sources  

 It includes professional money lenders, agriculture money lenders, commission agents, 

merchants, friends, relatives and others.  
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 The setting up of NABARD in 1982 is an important event in the field of agricultural credit in 

India. It is an apex organization which makes policy decisions regarding planning, operational 

aspects and flow of credit for the development of agriculture and allied activities in the rural 

areas. It is the leader of the entire rural credit system.  

 
Significance of Agricultural Credit  

 The recent union budget 2014-15 presented by the Finance Minister Arun Jaitly is indeed a 

budget based on long range vision of growth and with more inclusiveness in the process of growth. 

The global melt down is a cause of concern and a roadmap should be visualized to achieve 

economic growth. The eternal abject poverty that one third of population of our country should 

not only be addressed but also be redressed. This could be achieved only through the growth of 

agricultural sector, because nearly 75 per cent of the population is directly and indirectly 

engaged in agriculture. The growth of agriculture depends mainly on the timely availability of 

credit facility to the farmers. Further, the farmers face so many problems in the agricultural 

related matters for example, ignorance about marketing knowledge. Fluctuations in agricultural 

prices cause grave concern to the peasants. To redress the volatile nature of price trends, what 

steps or price policy should be taken or suggested by the governments in order to get 

remunerative prices for their produced commodities?.  

 Lack of technology in the agricultural sector not only reduces the volume of production, but 

also reduces the productivity of different commodities over the year. This will bring down the 

GDP at a lower level over the years. In order to withstand its share as of now, serious measures 

should have to be taken by the government in agricultural credit policies.  

 Even after the introduction of Green Revolution the availability of basic hybrid inputs are not 

freely available to the farmers in India. The government should ensure the supply of basic inputs.  

 
Problem in Agricultural Credit in India 

 Agricultural sector in India is one among the dominant and vital sectors of the socio economic 

development of the country. But, the status of socio economic conditions of the farming 

community in India is not as strong as that of other sectors. Even though the Central and the State 

governments have taken earnest efforts to promote the well-being of the farmers the problems 

like indebtedness, low prices for their products, lack of marketing facilities, monsoon havoc, lack 

of adequate inputs and infrastructural facilities, adopting the obsolete method in the cultivation 

stand as the major impediments in India. In this situation proper flow of credit to the agricultural 

sector is the only way to solve the above mentioned problems. Both the Central and the State 

governments give directions to the commercial, cooperative and Regional Rural Banks to lend 

agricultural credit to the farmers in order to improve not only the agricultural sector but also the 

level of income of the farmers.  

 Indian agriculture has gone a long way from an era of frequent droughts and vulnerability to 

food shortages to becoming a significant exporter of several agricultural commodities. This has 

been possible only by the persistent efforts taken by harnessing the potential of land, water and 

other resources since Independence. Nationalisation of banks lends a helping hand to the poor 

farmers and thereby a see change in the production and productivity has emerged. After the 

introduction of Green Revolution the need and importance of agriculture credit has dominated 

the agricultural sector. Utilisation of agricultural credit in the right direction has played an 
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important role not only in the development of agricultural sector but also in the growth of 

economy as a whole. 

 
Agricultural Sector: Challenges  

 Indian agriculture has witnessed severe variations over the last seven decades and there have 

been phases of growth and stagnation.  

 The progress which was observed in the agriculture and allied sectors over the past seventy 

years is analyzed in the light of the revolution which took place in these sectors.  

 
Challenges  

 Indian agricultural sector has successfully transformed itself from a backward status to a 

developing one. However, since 1990’s this sector has been facing so many crises. Some of them 

are:  

 
Poor Productivity of the Soil  

 The fertility of the soil differs from region to region. Even in some places in the same locality, 

the fertility of the soil differs. Over the years because of intensive cultivation the productivity of 

the soil has been eroded. Further, the application of chemical fertilizer has added to its woe.  

 
Falling Water Levels and Poor Water Resources 

 The vagaries of monsoon over the years have put the farmers into uncountable miseries. The 

ground water table all over India except in a few States has depleted day by day to a lower level 

causing more concern to the farmers. The water resources have not been kept in proper 

maintenance. These factors have made the agricultural sector from bad to worse.  

 
Expensive Credit to Farmers  

 Credit need is the most essential factor that influences the productivity of the agricultural 

sector. But, in India, the illiterate farmer has to grease the palm of the officials is get the loan 

sanctioned moreover, sanctioning of loan demands a cumbersome process consuming much time. 

It has become expensive for a farmer who avails himself of loan.  

 
Distorted Market and Poor Infrastructure  

 The market infrastructure is insufficient for the farmer to sell the produces at reasonable 

rate. The market information is also lacking regarding the price trends of agricultural produces.  

 
Inappropriate Research and Development 

 A well – established company has its own Research and Development (R & D) Wing in order to 

improve further qualitatively. But, such a facility in agricultural sector is lacking in India.  

 
Poor Extension System  

 The extension services rendered by the government are not opting to the farmers. The Village 

Extension Officers do not frequently visit the agricultural fields and give advice to the farmers 

periodically.  
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Decline in the Area under Cultivation  

 Over the years, the cultivation area has been continuously decreasing due to the failure of 

monsoon and unprofitable trend in agricultural front. The opportunity cost of land is higher when 

the land is used for non-agricultural purpose.  

 
Non-availability of Basic Inputs  

 Non-availability of fertilizers and other inputs put hardships to the farmers. The profit of the 

farmers deteriorates if the inputs are not used in time.  

 
Problems of Power  

 A major hurdle that haunts the agricultural sector is power shortage. Electricity-supported 

irrigation system is handicapped due to power ravage prevalent in India. 

 
Fluctuation in Agricultural Commodity Prices  

 A standard price is not ruled out for the agricultural produces. The farmers incur loss 

habitually though they gain sometimes. 

 
Non-Existence of Agricultural Policy  

 A standard region-wise agricultural policy is needed for the upliftment of the farmers in any 

country. But unfortunately, in India there is no standard region-wise agricultural policy available 

for the benefit of the farmers.  

 
Others  

 Apart from the above mentioned problems the liberalization, privatization and globalization 

policy has made agricultural sector profitable only for advanced countries, not for the developing 

and under developed countries. Further, SAFTA’s amendment in APMA Act, SEZ, EED Acts and 

declining trend in the average farm size have constrained the agricultural sector to a deplorable 

state.  

 
Concluding Remark 

 The productivity of all the crops has been continuously increasing after the introduction of 

Green Revolution and the level of production of food grains, oilseeds, pulses and other 

commodities has also increased over the years in India. But the level of capital formation is 

decreasing in the agricultural sector due to unfavourable banking policy of the government. This 

will affect the investment promotion to a large extent. India, after the introduction of New 

Economic Policy in 1991 have undertaken so many economic reforms, both internal and external. 

But, it must be ensured that these reforms are synchronized, so that the pace of both reforms is 

set right in order to work hand in hand to promote agricultural productivity and growth. In the era 

of globalization, unless or otherwise a vibrant agricultural base is to be set up, the sustainable 

growth in India is impossible. For that, the quantum of agricultural credit should be increased and 

the Central Government should direct the banking sector to allocate necessary funds to 

agricultural sector. Further, the RBI should initiate measures to ensure problem free, easily 

available credit at a reasonable rate of interest in time to the farmers, so that they move ahead 

and stabilize in agricultural operation rather than thinking of migrating from agricultural sector. 
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STRUCTURE, GROWTH AND IMPORTANCE OF SHGs

Abstract 
 In India, the population already crosses one billion and nearly one third of its 
below poverty line. In rural areas, the scenario is deplorably worse, where almost half of its residents live 
hand to mouth life and below poverty line. Self Help Groups (SHGs) have become the vehicle of change in 
the rural areas in India, transforming the lives of the underprivileged and marginalized. SHGs organize the 
poor, downtrodden and marginalized to join hands to solve their problems and the method has been very 
successfully used by the government and Non- Governmental org
by empowering them. 
Keywords: Self Help Groups, Non- Governmental organization, Empower women.

 
Introduction 

 Empowerment is a multi-dimensional social process. Empowerment occurs in economical, 

sociological, political, psychological spheres at various levels. Empower either an individual or a 

group or a society, thereby we challenge our assumptions about status quo, asymmetrical power 

relationship and social dynamics. Empowering women puts the spotlight on educa

employment which are an essential element to sustainable development. Women are the key for a 

nation’s ability to innovate and their socio-economic status is one of the strategic indicators of a 

nation’s development. According to Jawaharlal Nehru,

looking at the status of its women”. In this chapter an attempt has been made to describe the 

origin, structure and importance of SHGs in India. Further, the growth and trend of SHGs in Tamil 

Nadu is presented. 

 
Origin of SHGs 

 In India, as far as, the social status is concerned, the women are not treated on a par with 

men in all the places. Gender discrimination rules everywhere in the society. Empowering women 

is nothing but to acquire and possess power resource

resist decisions made by others that affect them. A woman is said to be powerful only when she 

has control over a large portion of power resources in the society, the extent of possession of 

various resources such as personal wealth, educational, information, knowledge, social status, 

positions held, leadership skills and capabilities of mobilization. Economic empowerment of 

women by micro entrepreneurship leads to the empowerment of women in many things such as 

socio-economic opportunity, property rights, political representation, social equality, personal 

right, family development, market development, community development, hence the 

development of nation. 

 Empowering women particularly rural women is a daunting

easily through micro enterprises. Micro enterprises not only generate employment opportunities, 

propagate national income but also help to develop economic independence, personal and social 
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hand to mouth life and below poverty line. Self Help Groups (SHGs) have become the vehicle of change in 

in India, transforming the lives of the underprivileged and marginalized. SHGs organize the 
poor, downtrodden and marginalized to join hands to solve their problems and the method has been very 

Governmental organization (NGOs) in achieving several goals 

Governmental organization, Empower women.  

dimensional social process. Empowerment occurs in economical, 

litical, psychological spheres at various levels. Empower either an individual or a 

group or a society, thereby we challenge our assumptions about status quo, asymmetrical power 

relationship and social dynamics. Empowering women puts the spotlight on education and 

employment which are an essential element to sustainable development. Women are the key for a 

economic status is one of the strategic indicators of a 

nation’s development. According to Jawaharlal Nehru, “you can tell the condition of a nation by 

looking at the status of its women”. In this chapter an attempt has been made to describe the 

origin, structure and importance of SHGs in India. Further, the growth and trend of SHGs in Tamil 

In India, as far as, the social status is concerned, the women are not treated on a par with 

men in all the places. Gender discrimination rules everywhere in the society. Empowering women 

is nothing but to acquire and possess power resources, in order to make decision on their own or 

resist decisions made by others that affect them. A woman is said to be powerful only when she 

has control over a large portion of power resources in the society, the extent of possession of 

ch as personal wealth, educational, information, knowledge, social status, 

positions held, leadership skills and capabilities of mobilization. Economic empowerment of 

women by micro entrepreneurship leads to the empowerment of women in many things such as 

economic opportunity, property rights, political representation, social equality, personal 

right, family development, market development, community development, hence the 

Empowering women particularly rural women is a daunting task. This task can be solved very 

easily through micro enterprises. Micro enterprises not only generate employment opportunities, 

propagate national income but also help to develop economic independence, personal and social 
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capabilities among rural women. The following are some of the personal and social capabilities, 

which have been developed as a result of taking up enterprise among rural women. 

• Economic empowerment 

• Improved standard of living 

• Self confidence 

• Enhancement of awareness 

• Sense of achievement 

• Increased social interaction 

• Participation in political activities 

• Increased participation level in village level meetings 

• Improvement in leadership qualities 

• Involvement in solving problems related to women and community 

• Decision making capacity in family and community. 

 In the recent years, the economic reform agenda in the global perspective is dominating. In 

the name of ‘globalization’ the recent economic agenda for reform is affecting all the countries in 

some way or other. With the increasing accountability under the process of economic reforms, 

situation has started changing. Participatory approach is gaining higher acceptance. Their roles in 

the success of development programs are being accepted more widely. 

 The lesson from the experiences of other developing countries like Bangaladesh, Indonesia, 

Bolivia and Philippines motivated India too to start experimenting the innovative scheme of Self 

Help Groups(SHG) which are also called as thrift and credit groups. The Self Help Group is the 

brain child of Grameen Bank of Bangladesh, which was founded by Prof. Mohammed Yunus of 

Chittagong University in the year 1975. He won the Nobel prize for peace in 2006. 

 In this situation, the nature and operations of economic development programmes targeting 

exclusively women are also changing under the overall impact of economic reforms in India. 

Accountability and participation are the two special features that should be accorded greater 

attention to promote empowerment of women in any country. The policy makers advocating 

development of women try to find the best way by which they can increase the level of 

empowerment of women. 

 According to B.Venkatraja1 ‘NGOs have a vital and decisive role to play in bringing about 

planned socio-economic and nation building developments in countries like India. NGOs can 

strengthen human development by enlarging opportunities and access to resources’. According to 

Bhose (2003)2 ‘development without people’s participation is like that of a wheel without spokes’. 

 There has been a paradigm shift of focus on women, from the concept of welfare towards 

development, now towards the empowerment from the nineties. Having realized the importance 

of the role to be played by women in national development a special chapter on the details of the 

plan of action for ‘ Integration of Women in Development’ has been included in the sixth Five 

Year Plan and also extended in subsequent Five Year Plans. Further, New Industrial Policy of the 

Government of India has highlighted the need for conduction of entrepreneurship programmes for 

women to enable them to be economically independent and free from the clutches of family 

pinpricks. The government declared the year 2001 as ‘Women’s Empowerment Year’ to focus on a 

vision where women are equal partners like men’. Number of legislative measures have been 

taken at the national and the state level to improve women empowerment in India. 
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 In 1986, Women’s Poverty Right Act was passed in Andrapradesh Assembly and expanded the 

right for the women to share the paternal property right equally on a par with the male. In 1993 

the 73rd and 74th constitutional amendments were made by the Central Government to provide 

one third political reservations to women in local bodies. This process has been extended to 

education and employment sector. These actions lay a strong foundation for the women in their 

participation in decision making at the local levels. 

 Economic empowerment refers to the process of economic and the structural change which 

enables women to secure economic gain on sustained basis. Nowadays, SHGs are instrumental for 

enhancing the economic status of women in many of the states in India. The origin of SHGs may 

be traced to the year 1975 in the form of Grameen Bank of Bangladesh. ‘The concept of SHG was 

initiated in India by National Bank for Agricultural and Rural Development during 1986-87. Its 

functioning could be seen from 1992 onwards after the linkage of SHGs with the commercial 

Banks’3. Society for Training and Employment Promotion under the Ministry of Youth Affairs with 

the active cooperation of local NGOs was initiated in 1997. SHGs are incorporated to come 

together as a Cooperative Societies Act, 1995. Self help movement through thrift and saving has 

been taken up as a mass movement under the government programme of Development of Women 

and Children in Rural Areas (DWCRA). 

 
Constitutional Provisions to Women 

 The pillars of drafting of the Constitution of India tried to ensure liberty, equality, and dignity 

to all the citizens of India. To ensure equality, the framed constitution should eliminate all 

discriminations based on caste, creed, sex, or religion. In principle the constitution has accepted 

equality between both men and women. The Article 14 confers equal rights and opportunities on 

men and women in socio, economic, cultural, and political spheres. Further, it has empowered 

the state to make affirmative discrimination in favour of women. Similarly Article 16 provides 

equal opportunity in the matter of public appointment for all citizens. Article 19 stipulates that 

the state shall direct its policy towards providing men and women equally the right to means of 

livelihood and equal pay for equal work. Article 42 directs the state to make provisions for 

ensuring just and human condition of work and maternity relief; and Article 51(A) (e) imposes 

fundamental duty on every citizen to renounce practices derogatory to dignity to women. To 

make this de-jure equality into a de-facto one many policies and programmes have been put into 

action from time to time, besides enacting special legislations in favour of women. 

Formation of SHGs 
 The Role of NGOs is crucial in the formation and development of SHGs in the villages and 

concentrated efforts are needed by promoting agency to bring people together by confidence 

building among them and making them to understand and accept the objectives of the scheme. 

The role of promoting agency is important in bringing cohesiveness in the group and orienting 

group members towards group action. The evolution process for the groups to emerge as a strong 

and vibrant entity would take at least 6 – 12 months. 
 

Eligibility Conditions 

 Group size should be in the range of 12-20. The age group for the membership will be 18-60. 

Preferences will be given for the poorest women amongst the target group, with focus on widows, 

deserted and handicapped women. 
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 Priority will be given to SC/ST and other socially backward communities. In any case, all 

members must be very poor. The group must be mixed group, being composed of members from 

the different communities as far as possible. In case of hamlets and colonies populated 

exclusively by members of a particular community, such exclusive groups may also be formed. 

Having more than one member of the same family in the same SHG is to be strictly avoided, as 

this would lead to bias in decision making and group domination. Group formation should be 

cleared by NGO, after a period of 3 months of the commencement of group functioning to ensure, 

proper targeting of the poorest and disadvantaged sections of society. 

 
Objectives for the Formation of SHGs 

 The main objective of the formation of Self Help Group is to strengthen co-operative 

movement by utilizing the resources available in the area. To achieve this objective, SHG selects 

its members from the same locality and the same income group who join together to live with 

dignity. As a holistic group, SHGs have many social and economic objectives like inculcating the 

habit of saving and banking among the rural women, building up trade and confidence between 

the rural women and the bankers, developing group activity to implement various welfare and 

development programmes in a better way and to achieve women and child welfare goals by 

actively involving these women groups in universal immunization programmes, smallfamily norms 

and universal elementary education etc4. 

 

Characteristics of SHGs 
 Every SHG is characterized by common interest, social heritage, small size, intimate 

knowledge of member’s strengths, needs and problems, transparency in operation, conflict 

resolving through collective leadership and mutual discussions during meeting, common fund 

through regular savings and supplemented by external borrowings, loans for traditional and non-

traditional production and consumption activities, decision of term of credit by consensus in 

group meeting, market oriented rate of interest, simple documentation, peer pressure and group 

dynamics to ensure repayments5. The SHG members are expected to perform the roles like 

attending SHG meetings regularly, voicing opinion clearly and freely, sharing responsibility of 

SHGs collectively and repaying SHGs loan promptly. 

 
Structure of SHGs 

 Every Self Help Group consists of 15 to 25 members usually with two or three elected 

representatives like Animator, Representative–1,Representative–2 who are rotated periodically. 

The groups initially frame their by-laws and rules for smooth functioning. The rules include 

periodicity of meetings, savings, procedures for sanction of loans, books of accounts to be 

maintained, penalities for dealing with erring members and the like. Generally the group meets 

weekly/fortnighty/monthly at a fixed time. Members pay monthly subscription which for 

administrative expenses. Minimum savings to be contributed by each member is fixed which may 

vary from Rs.5 - Rs.100 per month. The savings amount thus accumulated is rotated among the 

members to meet their credit requirements. Groups lend for consumption and production 

activities but normally emergent needs are given priority. Interest rates on loans are initially high 

at 4-5  per cent per annum. But the rates are brought down when the funds position or the group 

solidarity improves. Initially the repayment period of loans is 2 - 3 months which may be extended 
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upto 10-12 months when the groups mature. The size of loan also increases as the groups gain 

strength and experience6. 

 SHG leaders perform the duties like convening meetings, resolving conflicts, operating bank 

accounts and cash dealings, maintaining of books like attendance register, minutes book, savings 

ledger, loan ledger, general ledger, cash book, individual pass book and subscription register. All 

the decisions are taken in open meetings in a participatory way. Cash dealing (collection of 

savings and credit disbursement) is carried out during the meetings. The group leaders are trained 

either by the government representative or by NGOs in maintaining various records. 

 

Growth of SHGs in India 
 Majority of the population in India still lives in rural areas and is sustaining on traditional 

agricultural practices. Labour in India, when compared with other countries, except China is very 

cheap. Majority of the Indian population are disguisedly unemployed. It is high time that the 

authority should channel this unproductive labour force, towards undertaking small business 

activities taking into consideration their skills and expertise like carving ,embroidery and making 

textiles. Business opportunities for womenfolk comprise using metals, wood, stone and metal like 

bronze, iron, steel to create handicrafts and gift items like bangles, glass, utensils, cane and 

bamboo for making furniture, clay for toy making, pots, vessels, other decorative pieces, making 

baskets from straws and the like. Today the women in India have immense potential and expertise 

in all fields. In order to tap their intelligence properly, governments create opportunity and take 

earnest efforts to empower women socially, economically, and politically. For that, they have 

started NGOs and SHGs and there by they empower the women to some extent. 

 
Growth of SHGs in Tamil Nadu 

 The Tamil Nadu Corporation for Development of Women Limited (TNCDW Ltd) was established 

for the empowerment of women in December 1983 by the Government of Tamil Nadu. Its 

registered office is located in Chennai while its area of operation extends to the entire state of 

Tamil Nadu. 

 This Corporation implements (1) Tamil Nadu Women's Development Project (MahalirThittam) 

(2) Setting up of Research Centres for Women(RCW) (3)Entrepreneur Development Programme for 

Women (EDPW) (4) District Level training-cum-marketing centers (5) Free gas connection to the 

newly married coupleunder poverty line (6) Assistance to Vocation and Skill Training Programme 

(VTP) (7) Assistance for formation of 25,000 SHGs (8) Total Economic development project for 

Theni district and the like for the socio-economic development of women throughout Tamil Nadu. 

 
Organisational Structure of Mahalir Thittam – State Level 

 Chairperson and Managing Director (CMD) Executive Director (ED) 

 General Manager (GM) 

 Manager, Administration – Administrative staff Manager, Development – Development staff 

Project management Officer – Support staff 

 Joint Co-ordinator (Monitoring and Evaluation) – Monitoring and Evaluation Officer – M & E 

staff. 

 Joint Co-ordinator (training) – Assistant Co-ordinator (training) – Support staff. 

 Joint Co-ordinator (marketing) – Assistant Co-ordinator (marketing) – Support staff. 
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 Joint Co-ordinator (communication) – Assistant Co-ordinator (Communication & PRO) – Support 

staff. 

 Company Secretary & Joint Co-ordinator (finance) – Manager (Accounts) – Assistant Co-

ordinator (finance) – Accounts staff. 

 Financial Advisor Deputy Manager (Accounts) – Accounts staff. Manager (systems). 

 
Organisational Structure of MahalirThittam 

Project Implementation Units (PIU's)  

District Collector & Chairman 

• NABARD 

• NGOs 

• Project Officer 

• APO, Training and Communication 

• APO, Marketing 

• APO, Monitoring and Evaluation 

• APO, Administration and Accounts 

• APO, Credit 

• APO, Schemes 

• Support Staff, 

• Banks 

• Line departments8. 

 
Growth and Trend of Women Groups  

The growth and trend of Mahalir Thittam has been analysed in two dimensions. 

1) Formation of groups and 

2) Enrollment of women members in the group. 

 
Importance of SHGs 

 SHG movement with the basic objective of removing rural poverty, inculcates the habit of 

saving and meet with credit needs of its members. The basic principles of the SHGs are 

a) Group approach 

b) Mutual Trust 

c) Organisation of small and manageable groups 

d) Group cohesiveness 

e) Spirit of thrift 

f) Demand based lending 

g) Collateral free 

h) Women friendly loan 

i) Peer group pressure in repayment 

j) Skill training 

k) Capacity building and 

l) Empowerment9 

The following are some of the broad importance of SHGs. 
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Lending 

 The SHGs not only preach the financial discipline, but also provide and arrange loans 

from corpus fund and other financial institutions. Initially the members of SHGs utilized the 

loan for their personal needs. Ever the years, the loans are utilized for the income 

generation activities. This could promote the status and standard of living of the rural 

people, particularly women. 
 

Participation in Government Programs 

 SHGs pave way for the neglected women community to actively participate in community 

activities. The SHG members are now- a- days actively participate and extend their helping hand 

to all the schemes launched by the government in the redress of grievances and development of 

rural population. 
 

Community Activities  

 SHGs give a platform to its members to voluntarily participate in community services like 

laying roads, planting trees, construction of water harvesting structures, donations to the victims 

of natural calamities, Campaigning against eradication of social evils like dowry, child marriage, 

untouchability and HIV / AIDS. 
 

Community Asset Creation 

 The SHG members with their collective strength are able to create community assets in their 

area. They are able to establish a library in their area. Apart from that they are able to bind the 

authority concerned to facilities street lights, parks, arrangement for milk supply and other 

amenities for better community living.10 

 

Participation in Politics 

 The Government of India has amended and enacted suitable laws, especially to the women 

members to participate in the election fray by providing certain percentage of representation to 

them. This empowers the women to a great extent and raise their voices for their right in local 

bodies, assemblies and parliamentary councils. 
 

Banking Habits 

 Normally, the rural people, especially the women members have lack of knowledge about the 

operations of the banks. They have inhibitions of using the bank. SHG movement has the potential 

to minimize the problem of inadequate access of banking services to the poor. With the 

emergence of SHGS, majority of the poor have access to formal banking services and this trend is 

likely to influence and argument their savings.11 
 

Leadership Development 

 SHGs help in building healthy and strong leadership skills among the members of the group. 

Nothing succeeds better than the power of self-help. In course of time, leadership qualities 

blossom, discipline prevails and true democracy begins to function. 

 
Conclusion 
 Empowering women puts the spot light on education and employment which are an essential 

element to sustainable development. A women is said to be powerful only when she has a control 
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over a large portion of power resources in the society. Women were lacking behind in so many 

factors in realising empowerment. attention by the government as well as other agencies should 

be needed to improve their empowerment.  
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Abstract 
 Spinning, weaving and garment-making units and
and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) have notched up a combined turnover of about Rs 50,000 crore, 
says a report in The Times of India. Both textile and non
2016-17, a year of weak top line growth for most industries.
 What this shows is not so much the potential of small
organized retail and the support such a retail framework can provide to small producers. In
organized retail as a killer of small traders, policy must recognize it as a great catalyst of decentralized 
production, and remove hurdles in its path, including restrictions on foreign direct investment. Khadi is 
both hand-spun and hand-woven. For some years, it has also diversified into fabrics made from naturally 
colored and organically grown cotton. 
 Fashion designers have discovered khadi as a fabric that more than meets niche consumer yearning for 
authenticity. The commission has honed some marketing sophistication, helping small producers come up 
with appealing packaging and improved quality, apart from a sales pitch geared to the tastes of a growing 
market for natural, as opposed to synthetic, products, especially in foods, food fla
wellness products. But the biggest service the commission provides to the range of small and tiny 
enterprises, many of them run by women, under its ambit is organized retail. It gives their small, obscure 
brands the meta-branding of its own nationwide presence and assurance of authenticity. It gives them 
physical retail space, to interface with consumers. It does not cheat small producers of their sale proceeds. 
These are vital functions of distribution and marketing that small enter
own. 

 
Introduction 

 Marketing is one of the very crucial elements when it comes to products like Khadi. Further, it 

is observed that Khadi has a limited market catering to few consumers who either believe in Khadi 

ideology or in the comfort of wearing cotton clothes. Khadi has been known to originate in the 

year 1922 For more than sixty years, khadi has been linked with India’s fight for freedom, but 

today it is perceived as one of the major agents in our fight against glo

climate change. However, designers do not just see the garment as being merely eco

luxurious-defining it as ‘haute couture’. We humans are truly a rare species. We are fighting a 

war that we ourselves have triggered. For years, Sustainable development is the new buzz word 

created to curb global warming. Energy is a critical requisite for economic growth, especially in a 

developing country like India. It is one of the most important resources of any industrial

However, its availability is not infinite. The textile industry is known to be one of the most 

polluting and energy intensive industries. It comprises a large number of plants, which consume a 

significant amount of energy. 

 Countries around the world are looking for ways and means to reduce the carbon footprint 

within textile industries and are spending heavily towards less energy intensive technology. India, 

too, is following this trend but many of us have overlooked low energy alternatives like

which is eco-friendly and handmade. 
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making units and other village industries under the aegis of the Khadi 
and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) have notched up a combined turnover of about Rs 50,000 crore, 
says a report in The Times of India. Both textile and non-textile segments have shown robust growth in 

17, a year of weak top line growth for most industries. 
What this shows is not so much the potential of small-scale production as the catalyzing power of 

organized retail and the support such a retail framework can provide to small producers. Instead of viewing 
organized retail as a killer of small traders, policy must recognize it as a great catalyst of decentralized 
production, and remove hurdles in its path, including restrictions on foreign direct investment. Khadi is 

woven. For some years, it has also diversified into fabrics made from naturally 

Fashion designers have discovered khadi as a fabric that more than meets niche consumer yearning for 
ed some marketing sophistication, helping small producers come up 

with appealing packaging and improved quality, apart from a sales pitch geared to the tastes of a growing 
market for natural, as opposed to synthetic, products, especially in foods, food flavourings, cosmetics and 
wellness products. But the biggest service the commission provides to the range of small and tiny 
enterprises, many of them run by women, under its ambit is organized retail. It gives their small, obscure 

its own nationwide presence and assurance of authenticity. It gives them 
physical retail space, to interface with consumers. It does not cheat small producers of their sale proceeds. 
These are vital functions of distribution and marketing that small enterprises struggle to manage on their 

Marketing is one of the very crucial elements when it comes to products like Khadi. Further, it 

is observed that Khadi has a limited market catering to few consumers who either believe in Khadi 

y or in the comfort of wearing cotton clothes. Khadi has been known to originate in the 

year 1922 For more than sixty years, khadi has been linked with India’s fight for freedom, but 

today it is perceived as one of the major agents in our fight against global warming and  

. However, designers do not just see the garment as being merely eco-friendly but 

defining it as ‘haute couture’. We humans are truly a rare species. We are fighting a 

riggered. For years, Sustainable development is the new buzz word 

created to curb global warming. Energy is a critical requisite for economic growth, especially in a 

developing country like India. It is one of the most important resources of any industrial activity. 

However, its availability is not infinite. The textile industry is known to be one of the most 

polluting and energy intensive industries. It comprises a large number of plants, which consume a 

world are looking for ways and means to reduce the carbon footprint 

within textile industries and are spending heavily towards less energy intensive technology. India, 

too, is following this trend but many of us have overlooked low energy alternatives like khadi, 
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 Unlike other fabrics, khadi has stood as a testament of India’s past and is proof that ‘old is 

truly gold’. Despite the competition from other fabrics, khadi has survived. There is often an 

erroneous assumption that links khadi with other handloom products. What distinguishes khadi 

from handloom is that khadi is hand-spun with the help of a charkha (spinning wheel), whereas 

handloom yarn, on the other hand, is processed in the mill. This is what makes khadi so unique 

and resilient as it keeps the wearer warm in winter and cool in summer. The production of khadi 

is an extremely judicious process, taking the environment into consideration, right from the 

spinning to the weaving. Mahatma Gandhi’s premise for promoting khadi was to increase 

employment in the non-farm sector. However, according to reports, between 1997 and 2000, 

“The sale of khadi plunged by more than Rs 100 crores to Rs 631.79 crores. If it employed 14 lakhs 

people in 1997, it employs only 12 lakhs today”. Khadi has a lot of advantages over other textiles. 

 
Objectives of the Study 

• To identify the satisfaction rates of Customer towards the Khadi and Village Industrial 

Products in retail outlet. 

• To Access the Awareness of Khadi and Village Industrial Products they manufacture. 

• To examine the influencing factors responsible in purchasing Khadi and village Industrial 

Products. 

• To find out the Customers Attitude and Preference towards the Khadi and Village Industrial 

products in retail outlet. 

• To study the problems and difficulties faced by the Customer in purchasing the KVIs Products 

in retail outlet. 

 
Marketing Strategies of Khadi Industries  

 It is found that the common marketing strategy adopted by institutions are opening up of new 

sales bhandars, putting up advertisements and banners and distributing pamphlets during the 

rebate period. The primary survey data of the institutions revealed quite a dismal picture about 

the native marketing practices adopted by the institutions compared to today’s Hi-tech marketing 

strategies. Now Khadi is the proud legacy of our national freedom movement and the father of the 

nation. Khadi and Village Industries (KVI) are two national heritages of India. One of the most 

significant aspects of KVI in Indian economy is that it creates employment at a very low per capita 

investment. The KVI Sector not only serves the basic needs of processed goods of the vast rural 

sector of the country, but also provides sustainable employment to rural artisans. KVI today 

represent an exquisite, heritage product, which is ‘ethnic’ as well as ‘ethical’. The Sector has a 

potentially strong clientele among the middle and upper echelons of the society. KVIC has three 

main objectives which guide its functioning. These are: 

• The Social Objective - Providing employment in rural areas  

• The Economic Objective - Providing salable articles 

• The Wider Objective - Creating self-reliance amongst people and building up a strong rural 

community spirit. 

 
Role of Khadi & Village Industries Commission (KVIC)  
 Established under the Khadi and Village Industries Commission Act, 1956 (61of 1956), is a 

statutory organization under the aegis of the M/o MSME, engaged in promoting and developing 
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Khadi and Village Industries (KVI) for providing employment opportunities in the rural areas, 

thereby strengthening the rural economy. KVIC has been identified as one of the major 

organizations in the decentralized sector for generating sustainable non–farm employment 

opportunities in rural areas at a low per capita investment. It undertakes activities like skill 

improvement, transfer of technology, research & development, marketing etc. and helps in 

generating employment/self-employment opportunities in rural areas. Khadi institutions provide 

employment to about a million artisans across the country. Studies suggest that the market 

potential for Khadi goods - especially as uniforms for schools, railways and hotels - stands at 

about $6 billion in India. Plus, there is a 24-million strong middle class with potential purchasing 

power that is keen to explore options beyond malls and branded goods. With the changed market 

dynamics, and technological innovations in the field, market analysts predict the fabric can 

become an economically viable one for manufacturers, distributors as well as buyers. Samiti, a 

non-profit that works with craftspeople to promote traditional crafts, believes that any 

technological advancement that helps poor artisans improve their productivity and enhance 

incomes is a welcome development. However the government needs to ensure that apart from 

providing solar charkhas, a blueprint is also drawn up for the revival of craftsmanship in India. We 

need to turn the cottage industry into a successful enterprise through modern design development 

and provisioning of market linkages.  

 According to provisional estimates for 2015-16, the sale of khadi products has gone up to Rs 

1,510 crore, up 29 per cent from Rs 1,170 crore sales recorded during 2014-15, he said, adding 

"the achievement is impressive when compared with a modest growth of 8.6 per cent recorded in 

2014-2015. 

 
Village Industry Planning in India to Encourage Further Development of –  

• Poultry farming 

• Fishery 

• Sericulture 

• Aviary 

• Handicrafts 

• Textile designing 

• Pottery 

• Food products 

 
Efforts Taken for Revival of Khadi 

Year Endeavour for promotion of khadi 
1985 Swadeshi Label of Khadi by Designer Devika Bhojwani 

1989 
Fashion show by KVIC, displayed 85 dazzling khadi garments created by 
Devika Bhajwani 

1990 Ritu Kumar presented her first Khadi Collection 

Sep 2000 
Vasundhara Raje ( Minister then, for Small Scale Industries) initiated 
movement to revive all 7000 shops of KVIC in India 

May 2001 KVIC set their first air conditioned shop in New Delhi 

Jan 2002 
High profile textile exhibition on khadi designed by leading Indian 
fashion designers 
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Oct 2012 
Narendra Modi (then Chief Minister of Gujarat) appealed to all to buy 
khadi and promote khadi culture (Speaking on the eve of Mahatma 
Gandhi’s birth anniversary) 

2014-2015 Khadi production and sale grew by 6% 

June 2015 

With the collective efforts of government, KVIC and independent labels 
like Gaurang Shah, Sabyasachi, Fayakun, Red Sister Blue, Cotton Rack 
and many others started making khadi garments with a contemporary 
style with international standards of quality 

December 2015 Air India places order of worth INR 1.21 crore for their uniforms 

Jan 2016 
Promotion of Khadi by Prime Minister of India, Narendra Modi through 
‘‘Mann Ki Baat” 

July 2016 
IIT Bombay placed the order of 3500 robes for their convocation 
ceremony, inculcating the feeling of Nationalism among students 

 
Consumer Behaviour  

 A process of buying starts in the mind of the consumers which leads to find alternatives 

between products that can be acquired with their relative advantages and disadvantages. It is the 

decision of the consumers how to spend their available resources i.e. time, money and effort on 

consumption-related items that includes what, why, when, where, how often they buy, use, 

evaluate, dispose off after the purchase, impact of such evaluations on future purchases. There 

are several aspects which influence buying decision of a consumer i.e. psychological, social and 

economic. During festival season the buying tendencies of consumer’s increases as compared to 

other months. Hence, consumer behaviour deals with the buying behaviour of individuals. The 

main method which triggers the buying decision of an individual is need for a particular. 

 
Buying Decisions of Consumers also Depend on the following Factors 

• Consumer goes through various selective exposure i.e. messages, advertisements and 

promotional materials.  

• A consumer is not excited with promotional materials and advertisements. A consumer not 

only pays attention to everything he sees but is interested in only what he wants to see. This 

behaviour is called selective attention.  

• Consumer interpretation is how an individual perceives a particular message.  

 A consumer would certainly buy something which appeals him the most. He remember the 

most relevant and meaningful message also called as selective retention. He would obviously not 

remember anything which has nothing to do with his need. So, there becomes a need for 

understanding the Customer’s Attitude and Preferences towards the Khadi and Village Industries, 

which help the government as well as the companies involves (KVI) in improving the product 

features like quality, packaging, pricing etc., and also it helps the researcher to understand the 

positive or negative opinion about their products in the mind of Customer 

 The main aim of the people who buy these products is to help and promote social reform. To 

alleviate this hurdle, the KVI should be more active in explaining the quality their products to the 

customers. Door to door canvassing will go in a long way to mass sale of the products. 

 Packaging of khadi products may be improved and made attractive as package is the 

determining factor in the point of purchase decision. 
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Importants 

 It enables us to become better consumers and help to take more precise consumption related 

decisions.  

 It helps marketers to understand consumer buying behaviour and make better marketing 

decisions.  

 The size of the consumer market is constantly expanding and their preferences are also 

changing and becoming highly diversified. Hence, without studying it, marketers cannot predict 

the future of their business.  

• Handcrafted self textured designs make it unique. 

• It is used to make casual as well as formal wear. 

• Keeps wearer warm in winter as well as cool in summer season. . 

• Now as a fashion fabric too.  

• Can be blended with other fibers so that variety of blends with better properties can be 

produced. 

• Most importantly the production process of khadi involves no environmental pollution; hence 

extremely eco friendly. 

• It greatly supports the rural artisans to earn their livelihood. 

• Available not only in the form of cloth but also in the form of Apparels, Personal wear and 

home. 

 
Conclusion 

 KVI is playing a vital role in generating employment for rural poor, unemployed youth and 

down-trodden artisans of the state by providing financial and technical assistance for setting up of 

micro and small industrial production units. consumers have positive attitude towards Khadi 

products. Moreover, the consumers who have good attitude towards Khadi products have more 

satisfaction. In general, Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) may promote their 

products by participating in national level exhibitions/ trade fairs and also by providing financial 

assistance in conducting such exhibitions. KVIC has to play an important role in constant 

promotion of khadi especially among youth. KVIC should further take initiatives through research 

and development to modify the techniques for improving raw material, invent newer blends which 

will overcome the problem of maintenance and cost as it will encourage the consumers to buy and 

wear khadi. Substantial efforts need to be taken in order to reduce the cost and make it more 

consumer friendly for its awareness and promotion. 
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION
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“…. Education fails in so far as it does not stir in students a sharp awareness of their obligations to 
society and furnish at least a few guideposts pointing toward the implementation of these obligations”

 
Abstract 
Socrates: The purpose of an education is to prepare citizens to participate in public affairs.
 It is a Higher educational institution’s responsibility to provide a nurturing and welcoming learning 
environment for all the students, and to take seriously the position of influence that they are in. A teacher 
can influence what the students talk about, how they think and what they become. This paper, shows how 
we can promote a social responsibility culture through education and how we can prepare good citizens 
among students and thereby the community in whole. Social responsibility of education is a proc
whereby the whole community transmits to the next generation appropriate values, traditions, skills and 
cultural norms.  
Keywords: Higher educational Institutions; Social responsibility; Community engagement; Curriculum

 
Introduction 

  In order to promote economic and industrial development in a country, the essential 

requirement is the capacity to develop skilled manpower of good quality in adequate number. 

According to population projections based on the 2001 Census figures, in 2011 nearly 144 mil

of India’s population will be between the age

Education. In recent years they understand that a strong CSR program is an essential element in 

achieving good business practices and effective leadership. Co

impact on the economic, social and environmental landscape directly affects their relationships 

with stakeholders. The responsibility of the higher education institutions can be summarized as 

transferring the knowledge to the new generations by teaching, training and doing research; 

determining a balance between basic and applied research and between professional training and 

general education; meeting the priority needs of their respective societies.

 
Social Responsibility in Higher Education 

 The economic development of the country has grown the service sector in the informal and 

small-scale social economy, which would also entail competency up gradation through new forms 

of knowledge systems and educational provisions. T

envisaged in the National Knowledge Commission, and the huge requirements of capacity 

enhancement in hundreds of municipalities alone would require many more knowledge workers in 

the next decade. Teachers and students in institutions of higher education can play their roles of 

public intellectuals in support of such efforts, and institutions of community knowledge can be 

developed to support such requirements. 
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“…. Education fails in so far as it does not stir in students a sharp awareness of their obligations to 

guideposts pointing toward the implementation of these obligations” 

Socrates: The purpose of an education is to prepare citizens to participate in public affairs. 
It is a Higher educational institution’s responsibility to provide a nurturing and welcoming learning 

environment for all the students, and to take seriously the position of influence that they are in. A teacher 
how they think and what they become. This paper, shows how 

we can promote a social responsibility culture through education and how we can prepare good citizens 
among students and thereby the community in whole. Social responsibility of education is a process 
whereby the whole community transmits to the next generation appropriate values, traditions, skills and 

Higher educational Institutions; Social responsibility; Community engagement; Curriculum 

promote economic and industrial development in a country, the essential 

requirement is the capacity to develop skilled manpower of good quality in adequate number. 

According to population projections based on the 2001 Census figures, in 2011 nearly 144 million 

of India’s population will be between the age-group 18 to 23-the target age group for Higher 

Education. In recent years they understand that a strong CSR program is an essential element in 

achieving good business practices and effective leadership. Companies have determined that their 

impact on the economic, social and environmental landscape directly affects their relationships 

with stakeholders. The responsibility of the higher education institutions can be summarized as 

the new generations by teaching, training and doing research; 

determining a balance between basic and applied research and between professional training and 

general education; meeting the priority needs of their respective societies. 

The economic development of the country has grown the service sector in the informal and 

scale social economy, which would also entail competency up gradation through new forms 

of knowledge systems and educational provisions. The challenging goals of skills development as 

envisaged in the National Knowledge Commission, and the huge requirements of capacity 

enhancement in hundreds of municipalities alone would require many more knowledge workers in 

tudents in institutions of higher education can play their roles of 

public intellectuals in support of such efforts, and institutions of community knowledge can be 
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Need for Social Responsibility 

• Transmit to the next generation appropriate values, traditions, skills and cultural norms. 

• Skills and understanding a student needs to exercise social responsibility can be taught. 

• Need students who care for their nation and weaker sections of society. Children coming out 

of schools and colleges must be imbued with a humanistic passion. 

 
Challenges in Teaching Social Responsibility 

• Curricula without guidance on how to promote social responsibility 

• Administrators more concerned with orderly classrooms than substance taught there in. 

• Teachers with a narrow view of citizenship and social responsibility 

• Parents and community members having a narrow outlook 

• Parents may protest student involvement in controversial public issues. 

 
Social Responsibility of Teachers 

 Teachers should promote some values that conduct the behavior of students. The main 

ambition is to develop and establish an advanced social responsibility among the education team 

who will be responsible to transmit it to students and to community in whole.  

 The teacher should provide equitable opportunities for all students to develop their individual 

abilities, regardless of culture, socio-economic class, ethnicity, sexual orientation, or faith.  

 
Through 

Unbiased Teaching 

 A teacher's personal opinions must be kept out of the classroom. Politics and religion can be 

discussed in general terms, but the teacher should never skew lessons to promote their own 

beliefs. Students must be presented with objective information so that they can amass the tools 

and knowledge to form their own decisions and think independently. 

 
Social Policy in Institutions 

 A teacher sees first-hand how economic situations can affect a student's well-being and 

performance. A student from a low-income family may be less likely to participate in 

extracurricular activities, and may have poorer grades than a fellow student from a higher-income 

family. As an advocate of student success, it is a teacher's responsibility to do what he can to 

improve conditions, whether by raising concerns to the principal, speaking to parents, 

coordinating school programs, or participating in social activism in his community. 

 
Social Education 

 It is not enough for teachers to be aware of social justice issues; they also should discuss 

these issues with her students. Timely domestic and international topics --- including the 

inequitable distribution of wealth and power, marginalized populations, gender and social 

inequality, the environment, and social services --- should be talked about in a safe, open-minded 

environment. These discussions will promote tolerance and unbiased thinking in students. 
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Social Reponsibility through Community Engagement 

 As many Indians continue to live in rural India, and many rural communities are 

disadvantaged, it follows that there should be substantial academic engagement in teaching and 

research with rural India. Areas of study would come from many disciplines and be 

interdisciplinary, including best practices in rural development, rural health issues, natural 

resource management, livelihoods diversification, poverty alleviation strategies and good 

governance. An emphasis on community engagement is an opportunity to inspire the systematic 

development of resource materials on the rural sector to build the knowledge and capacity 

needed to empower disadvantaged rural citizens. 

 Most of the innovative examples of community engagement by institutions of higher education 

tend to focus on ‘helping’ the community through the students. Students volunteer to support 

local schools, clinics, etc.; they help in tree plantation, or garbage collection.  

The general purpose in these engagements is learning of students about the local realities through 

volunteering of their time and efforts, periodically; usefulness to local communities is a secondary 

consideration, if at all. It is important, therefore, to more clearly and forcefully mandate that the 

core purposes of such community engagement by institutions of higher education is to serve 

mutually agreed interests of both communities and institutions.  

 
This means that 

• The engagement must be seen as one of the core purposes of contributions that institutions of 

higher education make—in addition to teaching and research; this contribution is a 

combination of citizenship building, public service and social responsibility and 

accountability. 

• It thus implies that community engagement would be a core mandate of such institutions, 

integrated in the two core functions of such institutions---teaching (curriculum, local issues, 

practicums, etc), and, research (accessing local knowledge, identifying local issues/problems 

for study). 

• It will be applicable to all faculties, curriculum, courses and disciplines, and not ‘ghettoised’ 

in social sciences or service oriented faculties alone. Thus, faculties of natural sciences, 

engineering, arts and music, etc. will also have to creatively think of ways in which their own 

teaching and research activities can embrace community engagement meaningfully, so that 

both functions of teaching and research can also improve through such an engagement. 

• This will imply that students get formal credits for the work they do in their community 

engagement, preferably through their existing courses. It will also mean that faculty get 

‘recognised’ and rewarded for their contributions to community engagements. 

• It will entail mainstreaming community learning and change as essential principles for 

curriculum development for future citizenship; institutions of higher education thus embed 

themselves in the larger national efforts of creating active, informed and ethical global 

citizens of India. 

 
Social Responsibility of the Country 

 In order to promote economic and industrial development in a country, the essential 

requirement is the capacity to develop skilled manpower of good quality in adequate number. The 

awareness of the importance of education and literacy is commonly seen among governments and 
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international organizations, who are primary holders of this responsibility. Almost all national 

governments have the ministry of education which is responsible for integrating national resources 

to promote education for the good of the public. Besides, governmental departments, multiple 

NGOs (non-government organizations) are dedicated to the improvement of education, 

particularly across countries‟ boarders. One such example, perhaps one of the most globally 

influential ones, is the UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization), 

which aims to empower the future generation by improving the presence and quality of 

education. The UNESCO takes a clear position to gap the imbalance between developed countries 

and developing countries, as well as between genders.  

  India has become one of the few countries in the world to have a statutory provision on 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). The Act provides mandatory contribution towards CSR with 

education being specified as an eligible activity. The education sector (including higher 

education) is expected to be a major beneficiary of this mandatory CSR provision resulting in 

improved funding for the institutions (UNESCO 1991) indicates the role of higher education 

institutions is a topic that has to be studied separately and discussed deeply, in order to make a 

comparison between higher education and traditional corporate, the responsibility of the higher 

education institutions can be summarized as transferring the knowledge to the new generations 

by teaching, training and doing research; determining a balance between basic and applied 

research and between professional training and general education; meeting the priority needs of 

their respective societies. 

 A traditional corporation can easily and legitimately talk about the “customer”. Yet to label 

the students as customers in higher education is nearly a sin. When students are turned into 

customers, it can destroy the core understanding of the education as well as the student-

academic relation. Therefore higher education institutions may face a major change in their own 

values and norms while adapting the business-like approach, even if that is not an intended 

outcome. The message for the academia was clear: academia is not allowed to lock themselves up 

in their ivory towers anymore.  

 In case of higher education, the number of aspirants is greater than the availability of the 

seats in universities. However plenty of private universities have been opened but the fees of such 

universities and colleges are very high that lower income group student cannot afford. The 

governments have limited resources to tackle these problems; therefore intervention of corporate 

sector in education is needed. Organizations goodwill, its public image is also enhanced by its 

social responsibility program. 

 
Conclusion 

 More and more universities around the world are integrating social responsibility into their 

mission statements, including their research and teaching missions, arguing that higher education 

is better off when it gives back to the society that is responsible for funding it. Institutions of 

higher learning “imbue in our young the spirit to work together, give back to our community and 

society, and realize the differences they can make as a generation” Strengthening higher 

education-community linkages means that we place the connection between community and the 

university at the heart of the educational process in order to ensure the continuing relevance of 

higher education.  
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The following are Illustrative Forms of Such Engagement 

Linking Learning with Community Service  

 In this approach, students and teachers apply their knowledge and skills in a chosen 

community to improve the lives of people in that community. This can be achieved through 

‘adoption’ of a specific village or slum, and then providing engagement opportunities to students 

from various disciplines and courses to apply their knowledge to address the challenges of that 

specific community (examples: the Samarth Bharat Abhiyan) 

 
Linking research with community knowledge 

 In this approach, various faculties and programmes of higher educational institutions devise 

joint research projects in partnerships with the communities. In this approach, the community’s 

own knowledge is integrated into the design and conduct of the research. New research by 

students and their teachers gets conducted and students complete their thesis/dissertation and 

research papers to complete their academic requirements (which can later be published), and at 

the same time the community’s knowledge is systematised and integrated in this research (eg. 

CSUIR in BPSMV University; PRIA/Garhwal University Mountain Research Centre). 

 
Knowledge Sharing & Knowledge Mobilisation 

 The knowledge available with students and teachers in various disciplines is made available to 

the local community to realize its developmental aspirations, secure its entitlements and claim its 

rights from various public and private agencies. These can take the forms of enumerations, 

surveys, camps, trainings, learning manuals/films, maps, study reports, public hearings, policy 

briefs, engagement with urban homeless shelters, teaching and health services in poor 

communities, legal aid clinics for under-trails etc. (IRRAD-JGLU’s Good Governance Now Initiative 

& Mysore University’s women’s empowerment programme; legal aid cells in V. M. Salgaocar Law 

College; the Legal Aid Society of the W.B. National University of Juridical Sciences,etc) 

 
Devising New Curriculum and Courses 

 In consultations with local communities, local students, local community-based organisations 

and local government agencies, institutions of higher education can develop new curricula in 

existing courses as well as design new courses. This will enrich the curriculum of existing courses 

through locally-appropriate subject-matter (which interests local students most); this will also 

create new, locally appropriate educational programmes that will interest new generation of 

students (CSUIR at BPSMV’s Courses on Micro-financing, IntegratedEnergy Resource Management 

and Folk Medicine; Dayalbagh Educational Institute’s courses,etc) 
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Including Practitioners as Teachers 

 Local community elders, women leaders, tribals and civil society practitioners have enormous 

practical knowledge of a wide variety of issues—from agriculture and forestry to child-rearing, 

micro-planning and project management. This expertise can be tapped by inviting such 

practitioners inside the institution to co-teach courses both in the classrooms and in the field. 

Such instructors should be duly recognized, compensated and respected for their knowledge 

(Women slum leaders as instructors in urban planning courses, SPARC, Mumbai). 

 
Social Innovations by Students 

 In consultation with student unions, associations and clubs, student initiated learning projects 

which have a social impact can be supported. Such social innovation projects by students can also 

have meaningful links to curriculum and courses (example: TISS-Koshish efforts on justice for 

beggars; and homeless shelters with AmanBiradari) 

 In practice, the above six forms can be integrated together in an organic and dynamic manner 

for each institution and its surrounding communities. These are illustrative of what can be further 

innovated upon, adapted and evolved by higher educational institutions in partnership with their 

communities and civil society actors. 
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Introduction 

 Make in India is an idea launched by the

multi-national, as well as national companies to manufacture their products in

launched by our Honourable Prime Minister Narendra Modi

objective behind the scheme is to focus on job creation and skill enhancement in 25 sectors of the 

economy. The initiative also aims at high quality standards and minimizing the

environment. The program hopes to attract capital and technological investment in India. Make 

India objectives is a renowned manufacturing hub for key sectors. Companies across the globe 

would be invited to make investment and set up factori

use India’s highly talented and skilled manpower to create world class zero defect products. 

 
Make in India- Sectors 

 Make in India is a campaign whose mission

anywhere in the world. The campaign focuses 

put up their units of manufacturing in India. Between September 2014 and November 2015, the 

government received 1.20 lakh crore (US$18 billion) worth of proposals 

in manufacturing electronics in India. 24.8% of smart phones shipped in the country in the April

June quarter of 2015 were made in India, up from 19.9% the previous quarter.

 
• Automobiles 

• Automobile 

Components 

• Aviation 

• Biotechnology 

• Chemicals 

• Construction 

• Defence 

manufacturing 

• Electrical Machinery 

• Electronic systems

• Food Processing

• Information Technology and Business 

Process Management

• Leather 

• Media and Entertainment

• Mining 

• Oil and Gas 

• Pharmaceuticals

  As per the new Govt. Policy 100% FDI is permitted in all the above sectors, except 

for Space (74%), Defence (49%) and Media and Entertainment (26%).
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is an idea launched by the Government of India to encourage  

, as well as national companies to manufacture their products in India. It was 

Narendra Modi on 25 September 2014. The major 

objective behind the scheme is to focus on job creation and skill enhancement in 25 sectors of the 

economy. The initiative also aims at high quality standards and minimizing the impact on the 

environment. The program hopes to attract capital and technological investment in India. Make 

India objectives is a renowned manufacturing hub for key sectors. Companies across the globe 

would be invited to make investment and set up factories and expand their facilities in India and 

use India’s highly talented and skilled manpower to create world class zero defect products.  

mission is to manufacture products in India and sell them 

 on helping and attracting companies to invest and 

Between September 2014 and November 2015, the 

billion) worth of proposals from companies interested 

in manufacturing electronics in India. 24.8% of smart phones shipped in the country in the April–

June quarter of 2015 were made in India, up from 19.9% the previous quarter. 

Electronic systems 

Food Processing 

Technology and Business 

Process Management 

Media and Entertainment 

Pharmaceuticals 

• Ports and Shipping 

• Railways 

• Renewable Energy 

• Roads and Highways 

• Space and astronomy 

• Textiles and Garments 

• Thermal Power 

• Tourism and 

Hospitality 

• Wellness 

As per the new Govt. Policy 100% FDI is permitted in all the above sectors, except 

Media and Entertainment (26%). 
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Why Make In India? 

Make in India concept was “Promoting Foreign Investment in India in a focused, 

comprehensive and structural manner while acting as a first Entrance point to provide quality 

input and support services to the prospective foreign investors”. The main aim of this programme 

is as follows. 

• Focus is being different stances such as employment creation and skill enrichment in 

different areas of economy, specially chemicals, IT, pharmaceuticals, renewable energy, 

weaving, bio innovation and hardware.  

• Such initiatives in different areas aim at expanding the GDP growth rate and Tax Revenue 

of the nation. 

•  The initiative of Make in India is anticipated to attract the FDI (Foreign Direct Investment) 

for capital financing purposes and the technological investment in different economic 

segments in Indian Economy.  

• The Make in India concept is relied upon to expand the development in framework division. 

India has the potential to promote the health and tourism segment. 

 
Challenges - Make In India  

 India has complex taxation system and poor foundation facilities. That was the objective 

behind the National Manufacturing Policies of past governments, repackaged into the “Make in 

India” programme. The popular consensus is that all India needs to do is to make its land, tax and 

labour laws more business-friendly, improve its infrastructure and slash red tape for a 

manufacturing revival and for creating jobs for its largely unskilled workforce. Our nation should 

overcome the following challenges. 

• Creating healthy business environment will be conceivable only when the authoritative tools 

are efficient. India has been very stringent with regards to procedural and regulatory 

clearances.  

• India should also be ready to handle elements that unfavorably influence competitiveness of 

manufacturing. To make the nation a manufacturing hub the unfavorable elements must be 

evacuate.  

• India's make in India crusade will be constantly contrasted with China's 'Made in China' 

campaign. The dragon propelled the campaign at the same day as India trying to retain its 

manufacturing abilities.  

• India must also encourage high-tech imports; Research and Development (R&D) to upgrade 

'Make in India' give edge-to-edge competition to the Chinese partner's crusade. The legislature 

must guarantee that it gives platform for such innovation and development. 

 
Opportunities - Make In India  

 The 'Make in India' campaign appears to have come at flawless time. Numerous giant foreign 

companies have already communicated their enthusiasm in setting up their manufacturing plants 

in India. Aiming to make India as its export hub, home appliances manufacturer Bosch and 

Siemens today declared to open their company’s first manufacturing plant in our nation, which is 

to be set up at a cost of Rs. 350 crore. The facility, aimed at making India as an export hub for 

the South East Asian region, which is estimated to start their operations by the second half of 

2014, an organization’s statement explained. Sony Corp sources most of the products it offers in 
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India, plants in Thailand, Malaysia, China and Japan.  The organization, which has been known as 

dynamic India from past two decades, now sources products from overseas factories based on 

India's free-trade agreements. Japan's largest consumer electronics exporter, is presently 

seriously assessing to “come and make in India” opportunity. Switzerland-based chocolate 

producer Barry Callebaut looking for setting up a manufacturing unit in India as part of its 

worldwide extension plans to capitalize on Rs. 3,000 crore domestic market. Presently, the $5.2 

billion Swiss chocolate producer has 50 manufacturing factories across Europe, Africa, North and 

South America as well as Asia-Pacific. India is ancestral market for Barry Callebaut and it wants to 

be in the market on long-haul. Make in India aims to boost entrepreneurship in India irrespective 

of other places.  A strong manufacturing sector has the potential to take our economic and 

financial growth to a higher direction, providing jobs to our youth and fulfill their desires. The 

economic impact of manufacturing in India will go beyond direct business. It will provide 

occupations in the administrative sector and allied services like logistics, transportation, retail 

and so forth. Needless to say, as manufacturing would require free flow of crude materials and 

finished goods, enhancing logistics foundation such as port-to-inland connectivity, fright air 

terminals and so forth. Would be basic and these advancements promise to transform India into a 

worldwide manufacturing hub. The government’s “Make in India” initiative aims to expand the 

share of manufacturing to 25 percent of GDP by 2022 from the present 12 percent. This is 

expected to result in the formation of 100 million occupations. 

 
Conclusion 

 To conclude, the concept of Make in India is a very promising and innovative initiative started 

by Indian government. The direct and indirect outputs of the Make in India concept include more 

job opportunities reducing unemployment, high purchasing power to better-living styles, better 

state of the art of infrastructure, smart cities etc. The role of the government is to be a 

facilitator rather than a regulator. “Make in India” mission is one such long haul initiative which 

will understand the fantasy of changing India into manufacturing Hub. Through this campaign, 

selected domestic companies with leadership in innovations and new technologies are also 

evaluated for boosting trade and economic growth and for turning them into global champions. 

Make in India scheme also focuses on producing products with zero defects and zero effects on 

environment. The campaign is still in its initial stages so it will be very early to predict its 

success. 
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A STUDY ON FAMILY CONDITION AND THE SOCIAL FACTORS ATTRIBUTING 

TO ALCOHOLISM AND PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS
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Introduction 

 'Alcoholic' is a term used to describe someone who suffers from alcoholism 

physical and/or psychological desire to consume alcohol beyond th

regardless of how it affects their life. 

 According to the National Institute of Health (NIH), in 2015,

percent of the population) had an alcohol use problem.

 According to the World Health Organization (WHO), globally,"

result from harmful use of alcohol."  

 Definition - an alcoholic is a person, while alcoholism is the illness. An alcoholic suffers from 

alcoholism. Alcoholism is a long-term (chronic) disease. It should also be acknowledged that there 

is a growing trend away from using the term "alcoholic" as it is perceived to be a negative label. 

Instead, you may hear the person referred to as "a person who suffers from alcohol use disorder."

 Alcoholics are obsessed with alcohol and cannot control how much they 

causing serious problems at home, work, and financially.

 Alcohol abuse generally refers to people who do not display the characteristics of alcoholism, 

but still have a problem with it - they are not as dependent on alcohol as an al

have not yet completely lost their control over its consumption.

 Moderate alcohol consumption will not generally cause any psychological or physical harm. 

However, for some individuals, social drinking eventually leads to heavier and heav

consumption, which does cause serious health and psychological problems.

 
Symptoms of Alcohol Use Disorder 
• Drinking alone. 

• Drinking in secret. 

• Not being able to limit how much alcohol is consumed.

• Having relationship problems (triggered by 

• Having problems with the law (caused by drinking).

• Having work problems (caused by drinking, or drinking as root cause).

• Having money problems (caused by drinking).

• Requiring a larger quantity of alcohol to feel its effect.

• Nausea, sweating, or even shaking when not drinking.

 A person who abuses alcohol may have many of these signs and symptoms 

have the withdrawal symptoms like an alcoholic does, nor the same degree of compulsion to 

drink. 
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'Alcoholic' is a term used to describe someone who suffers from alcoholism - they often have a 

physical and/or psychological desire to consume alcohol beyond their capacity to control it, 

According to the National Institute of Health (NIH), in 2015, 15.1 million American adults (6.2 

percent of the population) had an alcohol use problem. 

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), globally,"3.3 million deaths every year 

an alcoholic is a person, while alcoholism is the illness. An alcoholic suffers from 

term (chronic) disease. It should also be acknowledged that there 

d away from using the term "alcoholic" as it is perceived to be a negative label. 

Instead, you may hear the person referred to as "a person who suffers from alcohol use disorder." 

Alcoholics are obsessed with alcohol and cannot control how much they consume, even if it is 

causing serious problems at home, work, and financially. 

generally refers to people who do not display the characteristics of alcoholism, 

they are not as dependent on alcohol as an alcoholic is; they 

have not yet completely lost their control over its consumption. 

will not generally cause any psychological or physical harm. 

However, for some individuals, social drinking eventually leads to heavier and heavier alcohol 

consumption, which does cause serious health and psychological problems. 

Not being able to limit how much alcohol is consumed. 

Having relationship problems (triggered by drinking). 

Having problems with the law (caused by drinking). 

Having work problems (caused by drinking, or drinking as root cause). 

Having money problems (caused by drinking). 

Requiring a larger quantity of alcohol to feel its effect. 

even shaking when not drinking. 

A person who abuses alcohol may have many of these signs and symptoms - but they do not 

have the withdrawal symptoms like an alcoholic does, nor the same degree of compulsion to 
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Complications of Alcoholism 

 Usually, drinking alcohol initially elevates the person's mood. However, after a long period of 

regular heavy drinking, the person's nervous system will become depressed and the drinker will 

become sedated by alcohol. 

 Alcohol may undermine a person's judgment; it can lower inhibitions and alter the drinker's 

thoughts, emotions, and general behavior. 

 Heavy regular drinking can have a serious effect on a person's ability to coordinate their 

muscles and speak properly. Heavy binge drinking could cause the patient to go into coma. 

Eventually, regular heavy drinking may cause at least one of the following problems: 

• Fatigue - the patient is tired most of the time. 

• Memory loss - especially the patient's short-term memory. 

• Liver diseases - the patient has a considerably higher chance of developing hepatitis, 

and cirrhosis. Cirrhosis of the liver is an irreversible and progressive condition. 

• Gastrointestinal complications - the patient can develop gastritis, or pancreas damage. 

Diabetes - alcoholics have a very high risk of developing diabetes type 2. Patients who have 

diabetes will invariably have serious complications if they are regular heavy drinkers of 

alcohol. Alcohol prevents the release of glucose from the liver, causing hypoglycemia. A 

person with diabetes is already taking insulin to lower their blood sugar levels - hypoglycemia 

could be devastating. 

• Menstruation - alcoholism will usually stop menstruation or disrupt it. 

• Erectile dysfunction - alcoholic men are much more likely to have problems getting or 

sustaining an erection. 

• Cancer - alcoholics have a much higher risk of developing several cancers, including cancer of 

the mouth, esophagus, liver, colon, rectum, breast, prostate, and pharynx. 

• Accidents - alcoholics are vulnerable to injuries from falls, car crashes, being run over, etc. 

• Domestic abuse - alcohol is a major factor in spouse-beating, child abuse, and conflicts with 

neighbors. 

• Work (school) problems - employment problems, unemployment, school problems, are often 

alcohol-related. 

• Suicide - suicide rates among people who are alcohol-dependent or who abuse alcohol are 

higher than among people who do not. 

• Mental illness - alcohol abuse increases the risk of mental illness and can make existing 

mental illnesses worse. 

 
Treatment for alcohol dependency 

 The first step for the alcoholic is to acknowledge that there is an alcohol dependency 

problem. The next step is to get help. In most countries there are a range of support groups and 

professional services available. 

• Do-it-yourself - some people with an alcohol problem manage to reduce their drinking or 

abstain without seeking professional help. There is a great deal of material in books and the 

on the Internet that may help the self-helper. 
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• Counseling - a qualified counselor can help the alcoholic talk through their problems and then 

devise a plan to tackle the drinking. CBT (cognitive behavioral therapy) is commonly used to 

treat alcohol dependency. 

• Treating underlying problems - the alcoholic may have a problem with self-esteem, stress, 

anxiety, depression, or some other mental health problem. It is important to treat these 

problems, too. It is crucial for the alcoholic to realize that drinking will probably make mental 

health problems worse. As alcoholics commonly suffer from hypertension, liver diseases, and 

possibly heart diseases, these will need to be treated too. 

• Residential programs - residential programs are ideal for some people. They include expert 

professional help, individual or group therapy, support groups, training, family involvement, 

activity therapy,  

• Drugs for cravings - Naltrexone (ReVia) may help with the urge to have a drink. Acamprosate 

(Campral) may help with cravings. 

• Detoxification - the patient takes some medication to prevent withdrawal symptoms 

(delirium tremens), which many alcoholics experience when they give up drinking. Treatment 

usually lasts 4-7 days. Chlordiazepoxide, a benzodiazepine medication, is frequently used for 

detoxification (detox). 

• Alcoholics Anonymous - Alcoholics Anonymous is an international fellowship of men and 

women who have had a drinking problem.  

 
Research Methodology 

 Research methodology chapter explains the methods techniques and procedures followed in 

this research study. Research is a systematic and logical study of an issue or problem or 

phenomenon through scientific methods. As quoted in the book “Research Methodology” by Ravi 

Lochan. 

 
Statement of the Problem 
 The Researcher has given importance to the family condition, health condition and the social 
factors of the alcoholic addicts because the researcher practically saw the pathetic situation of 
the family where the breadwinner of the family has been affected by alcoholic behavior. 
• Sampling 

 The researcher has adopted the convenience sampling technique. The sample taken by the 

researcher is about 20. 

• Research Design 
 The researcher has adopted the” Exploratory Research Design”  

• Tools for Data Collection 

 The researcher has adopted the” Case study method” 

• Analysis of Data 

 The researcher has analyzed the data in a Qualitative manner. 

 
Analysis 

 out of my study the most predominant social factors which are contributing to alcoholism are 

having the curiosity to know about the alcohol with the impact of media, the mainstream myth 

about the consumption of alcohol To get free from the tension and worries, By the influence of 
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the friends mainly for the enjoyment and relaxation, In order to get the recognition and to get 

the love from their own peer group. Due to the reason of one parent child and the conflicts arises 

between the couples and the lack of attention and the care given by the parents they started to 

consume alcohol. Among the middle age group because of their nature of work they consume 

alcohol in order to get relief from the body pain. By consuming alcohol traditionally like in this 

case they are not considering this as a evil one in one case he consumes alcohol in order to show 

his hatredness towards his fathers anti social behaviour. In majority of the cases the elders of the 

family members have the behaviour of alcoholic consumption. 

 Because of behaviour of alcoholic consumption their family members have undergone so many 

problems which made their family condition very worst The people who have this alcoholic 

behavior Lind to exhibit behaviour like stealing, self-humiliation, fighting with others, fell down in 

streets etc. This makes the family members feel less dignified with others. In my study majority 

of them are belonging to the middle class and majority of them are bread winner of the family 

and they have the whole responsibility in the home. But they used their whole salary for the 

purpose of alcoholic consumption in many times they cannot able to go to work normally at that 

time they used to snatched their wives salary to consume alcohol. Because of this their family has 

undergone so many economic problems.  Because of the alcoholic consumption behaviour they 

have less respect in the family, and they didn't get the social recognition. In many times they lost 

their control and fell down in roads it is considered as a prestige issue for them because of their 

activities they are not having recognition in the society. So out of my study in one case his 

marriage was affected because of his behaviour. They are not willing to give their daughter in 

another case his sister's marriage was in struggle.  

Because of the alcoholics their family members have no respect among the relatives and the 

neighbours as well as in the society. They are avoided and neglected by the relatives in social 

gathering and festivals the family members of alcoholics were not allowed to participate in the 

functions.  

In family functions and festivals the family members of alcoholic was ill treated by his relatives 

and they do not recognize them.  In order to solve the economic problem the wives of the 

alcoholics went to work because of this they have to undergone so many family burden. They have 

to perform the dual role which makes physically and mentally weak.  

 Because of the alcoholic consumption behaviour they are suspicious towards his wife's 

activities this made conflict among the couples so it results in separation and divorce. 

The children of the alcoholics have bad opinion about their fathers and they have less attention 

and care from the parents because of this their academic qualification is in a poor condition. 

Because of his alcoholic consumption behaviour there is a social stigma attached with their family 

members.  Because of the alcoholic consumption behaviour they have so many physical problems. 

Among the adolescence age they don't have major illnesses but they have some minor physical 

problems like head ache, vomiting, body pain, obesity, but among the middle age alcoholics they 

have the physical problems like peptic ulcer, frequent urination, lever disorder, memory disorder, 

sugar complaint, hyper tension and kidney failure. 

 
Findings  

1. Majority of the respondents have less educational qualification.  
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2. Majority of the respondents started to consume alcohol by the influence of their peer group 

and the curiosity towards it. 

3. Majority of the respondents parents were alcoholics.  

4. Similarly one study conducted by cotton 1979, "Comparative study of alcoholics and non 

alcoholics" found that almost 1/3rd of alcoholics has atleast one parent with cum alcoholic 

problem.  

5. Majority of the respondents are child of single parent. They lack parental attention, love and 

care. These were considered to be the contributory factors for their consumption.  

6. In the classification among the age group of 35 to 45 and 45 above the respondents consume 

alcohol as a mean to relieve from tension and pain.  

7. The main consequence of the alcoholic behaviour results in marital conflict divorce, 

separation from the spouse etc.  

8. The family members of alcoholics face problems in the society like lack of social respect, lack 

of social recognition, avoidance and neglect from their relatives and neighbours. 

9. Most of the respondent’s family was in financial crisis. In majority of the respondent's family, 

because of their alcoholic behaviour the spouses are going to work to run the family. 

10. Most of the respondent's children show less interest in studies, low self esteem, anxiety, 
stress and also they lack in coping systems.  

11. Among all cases. Because of the behaviour of alcoholic consumption there was the social 
stigma attached with that family.  

12. In the classification of age group of 15-25 & 25-34 due to the behaviour of alcoholic 
consumption they have minor physical problems like head ache, vomiting and obesity. 

13. In the classification of age group of 35 to 45 & 45 above. Due to the behaviour of alcoholic 
consumption they have major physical problems like peptic ulcer, kidney failure, liver failure, 

sugar complaint and hyper tension. 
 

Suggestions 

1. Awareness programme has to be done to the parents regarding the child rearing practices and 
about the crucial development at every age. 

2. Health education regarding the ill effects of alcoholism has to be disseminated to the school 
and college students.  

3. Government should take steps to close the wine shops and bar which is nearer to the schools 
and colleges. 

4. Government rather than insisting upon the ill effects of alcoholism it can stop importing 
alcohol and It can find some other way to gain revenue.  

5. Government has to encourage the documentary films and other forms of media which portray 
the defects of alcoholism. 

6. De addiction counselling centres, and clinics should be available in villages.  
7. Law should be framed by the Government to give severe punishment to the persons those who 

drinks alcohol as well as the persons those who sells it. 
8. Rehabilitation centre must be organized by the Government to uplift the family condition of 

the alcoholics. 
 

Conclusion 

 The effects of alcoholism on the body are quite for-reaching. Alcohol abuse can result in poor 
nutrition, memory disorders, difficulty with walking and balance, liver disease, high blood 
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pressure, muscle weakness, heart problems, anemia, problems with blood clothing, low resistance 
to infections, disorders of the digestive system, problems with the pancreas, low blood sugar, 
high blood fat content, reduced sexual abilities, reproductive problems and weak bones. 
Alcoholism can also load to a number of personal problems including depression, unemployment 
family problems and child abuse. The effects of alcoholism also extend to society at large. The 
condition also causes or contributes to other social issues such as homelessness, murder, suicide, 
injury and violent crime. Studies have shown that children who are bone to alcoholic parents are 
four times more likely to become alcoholics them children who are not from alcoholic 
backgrounds. Prevention must begin at an early age. In the vast majority of cases, alcoholics 
begin drinking during their teen-age years. Educational programs need to be aimed especially at 
those known to be at risk-those parents or other relatives are alcoholics. 
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STUDY ON THE FAMILY BURDEN EXPERIENCED BY 

ALZHEIMER’S PATIENTS
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Abstract  
 Alzheimer disease has a large impact on family life. Recent studies 
by Alzheimer disease will raise up to 3.2 million by 2050. In this study the researcher not only tries to find 
the condition of the Alzheimer patient but also looking at the problem faced by the family member while 
caring the patient. One of the best qualities of the person is to love others as well as his attitude of 
rendering services to others. Alzheimer's is a disease in which the family member has to provide love, care 
and most importantly the attitude of rendering he
person itself is a great burden for some people, then the real burden of family members while providing 
care, are going to be assessed throughout this study.

 
Introduction 

 Alzheimer’s disease is an irreversible progressive brain disorder that occurs gradually and 

results in memory loss, behavior and personality changes and a decline in thinking abilities. 

Alzheimer’s disease injures more badly the domains of the cognition, functions and behavior, the

patient seldom remains fit to take care of himself or herself.

 Alzheimer’s disease is responsible for seventy five percent or more of all pathological 

diagnosis of demending disorders, affecting one in twenty people over the age of 65 in India.

 The family member especially the care giver may have to go through psychological, social and 

economical depression or difficulty in relation to patient’s medication and caring. As the disease 

progressing the patients face both functional and cognitive impairment w

amnesia, aphasia agnosia and apraxia. Early diagnosis and treatment will help the patient to avoid 

inappropriate drugs and therapies. For Alzheimer disease the main focus of treatment is to 

improve the quality of life of the patient. 

treatment. Generally this degenerative disease, Alzheimer disease, is the most expensive disease 

in terms of financial and caring. 

 
Indian Perspective 

 Alzheimer’s disease is responsible for 75% or more of all pa

disorders, affecting one in 20 people over the age of 65 in India. The risk for Dementia of 

Alzheimer’s Type (DAT) is 1%at age 60; and the prevalence doubles every year with increasing 

age.  

 
Types of Alzheimer’s Disease 

 There are two different type of Alzheimer’s disease.

 Sporadic Alzheimer’s disease which can affect adults at any age, but usually occurs after age 

65. This is by far the most common form of Alzheimer’s disease and affects people who may not 
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Alzheimer disease has a large impact on family life. Recent studies show the number of people affected 
by Alzheimer disease will raise up to 3.2 million by 2050. In this study the researcher not only tries to find 
the condition of the Alzheimer patient but also looking at the problem faced by the family member while 

One of the best qualities of the person is to love others as well as his attitude of 
rendering services to others. Alzheimer's is a disease in which the family member has to provide love, care 
and most importantly the attitude of rendering help to the affected person. Giving care to an old age 
person itself is a great burden for some people, then the real burden of family members while providing 
care, are going to be assessed throughout this study. 

irreversible progressive brain disorder that occurs gradually and 

results in memory loss, behavior and personality changes and a decline in thinking abilities. 

Alzheimer’s disease injures more badly the domains of the cognition, functions and behavior, the 

patient seldom remains fit to take care of himself or herself. 

Alzheimer’s disease is responsible for seventy five percent or more of all pathological 

diagnosis of demending disorders, affecting one in twenty people over the age of 65 in India. 

ly member especially the care giver may have to go through psychological, social and 

economical depression or difficulty in relation to patient’s medication and caring. As the disease 

progressing the patients face both functional and cognitive impairment which is manifested as 

amnesia, aphasia agnosia and apraxia. Early diagnosis and treatment will help the patient to avoid 

inappropriate drugs and therapies. For Alzheimer disease the main focus of treatment is to 

improve the quality of life of the patient. The family members are the main part in the 

treatment. Generally this degenerative disease, Alzheimer disease, is the most expensive disease 

Alzheimer’s disease is responsible for 75% or more of all pathological diagnosis of dementing 

disorders, affecting one in 20 people over the age of 65 in India. The risk for Dementia of 

Alzheimer’s Type (DAT) is 1%at age 60; and the prevalence doubles every year with increasing 

There are two different type of Alzheimer’s disease. 

Sporadic Alzheimer’s disease which can affect adults at any age, but usually occurs after age 

65. This is by far the most common form of Alzheimer’s disease and affects people who may not 
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have a family history of the disease. Familial Alzheimer’s disease runs in few families and is very 

rare. If a parent has a mutated gene, each child has 50% chance of inheriting it. The presence of 

gene means the person will eventually develop Alzheimer’s disease usually in their 40’s or 50’s. 

This type of Alzheimer’s disease affects a very small number of people.  

 
Common Symptoms of Alzheimer's Disease 
• Forgetfulness. 

• Difficulties with familiar activities 

• Memory loss  

• Difficulty in attention, concentration, tendency to fail when the task need a shift in problem 

solving strategy. Inability to perform task becomes severs as the dementia progresses. 

• Orientation  

• Language impairment  

• Impaired capacity of Judgment  

• Mood swings and behavior changes 

• Personality changes  

• Loss of initiative  

 
Role of Social Workers 

 A clinical social worker plays an important role includes medical, psychological and emotional 

support to the care givers as well as to the patients. Economic understanding is very necessary. 

The social worker has to use available resources and alternative best residential facilities suited 

for individual and families. 

 
Research Methodology 

 Research simply means search for facts, answers to questions and solutions to problems. It is 

a purposive investigation. It seeks to find explanation to unexplained facts. Research methodology 

is the description, explanation and justification of various methods of continuing research. Thus 

the researcher adopted the following research methodology.  

 
Formulation of the Research Problem 

 Alzheimer disease is a progressive brain disorder that causes a gradual and irreversible decline 

in memory, language skills, perception of time and space and eventually the inability to care for 

oneself. This disease is recognized as the most common causes of the loss of mental function in 

those aged 65and over. Alzheimer disease affected nearly 40 percent of those over above 85 years 

of age and about 5 percent of the Indian population over the age of 65. Alzheimer disease takes a 

devastating toll not only on the patients, but also on those who love and care for them. Family, 

friends and especially those who provide daily care suffer immeasurable pain and stress, as they 

witness and know Alzheimer disease slowly take their loved one from them. The real suffers of 

this disease are those who provide care to the patient.  

 
Need and Scope of the Study 

 The need of the study is to measure the level of burden faced by the caregivers of 

Alzheimer’s patients. The current study unveils the physical, psychological, social and financial 
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burden of the care giver. The study can probe into various realms of Alzheimer disease viz, 

cognitive, neuropath logical etc and its relationship with burden of care givers. The study can also 

help the care givers to culture an insight into their own perception of burden and also resort to 

self consolation by generalizations of the feelings of burden with other care givers. This can also 

help the caregivers to reduce their guilt feelings and can also bring out changes in their adjust 

mental pattern. 

 
Aim of the Study 

 To study the level of family burden experienced by the care givers of Alzheimer’s patients in 

Madurai city. 

 
Objective of the Study 

• To study the socio demographic details of the patients. 

• To study the level of family burden experienced by the care givers. 

• To study whether the socio demographic details have any influence on the level of burden 

experienced by the care givers.  

 
Hypotheses 

• There is no significant difference among the Age group of the respondent with regard to their 

level of burden. 

• There is no significant difference between the gender of the respondents with regard to their 

level of burden. 

• There is no significant difference among the Socio economic status of the respondents with 
regard to their level of burden. 

• There is no significant difference among the Respondents relationship with the patient with 

regard to their level of burden. 

• There is no significant difference between the Numbers of persons to take care of the patient 

with regard to their level of burden. 

• There is no significant difference among the Family Income of the respondents with regard to 
their level of burden. 

 
Research Design 

 The research design used for the study is Descriptive cum Diagnostic.  

 
Universe of the Study 

 All the care givers of Alzheimer’s affected patients in Madurai city constitute the universe of 

the study. 

 
Sample and Sampling 

 The researcher used Simple random sampling for the study. Convenient method was adopted 

to collect data from 50 respondents. The sample for the study includes both males and females. 

 
Tools of Data Collection 

 Burden Interview Scale framed by S.H. Zarit. The scale contains 22 statements. It is a five 

point scale (Never, Rarely, Sometime, Quite, Nearly Always) was used to measure the burden. The 
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scoring attributed to the negative statements are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. The maximum possible score is 88 

and minimum possible score is 0. Higher score indicates higher the burden of caregivers while 

lower score indicates lower the burden. 

 
Statistical Analysis 

 The collected data was coded and subjected to statistical analysis. The statistical tests used 

in the present study are simple percentage, ANOVA, and ‘t’test.  

 
Data Analysis and Interpretation 

One Way Analysis of Variance among the Age of the Respondents  

with Regard to their Level of Burden 

Variance Df Mean 
Sum of 
squares 

Mean 
squares 

F 
Statistical 
inference 

Between 
group 

2 

G1= 
30.8000 
G2= 

35.2308 
G3= 

33.0370 

11.849 55.925 0.574 
P>0.05 

Not Significant 

Within group 47  4580.871 97.465   
G1= 25-40 years. G2= 40-60 years. G3= 60-80 years  

 
‘T’ Test Result between The Gender of the Respondents with Regard to their Level of Burden 

Sex 
No: of 

respondents 
Mean 

Standard 

deviation 
Df t 

Level of 

significance 

Male 10 33.3000 11.7384 48 0.050 
P>0.05 

Not significant 

Female 40 33.1250 33.1250    

 Here the calculated ‘F’ ratio is 0.574 which is not significant at 0.05 level. Hence the 

hypothesis 2.1 is accepted. It interfered that the respondents belonging to the age group of 40-60 

years are having higher burden than the other groups.  

 
One Way Analysis of Variance among the Socio-Economic Status of the Respondents with 

Regrd to their Level of Burden 

Variance Df Mean Sum of squares Mean squares F Statistical inference 

Between 

group 
2  225.705 112.852   

  

G1= 30.1667 

G2= 33.2759 

G3= 36.7778 

  1.187 
P>0.05 

Not significant 

Within 

groups 
47  4467.015 95.043   

G1= High G2= Middle G3= Middle 
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‘t’ Test Between the No. of Persons to Take Care of Patient in the Respondents  

Family With Regard to their Level of Burden 

No: of 

persons 

No: of 

respondents 
Mean 

Standard 

deviation 
Df T 

Level of 

significance 

One 38 33.8684 9.8370 48 
0.909 

 

P> 0.05 

Not significant 

Two or more 12 30.9167 9.6903    

 
One Way Analysis of Variance among the Family Income of the Respondents with Regrd to 

Their Level of Burden 

Variance Df Mean 
Sum of 

squares 

Mean 

squares 
F 

Statistical 

inference 

Between group 2  154.903 77.452   

  

G1= 35.1000 

G2= 33.7500 

G3= 30.1667 

  0.802 
P> 0.05 

Not significant 

Within groups 47  4537.817 9.549   

G1= Rs.3000-5000 G2= Rs.5000-7000 G3= Above 7000 

 
Findings 

1. Majority of the respondents (54%) belong to the age group of 60-80 years  

2. Majority of the respondents (80 %) are female  

3. Almost half of the respondents (48%) have studied up to secondary level  

4. Majority of the respondents (70 %) are unemployed  

5. Majority of the respondents (58 %) have middle socio economic status  

6. Almost half of the respondents (42%) are spouses 

7. Majority of the respondents’ family (76%) has only one person to take care of the patient  

8. Majority of the respondents (56 %) belong to the income group Rs.5000-7000 

9. (42%) of the respondents are having low level of burden, (36%) of the respondents are having 

high level of burden 

 

Anova Findings 

1. Age of the Respondents with Regard to their Level of Burden 

 Here the calculated ‘F’ ratio is 0.574 which is not significant at 0.05 level. Hence the 

hypothesis 2.1 is accepted. It can be concluded that the respondents belonging to the age group 

of 40-60 years are having higher burden than the other groups.  

2. Relationship of the Respondents with Patient with Regard to their Level of Burden 

 Here the calculated ‘F’ ratio is 0.447 which is not significant at 0.05 level. Hence the 

hypothesis 2.7 is accepted. It can be concluded that the respondents who are spouses are having 

higher burden than the others respondents. 

3. Family Income of the Respondents with Regard to their Level of Burden 

 Here the calculated ‘F’ ratio is 0.802 which is not significant at 0.05 level. Hence the 

hypothesis 2.9 is accepted. It can be inferred that the respondents belonging to monthly income 
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category of Rs.3000-5000 are having higher burden than the respondents in the other categories 

of monthly income. 

 
‘t’ - Test Findings 

1. Gender of the Respondents with Regard to their Level of Burden 

 Here the calculated‘t’ value is 0.050 which is not significant at 0.05 level. Hence the 

hypothesis 2.2 is accepted. It can be concluded that female respondents possesses higher burden 

when compared to male respondents. 

2. Occupation of the Respondents with Regard to their Level of Burden 

 Here the calculated‘t’ value is 0.175 which is not significant at 0.05 level. Hence the 

hypothesis 2.4 is accepted. It can be inferred that the respondents who are employed possess 

higher burden when compared to unemployed respondents. 

3. No: of Persons to take Care of Patient in the Respondents’ Family with Regard to their 

Level of Burden 

 Here the calculated‘t’ value is 0.909 which is not significant at 0.05 level. Hence the 

hypothesis 2.8 is accepted. It can be concluded that the respondents having only one person to 

take care of the patient are having higher burden when compared to the respondents having two 

or more persons to take care of the patient in the family. 

 
Suggestions 

1. Boosting the care giver support, increasing ‘time for self’ and providing carer education and 

training in the management of bed-ridden patients can be effective in decreasing burden and 

mollifying its impact on the carer. 

2. Day care centres for Alzheimer’s disease patients in the need of the hour. People with 

Alzheimer’ disease patients require constant care and supervision, usually for the whole 24 

hours. With the help of day care centres, burden of the caregivers can be reduced 

considerably. 

3. Education, training programmes, support group meetings etc can help to reduce the stress 

and strain of caregivers of patients with Alzheimer’s disease. 

4. Government can formulate various policies to extend financial support to the needy and can 

organize training programmes for the caregivers to decrease their psychological and social 

burden. 

5. NGO’s can find protean areas of intervention among the patients and their caregivers relating 

to perception of burden. 

6. Social workers can give individual and family counselling to the caregivers of Alzheimer’s 

disease patients, who are having high levels of burden. 

 
Conclusion 

 This study exposes a real picture of the influence of burden experienced by the care givers of 

Alzheimer’s disease patients. This study has revealed that majority of the respondents are having 

low level of burden while caring for the Alzheimer’s patients. The reasons may be due to 

caregiver’s knowledge about the disease, awareness programmes given to the public through 

seminars, workshops, media, about the disease and the influence of pharmacological and non-

pharmacological treatment methods on the patient. 
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Abstract 
 The purpose of the present study was to analyse the performance statistics of the Indian stars 
volleyball team that played against Indian overseas bank in the exhibition match during the inauguration of 
Dr.Sivanthi Aditanar Indoor Stadium, Dr. Sivanthi Aditanar College of Physical Education, Tiruchendur. For 
the stastistical analysis, the following variables were selected such as attacking, setting, serving and 
blocking. Since the fundamental skills were important, the effici
numerically. The data were collected from both the teams and the collected data were stastically examined 
by descriptive analysis and three dimensional contingency table. Depending upon the success percentage of 
attacking, setting, serving and blocking, the result if the match was determined.
 

Introduction 
 Everyone wants to know the formula for winning. Volleyball is such a roller coaster ride, when 

a team is ahead; it’s like sitting on the front seat and anticip

behind, it is like sitting on the back seat and gasping for air.

 Maintaining momentum is the key to success. It can be easy as A,B,C

aggressiveness. B stands for believing commitment and loyalty. C is for comm

formula. The key to it is to use it in practice, exhibit it in games, follow it in life and keep 

humming the A,B,C jingle. 

 Contests provide the opportunity for the players to show what they have learnt in practice. Of 

course, the contest is a teaching opportunity as well, but the focus is on performing what has 

been previously learnt. After a team has successfully received a serve from the opponent, it 

assumes the offence. When a team takes the offence, its members will be working to s

well-placed or hard-driven spike back over the net. Some teams depend on their hitter to make 

assressive attacks that score points. Other prefers to mix up their attacks bu hitting hard

spikes combined with off-speed hits or drops. As a coac

might be wise to adjust one’s team’s defensive alignments to fit the type of attacks the opponent 

is using. Defensively, one must decide his team’s defensive strategy based on how the players can 

best counter the opponent’s strengths. As it is seen, most attackers hit crosscourt. Unless one 

sees opponents who can consistently hit in all over the court, assumes that crosscourt hitting will 

frequently occurred. There are three different alignment a coach needs to teach th

when they are playing without block: free-ball alignment, power

alignment. These alignments correspond to prepare the players to defend against the three 

varieties of offensive attacks. With this view, we made an att

match performance statistics.  
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The purpose of the present study was to analyse the performance statistics of the Indian stars 
volleyball team that played against Indian overseas bank in the exhibition match during the inauguration of 

Indoor Stadium, Dr. Sivanthi Aditanar College of Physical Education, Tiruchendur. For 
the stastistical analysis, the following variables were selected such as attacking, setting, serving and 
blocking. Since the fundamental skills were important, the efficient applications of these skills were rated 
numerically. The data were collected from both the teams and the collected data were stastically examined 
by descriptive analysis and three dimensional contingency table. Depending upon the success percentage of 
attacking, setting, serving and blocking, the result if the match was determined. 

Everyone wants to know the formula for winning. Volleyball is such a roller coaster ride, when 

a team is ahead; it’s like sitting on the front seat and anticipating the thrill. When a team is 

behind, it is like sitting on the back seat and gasping for air. 

Maintaining momentum is the key to success. It can be easy as A,B,C A stands for 

aggressiveness. B stands for believing commitment and loyalty. C is for communication. This is a 

formula. The key to it is to use it in practice, exhibit it in games, follow it in life and keep 

Contests provide the opportunity for the players to show what they have learnt in practice. Of 

est is a teaching opportunity as well, but the focus is on performing what has 

been previously learnt. After a team has successfully received a serve from the opponent, it 

assumes the offence. When a team takes the offence, its members will be working to set up a 

driven spike back over the net. Some teams depend on their hitter to make 

assressive attacks that score points. Other prefers to mix up their attacks bu hitting hard-driven 

speed hits or drops. As a coach, one should watch for times when it 

might be wise to adjust one’s team’s defensive alignments to fit the type of attacks the opponent 

is using. Defensively, one must decide his team’s defensive strategy based on how the players can 

ent’s strengths. As it is seen, most attackers hit crosscourt. Unless one 

sees opponents who can consistently hit in all over the court, assumes that crosscourt hitting will 

frequently occurred. There are three different alignment a coach needs to teach the players 

ball alignment, power-spike alignment and off-speed 

alignment. These alignments correspond to prepare the players to defend against the three 

varieties of offensive attacks. With this view, we made an attempt to analyse the volleyball 
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Methodology 

 The purpose of the present study was to analyse the performance statistics of the Indian stars 

volleyball team that played against Indian overseas bank in the exhibition match during the 

inauguration of Dr.Sivanthi Aditanar Indoor Stadium, Dr. Sivanthi Aditanar College of Physical 

Education, Tiruchendur. In this match Indian over seas bank team beat Indian stars team with the 

points 22-25, 25-18, 20-25, 25-18 and 15-13. For the statistical analysis, the following variables 

were selected such as attacking, setting, serving and blocking. The efficient application of these 

skills was rated numerically by observing the video analysis. Each skill performance was rated by 

awarding one point for every successful attempt and one point for every error. The data were 

collected from both the teams and the collected data were statistically examined by descriptive 

analysis and three (2x4x2) dimensional contingency table. The level of significance was fixed at 

0.05. 

 
Table – I Team Performance Statistics in the Five Set Match 

SET WON BY TEAMS 
ATTACK SET SERVE BLOCK 

Suc E TA Suc.Per. Suc. E Suc E Suc E 

I Set Indian Stars 
Indian Stars 28 5 33 84.85 15 0 20 3 7 8 

IOB 10 7 17 58.82 23 3 13 8 5 6 

II Set IOB 
Indian Stars 20 5 25 80 26 1 13 3 5 13 

IOB 20 4 24 83.3 25 0 19 2 8 11 

III Set Indian Stars 
Indian Stars 23 2 25 92 20 2 16 3 2 15 

IOB 16 4 20 80 19 1 16 1 2 16 

IV Set IOB 
Indian Stars 18 8 26 69.23 25 0 16 3 1 18 

IOB 21 1 22 95.46 21 1 18 5 4 14 

V Set IOB 
Indian Stars 26 2 28 92.86 21 2 14 3 1 17 

IOB 17 1 18 94.44 16 0 13 4 5 10 

 Keys: Suc. = Success, E = Errors, TA = Total Attacks, Suc. Pct. = Success percentage 

 
Table – II Indian Stars Versus Iob Volleyball Match Statistics 

 Attack 

Teams Suc. E TA Suc. Pct. Suc. pct per set Average 

Indian Stars 115 22 137 83.9 83.79 

IOB 84 17 101 83.2 82.40 

 
Results and Discussion 

 Three-dimensional (2 x 4 x 2) contingency tables were used to find out the independence of 

the skill performance namely attacking, setting, serving and blocking in the whole match. In this 

regard: the skill performance, and their success & errors and winners & runners-up are all 

mutually independent. The obtained chi-square value is 298.19, which is higher than the table 

value of 18.307. Hence, it was concluded that the skill performance, their success and errors and 

positions (winner and runner-up) are not mutually independent.  
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Conclusions 

1. Depending upon the success percentage of attacking, setting, and blocking, the resuly of the 

set or match was determined. 

2. Based on the results of the study on (skill performance) attacking, setting serving and 

blocking, it was concluded that success & errors and winners & runners-up positions are not 

mutually independent. 

3. The Indian stars team was found best in the execution of successful attacking. 

4. Indian stars team was found weaker in blocking. 

5. The IOB team was found poor in the execution of service when compared to the Indian team. 

6. As far as the whole match was concerned, both the teams have almost performance in success 

percentage of attacking. 

7. The Indian stars and IOB teams were in total performance. 
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Abstract 
 India is the world’s third-largest producer of crude steel in 2016. 
has been driven by domestic availability of raw materials such as iron ore and cost
a critical industry in worldwide, and steel products are a heavily traded commodity. In recent years, marke
changes, shifts in import and export levels, and weakness in the global demand for steel have negatively 
impacted steel industries across the India. The objectives of the study are examining the productivity 
performance of the steel companies in India. The study used to secondary data in the year of 2006
2015-2016. The study found that even though the steel production has been increasing, the companies are 
not in a position to export more. 
Keywords: Partial factor productivity and Malmquist produc
 

Introduction 

 India is the world’s third-largest producer of crude steel (up from eighth in 2003) and is 

expected to become the second-largest producer by 2016. The growth in the Indian steel sector 

has been driven by domestic availability of raw materials such as iron 

labour. Consequently, the steel sector has been a major contributor to 

output. The Indian steel industry is very modern with state

strived for continuous modernization and u

efficiency levels. 

 The steel industry in India has been an array of changes in the past decade. The economic 

scenario which emerged after globalization, privatization and liberalization, has thrown a new 

challenge before the steel producers. Now it has to be more competitive in order to meet the 

needs and demands of its steel production. The steel industry sector contributed to increase the 

awareness of the using steel about the wider range of choice of steel p

offered by the competing steels in the market. The technical know

experience of multinationals that have joined with the Indian companies have revolutionized 

almost all aspects in the industry. 

 
Review of Literature 

 Sarbapriya Ray and Mihir Kumar Pal (2010)

measure productivity performance in terms of partial factor productivity and total factor 

productivity growth and tries to relate and adjust economic capacity ut

productivity growth for the entire period, 1979

productivity of factors show improvement in productivity of material, labor and capital. The 
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largest producer of crude steel in 2016. The growth in the Indian steel sector 
has been driven by domestic availability of raw materials such as iron ore and cost-effective labour. Steel is 
a critical industry in worldwide, and steel products are a heavily traded commodity. In recent years, market 
changes, shifts in import and export levels, and weakness in the global demand for steel have negatively 
impacted steel industries across the India. The objectives of the study are examining the productivity 

he study used to secondary data in the year of 2006-2007 to 
2016. The study found that even though the steel production has been increasing, the companies are 

Partial factor productivity and Malmquist productivity index 

largest producer of crude steel (up from eighth in 2003) and is 

largest producer by 2016. The growth in the Indian steel sector 

has been driven by domestic availability of raw materials such as iron ore and cost-effective 

labour. Consequently, the steel sector has been a major contributor to India’s manufacturing 

output. The Indian steel industry is very modern with state-of-the-art steel mills. It has always 

strived for continuous modernization and up-gradation of older plants and higher energy 

The steel industry in India has been an array of changes in the past decade. The economic 

scenario which emerged after globalization, privatization and liberalization, has thrown a new 

enge before the steel producers. Now it has to be more competitive in order to meet the 

needs and demands of its steel production. The steel industry sector contributed to increase the 

awareness of the using steel about the wider range of choice of steel products and the price 

offered by the competing steels in the market. The technical know-how, expertise and wide 

experience of multinationals that have joined with the Indian companies have revolutionized 

Sarbapriya Ray and Mihir Kumar Pal (2010) where the authors describes study attempts to 

measure productivity performance in terms of partial factor productivity and total factor 

productivity growth and tries to relate and adjust economic capacity utilization with total factor 

productivity growth for the entire period, 1979-1980 to 2003- 2004. The results on partial factor 

productivity of factors show improvement in productivity of material, labor and capital. The 
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result on the overall productivity shows declining total factor productivity growth during post-

reform period as compared to perform period.  

 Kavitha and Palanivelu (2014) in their study explained that iron and steel industry is 

important for the economic development of a country in terms of foreign ex-change, employment 

generation, infrastructure development and technology. This study confines itself to the issues 

relating to the financial performance of the iron and steel industries with regard to its growth, 

profitability and liquidity and the impact on various factors such as capital, liquidity passion of 

iron and steel industry for the period of ten years from 2002 – 2003 to 2001 – 2012. 

 S.Thenmozhi and K.Tamilselvi (2015) in this study, an attempt was made to ascertain the 

financial soundness of the selected steel companies. For this purpose, ten years data from the 

year 2004-2005 to 2013-2014 are taken. The data collected with the help of secondary sources of 

information. This paper uses the Altman’s Z-score model to predict the financial status of 

selected steel companies in India. The result clearly indicate that the liquidity, working capital 

turnover efficiency and solvency position of the companies is that the financial health of JSW 

steel limited, Tata Steel and Mahindra ugine were good and there is no scope of bankruptcy, 

where as the financial health of other selected companies were not in healthy Zone in many 

years. 

 
Statement of the Problem 

 Steel is a critical industry in worldwide, and steel products are a heavily traded commodity. In 

recent years, market changes, shifts in import and export levels, and weakness in the global 

demand for steel have negatively impacted steel industries across the India. Along with shifting 

trade patterns, world benchmark steel prices have been trending downward since early 2011, and 

the financial outlook for many steel companies has declined. The 2008-2009 global financial crises 

were particularly difficult for steel industries, and this period will feature prominently in the 

following discussion of global steel indicators. 2015 was also a period of decline for the steel 

industry, as weak global demand caused declines in other indicators.  

 
Objectives of the Study 

The objectives of the study are;  

• To examine the productivity performance of the steel companies in India. 

 
Methodology 

Sources of Data 

 The data used for the study are Secondary in nature. The required data were collected from 

the corporate database (Prowess) of the Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy (CMIE) and other 

relevant data are collected from moneycontrol.com, journals, magazines, reports and websites.  

 
Period of the Study 

 The study covers a period of 10 years from 2006 – 2007 to 2015 – 2016.  

 
Sampling Design 

 The sample company are selected on the basis of top 15 companies in purposive sampling 

based on the market capital have selected. 
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Frame Work of Analysis 

 The Malmquist productivity index is a special mathematical linear programming model and 

test to assess efficiency and productivity and breaking it down into two components namely, 

technological change (techch) and technical efficiency change (effch)  The almquist productivity 

index measures the total factor productivity change (tfpch), between two data points over time, 

by calculating the ratio of distances of each data points relative to a common technology. 

 The malmquist productivity change index as can be given as: 
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 The subscript “0” has been introduced to remined us that these are output – oriented 

measures The CRS output – oriented Linear programming (LP) used to calculate do
t (xt, yt) is 

identical to equation (1), except that the convexity (VRS) restriction has been removed and time 

subscripts have been included. That is, 

 do
t (x1,yt) -1  = max  φ, λ φ, 

Subject to 

- φ yit + yt λ ≥ 0, 

X it   - Xt λ ≥ 0, 

λ ≥ 0,                            .... (2) 

The remaining there LP problems are simple variants of this: 

  d0 t+1 (Xt+1, Yt+1) -1   = max φ, λ φ, 

Subject to  

− φY i,t+1 + Yt  λ ≥ 0,  

  The malmquist index of total factor productivity change (tfpch) is the product of 

technical efficiency change (effch) and technological change (techch) as expressed  

 tfpch = effch x techch (2) 
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The malmquist productivity change index, therefore, can be written as: 

 M0 (Yt+1, Xt+1, Yt, Yt, Xt) = effch X techch (3) 

 
Table 1.1 Analyses of Labour, Capital and Capital-Labour Ratio of the Steel Companies in India 

during the period from 2006-2007 to 2015-2016 

Year 
Labour (L/P) 

(In Percentages) 

Capital (K/P)  

(In Percentages) 

Capital-labour (K/L) 

(In Percentages) 

2006-2007 0.155 20.54 21.41 

2007-2008 0.167 22.99 23.92 

2008-2009 0.209 17.57 18.71 

2009-2010 0.164 19.51 19.16 

2010-2011 0.207 17.59 18.99 

2011-2012 0.179 16.72 17.21 

2012-2013 0.150 19.58 19.82 

2013-2014 0.128 19.75 16.52 

2014-2015 0.132 24.17 22.75 

2015-2016 0.077 28.44 26.42 

AVG 0.156 20.68 20.49 

Source: Annual reports and Journals. 

 
 Table 1.1 depicts the estimated values of labour, capital, capital-labour ratio of select Steel 

Companies in India period from 2007-2008 to 2015-2016. Despite this declining the Average value 

of labour ratio was at 0.156 percent. The highest level of labour ratio is 0.209 percent from 2008-

2009. The lowest level of labour ratio was at 0.077 percent from 2015-2016 for the entire 

companies. The increase and decrease the labour ratio depends the investment and savings in 

physical capital, new technology, and human capital.   

 The above table presents the capital ratio for the select steel companies for the period 2006-

2007 to 2015-2016. At the aggregate level, capital ratio was observed to be the average value was 

at 20.68 percent for the entire companies. The highest level of capital ratio was at 28.44 percent 

from the year 2015-2016. The Lowest level of capital ratio was at 16.72 percent.  

 The above table reveals the capital-labour ratio for the steel companies for the period 2006-

2007 to 2015-2016. At the aggregate level, capital ratio was observed to be the average capital-

labour ratio for the entire companies was at 20.49 percent for the entire companies. The highest 

level of capital-labour ratio was at 26.42 percent from the year 2015-2016. The Lowest level of 

capital ratio was at 16.52 percent. The technological advancements would result in higher 

investment in the company’s leading to more availability of capital per unit of labour. 
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Partial Factor Productivity 

Table 1.2 Partial Factor Productivity of Steel Companies in India during the period  

from 2006-2007 to 2015-2016 

Company Name 
LP 

(Percentage) 

KP 

(Percentage) 

K/L 

(Percentage) 

Tata Steel Limited 0.156 0.489 0.194 

JSW Steel Limited 0.179 0.287 1.346 

Steel Authority of India Ltd 0.057 0.328 0.082 

Star Ferro Alloys Limited 0.062 0.309 0.101 

VISA Steel 0.137 0.257 0.218 

Bhushan Steel 0.192 0.284 0.738 

Jindal Saw Steel Limited 0.125 0.693 0.138 

Ferro Alloys Corporation Ltd 0.057 0.404 0.144 

Usha Martin Limited 0.235 0.293 1.368 

Welspun Corporation Limited 0.097 0.302 0.329 

Mukand Steel Limited 0.077 0.497 0.174 

APL Apollo Limited 0.048 0.264 0.330 

Jindal Steel Limited 0.067 0.326 0.512 

Ashirwad Steels Industries Ltd 0.059 0.277 0.274 

Bajaj Steel Industries Limited 0.046 0.305 0.172 

AVG 0.106 0.348 0.408 

Source: Annual reports and Journals.  

 Table 1.2 reveals the Partial factor productivity values of labour, capital, capital-labour 

productivity of select steel companies in India period from 2007-2008 to 2015-2016. The total the 

Average value of labour productivity was at 0.106 percent. The highest level of labour 

productivity of Usha martin Limited is 0.235 percent. It was majority of the least level of the 

labour productivity of 7 companies in the out of 15 companies for the study period.  

 The above table presents the capital productivity for the select steel companies for the 

period 2006-2007 to 2015-2016. At the aggregate level, capital productivity was observed to be 

the average value was at 0.348 percent for the select companies. The highest level of capital 

productivity of Mukand Steel Limited is 0.497 percent from 2015-2016. The Lowest level of capital 

productivity of VISA Steel limited is 0.257 percent.  

 The above table shows the capital-labour productivity for the select steel companies in India 

for the study period 2006-2007 to 2015-2016. The highest level of the capital-labour productivity 

of Usha martin limited is 1.368 percent. The lowest level of the capital-labour productivity of star 

ferro alloys limited was 0.101 percent. A higher level of capital-labour productivity is always 

preferred as it would increase the labour efficiency. 
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Analysis of Malmquist Productivity Index  

Table 1.3  Malmquist Productivity Index of select Steel Companies in India during the  

period from 2006-2007 to 2015-2016 

Year 
EFFCH 

(percentage) 

TECHCH 

(Percentage) 

TFPCH 

(Percentage) 

2006-2007 0.895 0.995 0.891 

2007-2008 0.918 1.081 0.992 

2008-2009 1.127 1.001 1.128 

2009-2010 0.962 1.235 1.188 

2010-2011 1.289 0.708 0.913 

2011-2012 1.194 1.216 1.452 

2012-2013 1.127 0.937 1.056 

2013-2014 0.793 1.225 0.971 

2014-2015 0.96 1.048 1.006 

2015-2016 0.868 1.468 1.274 

AVG 1.013 1.091 1.087 

Source: Annual reports and Journals.  

 Table 1.3 reveals the average of Malmquist Productivity Index is 1.013 percent of efficiency 

change during the study period from 2006-2007 to 2015-2016. The highest level of efficiency 

change is 1.194 percent from 2012-2013. The lowest level of efficiency change is 0.868 percent 

from 2015-2016. Similarly the lowest level of contribution of efficiency change also indicates a 

point to understand that the factor inputs are yet to be fully utilized and there is labour and 

capital, in the steel companies. 

 The above table shows that technological change of average of 1.091 percent period from 

2006-2007 to 2015-2016. The highest level of the technological change is 1.468 percent from 

2015-2016. The lowest level of the technological change is 0.708 percent from 2010-2011. The 

greater contribution of technical change in increasing productivity growth indicates that Indian 

steel companies has undergone technological advancements by way of greater access to capital 

equipments and raw material and R&D efforts during the period of study.  

 The above table presents the total factor productivity change in average of 1.087 percent 

during the study period from 2006-2007 to 2015-2016. The highest level of total factor 

productivity change is 1.330 percent from 2011-2012. The lowest level of the TFPGH is 0.842 

percent from 2010-2011.  

 
Table 1.4 Company wise Average of Malmquist Productivity Index select Steel Companies in 

India during the period from 2006-2007 to 2015-2016 

Company Name 
EFFCH 

(Percentage) 

TECHCH 

(Percentage) 

TFPCH 

(Percentage) 

Tata Steel Limited 0.937 1.080 1.012 

JSW Steel Limited 0.935 1.082 1.014 

Steel Authority of India Ltd 0.943 1.081 1.019 

Star Ferro Alloys Limited 0.835 1.065 0.889 

VISA Steel 0.885 1.035 0.978 
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Bhushan Steel 0.964 1.084 1.045 

Jindal Saw Steel Limited 0.961 1.044 1.003 

Ferro Alloys Corporation Ltd 0.942 1.043 0.983 

Usha Martin Limited 0.979 1.030 1.008 

Welspun Corporation Limited 0.988 1.041 1.029 

Mukand Steel Limited 0.925 1.070 0.990 

APL Apollo Limited 0.887 1.061 0.968 

Jindal Steel Limited 0.943 1.073 1.012 

Ashirwad Steels Industries Ltd 0.878 1.070 0.939 

Bajaj Steel Industries Limited 0.845 1.058 0.902 

AVG 0.923 1.068 0.986 

Source: Annual reports and Journals. 

  
 Table 1.4 reveals that the company wise average of Malmquist Productivity Index is 0.923 

percent of efficiency change during the study period from 2006-2007 to  

2015-2016. The highest level of efficiency change Welspun Corporation limited is 0.988 percent. 

The lowest level of efficiency change Star ferro alloys limited is 0.835 percent.  

It could be inferred that through majority of firms registered positive growth of efficiency change 

in selected steel companies in India. 

 The above table shows that technological change of average of 1.068 percent period from 

2006-2007 to 2015-2016. The highest level of technological change Bhushan steel limited is 1.084 

percent. The lowest level of technological change Usha martin limited is 1.030 percent from 2010-

2011. It could also be observed from the technical change was positive for all the companies.  

 The above table presents the total factor productivity change in average of  

0.986 percent during the study period from 2006-2007 to 2015-2016. The Bhushan steel limited 

has the highest level of total factor productivity change of 1.045 percent. The Star ferro alloys 

limited has the lowest level of total factor productivity change of 0.889 percent. The most of the 

company’s positive growth of total factor productivity change in the study period. 

 
Suggestions 

• The Steel Companies need to concentrate more on labour i.e. Human resource development 

strategies have to be reoriented to enhance competitiveness in the context of both external 

and internal changes. The manpower planning system has to be redesigned to plan labour 

employment in the environment of upcoming technological development. 

• The VISA Steel, APL Apollo Steel Limited and Ashirwad Steel should take necessary action to 

improve their net profit position by improving capital productivity, increasing market share in 

profitable regions focusing on the retail segment and value added products. 

 
Conclusion 

 India is the third-largest steel producer in the world. In 2016, India produced 91.46 million 

tonnes of finished steel. Total finished steel production in the country increased at a CAGR of 

7.45 per cent over financial year 2011–2016. Driven by rising infrastructure development and 

growing demand for automotives, steel consumption is expected to reach 104 million tonnes by 

2017. Technavio’s market research analyst predicts the Indian steel industry to grow at a CAGR of 
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7% by 2020. The present study is Productivity analysis of select Steel Companies in India from 

2006-2007 to 2015-2016. The study found that even though the steel production has been 

increasing, the companies are not in a position to export more. 
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Abstract 
 Tourism is now a major area of concern to academics, government, industry and public at large. 
Tourism is significant not just because of the enormous impact it has on people’s lives and on the places in 
which they live, but it is significant because of its size, in terms of the number of people traveling, 
employment and income generation both in the home/host
global, smokeless and labour intensive leisure industry of winning valuable social and economic gains 
creditably well. It is a major component of many local and national economies. It is a major social 
phenomenon in richer nations, and a major social force between nations and between people. It has been 
seen as an agent for peace, and agent of social disruption, a means for transferring money from richer to 
poor nations, a form of neo-colonialism, a mechani
infiltrates destruction industrial development into the world’s few remaining wildernesses. No doubt all 
these perceptions may be accurate on occasion. The study will identify the various factors influencing
tourist visitors to take decisions, attitude towards the tourist spots, relationship between lengths of their 
stay and shopping experiences of visitors and for further promotion of tourist spots in Madurai District.
Keywords: Service Industry, Employment Opportunities, Income Generation and Social Impact

 
Introduction 

 Today, tourism can be described as leisure time used for traveling and seeking desired 

experiences. Travel is clearly governed by motives to get some rest from the increasingly stressful

life, and also to see something new. It is seldom enough just to travel somewhere to try relaxing 

by doing nothing. People do need activities, new experiences and adventures to be able to 

disconnect from work and duties. The phenomenon of tourism is not l

external area but it is universal. It acts as a soul of life spreading everywhere around the world 

and belongs to all those who seek for pleasure, rest and refreshment. 

Tourism is now a major area of concern to academics, governm

large. Tourism is significant not just because of the enormous impact it has on people’s lives and 

on the places in which they live, but it is significant because of its size, in terms of the number of 

people traveling, employment and income generation both in the home/host economics. 

 Tourism is a huge global industry if commercial travel is included in it, it is perhaps the world 

largest. It is a major component of many local and national economies. It is a major social 

phenomenon in richer nations, and a major social force between nations and between people. It 

has been seen as an agent for peace, and agent of social disruption, a means for transferring 

money from richer to poor nations, a form of neo

or a Trojan horse which infiltrates destruction industrial development into the world’s few 

remaining wildernesses. No doubt all these perceptions may be accurate on occasion. This has 

generated hesitation and fear of traveling by air

uncertainty. This was further worsened by the weak International economic scenario and a fall in 
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Today, tourism can be described as leisure time used for traveling and seeking desired 

experiences. Travel is clearly governed by motives to get some rest from the increasingly stressful 

life, and also to see something new. It is seldom enough just to travel somewhere to try relaxing 

by doing nothing. People do need activities, new experiences and adventures to be able to 

disconnect from work and duties. The phenomenon of tourism is not limited to any internal or 

external area but it is universal. It acts as a soul of life spreading everywhere around the world 

and belongs to all those who seek for pleasure, rest and refreshment.  

Tourism is now a major area of concern to academics, government, industry and public at 

large. Tourism is significant not just because of the enormous impact it has on people’s lives and 

on the places in which they live, but it is significant because of its size, in terms of the number of 

nt and income generation both in the home/host economics.  

Tourism is a huge global industry if commercial travel is included in it, it is perhaps the world 

largest. It is a major component of many local and national economies. It is a major social 

enon in richer nations, and a major social force between nations and between people. It 

has been seen as an agent for peace, and agent of social disruption, a means for transferring 

money from richer to poor nations, a form of neo-colonialism, a mechanism to fund conservation, 

or a Trojan horse which infiltrates destruction industrial development into the world’s few 

remaining wildernesses. No doubt all these perceptions may be accurate on occasion. This has 

generated hesitation and fear of traveling by airplanes in some countries, and an atmosphere of 

uncertainty. This was further worsened by the weak International economic scenario and a fall in 
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the level of confidence among consumers and investors. Tourism is a dynamic factor of social 

progress and a great vehicle of knowledge and ideas, which fosters goodwill among people around 

the world and also within the country. Rising disposable incomes, tremendous strides in aviation, 

surface transportation, communication services and industry have all contributed to a 

phenomenal growth of tourism as an industry all over the world. India has an impressive hesitage, 

culture, art and history which many other countries in the world do not have. Hence tourism has 

become a potential revenue earning avenue to tap foreign exchange. Many foreigners visit India 

exclusively to learn many things from Indian hesitage, Indian temples, churches, mosques, rivers 

and riverbeds, seahores, flora, fauna, waterfalls, structures, buildings and the like. They have 

become amazing sites for the tourists. 

 
Statement of the Problem 

 The following aspects of problems are important to be dealt with waste disposal, cleanliness 

in public places, shortage of tourist guide, lack of employment opportunities, lack of 

transportation facilities and poor accommodation within the tourist location. This problem has 

created an unflagging interest in the mind of the investigator to embark on study of visitor’s 

attitude towards tourist spots in Madurai District. Madurai District have more scenic places, 

mountain and some places of pilgrimage, so the present topic “A study on visitor’s attitude 

towards tourist spots in Madurai District has been selected. It has also become imperative to study 

the socio economic background and expenditure pattern of the visitors arriving at Madurai 

District. The study will identify the various factors influencing the tourist visitors to take 

decisions, attitude towards the tourist spots, relationship between lengths of their stay and 

shopping experiences of visitors and for further promotion of tourist spots in Madurai District. 

 
Objectives of the Study 

The study has the following objectives 

• To identify the various tourist spots in Madurai District. 

• To study the attitude of the tourist visitors towards tourist spots. 

• To study the satisfaction level of the tourist visitors. 

• To offer suitable suggestions based on the findings of the study. 

 
Methodology of the Study 

 The present study is based on both primary and secondary data. First hand data were 

collected direct from the tourists by the researcher herself with the aid of interview schedule. 

The secondary data have been collected from published periodicals, text books, newspapers, 

journals and booklets and unpublished documents maintained by the Government departments, 

tourism information centres, universities, institutes and tourism tourism development 

corporations.  

 
Sample Design 

 The present study is based on both primary and secondary data. The researcher has collected 

the primary data from visitors visiting tourist spots in Madurai District. For the collection of 

primary data, 150 visitors from Madurai District was selected based on convenient sampling 

method. 
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Period of Study 

 The collection of primary data with the aid of interview schedule was carried out for Six 

months right from July 2016 to December 2015. 

 
Statistical Tools 

 The researcher interviewed some visitors at Madurai district. The data collected are analysed 

by using appropriate statistical tools like Percentage analysis and Garrets ranking test. 

 
Limitations of the Study 

 The researcher had to face few limitations during the field work in connection with collection 

of data. 

• It is very difficult to collect information from foreign tourists, since they are from different 

countries. 

• The reliability of the data depends upon the information furnished by the respondents. 

• The secondary data was taken with great difficulty. For secondary data the researcher 

completely relies on the figures compiled by the Tourist Information Office. 

• Majority of the tourists have detailed accounts of their tours with experiences, feelings and 

problems, few did not come out with their views and opinions so spontaneously. 

• The researcher had to collect primary information mostly through field visits. But for time and 

cost constraints it was not possible to visit all the places. 

 
Summary of Findings 

The summaries of findings of the study are summarized below. 

1. (Table 4.1) About one third 53.3 percent of respondents are male. 

2. (Table 4.2) One third (43.4 percent) belongs to the age group of 21 to 40 years. 

3. (Table 4.3) Majority (91.3 percent) of the respondents are Indian visitors. 

4. (Table 4.4) 38 percent of the visitors in Madurai district are having degree and postgraduate 

level of education. 

5. (Table 4.5) About 26 percent of the respondents are private employees, 

6. (Table 4.6) Two third of the respondents (59.3 percent) are married. 

7. (Table 4.7) About 44 percent of the respondents’ monthly income are above Rs.25, 000. 

8. (Table 4.8) Two third 65.4 percent of the respondents’ family size consists of 2 to 5 members. 

9. (Table 4.9) About 60 percent of the respondents preferred vegetarian. 

10. (Table 4.10) Two third 65.3 percent of the respondents visited the place before. 
11. (Table 4.11) Two third 59.3 percent of the respondents visited the place only one time. 
12. (Table 4.12) 52.4 percent of the visitors have visited the places in cities. 
13. (Table 4.13) One third 45.4 percent of the respondents like of visited with their family. 
14. (Table 4.14) One third 33.4 percent of the respondents have visited for sightseeing. 
15. (Table 4.15) One third about 42 percent of the respondents have visited along with 5 to 10 

members. 

16. (Table 4.16) One third 38.6 percent of the respondents have chosen. 
17. (Table 4.17) One third (42 percent) of the respondents stay for a day in the single destination. 
18. (Table 4.18) Two third (53.3 percent) of the respondents stayed three days to five days in the 

overall tour. 
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19. (Table 4.19) Two third (55.3 percent) of the respondents travel was arranged by them self. 
20. (Table 4.20) One third (34.4 percent) of the respondents get the information about tour 

through travel agencies. 

21. (Table 4.21) One third (36 percent) of the respondents occupied ordinary defuels for their 
stay. 

22. (Table 4.22) One third (42 percent) of the respondents have spent less than Rs.1, 200 as room 
tariff for their stay. 

23. (Table 4.23) One third (51.3 percent) of the respondents paid the room tariff from their own 
sources. 

24. (Table 4.24) Two third (60 percent) of the respondents travel plan was guided by the 
respondents them self. 

25. (Table 4.25) One third (40.6 percent) of the respondents used car for the purpose of visiting 
from one place to another. 

26. (Table 4.26) One third (48.7 percent) of visitors said that they have choose the particular 
mode for travel due to conjert. 

27. (Table 4.27) One third (47.4 percent) of the respondents spent Rs.1, 000 to Rs.5, 000 person 
for travel. 

28. (Table 4.28) One third (34 percent) of the respondents opine that they were attracted by the 
hills beauty. 

29. (Table 4.29) From the above table it was found that there is significant difference in the 
attitude of the respondents towards the facilities of tourists spots such as banking services 

and vehicle parking among different age group of visitors in Madurai district. Also found that 

there is no significant difference in attitude towards the facilities of tourist spots. Such as 

accommodation, food, transportation, shopping facilities of tourist spots among different age 

group. 

30. (Table 4.30) by using garrets ranking method it was found that poor maintenance of resting 
sheds is ranked as first, followed that dirty surrounding, poor canteen facilities are ranked as 

second and third ranks respectively. 

 
Suggestion 

 The researcher has suggested that the government should take necessary steps to improve the 

facilities like accommodation, hotels, transportation and shopping facilities. To attract more 

tourists’ centers in each district should make promotional steps by giving advertisements. Public 

more tour operates may be appointed to give guidelines and a visiting the more number of visitors 

there by improve tourism in Madurai district. 

 
Conclusion 

 As a research study is completed a feeling of satisfaction is left behind. A study on “a study on 

tourism centers with special reference to Madurai district” has analysd and interpreted in a 

humble manner. The design of the study shall pave the way for further innovative and 

initialization in this direction and serce the high values, optimal ties and success. 
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Abstract 
 The Goods and Services Tax (GST) is becoming one of the most prominent topics in Malaysia. The 
announcement by the Malaysian Ministry of Finance (MOF) in the Budget 2010 on the implementation of GST 
had created various reactions from practitioners, academicians, general public and most important 
businesses. GST is one of the tools that are proposed by the Government to reduce continuous
budget in Malaysia. This paper discusses the GST as a new tax reform in Malaysia, and covers several issues 
in order to enhance the understanding and readiness among Malaysian in adopting GST.
Keywords: Tax reform; GST; budget deficit. 

 
Introduction 

 The introduction of Goods and Services Tax (GST) was first announced in the Budget 2005 in 

order to replace the existing sales and services tax structure in Malaysia. This new tax reform is 

projected to be implemented in January 2007. However, the 

February 2006 that the implementation would be postponed to a later date. Recently in Budget 

2010 the Government is currently at the final stage of completing the study on the 

implementation of GST, particularly to identify t

 The implementation of GST will witness that, not only on manufacturing and services sector 

would be affected, but also include other sectors such as education, health, transport, financial 

services, agriculture and mining, petroleum, land, property and construction, telecommunication, 

electricity and water industry. Besides, GST also would be imposed on export 

services/international services, government, charities, club,

 During the first time GST was announced, there were conflicting views from the masses. 

However, GST will also provide more income and strengthen our economy in future. According to 

Former executive director of the Malaysian Institute of Economic Research Prof Datuk Mohamed 

Ariff Abdul Kareem, who has been one of the most vocal proponents for the implementation of 

GST in Malaysia, argues, GST is needed not only to raise more revenue for the Government, but 

also to diversify its sources of income (The Star

 This entails issue of readiness among businesses and the view of the general public that GST 

would become burdensome. It takes too long to discuss and reviewed the benefit of new tax 

implementation and the most important concern is toward businesses and public, whi

prefer the win win-win situation. Datuk Dr Jacob George, president of the Consumers Association 

of Subang and Shah Alam, (The Star Online) for people to accept any new form of tax, the 

Government has to make strong effort to educate and explain to 

new tax will benefit them in the long run. It has to give

tax they pay to the Government is managed well and used in their

best interests. Moreover, changes are the main difficult thing

According to tax specialist Dr Arjunan Subramaniam, there is always resistance to change, even 
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The Goods and Services Tax (GST) is becoming one of the most prominent topics in Malaysia. The 
of Finance (MOF) in the Budget 2010 on the implementation of GST 

had created various reactions from practitioners, academicians, general public and most important 
businesses. GST is one of the tools that are proposed by the Government to reduce continuous deficit 
budget in Malaysia. This paper discusses the GST as a new tax reform in Malaysia, and covers several issues 
in order to enhance the understanding and readiness among Malaysian in adopting GST. 

The introduction of Goods and Services Tax (GST) was first announced in the Budget 2005 in 

replace the existing sales and services tax structure in Malaysia. This new tax reform is 

implemented in January 2007. However, the Government has announced on 22 

implementation would be postponed to a later date. Recently in Budget 

the final stage of completing the study on the 

implementation of GST, particularly to identify the social impact of GST on the rakyat. 

The implementation of GST will witness that, not only on manufacturing and services sector 

affected, but also include other sectors such as education, health, transport, financial 

ining, petroleum, land, property and construction, telecommunication, 

Besides, GST also would be imposed on export 

services/international services, government, charities, club, association and union. 

ST was announced, there were conflicting views from the masses. 

will also provide more income and strengthen our economy in future. According to 

director of the Malaysian Institute of Economic Research Prof Datuk Mohamed 

has been one of the most vocal proponents for the implementation of 

needed not only to raise more revenue for the Government, but 

Star Online, 2010). 

ils issue of readiness among businesses and the view of the general public that GST 

become burdensome. It takes too long to discuss and reviewed the benefit of new tax 

the most important concern is toward businesses and public, which they 

Datuk Dr Jacob George, president of the Consumers Association 

Online) for people to accept any new form of tax, the 

educate and explain to consumers clearly on how the 

It has to give the public confidence that the additional 

tax they pay to the Government is managed well and used in their 

Moreover, changes are the main difficult things to do without any preparation. 

Dr Arjunan Subramaniam, there is always resistance to change, even 
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change for the better. The main challenge is addressing the mindset of taxpayers. They need to 

be educated on this new method of indirect taxation (The Star Online). Besides, the refinement of 

GST law is one of the most paramount opinions, in the view of practitioners. In addition, the 

importance of GST is highlighted due to the reason that it is not simply related to tax matter, but 

it is a comprehensive issue, which could not be taken for granted by society. The purpose of this 

paper is to explore the GST as a new tax reform in Malaysia. The remainder of this paper is 

organised as follows: the second section of this paper briefly discusses the reasons of GST in 

Malaysia. In the third section, general operations of GST are explained. Next, this paper provides 

deferment issue of GST in Malaysia. The fifth section provides readiness issues of GST. The final 

section provides some conclusions and recommendations on the topic. 

 
Why GST? 

 In the current environment, there are two Acts that separately govern the goods and services 

which are known as Sales Tax 1972 (Act 64) and Service Tax 1975 (Act 151). Both taxes were 

handled by the Royal Malaysian Customs and Excise (the Customs). Sales tax is imposed on a 

consumer who consumes taxable goods, which is then, collected by business enterprises and 

accountable to the Customs. 

 Service tax on the other hand is imposed on a consumer who consumes foods or services for 

example in places such as hotels, health centres or engages in professional services such as 

auditing firm and such services listed under Second Schedule Service Tax Regulations 1975. 

Basically both sales and services tax are single stage tax levied on consumers at the consumption 

stage. It is known as a single stage tax due to the fact that tax is charged only once, either at the 

input or output stage  

 In contrast to existing sales and services tax, GST or Value Added Tax (VAT) is a multi stage 

tax. This is due to the payment of tax is made in every stage by the intermediaries in the 

production and distribution process. In other words GST is imposed at every level of production 

and distribution chain until the final consumer. 

 In the pursuit of implementing GST in Malaysia, the Government has established a Tax Review 

Panel comprising representatives from the public and private sectors. The scope of work of the 

Tax Review Panel includes formulating concepts, legislation, process and procedure for the GST. 

As a benchmark the Panel reviewed tax legislations of several countries which include the Goods 

and Services Tax Act 1985 of New Zealand, Value Added Tax Act 1994 of United Kingdom, Value 

Added Tax Act 1991 of Republic of South Africa, Goods and Services Tax 1991 of Canada, Goods 

and Services Tax Act 1993 of Singapore, A New Tax System (Goods and Services Tax) Act 1999 of 

Australia, Value Added Tax Act 1992 of Thailand, Value Added Tax on Goods and Services and 

Sales Tax on Luxury Goods 2000 of Indonesia and The Sales 

 Tax Act 1990 of Pakistan. Citing the tax scenario in Singapore, Pheng and Loi (1994) explained 

that GST is desirable to be implemented in Singapore due to the following reasons: - 

• To reduce reliance on direct taxation 

• To sustain a lower corporate tax rate 

• To reduce its reliance on personal income taxes due to the problem of Singapore’s aging 

• Population 

  In Malaysia, the introduction of GST is aimed at reducing the nation’s growing budget deficit 

whereby it is intended to improve revenue collection. Veerinderjet (2006) argued that, the 
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objective is to have a GST that is comprehensive in scope (that covers a wide or broad base of 

goods and services) and is effectively implemented so that there is a stable source of national 

revenue. Overall the introduction of GST in Malaysia is intended to achieve the following: 

• To avoid tax cascading, multiple taxation and transfer pricing bias; 

• To enhance tax compliance as well as to reduce tax avoidance and tax evasion; 

• To implement self-policing, lessen the bureaucratic red tape and to lower the administrative 

cost; 

• To further reduce the cost of doing business by providing tax credit on business inputs and 

• To enhance Malaysia’s competitiveness and to improve efficiency 

 
General Operations of GST 

 Based on the discussion paper of Tax Review Panel of Ministry of Finance (MOF) (2005), a 

person who is registered under the GST is required to charge on his output of taxable supply of 

goods or services made to his customers. He is allowed to claim as credit on any GST incurred on 

his purchases which are inputs to his business. His customer, if he is also in a business of making 

taxable supply of goods or services, in turn is allowed to claim a credit on GST paid on his input. 

Thus, double taxation will be avoided and only the value added at each stage is taxed. As far as 

GST rate is concerned, it has yet to be fixed and is sill at discussion level. In Europe, the rate of 

tax is between 16% and 25% and its GST is more complex and uneven. Basically, there are a few 

factors considered in determining the rate of tax which include current threshold of sales tax and 

service tax, number of businesses in Malaysia, exemptions and zero-rating, social and economic 

considerations and compliances costs as well as comparison with other countries which have 

implemented the GST or VAT. The GST/VAT rate in Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) 

countries. In the GST environment, tax will be imposed in two situations, which are input tax and 

output tax. Moreover taxable person might fall under one of the three categories of GST rates: 

standard-rated supplies, zero-rated supplies and exempt supplies. The tax treatments for these 

different categories are different as explained below. 

 
Input tax 

 Input tax is the GST that a taxable person has incurred on the purchases of goods and services 

in the course or furtherance of his business. 

 
Output tax 

 Output tax is the GST that a taxable person charges on his taxable supply goods and services 

made by him in the course or furtherance of his business. 

 
Standard-Rated Supplies 

 Standard-rated supplies are defined as taxable supply of goods and services, which are 
subject to a standard rate. The taxable person is eligible to claim input tax credit on his business 
inputs in making taxable supplies. 
 

Zero-rated supplies 

 Zero-rate supplies are taxable supplies which are subject to a zero rate. Although there is no 

GST to be imposed on these supplies, the taxable person is eligible to claim input tax credit on his 

business inputs in making taxable supplies. 
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Exempt supplies 

 Exempt supplies are non-taxable supplies that are not subject to GST. Suppliers of exempt 

supplies are not eligible to claim the GST incurred on his business inputs. Furthermore, in the case 

of input tax there is credit, which is eligible to suppliers or intermediaries to claim, known as 

input tax credit. In other words, he is allowed to claim as credit on any GST incurred on his 

purchases which are inputs to his business. The purpose of input tax credits is to remove the tax 

on business input. According to the Tax Review Panel, the mechanism for input tax credit is as 

follows: - 

• Tax incurred on inputs can be offset against the output tax in the relevant taxable period 

subject to a time limit 24 months from the data of supply 

• Any refund of input tax credit may be offset against future output tax and other unpaid 

government taxes or duties 

• Input tax credit will be refunded within 14 working days for on-line submission and 28 working 

days for manual submission 

 However for the refund on the input tax credit, Veerinderjet (2006) mentioned that one just 

has to refer to the difficulties faced with income tax refunds. He argued businesses just couldn’t 

believe that a refund will be made in so short a time period. In this case, the Government should 

thinks comprehensively in convincing businesses on the refund matters. 

 
Deferment of GST 

 The implementation of GST was announced in the Budget 2005 and is set to take place on 

January 2007. The GST is under first strategy of Budget 2005, which is to enhance the 

effectiveness of government financial management, efficiency of the delivery system and 

competitiveness. However, on 22 February 2006, the Malaysian Government announced that the 

implementation of GST would be postponed to a later date.  

 There are many factors involved in the deferment of GST and one of foremost is the readiness 

issue among small and medium-sized enterprises. Many businesses are coming to the realization 

that GST preparation is complex and will have a profound impact on financial reporting and 

strategic decisions in many areas of business including business planning, pricing and competitive 

positions. In addition, even though GST is not yet to be implemented, businesses projected to 

have higher initial costs especially for establishment an effective information system and 

knowledgeable teamwork for GST operation. In conjunction to that matter, Veerinderjet (2006) 

has noted that one of the logical reasons of GST deferment is readiness among enforcement 

agencies itself i.e. Malaysia Royal Customs and Excises. This will include computerization, 

electronic filing facilities, educational activities and training of Customs officers in auditing 

techniques, etc. 

 
Readiness Issues of GST 

 Factors that need to be considered when implementing GST.  

 
Communications 

 The knowledge and expertise for GST implementation need to be spread out from the top 

management to all staffs in each department. This is because they need to understand how GST 

will affect the performance of company. Moreover, every company needs to execute seminar, 
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training and course in order to be quality companies and aware for GST conformity. Once deciding 

to implement GST, company as a business community also needs to re-assess their approach 

towards the management of GST whether their staffs can cope with this new operation of GST. 

 
Accounting and Finance Graduates 

 Future graduates need to be prepared with sufficient and broaden knowledge in order to 

ensure company readiness in implementing GST since this is a new issue in Malaysian Indirect 

Taxation. They need to understand the whole processes that involve suppliers, customers and 

government. In addition, they should also understand the reason of GST implementation 

compared with Sales Tax. Actually, the successful introduction of GST is depends on education at 

all levels of community and not only graduates. 

 
Roles of Tax Authority 

 In this new tax reform, tax authority need to play important roles to enforce GST in order to 

ensure their level of understanding. They need to give training and motivate each company in 

case to encourage them to implement GST. In addition, sufficient consultation on relevant GST 

issues for respective industries needs to be given. Then, the authority needs as well to be 

compassionate when meting punishment for mistakes made by taxpayers in order to encourage 

them at the beginning of GST implementation. 

 
Cash Flow Management 

 In implementing GST, cash flow for each company will be affected because they need to pay 

more to each of the supplier for the taxable charges and price mark up. Thus, most of the 

company needs to ensure a good level of cash flow in daily operation. 

 
Pricing setting up 

 In preparing GST, management of company needs to really understand how to setting up price 

for goods or services because every path of supplying item from suppliers is taxable. They need to 

know the taxable amount and the margin for each part to ensure they will receive sufficient profit 

at the end of manufacturing goods or supplying their services. This is because once GST is 

implementing, business will raise the price of their goods and services 

 
Developing Information Technology 

 Developing a new system is one of important preparation for GST and will involve in 

computerized accounting system in order to have accurate financial reporting. This is because 

every taxable percentage needs to be charged for every single path of manufacturing or servicing. 

Most of previous accounting system is not ready with GST modification thus we need to modify, 

revamp or to do significant changes. Hence, the role of developing a new system is play by both 

of company and system developer because they need to have a good system in order to comply 

with GST obligations. The survey and research need to be done before any system can be adjusted 

to be GST compliant. Furthermore, the cost-benefit impact need to be analyzed whether to 

purchase a new system or make changes on current system. However, at the beginning they need 

to understand the process of GST to make sure the level of readiness to implement a new system. 
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Manage Human Resource 

 More human resources need to have by both companies and tax authority. In company, they 

need more resources in order to refurbish overall operation of manufacturing or servicing 

especially when they need to handle a new system of GST. So, company need to take prompt 

action to enhance staff knowledge and expertise in handling any GST case. Moreover, the tax 

authority must recruit more new staff to be GST personnel or help-desk to provide the relevant 

fundamental information in order to assist taxpayers in preparing for GST. 

 
Conclusion 

 Today, GST is an important issue in Malaysia and it is believed that it will boost tax 

consumption revenue. Thus, in ensuring the smooth implementation of GST, all parties must be 

well prepared and give full commitment towards it. The public should not solely rely on the 

Government only i.e. the Customs in ensuring its success but the responsibility is especially for 

the businesses. Perhaps, by continuously reducing the corporate tax from 28% to 26% in the year 

2008 which has been mentioned in the Budget 2007, it will gives a comfortable room to businesses 

to commit towards GST. Most important, any weaknesses that are identified during the initial 

implementation of GST should be improved and reengineered in order to create ‘win-win 

situation’ to all parties involved. As a conclusion, GST would enable to strengthen the Malaysia’s 

economy and enhance the public quality of life. 
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Introduction  

 The ‘Fisheries and Aquaculture Sector’ is recognized as the sunshine sector in Indian 

agriculture. It stimulates growth of number of subsidiary industries and is the source of livelihood 

for a large section of economically backward population, especially fisher

helps in increasing food supply, generating adequate employment opportunities and raising 

nutritional level. It has a huge export potential and is a big source of foreign exchange earnings 

for the country. Contribution of fisheries to total Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at current prices 

is about 1.3 percent. The fisheries economy of our country has undergone rapid structural changes 

during the last few decades. 

 
What is Blue Revolution? 

The term "Blue Revolution" refers to India's 

aquaculture and water reform.

water and fish farming are addressed in the policy 

changes that comprise the Blue Revolution. India's Blue 

Revolution is a continuation of the same kind of 

environmental and political reforms that

Green Revolution in the 1960s. The Green Revolution 

was focused on resource productivity to feed the Indian 

population rather than on pure environmentally friendly 

motivations, and the Blue Revolution is similarly 

motivated.

 
Fish Production in India 

Fishing and aquaculture in India has a long history. 

Kautilya'sArthashastra (321

Someswara'sManasottara (1127 A.D.) each refer to fish 

culture.

practice of fish culture in small ponds

India.India is at present the second largest producer of 

fish in the world after China. More than 50 different 

types of fish and shellfish products are exported to 75 

countries.
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’ is recognized as the sunshine sector in Indian 

agriculture. It stimulates growth of number of subsidiary industries and is the source of livelihood 

for a large section of economically backward population, especially fishermen, of the country. It 

helps in increasing food supply, generating adequate employment opportunities and raising 

nutritional level. It has a huge export potential and is a big source of foreign exchange earnings 

to total Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at current prices 

is about 1.3 percent. The fisheries economy of our country has undergone rapid structural changes 

The term "Blue Revolution" refers to India's focus on 

aquaculture and water reform. Things like drinking 

water and fish farming are addressed in the policy 

changes that comprise the Blue Revolution. India's Blue 

Revolution is a continuation of the same kind of 

environmental and political reforms that catalysed its 

Green Revolution in the 1960s. The Green Revolution 

was focused on resource productivity to feed the Indian 

population rather than on pure environmentally friendly 

motivations, and the Blue Revolution is similarly 

motivated. 

Fishing and aquaculture in India has a long history. 

Kautilya'sArthashastra (321–300 B.C.) and King 

Someswara'sManasottara (1127 A.D.) each refer to fish 

culture. For centuries, India has had a traditional 

practice of fish culture in small ponds in Eastern 

India.India is at present the second largest producer of 

fish in the world after China. More than 50 different 

types of fish and shellfish products are exported to 75 

countries. 
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India’s Contribution in Global Fish Production (in tonnes) 
Name of Country Capture Culture Total Production 

China 1,49,19,596 3,47,79,870 4,96,99,466 

India 42,53,241 37,91,920 78,45,161 

Peru 69,14,452 - 69,14,452 

Indonesia 50,99,355 17,33,434 68,32,789 

Vietnam 22,43,100 25,56,200 47,99,300 

Source: http://nfdb.gov.in/annual-report.htm 

 India is the second largest country in the world to produce fish from aquaculture (42.53 lakh 

tones). It contributes about 6.3 percent in global aquaculture. From the last decade, where the 

average annual growth rate of export of fish and fisheries production in the world remaining 7.5 

per cent, Indian remain at the first place with an average annual growth rate of 14.8 percent in 

the export of fisheries product.Accordingly to the estimate for the year 2015-16, there was about 

Rs. 1 lakh crore value fisheries production within the country. In fish production, India is 

constantly at the second position after China. 

 
Fish Production in India 

Year 
Inland 

(lakh tonnes) 
Marine (lakh tonnes) 

Total Production 

(lakh tonnes) 

Fish seeds 

Produced 

(In million) 

2004-05 35.26 27.79 63.05 20790.64 

2005-06 37.56 28.16 65.72 21988.30 

2006-07 38.45 30.24 68.69 23647.95 

2007-08 42.07 29.20 71.27 24143.57 

2008-09 46.38 29.78 76.16 32177.21 

2009-10 48.94 31.04 79.98 29313.17 

2010-11 49.81 32.50 82.31 34110.83 

2011-12 52.95 33.71 86.66 36566.43 

2012-13 57.20 33.20 90.40 34921.80 

2013-14 61.36 34.43 95.79 41450.00 

2014-15 65.77 36.55 102.32 43390.62 

Source: http://nfdb.gov.in/annual-report.htm 

 Fish production in India has increased more than tenfold since its independence in 1947. 

According to the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations, fish output in 

India doubled between 1990 and 2010. India has 8118kilometers of marine coastline, 3,827 fishing 

villages, and 1,914 traditional fish landing centers. 

  India's fresh water resources consist of 195,210 kilometers of rivers and canals, 2.9 million 

hectares of minor and major reservoirs, 2.4 million hectares of ponds and lakes, and about 

0.8 million hectares of flood plain wetlands and water bodies. As of 2010, the marine and 

freshwater resources offered a combined sustainable catch fishing potential of over 4 million 

metric tonnes of fish. 
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Growing Industry 

 There are manyopportunities in the Marine Sector in 

India. It’s a growing industry, and there are 

opportunities within capture fisheries, aquaculture, 

fish genetics and biotechnology, harvest and post-

harvest, fishery engineering and education. 

 

 

 

 

 
Top Five Fish Producing States in India (Production in ‘000 tonnes) 

Year Andhra Pradesh West Bengal Gujarat Kerala Tamil Nadu 

2011-12 1603.17 1472.04 783.72 693.21 611.49 

2012-13 1675.44 1490.01 848.79 677.78 620.40 

2013-14 2018.42 1580.65 793.42 708.65 624.30 

2014-15 1964.43 1617.319 809.93 632.256 697.61 

Source: Reports form Ministry of Animal Husbandry and Fisheries. 

 The ‘Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries’ is the main authority for 

development of fisheries’ industry in India. It has been undertaking, directly and through the 

State Governments and the administrations of the Union Territories, various production, input 

supply and infrastructure development programs and welfare-oriented schemes; besides 

formulating and initiating appropriate policies to increase production and productivity in the 

fishery sector. Further, the ‘Ministry of Food Processing Industries’ is another main agency 

responsible for sound growth of fish processing segment in India. 

 
Agriculture and Aquaculture – A Comparison 

Criteria Agriculture Aquaculture 

Area 2,500 Sq.m (1 Acre) 2,500 Sq.m (1 Acre) 

Production 40 bags (paddy) 1,500 Kg (fish) 

Value Rs.40,000 (approx.) Rs.90,000 

Expenditure 25,000 63,750 

Income 15,000 26,250 

No.ofcrops 2 2 

Total Income/Year 30,000 52,500 

 Over the years, fisheries’ industry is emerging and rapidly growing. This covers both capture 

and culture including inland and sea, aquaculture, gears, navigation, oceanography, aquarium 

management, breeding, processing, export and import of seafood, special products and by-

products, research and related activities. There exists several investment opportunities in the 

sector for the entrepreneurs world over. 
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Role of Government in Blue Revolution 

The National Fisheries Development Board 

(NFDB) was established in 2006 as an autonomous 

organization under the administrative control of the 

Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying 

&Fisheries, Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers 

Welfare, Government of India to enhance fish 

production and productivity in the country and to 

co-ordinate fishery development in an integrated 

and holistic manner. . Its headquarters are in 

Hyderabad, located in a fish shaped building. 

 Looking at the large potential in the development of the fisheries, our honourable Prime 

Minister NarendraModi has called for “Blue Revolution” (Neel Kranti Mission) in the field of 

fisheries. Thereafter, ministry has merged all the existing schemes and started a  

Rs.3,000Crore umbrella scheme “Blue Revolution; Integrated Development and Management of 

Fisheries”. This scheme includes inland fisheries, aquaculture, marine fisheries comprising of 

deep sea fishing, mari-culture and all the activities of National Fisheries Development Board 

(NFDB). 

 
Funds Released during 12 th Five year Plan Period (Rs.in lakhs) 

Name of schemes 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 

Development of Inland Fisheries and 

Aquaculture 
3141.64 3103.87 2632.17 3665.00 

Development of Marine Fisheries, Infrastructure 

&Post harvest Operations 
7457.73 6375.68 9285.08 7000.00 

National Scheme of Welfare of Fishermen 3938.47 5214.73 5204.25 4349.00 

Strengthening of Database & Geographic 

Information System forFisheries Sector 
379.02 551.79 750.00 495.00 

National Fisheries Development Board (NFDB) 10681.00 12316.00 13750.00 15786.00 

Source: http://nfdb.gov.in/annual-report.htm 

 Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries has prepared a National Fisheries 

Action Plan 2020 (NFAP) for the next five years to increase fish production and productivity and to 

achieve the target of blue revolution. In this Action Plan all the different fisheries resources of 

the country like ponds and tanks, wetlands, brackish water, cold water, lakes reservoirs, rivers 

and canals and marine sectors are included. 

 
Conclusion  

 Due to rapid increase in fisheries and aquaculture, the income of fish farmers and farmers is 

constantly increasing and in the coming days it will benefit fish farmers and farmers at a large 

scale. The aim of Blue Revolution scheme is to increase the fish production and productivity by 8 

percent annual growth rate and to reach 15 million tonnes mark by 2020. Efforts are being made 

to bring a “National Inland Fisheries Policy” along with new “National Marine Fisheries Policy”, 

which will decide an overall and integrated growth frame work in the area of inland fisheries 

throughout the country. 
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MADURAI MINAKSHI TEMPLE GOLD IMAGES AND JEWELLERY

Assistant Professor, Department of History, Mannar Thirumalai Naicker College

 
 Many south Indian temples in Tamil Nadu possess priceless Images 

ancient jewellery. Madurai is a beautiful city. Two images, Goddess Parvati and Lord Sundaresvara 

at the famous Meenakshi temple are made from solid gold.

respectively. Particularly the figure of Parvati, true to its pleasant, charming feminine beauty, is 

delightfully proportioned and gracefully chiseled.

ownership to the sixteenth century were probably consecrated by Viswanatha Nayak, the founder 

of the Madurai Nayak dynasty. He remodels the main Vimanam of Lord Sundarewara and did much 

to bring round the ancient glory of the temple.

audience in the unjal-mandapa, on every Friday when special contribution and 

hymns are performed. 

 Similar and like golden images svarnavigra 

of Tamil Nadu. Gold, the most priceless metal known to the ancient world, was made use of for 

making images by emperors and nobles. References to golden images recorded in inscriptions are 

great in number. It shows that disregarding bronze idols, idols made of solid gold and silver were 

sacred during the centuries and the present images in the Madurai temple are remaining pi

ancient idols in gold. 

 The Madurai temple also conserves valuable ancient jewellery the crowns, made of gold and 

set with precious gems, usually called the navaratna

a golden turban set with gems and called ratnachummadu.

festivals when Lord Sundaresvara as a friendly labourer is said to have carried earth on his head 

on behalf of an old lady. The legend, one among the sixty

annually when this special turban is used to decorate the deity.

and a spade, small but very majestic ones, made of solid gold.

set with parallel rows of pearls and rudraksha beads distributed with gems

Mutturudrakshakirita. 

 There are many immemorial crowns in the collections.

turbans (muttu talaippakai) for the Lord and a pearl crown of the goddess (

Thirumudichchattu) made up of gold and intricatel

size and shape. They are undoubtedly ancient, in all possibility made and gifted by the great 

Tirumalai Nayaka in the seventeenth century.

reorganized the festivals, and introduced many new ones, besides reforming the temple 

administration. He is answerable for organizing on a very great scale the Chitrai festival in the 

temples of both goddess Meenakshi and Lord Alagar of Alagar Koil.

costly jewels to adorn his favorite detie, and many of this presents are still in use at Madurai and 

Alagarkoil.  
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Many south Indian temples in Tamil Nadu possess priceless Images made of gold and exquisite 

Two images, Goddess Parvati and Lord Sundaresvara 

at the famous Meenakshi temple are made from solid gold. The images are about 45cm and 35cm 

f Parvati, true to its pleasant, charming feminine beauty, is 

delightfully proportioned and gracefully chiseled. The figures legally transferable to the 

ownership to the sixteenth century were probably consecrated by Viswanatha Nayak, the founder 

He remodels the main Vimanam of Lord Sundarewara and did much 

to bring round the ancient glory of the temple. These golden images are commonly placed in 

mandapa, on every Friday when special contribution and chanting of sacred 

 has are still under worship in some of the temples 

Gold, the most priceless metal known to the ancient world, was made use of for 

References to golden images recorded in inscriptions are 

bronze idols, idols made of solid gold and silver were 

sacred during the centuries and the present images in the Madurai temple are remaining pieces of 

The Madurai temple also conserves valuable ancient jewellery the crowns, made of gold and 

set with precious gems, usually called the navaratna-the nine gems. Among the two crowns one is 

ed ratnachummadu. This is used on one of the various 

festivals when Lord Sundaresvara as a friendly labourer is said to have carried earth on his head 

The legend, one among the sixty-four sports of the Lord, is accepted 

hen this special turban is used to decorate the deity. Along with it are used a basket 

and a spade, small but very majestic ones, made of solid gold. The other one is a golden crown 

set with parallel rows of pearls and rudraksha beads distributed with gems. It is called 

There are many immemorial crowns in the collections. Of particular regard are the pearl 

) for the Lord and a pearl crown of the goddess (Ambal 

) made up of gold and intricately worked with gems and pearls of awe-inspiring 

They are undoubtedly ancient, in all possibility made and gifted by the great 

Tirumalai Nayaka in the seventeenth century. This ruler was oneself interested in the temple, 

vals, and introduced many new ones, besides reforming the temple 

He is answerable for organizing on a very great scale the Chitrai festival in the 

temples of both goddess Meenakshi and Lord Alagar of Alagar Koil. He funded rich presents, and 

costly jewels to adorn his favorite detie, and many of this presents are still in use at Madurai and 
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 The gold scepter, set with gems, still conserved in the Madurai temple received great worship 

in the time of Tirumalai Nayak. On the eighth day of the Chitra festival, the great king, 

Thirumalai Nayak, used to receive this scepter from Goddess Meenakshi, carry it to his palace in 

procession, and place it on the royal throne, offering special worship. It marked the control of the 

Goddess over the Kingdom. 

 Chitra festival extended in the reign of Queen Mangammal is portrayed in a mural painting in 

the Madurai temple. The scepters used in those royal festivals are still preserved in the temple. 

Most of the ancient jewellery protected in the temple. Most of the old and earlier jewellery 

preserved in temple go back to the time of Tirumalai Nayak (17th Century) 

 Almost to the same period are attributed some of the marvelous jewellery in the Vishnu 

temple at Alagarkoil, the Subrahmanya temple at Tirupparankunram. The sacred temples which 

were under Tirumalai nayaka still preserve some of his saintly dedications. In the Madurai temple 

itself there are two lovely pearl crowns of notable antiquity. The crowns, necklaces, pendants, 

bracelets and bangles and shields called angis are the most interesting and enchanting pieces of 

temple jewellery not only for their variety but also for their beauty. 

 Many golden vessels in this collection bear inscriptions recording their commitment by the last 

of the great Madurai nayakas, Vijaya Ranga Chokkanatha Nayaka and his queens Meenakshi, and 

Krishnammal. A delighted palanquin, called Tolukku Iniyan, gifted by that Nayaka in 1735 was 

corrected by Francis Traverse, the then collector, golden umbrella, vessels, staff, etc., gifted by 

him are still preserved in the temple. 

 A recurring motif among the pendents is the double headed eagle, called gandaberunda which 

was the royal apex of the Hoysalas. In the Nayaka court, especially in the southern region, this 

motif became the trend. Pendants of this shape are established in many South Indian temples. A 

painting of the 17th century in Alagarkoli depicts the pendant adorning Lord Alagar. 

 Temples in old times having knowledge of the immense value of these jewels and devised 

suitable safeguards, though loss of temple jewels was not unknown. 

 An ancient manuscript, Talapustaka refers to the method adopted in preserving temple jewels 

and the joint authority fixed on many temple servants. It is specified that two responsible officers 

named Kavistari should receive jewels on festive days and organize for their return immediately 

after use to the Kaiyaichri (the jewel treasurer). These should be examined and properly sealed 

by the Mudradhikari. Throughout the period, when the jewels were distributed and taken out in 

procession adorning the deity, temple security called Meykaval should escort and keep watch over 

the jewel. This indicates the care attention paid by the other rulers in maintaing temple jewels. 

 

 

 

 

 


